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ABSTRACT 
[his is a studs concerned with the translation of formulaic expressions (f= L) and 
modifications (MODS) from English into Swedish in the fi llo%%ing pla\ h% 
Harold Pinter: The Birthday Party (1958). The ('arci , ke r (1960). The 
homecoming (1 965 ), .Vo . 
tfan s Land (1975) and afoonlight (1993 ). 
Chapter I outlines the characteristics of the language of Pinter's plays. The 
findings of linguistic and biographical research related to Pinter are presented in 
order for a satisfactory understanding of the language of Pinter's plays to be 
obtained. 
Chapter 11 investigates the critical reception of Pinter's plays in the [K. the t `SA, 
France and Sweden. Research findings obtained are presented in order to establish 
the problems presented by the source texts (STs) with respect to their 
comprehension and the difficulty of identifying FEs and MODS in tie plays by 
Pinter. 
In Chapter 111. the terms cultural and linguistic 1: 1s are defined and a framework 
for different types of FEs and MODs is introduced. In addition, proposed 
guidelines, options and strategies for the translation of FE: s and MODs are 
presented. l'hese are then applied to actual translation examples in Chapter IV, 
which is a comparative analysis of the English STs and the Swedish target texts 
(1-I's). The emphasis is on assessing the translation of FE; s and MODs in the five 
pla`. s by Pinter mentioned above, illustrating the conclusions drawn with the help 
of examples. 
Chapter V presents the findings of a questionnaire that was carried out in order to 
obtain qualitative data, which %%ould indicate whether a group of nati%e "rxakers 
of English would ha%e difficulties identifying a selection of fý ls and `it )l)s in 
five plays by Pinter. 
1-hc summing up of the findings is presented in the Conclusion. 
INTRODUCTION 
The focus of this thesis is on the translation of cultural and linguistic formulaic 
expressions (FEs), particularly the translation of culture-based, here "cultural" 
FEs in the plays by Harold Pinter. The term cultural FEs is used in preference to 
the word "allusion" in order to ensure that the new term will not be confused with 
different meanings and associations that the word "allusion" brings to mind. A 
different term from "allusion" was also chosen in order to make clear beyond 
doubt the nature of the subject under study. 
A small-scale survey carried out for my MA dissertation in 1998 suggested that 
native speakers of English did not understand a selection of allusions in 
Moonlight. The conclusion was drawn that allusions in Harold Pinter's plan 
Moonlight (1993) were not successfully translated into Swedish because Kristina 
Lugn, the Swedish translator of the play, similarly did not fully understand 
('inter's use of allusions. Little research seems to have been focussed on the 
translation of allusions, but Ritva Leppihalme's empirical study of the translation 
and understanding of allusions (1997) suggests that Finnish university students of 
English found it difficult to recognise and understand allusions in English texts. 
Leppihalme's study also indicates that Finnish translators tended to opt for a close 
or literal translation of allusions and that a close or literal translation of allusions 
resulted in the Finnish students in her study often failing to recognise or 
understand English allusions in translation into Finnish. 
As Leppihalme's study. suggests that non-native speakers of English find it 
difficult to understand allusions in English texts as well as in translation and since 
my survey in 1998 indicated that native speakers of English failed to identify 
allusions in Pinter's play Moonlight. I concluded that a non-native speaker of 
English such as Kristina Lugn is likely to have encountered difficulties in 
identifying and translating allusions in Pinter's play . 1loxonlighi into Swedish 
(Bcrgfeldt 1998). Also. i. eppihalme's finding that translators often opt for a close 
translation of allusions and the discovery that the Swedish translator of Moonlight 
had applied the same strategy suggests that either some of the allusions in the `T 
where not identified or that a close translation was chosen, because the translator 
did not engage in sufficient research. Either way, close translations cannot ai%%a% ti 
be considered a satisfactory translation option for allusions since it often Ica%c" 
the readers nonplussed. 
Having established that a selection of allusions in Moonlight by Pinter were not 
successfully translated into Swedish, some of Pinter's other plays were studied. It 
was discovered that allusions or cultural FEs in several of his plays failed to be 
transferred correctly into Swedish. As a result, further research was carried out 
into a selection of Harold Pinter's plays. The plays chosen were The Birthday 
Party, The Caretaker, The Homecoming. No Man's Land and Moonlight. The 
Birthday Party, No Man's Land and Moonlight were chosen because they seemed. 
at a first glance, to contain many cultural FEs. The purpose of including The 
Caretaker. which did not appear to contain many cultural FEs. was to compare 
and contrast it with The Birthday Party. Could the seeming lack of allusions in 
The Caretaker have contributed to its success in 1960, and could the many 
allusions in The Birthday Parry and the problems they presented in terms of easy 
comprehension have contributed to its failure in 1958? The homecoming 0965) 
was included in order to widen the scope for the study of the ear y critical 
reception of Pinter's plays. The reception of Pinter's plays was not limited to 
Britain and the USA, but was extended to France and Sweden in order to pinpoint 
differences between English-speaking countries and countries where his plays by 
necessity had to be performed in translation. I also wanted to investigate if there 
were comments on the language of Pinter's plays, especially with regard to FEs. 
Prior to researching the initial critical reception of Pinter's pla) s. I consulted 
scholarly works on Pinter's language and his plays in order to gain an insight into 
the way Pintcr writes and to obtain a better understanding of his plays.. I aluo 
carried out further research on Pinter as a man and as a writer. since additional 
knowledge about the writer may help interpret his work. 
Although Leppihalme's empirical study on the translation of allusions (1997 ). 
including the translation guidelines and the translation options put forward in her 
study, was my prime source, Peter Newmark's translation strategies (1995 ) for the 
translation of metaphors also proved to be helpful. Leppihalme (1997) and Mixon 
(1998) were also useful in my attempt to define what has been termed a formulaic 
expression (FE). 
In order to be able to assess whether or not an FE has been successfully translated 
into another language. the terms cultural and linguistic FEs are first discussed and 
defined and a framework for different modifications (MODs) that may be carried 
out on these FEs are then outlined. For the same purpose. a set of translation 
guidelines and translation options are discussed and outlined. Next, the translation 
guidelines and options are applied to FEs from five of Pinter's play s and their 
translations into Swedish with the aim of trying to illustrate different ways of 
translating FEs successfully into another language. in particular. to illustrate why 
a close or literal translation may not always be the best solution. 
In addition, to support the suggestion put forward that FEs in Pinte>'s plays are 
difficult to identify and understand, the findings of a questionnaire carried out in 
order to test this hypothesis are presented. 
A presentation of the findings and the conclusions drawn with regard to the 
translation of FEs in five plays by Pinter from English into Swedish concludes 
this study. 
CHAPTER I 
The Language of Pinter's Plays 
Introduction 
Pinter is a playwright who is not inclined to discuss his work. Since 1960 when 
his fourth play The Caretaker was produced - his first success - there has been 
much discussion of his plays. The one facet, which has attracted most critical 
comment, is his language. This is not surprising since the complexity and 
originality of his writing is quite unique. 
The fact that Pinter is very reluctant to discuss his work may be one contributing 
factor to the abundance of comments. without much assistance tram the 
playwright. it is only through individual analyses that critics and scholars might 
arrive at an understanding of his work. 
In order to illustrate characteristic features of Pinter's language, excerpts from 
some of his plays will be discussed. Views on the actual meaning and 
interpretation of Pinter's plays vary among scholars, and as a result, the presented 
outline here constitutes only one suggestion as regards plot and interpretation. 
In addition. since previous research (Bergfeldt 1998) suggests that Pinter's play 
. 4looiilighi contains a number of allusions such as 
literary references and slogans, 
particular emphasis will be directed to scholars' discussions of allusions in Pinter" 
plays. 
The plays to be discussed in this chapter are The Birthduv Party (completed in 
1957: published in 1960) which is a pla% about %%hat happens to the only lodger in 
a quiet boarding house when tx%o intruders suddenly appear; The ('aretuke r (1O5O, 
1960). a play about the effects an intruder has on two hn)ther" as he i% taken to 
4 
their home: The Collection (1961.1963). a play rite with people contradicting 
each other and themselves resulting in neither audience nor character-, knowing 
the actual truth; The Homecoming (1964; 1965). a play about the effects a female 
intruder has on an all-male household; Landscape (1967; 1969) which is a lyrical 
play conducted in monologues. It has no conventional plot: similarly Silence 
(1968; 1969) is a lyrical play which does not have a traditional plot. also 
conducted primarily in monologues; No . 'flan '. % Land (1974: 1975) i: a play about 
two old men who while drinking a great deal talk about philosophy, the past and 
their memories; Moonlight (1993; 1993) which is a play about death and loss. In 
this play it is not possible to be certain who is alive and if people are dying or just 
depressed. Absurd humour abounds. 
The first time a reader studies a Pinter play s/he might have the impression that 
there is nothing unusual about the language. It seems to conjure up everyday 
speech since the characters are semi-articulate, stumble over words and leave 
questions only partially answered, the way people speak in real life (Evans 1977: 
166). However, as Evans rightly points out it is possible that we might have met 
people speaking in this fashion on some occasions, but it is unlikely that people 
speak the way these characters do all the time (Evans 1977: 168-171). A case in 
point is the opening scene of The Birthday Party (1960) where phatic communion, 
that is polite social conversation, first gives the impression that the scene consists 
of everyday speech, but when phatic communion is used in excess as it is in this 
case, the dialogue sounds slightly stilted. First an outline of the play. followed by 
the opening scene. 
The Birthday Pariv (1957) is a play about Pete'v and Meg a married couple who 
run an old boarding house. They have one lodger. Stanley. who has stayed with 
them for about a year. There has been no other lodger during this time. We do not 
know much about any of these people. They appear to lead a quiet Ilk. One day 
two men. (; oldhe'rg and . tlc('ann appear. 
Initially they are polite but axon it 
becomes clear that they constitute a threat to Stanley. During a party. perhaps a 
birthday party. victimisation of Stanley begins and after an extended interrogation 
scene G oldbere and .t CC 
sann interrogating Stanley - the play ends with a 
S 
physically and mentally broken Stanley being taken away from the boarding 
house by Goldberg and McCann. 
The Birthday Party (Pinter 1960: 9): 
Pf TEY enters from the door on the left with a paper 
and sits at the takle. fir begins to read. , tMEG '% voice 
comes through the kitchen hatch. 
MEG: Is that you. Petey? 
Pause 
Petey, is that you? 
Pause 
Petey? 
PE: TF Y: What? 
MI : (i : Is that you? 
PIJEY: Yes, it's me. 
MFG: What'! IIter face appears at the hatch. ) 
Are you back? 
PE I E'Y: Yes. 
MEG: 1'ß"e got your cornflakes ready. (She disappears and 
reappears. ) Here's your cornflakes. [... J Are they 
nice'? 
PIS HhY: Ver nice. 
M1": (1: 1 thought they'd be nice. 
MFG: 
[... J 
Is it nice out? 
PE: TEäY: Vers nice. 
MEG: Is Stanley up yet? 
PEE 1': I don't know. Is he ? 
MEG: I don't know. I haven't seen him do%%n pct. 
PETE1': Well then, he can't be up. 
NIEIG: EIav-en't you seen him down'. 
PE; 11. -N: I've only just come in. 
MFG: lie must still be a -sleep. 
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Following closer examination of Pinter%, work- it becomes LIear that there is 
something different about these pla}s because, as critic. such as Martin l=s' lien. 
Mel (iussow and G. L. Evans has e noted, they appear strange. m stenous. ()pique 
and subliminal. What exactly then is unique about the pla%,,? It would seem that 
the answer at least partly rests in the language. 
The complexity of Pinter's language is in pan %%hat makes it difficult to 
understand his plays. However, it is important to point out that the senke of 
mystery audiences and readers experience when watching or reading one of his 
plays is also partly due to the fact that it is difficult to establish almost any facts 
with conviction. This is so because Pinter, in his plays. seems to withhold vital 
facts and truths about characters and events. Moreover. Pinter characters lie 
blatantly. They contradict themselves and each other. If this is not the case thcý 
have forgotten the actual facts or they talk as if they were uncertain of what «a. 
said or what they did or even when something is supposed to have happened. ftc 
kind of narration and dialogue referred to in this paragraph have been labelled 
"unreliable narration" and "unreliable dialogue" (l'(3rngvvist 1999). the problems 
that unreliable dialogue cause the audience has been discussed by l örngvist with 
regard to plays by the Swedish playwright August Strindberg. and the term 
"unreliable" is also applicable to the dialogue of Pinter's play s. 
In addition, characterisation in Pinter is fragmentarn . 
The motives behind the 
characters' actions are ambiguous or unexplained or both. Interpretation has to be 
guessed at since there is no omniscient narrator in charge of the play intent on 
clarity ing uncertainties. Pinter does not believe that a playwright should kno« 
everything about actions and events as nobody knows about these thing% in real 
litt. A% a result, he rejects the notion of an omniscient author. Furthermore. Pinter 
does not structure his plays for a specific conclusion, nor to make a pxoint. Ile has 
no particular message in mind. In fact. \ cr-\ little can be said about the plays with 
certainty. %%hich explains %%hy- there is such a varictý of interpretations cat the 
meaning of hi" plays. 
Having explained that very little can he established with certainty in f'intcr'" %%ork 
it sc nis appropriate to pn'cxccd hý dc shin and illutracin hum diiicrcc 
aspects of his plays function. in order to illustrate how Pinter %%Tlte-,. the most 
important aspect to stress about his language is the di%ersitý of st. 1ý. ý. Ho%e%er. a 
fact perhaps equally important is that Pinter's std le shares roam of' the 
characteristics of postmoderni. st literature. In the following sections specific 
characteristics of Pinter's language will be considered in greater detail. 
Playwright as Poet 
Pinter started writing poetry in his early teens. Features such as alliteration and 
repetition common in Pinter's plays are in evidence in his early ctn 
(hit "//shop. harne andnohle. com, 'hooksrurrh authorln o. a. sp: 'couthor('ode I ... 
ha 
roll pinter). In his teens Pinter read extensively, authors such as Dostoycv sk` . 
T. 
S. Eliot, Hemingway. Joyce, Kafka. Dylan Thomas and Woolf being among his 
favourites (Billington 1996: 10). There is evidence to suggest that these writers 
have influenced Pinter. Scholars have pointed to Eliot and Joyce for Pinter's use 
of repetition and to Thomas for Pinter's use of alliteration and imagery and to 
Kafka for an atmosphere of unknown menace. These suggestions are not 
unfounded. At a later stage Beckett, Keats, Proust, Shakespeare and Yeats and 
other authors were included in Pinter's repertoire. These authors have also 
influenced Pinter. Scholars refer to similarities between Pinter and Beckett with 
regard to aspects such as repetition and pauses and to Proust with regard to 
Pinter's preoccupation with memories. Pinter has had poems published since 
1950. 
Mall regards Pinter as a poetic dramatist. First because Pinter is fastidious in his 
choice of words. second because rhythm is vital to the performance of his %%ork 
and third because his plays are lyrical. In fact. Hall compares the language of 
Pinter's plays to that of a musical score. Cuts are not possible. Hall claims. 
because it would disturb the entire rhythm of the piece. Pauses and silences which 
Hall stresses are not the same could be compared to the pauses of ariOus lengths 
in musical sores (Itzin and Trussler 1975: 4-17: Eiall 1993: 189-193). 
K 
The view that Pinter is a poetic dramatist is not uncommon among literir) 
scholars and critics. The British theatre critic. translator and author \lartin 1=»lin 
who is an authority on Pinter, the French literati- scholars Margaret I ormachio as 
well as Lucina Paquct Gabbard all subscribe to the notion that Pinter i" a poetic 
dramatist but point to different aspects of his plays to support their vvie%%. I''\slin 
points to Pinter's use of poetic language in the form of metaphor. repetition. 
rhythm, assonance, alliteration and rhyme (Esslin 1977: 244.245.249). 
'l'ormachio indirectly implies that Pinter is a poet by pointing to the ambiguit%, the 
allusive aspects as well as the rhythm of the language (Tormachio1990: 811-85). 
Gabbard is convinced Pinter's language is poetic since she claims that Pinter 
describes external reality through ambiguous dream language in order to convey 
the inner life of the unconscious (Gabbard 1976: 185.274-5). Evans is another 
case in point. His summing up of Pinter as "a deceptive poet" and "a verbal 
magician" would seem to encapsulate the notion that Pinter is a versatile poet 
(Evans 1977: 171-175). 
Most literary scholars or critics like Fsslin. Gussow and Evans hold that a 
dramatist by definition must also be a poet. In the case of Pinter. however, some 
critics do not consider him to be a poetic dramatist. Among these is Indian literary 
scholar Surendra Sahai. Sahai suggests that Pinter may not be a poetic dramatist 
after all because, claims Sahai, he is only considered to be a poet due to the 
complexity of his language. In other words, the complexity of Pinter's language 
may have lead some critics to draw the conclusion that Pinter is a poet, whereas 
Sahai seems to suggest that Pinter's originality as a playwright simply makes 
understanding difficult. To put it differently. complexity is not the same as poetry 
(Sakai 1981: 105). 
When leafing through one of Pinter's plays it will become evident that Pinter 
frequently uses poctic devices. These constitute an important tcature of his plays. 
this use of poetic devices is more common in some play % than in other.. resulting 
in some plays being more poetic than others. Silence and LanuI'c i k'. in particular. 
are very po tic. In fact, the)- could be considered to be c\tended, poetic image% 
depicting and evoking mood changes rather than play s developing dramatic plots. 
U 
Silence (1969) may be Pinter' s most lyrical play. f here are three c harak to 
Rumset. Ellen and Bate. %. As in Landscape. the monologue is the major mode tit 
expression in this play. however, unlike Landscape'. there are a tc%% dialogues. 
especially in flashbacks to the past. Rum. st'v'% language is %er% poetical. Ellen'' is 
as well whereas Bates 's language resembles that of Duff in 1_anti calhr. it is to the 
point and very rarely lyrical. The play does not has ea conventional plot, instead 
the characters seem to give their own perspectives on their internal relationships 
with the exception of Rumse}' and Bates, the two men. As is the case of 
Landscape. Silence resembles long extended poetic images rather than what 
people would conventionally consider a play. 
In Silence and Landscape repetition of words, sounds and images abound. Silence 
in particular is very much like a musical score. The characters do not often speak 
to one another but take turns speaking in different motifs and rhythms. In this 
sense it reminds us of different movements in a musical score. Furthermore. 
extended key lines expressed early on in the play recur at later stages with minor 
or major variations, the way in which variations on themes are presented in a 
musical score. 
The extract from Silence below is a typical example of Pinter's use of poetic 
language. Rumvev seems to be daydreaming. He is remembering what life. lo%e 
was like in the past. His lines are very lyrical. The lyrical touch to Silence is 
established already in the first line of the play; in this passage rhythm is achieved 
through the repetitive use of the same or similar words, alliteration, assonance, 
consonance or rhyme (Pinter Plays 3 1978: 201): 
R11MSl Y: I walk with my girl who wears a grey blouse when she 
walks and grey shoes and Malks with me readily 
wearing her clothes considered for mc. Eier grey 
clothes. 
[... 
I tell her my thoughts. clouds racing. She looks up at 
me or listens down. she stops in midsentence [ sic 1. m 
sentence. to look up at me. Sometimes her hand has 
slipped from mine. her arm Ioxoknej. she %kalks 
slightly apart. dog barks. 
In this extract we note the following features- 
(a) The same or similar words: 
Clothes. grey. look/s/. walk/s/ etc. 
(b) Alliteration: 
her hand, has 
clothes, considered. clouds 
looks. listens, loosened 
stops, sentence. sometimes. slipped, slightly 
walk with, wears. when 
(c) Assonance: 
apart - bark 
cloud - down 
(d) Consonance: 
looks - listens - stops - midsentence 
[sic] 
sometimes - walks - harks 
(c) Rhv me: 
walk- talk 
The hypnotic or trance-like effect. which is achie<<d through the use of poetic 
devices is further heightened through the use of monosý llabic. stak: ato %ý ord" 
interspersed with the odd longer word towards the end of the sentence lack of 
standard punctuation reinforces the effect. As a result, the e tfect of the passage is 
lyrical and romantic. 
The excerpt above clearly illustrates that Pi nter' s language can be % ery poetic. hi 
the case of Silence it sometimes appears poetic in the extreme. t'xtreme in the 
sense that when poetic devices are used to this extent throughout a play, the 
language becomes very stylised. it does not reflect real spteech. As a result, it is 
not the language of contemporary drama. However. this method of using poetic 
devices is more sparsely used by Pinter in other plays. 
Characters in Pinter's plays sometimes indulge in long digressions of poetic 
language reminiscent of the poetic example from Silence ab o% c. Bridget in 
Moonlight (Pinter 1993: 1) constitutes one such example (sec excerpt below). First 
an outline of the play. 
In Moonlight (1993) it appears that a former civil servant. Andv. is dying. lie is 
married to Be/ and they have three children Jack. Fred and Bridget. It seems the 
parents do not have any contact with their children. However, before he dies And y 
would like to see his children. Be! tries to locate them, but she does not succeed. 
In the course of the play we go back in time. we meet some of their friends, listen 
to their sons playing word games and realise that we do not know what is going 
on. Is Bridget alive? Is Andy in fact dying? These are some of the questions we 
ask ourselves. 
. 
t! oonlight (Pinter 199 3: 1): 
BRIDGE T in %vint light. 
13R11X.; E T: I can't sleep. Mere's no moxon. I1 so dark. I think I'll 
go downstairs and %%ulk about. I won't make a nois . 
1'11 hr %'M' quiet. Nobody «ill tzar me. lt'" so dark 
and I know e%erv-thing is more -, ilent %%hen it'" dark. 
But I don't %%ant anyone to kno%% 1'm mo\ ing about in 
the night. I don't %%ant to %%ake my father and mother. 
They're so tired. They have gi%en uº much of their Iife 
for me and for my brothers.: \ll their life, in fact. All 
their energies and all their love. (... J 
Apart from these extended images there is also an abundance of poetic Iangusgc 
in the odd phrase or line. Here are two examples from , tfoonlight (m-, italics): 
Moonlight (Pinter 1993: 60): 
FRED: Precisely. And so let me say this. E le was a man, take 
him for all in all. I shall not look upon his like again. 
JAKI': You move me much. 
"You move me much. " seems to be too poetic for cver day speech. Similarly. 
alliteration is rather too frequent for it to reflect actual speech. 
Moonlight (Pinter 1993: 4142): 
J. \KF: Why. did 1lawkeye tangle \%ith Rausch at Bromk ' 
No. I didn't mention E3igshy. 
FRED: They were daggers drawn at Ea. sibourne. 
In this instance -daggers drawn at Eastbourne. " include txith alliteration and 
assonance. In addition, the selection of the lexical items "daggers drawn- results 
in an impression of stilted language, the word "dagger" being archaic. Once again 
it seems that Pinter deviates from c%-eryda% peech in dialogue. 
In order to hater understand the context in «high the 
first line below occurs an 
outline of the play is first pr scntcd: 
ýý 
VU Man's Land (1975): /first Ii\es in a comtortable home in north London. I %%o 
young men look after him. One day he brings a stranger home. i hi" stranger 
called Spooner is not %er` well off. Spooner and flirsi drink a great deal. Fhcý 
talk about life, philosophy and the past in polite fashion. Gradually, it is sug estcd 
that perhaps Spooner and Hir. si are not strangers after all becati they start 
quarrelling and disagree about facts related to past love affairs, place. memories 
and people. They talk about missed opportunities and the fact that now nothing 
can be done to alter their situation. Life is at an impasse (. Voº . 
tfan'. \ Lan(! Pinter 
1975: 26): 
SPO)ONE: R: What he said ... all those years ago ... is neither 
here 
nor there. It was not what he said but possibly the way 
he sat which has remained with me all my life and has, 
I am quite sure. made me what I am. 
Pause. 
And I met you at the same pub tonight, although at a 
different table. 
Pause. 
I wonder at vuu, now, as once I wondered at him. But 
will I ºs onder at you tomorrow. I wunder, as I still 
wonder at him today! 
Repetition, as shown above, and language developed through association rather 
than logic is common in Pinter. Below is an excerpt from Land eapt' illustrating 
these aspects. Once again there is an abundance tit poetic devices such as 
assonance. consonance. alliteration. rhyme etc. Moreover. there is a sense of 
legato. that is the rhythm is smooth and e%en as in music %%hen notes are 
connected without a break- (Microsofl Encarta 20(x)). Ibis means that s ntences 
arte strung together by one sound in order to avoid the break %% hic 
h othcr v i"c 
would occur through a full stop. The sentence ending and starling with the ". imc 
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letter "m" adds a scnsc of flowing,. Shorter phraM . monosý 
lldhic one, \ý ah a 
staccato rhythm. and commas reprey, cnting short pauses together contr: hute to 
heightening the emotional and I%rical impact of the writing 
A few words about the play: In l undccupe (1968) there are to characters - Beth 
and Du//. They are married. Ihhey sit in a kitchen where they take turns talking in 
monologues during the entire play, by-passing each other, only referring to each 
other by name. Hence they are not actually talking to one another, there is no 
conventional dialogue, although it sometimes seems as if Dull tries to talk to Beth. 
The play seems to be a perfect example of non-communication. Beth talk', about 
the past. describing memories in lyrical language whereas l)uf) is letting M-III 
know about what he has been doing during the last few days. I lis language is more 
matter of fact, real and much less lyrical. We seem to be dealing with to 
extended poetic images rather than two characters in a cons entional play Winter 
Pluvs 3 1978: 180-1): 
E3Ell 1: When I watered the flowers he stood. %katching 
me. and watched me arrange them. M% gravity. 
he said. I %% as so grave, attending to the flowers. 
I'm going to water and arrange the tlovvers, I 
said. Ile followed me and watched, standing at a 
distance from me. When the arrangement %%aý 
done I stayed still. I heard him moving. Ile 
didn't touch me. I listened. I looked at the 
flowers. blue and white, in the bowl. 
Pau%c' 
Then he touched me. 
fpuce 
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He touched the back of m neck. His fingers. 
lightly, touching. lightly, touching. the hack. of 
my neck. 
this extract becomes lyrical through the already mentioned use of poetic deviceN 
as well as through short phrases, poetic punctuation and pauses. 
1.2 Pinter and Postmodernism 
Apart from precision and poetic devices, aspects of Pinter's st}-Ic discussed above. 
there are other features of his language such as poetic and stylised language, 
parody, the mixing of style and register as well as different linguistic 
idiosyncrasies that may be classified as postmodernist writing. 
Modernism and postmodernism both highlight the importance of impressionism 
and subjectivity as opposed to realism and objectivity. Consequently, it is not 
what we see but how we see that matters. The concept of the omniscient author, 
very much important to realist writing, is abandoned. Furthermore, fixed narrative 
points and the author's moral responsibility are ignored. The mixing of genres. 
fragmentation of form, random-seeming collages and metatext are other features 
characteristic of these two art movements. Both are eclectic movements that 
favour poetic features such as parody. pastiche and allusions. The hallmarks of 
this type of writing can be summed up as experimentation and innovation (Barry 
1995: 82-85. Thornborrow and Wareing 1998: 170-179). 
It seems that most if not all of the characteristic features of modernism and 
postmodernism mentioned above are directly applicable to Pinter'" style and his 
approach to writing. Ihe reasons why his writing can be considered to he 
postmodernist rather than modernist are discussed belo%% with regard to the 
differences between these two movements. 
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The features that Barn and Thornborro%% and 'arcing put torr%. ird as 
representative of modernism and postmodernism indicate that. although 
modernism and postmodernism seem to be based on similar ideas with regard to 
how literature is viewed, there are differences between these movements as 
regards the application of these characteristic features, the differences being 
basically of mood and attitude or tone. 
Modernist writers regard language as a substance in its own right and challenge 
the relationship between the signifier (word) and the signified (concept). 
Conventions with regard to rhyme and meter are broken. Juxtaposition of tormal. 
rhetorical registers and informal ones are common. carried out in order to 
illustrate the values of what '1'hronborrow and Wareing labels "high" as- opposed 
to "popular" literature (Thornborrow and Wareing 1998: 170-179). Modernist. 
revere classical conventions. 
Postmodernists have developed modernist ideas even further. viewing language as 
a fret entity to be played with. Language is the world and consequently it is not 
uncommon that the author draws attention to the actual process of writing in his or 
her texts. As a result, form takes precedence over content. Furthermore. 
postmodernists break poetic conventions owing to their anarchic disrespect of 
tradition and status, resulting in texts that juxtapose high and popular culture 
without implying superior value to either of these. Moreover. original texts are 
mocked. or modified for comic effect. Playfulness is central to postmodernism 
and authors belonging to this movement enjoy, breaking conventions. 
2.1 Stv-Ii, rd language 
Another important feature of Pinter's way of writing is stylised language. In a 
senke poetic devices could be construed as sty lised features of language. The 
dividing line b tm. een poetic and stylised language is tine. However. in this thesis 
poetic language refers to poetic devices u ed in a cony entional %%aý in order to 
create as particular mo dd. whereas stylised language is considered to 
be in 
unconventional. postmodernist. creati%c device %%here language is manipulated or 
played ith. for many reasons including mood. 
In the excerpt below. Pinter manipulates language by use of poetic de% ices. ihr 
poetic devices in this context appear to constitute tN pical postmoderni"t crcame 
writing. The aspects which make it postmodernist are the uncon%entional context 
in which they are used (a sudden extreme excess of poetic devices in a dialogue 
otherwise characterised by everyday language) as well as the motives (s duction 
and dominance) for using them. It is all to do with hidden meaning and dramatic 
effect. Due to the fact that the poetic devices used are not primarily employed to 
create mood through language they are regarded as instances of stylised language 
as in the excerpt below from The Homecoming. 
In The Homecoming, (1965) Teddy, who has a doctorate in philosophy , 
brings his 
wife Ruth home to meet the family. Teddy and Ruth have been married for six 
years. they have three children and live in the USA. Teddy's family does not 
know he is married. Teddy's father Max is a butcher, his uncle . Sun: is a chauffeur 
and his brothers Joey and Lenny are a boxer and a pimp. Life in this household 
seems animalistic, there is a constant struggle for supremacy through language 
and action. At the beginning of the play when Ruth arrives, an all male household 
receives a female intruder. Lenny tries to dominate her by trying to scare her. Max 
initially rejects her through abusive language and Joev is fascinated hý her. She is 
undaunted, and eventually, all the men except Lenny are dominated by Ruth. At 
the very end it is implied that Ruth has accepted Lenny '. s proposal to remain with 
the family. \%orking as a prostitute for Lenny, as well as being the family's lo%er 
and mother as Teddy returns to the [)SA alone (The Homecoming in Pinter Plays 3 
1987: 68-9). 
RIJ-111: I)on't be too sure though. You've forgotten 
Something. Look at me. I ... move nmý 
leg. 'That's all it 
is. But I wear ... underwear ... which mo%cs with nie 
... 
it 
... captures your attention. 
Perhaps ý ou 
misinterpret. Me action is simple. It's a leg 
Is 
moving. My lips move. Why don't y-,, ºu restrict ... your 
observations to that? Perhaps the 1,1,: t 
that they move is more significant ... than the words 
which come through them. You must bear ... that ... 
possibility ... in mind. 
Silence 
In this passage. Ruth deliberately tries to draw attention to hersclf. This attempt 
which may be interpreted as seduction is achieved partly through the manipulation 
of language. If she is not trying to seduce the men she at least tries to gain the 
upper hand. Below I will explain how Pinter uses poetic devices to dramatic 
effect. 
First the phrases "I ... move my 
leg. That's all it is. " In this case the pause after 
"I", indicated by three dots, gives emphasis to the phrase following the pause. 
Furthermore, the connotations evoked through the phrase are sexual, an 
interpretation which is emphasised through the use of alliteration of the letter "m" 
which can evoke the image of the movements of Ruth's lips pronouncing "m" 
which may be considered to be a sensual image. The second utterance is concise 
and effective because the phrase probably means the opposite to what is stated, or 
at least it has se%-eral possible deeper meanings, and the one stated is not the only 
intended one. The line continues: "But I wear ... underwear ... which moves with 
me ... 
it 
... captures your attention. 
" The pauses in this line draw attention to what 
Ruth says, to what she wants to underline, the word which raises se \ual 
connotations: "underwear". The rhyme "wear ... underwear" 
further helps to give 
emphasis to the same word and alliteration "m" once again has the same effect as 
mentioned above. The excess of poetic devices used in Ruth'" line aho%e does not 
reflect language used in everyday speech. It is far too stilted and manipulating. 
The hypnotic and dramatic effect. which is experienced hý the audience is 
achieved through excessive use of poetic de-ices such as alliteration. as onance. 
pauses, rhyme. rhythm as well as through connotations, the asux iation" the words 
evoke. 
1y 
Allusion. ti constitute another kind of stylised language in Pinter An allusion can to 
defined as an expression designed to call something to mind %% ithout mentioning 
it explicitly: an indirect or passing reference: an allusion to S'hakcspt arc. a 
classical allusion. " (The New, Oxford Dictionan, of English 1998). 1lom-e%cr. since 
my interpretation of the term "allusion" including jokes. ads erti ments. slogan. 
citations and quotations etc. seems wider than the definition in the dictionary 
above as well as compared with Leppihalme's interpretation of the concept. 
another term is used: formulaic expressions (FE) (for a detailed discussion of ITT 
see Chapter III, pages 140-146). In Pinter's plays these FEs or allusions are of 
various origins; Shakespeare's plays and the Bible seem to be the most common 
sources but in addition references to lines used in popular radio sho%%s and 
advertisements occur. It seems that in the latter instance "Chinese laundry" (as 
used in the Goon Show) has become a catch phrase, at least to Pinter. and as such 
it conjures up a particular context. However, often it is not easy to recognise the 
reference because of Pinter's "collage" of styles. Moonlight is dense with literary 
references, and there are quite a few in No Afan'. k Land and The Hoihou. w as well. 
Indeed, references seem to constitute a common feature in most of Pinter's plays. 
An earlier excerpt from Moonlight above contains a quotation - which can be 
viewed as a type of FE. It is from Hamlet (Shakespeare Act 1. scene 2). E-icre is 
part of the extract once again. emboldening letters indicating the FF: 
FRED: Precisely. And so let me say this. He wa. w a man, takt' 
him fror all in all. / shall not look upon hi. s like again. 
Another stylised feature in evidence in Pinter is pastiche'-like passages where the 
playwright uses the format of another writer's speech. or rhetorical devices taken 
from another source. It is not infrequently difficult to establish the origin of the 
format but it stands out in its context suggesting that it has been taken from 
another source. The passage below certainly does not resemble cvcr%day speecth. 
The example of pastiche below is from . tloomlight (Pinter 
1993: 10) 
'11) 
FRED: lie was a truly critical force? 
JAKE: He was not in it for pleasure or glory I et me 
make that quite clear. Applause came not hi% itqº 
A'ß, r did he seek it. Gratitude came not hi % win,. 
Nor did he seek it. . tl sturhulion came not hi% 
way. . \'"r did he seek it. I'm sorry -I meant 
approbation came not his way - 
FRED: Oh. didn't it really? 
JAKE: %'()r did he seek il. 
Pause. 
Jake's first line in this excerpt appears to have the format of oratory or public 
speech. It is structured through rhetorical devices -- poetic inversion and 
reiteration of one phrase. These are techniques practised in orators . Thus the 
format and the language deviate from speech used in everyday conversation. 
Another feature of Pinter's writing is long, unprovoked monologues where the 
characters elaborate on their past: 4ston, Davies and Mirk in The Caretaker. 
Stanley and Goldberg in The Birthday Party, and .1 
(aria and Andy in Moonlight 
are furnished with such monologues. Of course, monologues of this kind are not a 
feature of everyday language, but an old conventional feature of the medium of 
drama. Often it is difficult to believe the stories that the characters describe in 
these monologues. These monologues then constitute an instance of "unreliable 
dialogue" mentioned earlier in this chapter. Belo%%- is a monologue from The 
( üre'iaker. but first a few comments on the plot of the play: 
In The Caretaker (1960), Aston who seems to be slightly retarded brings Davit,, %. a 
tramp. home. Aston invites Davies to stay the night. then to become the caretaker 
of his home without telling Davies that he has a brother who lies with him. The 
tramp is evasive and unappreciative. Davie% stays the night and when he is alone 
in the flat the morning aller Mirk. Aston '. % brother. turns up and threatens him. The 
tramp tries to ingratiate himself with Mick by ridiculing , "A%ion. Later. Ikavic% is 
also very rude to Astern and Davies '. % fate is sealed. He has to lea%c. 
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The Caretaker (Pinter 1960: 32- 1): 
Act Two 
.1 few seconds later. 
HICK i. s. seated. DAVIES on the floor, half fated crouched 
Silence. 
MICK: Well? 
DAVIES: Nothing. nothing. Nothing. 
A drip sounds in the bucket overhead. They look up. SMICK looks 
back at DAVIES. 
MICK: What is your name? 
DAVIES: I don't know you. I don't know who you are. 
Pause. 
MIC'K: Fh? 
DAVIES: Jenkins. 
MICK: Jenkins'' 
I)AVII S: Yes. 
MICK: Jen ... kins. 
Pau ce. 
You sleep here last night? 
I)AVIIS: Yes. 
MICK: Sleep well'' 
DAVIES: Yes. 
MICK: I'm awfully glad. It's awfully nice to meet you. 
P(lu se. 
What did you say your name %% as'' 
I)AVILS: Jenkins. 
MICK: I heg your pardon': 
DAVIFS: Jenkins' 
PUILs c'. 
ýý 
MICK: Jen ... kins. 
A drip sounds in the bucket. DAVII'S looks up. 
You remind me of m,. uncle's brother. lie was alwaN s 
on the move, that man. Never without his passport. 
had an eve for the girls. Very much sour build. Bit tit 
an athlete. Longjump specialist. lie had a habit of 
demonstrating different run-ups in the drawing-room 
round about Christmas time. Had a penchant for nuts. 
That's what it was. Nothing else but a penchant. 
Couldn't eat enough of them. Peanuts, walnuts, brazil 
nuts, monkey nuts, wouldn't touch a piece of fruit 
cake. Had a marvellous stop-watch. Picked it up in 
Hong Kong. The day after they chucked him out of the 
Salvation Army. Used to go in number four for the 
Beckenham Reserves. That was before he got his Gold 
Medal. Had a funny habit of carrying his fiddle on his 
back. Like a papoose. I think there was a hit of the Red 
Indian in him. To be honest. I've ne\ er made out how 
he came to be my- uncle's brother. I've often thought 
that maybe it was the other way round. I mean that my 
uncle was his brother and he as my uncle. But I 
never called him uncle. As a matter of fact I called him 
Sid. My mother called him Sid too. It was a funny 
business. Your spitting image he %%-as. Married a 
Chinaman and went to Jamaica. 
P au. se. 
I hope you slept well last night. 
An important aspect of Pintcr's writing is r4vthm. which he achic es through the 
sometimes exccssi%e use of poetic de% ices. One of these de% ices 
is repetition. 
Trough the use of frequent repetitions. pauses as well as slight variations in the 
phrases and words repeated. Pinter seems to create what I shall refer to as 
ritualistic language. It is ritualistic in the sense that hen these %%ords . rid phrases 
1; 
- including slightly modified %ariations of phra. c" - occur at the beginning. 
middle and end of lines and exchanges. a language pattern seem. s to be forming. A 
formulaic shape or rhythm is created and these gi%e the impression of constituting 
a linguistic ritual. 
Phatic communion or polite conversation, used to uphold superficial. of ial 
relationships with strangers or acquaintances, is one such ritualistic feature very 
common to Pinter. It is perhaps particularly relevant to . tfeg in The Birthday. 
Party, but there are many other instances of this feature in Pinter's writing. In 
order to illustrate what may be viewed as ritualistic language. below is an example 
of excessive use of phatic communion in everyday language. The passage is from 
the opening scene of The Birthday Party (Pinter 1960: 9) 
[ ... J PE FFY enters 
from the door on the left with a 
paper and sits at the table. 1k begins to read AIEG 's 
voice comes through the kitchen hatch. 
MFG: Is that you, Petey? 
Pause 
Petey. is that you'? 
Pause 
Petey? 
PE CEY: What? 
\11-G: Es that you? 
PE*I'E: Y: Yes. its me. 
MFG: What? I Her face appears at the hatch. J 
Are you back? 
PE: TEY: Yes. 
MEG: I've got your cornflakes ready. (She disappear and 
reappears. ) Here's your cornflakes. [ ... 
) Are they 
nice? 
PH TE: Y: Vcn- nice. 
ME-: (;: I thought they'd be nice. 
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ME(: Is it nice out? 
PE"I EY: Ven nice. 
MEG: Is Stanley up yet? 
PETEY: I don't know. Is he? 
MEG: I don't know. I haven't seen him down Net. 
P[ TLY: Well then, he can't be up. 
MEG: Haven't you seen him down? 
PETE: Y: I've only just come in. 
MEG: He must still be asleep. 
The dialogue above is characteristic of the kind of conversation that may Ix: found 
throughout the play. Phatic communion used in excess, as in the case of The 
Birthday Party, has an overall comic effect. Read aloud, this becomes apparent. 
Strangers may well talk in this ý, w-ayy to one another in brief, polite exchanges as do 
Goldberg and Mc('ann when they first meet Peley.. tlc'g and . Stanley. . However. 
when husband and wife talk in this fashion most of the time, the use of phatic 
communion sounds stilted and the language seems to deviate from everyday 
language because it seems unlikely that people can speak in this %%-ay- for any 
length of time. As a result, excessive use of phatic communion might be viewed as 
constituting a key to the characterisation of Meg and Petey'. s' relationship. 
1.3 Linguistic Idiosyncrasies 
One linguistic idiosyncrasy of Pinter's is juxtaposition; he juxtaposes different 
styles and registers and the popular with the conventional - characteristic of 
postmodernist writing - which result in the reader forming the impression that 
Pinter creates "collages " in writing. He does not seem to adhere to any one , t% le 
of writing. In his use of collages Pinter's works resemble - and %%ere perhaps 
influenced h) - writers such as James Joyce and T. S. 1=1 iot in whose works the 
type of collage mentioned abound. As a playwright. Pinter deviates from c%cryda% 
speech patterns in several ways. Among these. Thornhorrow and Wareing as %%ell 
as Fowler draw attention to the fact that Pinter's characters tend to di"rc and the 
. Axially expected patterns 
applied to speech acts in normal "eh. When 
,ý 
characters X and Y are talking, X either does not respond to V's e\clam. ttions. or 
X gives no direct answer to Y's questions. Not infrequently X even ignores 
serious questions made by Y, or Y receives, it appears. an incongruous question in 
reply (Thornborrow and Wareing 1998: 131-2: Fowler 1986: 177-8). I'his can he 
labelled "language of dominance" because disrupting socially accepted speech 
norms tends to unbalance the person exposed to it. It gives the person \% ho 
manipulates the norm the upper hand. Breaking with convention in this way 
sometimes comes across as strange. However, man's natural instinct is to try to 
make sense of what s/he has heard, no matter how bizarre the comment. This is 
what the characters try to do, as does the audience. 
Paul Simpson has pointed out that "odd talk" or linguistic idiosyncrasy is a 
difficult concept to define (1998: 36). However, in order to be able to describe 
linguistic idiosyncrasy it seems that a model specifying "normal" or ideal 
conversation needs to be established, a model against which possible deviance 
may be compared and contrasted. J. L. Austin. H. P. Grice and J. R. Searle have 
discussed such models for speech acts. Below I apply Grice's basic rules to speech 
acts theory in order to describe linguistic idiosyncrasies in Pinter. With regard to 
"odd talk" Thornborrow and Wareing state (1998: 131) that Pinter's dialogue is 
famous for appearing strange. It is strange partly because he flouts maxims. 
Maxims are rules that can be applied to speech acts in order to describe the rules 
according to which interlocutors interact and if and how they flout these rules. An 
important principle in speech act theory is Gnce's co-operation principle (Grice 
1975: 47-8). This principle can be described as a model of conversation, basically 
one of a contract between co-operating equals whose intention it is to transmit 
information in the most clear and efficient fashion possible. The implication is 
that if any of the maxims are flouted it is carried out for a reason. I'he maxims 
governing the co-operation principle are as follows (Grice 1975: 45): 
Quantity: be informatkc, but do not sý too little or too much. 
2. Quality: do not lie. do not say an}thing. ou do not have evidence of, 
3. Relation: be relevant. 
4. Manner: avoid obscurity and ambiguity . 
be brief and orderly. 
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Generally speaking. Pinter and his characters are al«ay,, less intormati%e than %%c 
would like them to be (maxim I flouted. This is espxciallý the case with regard to 
characterisation. In addition, sometimes too much information is repealed 
(maxims 1.4). Instances in which too much information is gi% <n occur in hat 
seems to be sudden, unprovoked and extended monologues %k here characters 
relate stories that the audience tends to regard as strange. irrelevant or difficult to 
believe. Moreover, it is not uncommon that Pinter characters lie (maxim 2 
flouted). Sometimes they seem to invent stories (maxims 2.3). On other occasions 
they contradict themselves (maxims 2.4): a fact expressed with conviction at an 
early stage in the play may with equal conviction be refuted at a later stage. In 
actual fact, much of what is said is impossible to verifyy. An extreme example of 
the flouting of maxims is found in Pinter's play The Collection (1962). Ile 
characters in this play are Stella and James -- they are husband and wife - and 
HarrLy and Bill who are lovers. The plot begins with Stella divulging to her 
husband that she has been unfaithful to him with Bill Lloyd a business 
acquaintance, in Leeds. The entirety of the play. including Stella 's initial 
statement just mentioned, is a collection of lies and stories. The characters keep 
contradicting themselves and each other. The audience and reader ne%er find out 
the truth. In greater detail this is what happens: 
Ste//a tells her husband James that she has been unfaithful to him. We have no 
reason to doubt her statement. tier husband is told that she was unfaithful with a 
man called Bill Lloyd in a hotel in Leeds during the weekend. When confronted by 
the husband, Bill seems genuinely surprised and, quite truthfully it seems. denies 
that he even was in Leeds during the weekend. However, moments later he 
changes his mind and says that he did see Ste/la in Leeds, but they only kis "d. 
nothing else happened. At a later stage in this conversation Bill again fervently 
denies even knowing Sw/la. Next Stella '. s husband lies to his wife. telling her that 
Bill confirmed her story. She now seems genuinely surprised. The next 
complication in this story is that in con%cNation with tlurn . an acquaintance. 
. Stella firmly denies that she 
knows anyone called Bill Llqt-dl. She tells llvrrº that 
her husband has dreamed the %%hole thing up. that she has nc%er been unfaithful. 
She says she has no reason to be unfaithful because they are happy together. `'cxt. 
. Sirlla once again contradicts 
herself. This time she tells flurry that she and 11r 
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Lloyd were in Leeds but that she hardly '%a him. Ilurn then tclis JJ, mt's thaº 
Vella was not unfaithful and sass that she conte,, s d to having made the %%hole 
thing up. However. Vella did not say that she made the %%hole thing up. I here are 
further complications. Suffice it to say that the end is characteristic of the theme 
of the play. At the ver - end, the husband is desperate to kno%% the truth. Ile keeps 
asking his wife whether anything happened and she neither denies nor confirms 
anything. At the end, nobody knows what really happened. 
There are still further idiosyncrasies in Pinter. In true postmodernist fashion, and 
perhaps absurdist fashion as well. Pinter shocks and surprises his reader or 
audience through manipulating the audience's expectations. A few c \amplcs 
below: 
No Man's Land (Pinter 1975: 31) 
SPOONE R: (... J You %%-ill not say. I will tell you then ... that my 
wife ... 
had everything. Fes. a mouth. hair. teeth. 
buttocks. breasts, absolutely everything. And legs. 
The enumeration of what a wife possesses. according to Slxoone'r, is not what the 
audience expects to hear. It is not generally what we expect to associate with the 
expression "my wife had everything". It is possible that a person would think 
along the lines "She had everything. Money. a nice car, a lo ely home and three 
beautiful children. ". Moreover, what follows the phrase "my wite had e%erything" 
in this passage is self-evident since any wife is likely to have those characteristics. 
As a result, my conclusion is that Pinter intentionally manipulates the audience', 
expectations in order to surprise us. perhaps in order to achie%e" comic effect. In 
. tloonlight there 
is the following speech. my italics (Pinter 199?: 10): 
FREED: 1k was a truly critical force? 
JAKE: He was not in it for pleasure or glory . 
Let me make 
that quite clear. Applause came not his vºa' . 
Nor did 
he %cck it. Gratitude came not his %- ay. Nor did he 
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FRED: 
JAKE:: 
ýc ck it. . tfu. siurhuiiun came not his %%aý. `or did he 
seek it. I'm sorry -I meant approhation came not his 
µüß 
Oh. didn't it really? 
Nor did he seek it. 
Pause. 
In this exchange Jake makes use of rhetorical devices used in oratory. 1-hß" mkuke 
of substituting approbation with masturbation is of course intentional. It has the 
expected effect of making people react since a completely acceptable word is 
replaced by a taboo word. 
A third example is an extract from The Homecoming. 7e'ddr has just arri%cd home 
after a fc years' absence. He wants to introduce his wife Ruth to his family. It is 
late at night. Teddy has just gone to his room after having spoken to his )oungcr 
brother Lenny downstairs. I le has not told Lenny about his «itc. Ruth has gone for 
a walk in order to get some fresh air. Ruth comes in and meets I. L'nmv lbe" talk. 
After a while there is the following exchange (Pinter Plays 3 1978: 44-5): 
LENNY: I ... 
I You must be connected to my brother in some 
was. The one who's been abroad. 
RLflh 1: I'm his wife. 
LI NNY: I. I. listen. I wonder if you could advise me. I've been 
having a hit of a rough time with this clcxk. The tick's 
been keeping me up. the trouble is I'm not convinced 
it's the clock. I mean there are lots of things that tick 
in the night, don't you find that'' [ ... 
I 
Rt Tii 1: We're on a visit to furore. 
1, FNN1': What. Kith of you? 
RUTH: Yes. 
I FNNY: What. you sort of Iiie with him o%cr thcn. do you? 
Rt IT[ 1: Vh'e'rc married. 
I. ENNY: On a visit to Europe. rh`' Seen much rat it' 
In this dialogue l enr ti either responds in an c' asi'. e and unc\petited m.: nn r hen 
confronted with the ncv. % that Ruth is Tedd % wito or he changes the subject. It is 
as if he did not believe what Ruth is saving. I\ en after ha% ink been informed h% 
Ruth that she is married to Teddy he asks her "you sort oof li'c with him o% r there. 
eh? " At first Lenny '% reaction to Ruth % statements seems odd. He heha\ es as if he 
did not understand. The audience's or reader's interpretation here is not surprising 
since this episode occurs early in the play which means that \%c hale \cr little to 
go on in our judgement of l enm'. HHowever. later on . %far. Teddy and Lt"nnv % 
father. behaves in a similar fashion at his first meeting with Ruth. What both 
Lenny and Max are doing. in a way. is flouting the co-operation principle. Maxim 
2. This is done probably in order to indicate that they know "her kind" better that 
the audience does. They see through her mask straight a«aý and this is indicated 
through the flouting of Maxim 2. She may be married to 7i'ddv. but to Max and 
Lenny she is something other than she purports to be. A prostitute" Be that as it 
may. there never seems to be one answer in Pinter. Once again this is a case of 
implying something through the flouting of a maxim. 
A further characteristic feature of Pinter's writing is "new" collocations. What he 
does is make you think of a certain collocation, changing it slightly, making the 
reader or audience stand back and ask themsel\ es what Pinter really intended. A 
not uncommon reaction to this type of creative use of language is: "You don't say 
that in English, do you? Isn't it supposed to be ... ''! 
" A case in point is . -1 ndti' '. s 
remark to Be/ in , Munn/ighi: "What a wonderful woman you were. You had such a 
great heart. You still have, of course. I can hear it from here. Banging away. " 
(Moon/ighl 1993: 3). There the collocation is usually "big heart" or "good 
hearted" rather than "great heart". Still, the choice of words make you wonder. 
Why change the collocation'? Knowing Pinter. there is probably a perkctly good 
reason for the change. It may he that the phrase is ironic or sarcastic. the meaning 
being the opposite of what is stated. 
1'rtinch translator Eric Kahane describes a similar pr 1 lem. In Ikiravol 
(Pintcrl978: 68) thcre is the line "He as a brutally honst squash pla%cr ImN 
italic-, I. " In translation into I rrnch Kahanc retained the phr sc (Il tt1al1 u?: jts. ur jr ýcquavh 
hrutalmt'nt honn0c). but critic: ha%c stated that they think that his sound. 
10 
too English, claiming that the word brutalement in bruia/ement honnete (brutaih 
in the phrase brutally honest) does not sound natural in French - the indication 
seems to be that these words do not collocate. Kahane agrees, but adds that he 
discussed the collocation with Pinter before deciding to retain it. I-he fact of the 
matter is. Pinter had said, that comments in England had indicated that the line did 
not sound natural in English either (Kahane 1987: 142). Whether it sounds natural 
in English or not may be disputed, however. the fact that during rehearsals actors 
and director alike had considered this line to be un-English seems to be an 
indication that Pinter's language is considered unconventional or strange even by 
English speakers. Pinter simply uses language in his own very particular way. 
1.4 Subtext and Undercurrents 
Owing to the abundance of commentary on the ambiguity. depth and complexity 
of the subtext in Pinter it seems fair to suggest that what lies beneath the words is 
of unusual importance in the work of this playwright. As Peter Hall aptly puts it: 
You can never trust what is said to be literally true [... J They [the actors] should 
assume it's a ploy, unless you can establish that it's true. " (Itzin and Trussler 
1975: 4-17). Before discussing subtext further, the term should be defined. 
Literartig subtext (referring mainly to novels and short stories) as defined in The 
Penguin Dictionary of Literartig Terms and Literary Theory (1998) is "what is not 
said or done I ... ] what may be implied, suggested or 
hinted, what is ambiguous. 
[ 
... 
I ambivalent, evasive [ ... ]" and so on. 
When interpreting such texts, the reader 
is exercising "insight into the 'unconscious' elements in the work itself and thus 
elicits additional meanings. " (ibid. ) In drama, subtext "denotes the unspoken in a 
play; what is implied by pause and by silence. And perhaps also what Harold 
Pinter means by 'the pressure behind words'. " (ibid. ) As subtext is important to 
any play it should be pointed out that the critics do not only seem to discuss what 
is generally thought of as subtext in the theatre, that is implied meaning. They also 
discuss the unconscious elenre'nts or meanings of Pinter's writing, and these are 
the aspects of Pinter's writing which seem to intrigue them most. In this thesis. 
;ý 
subiexi equals implied meaning, whereas the unconscious meanings are referred to 
as undercurrent s. 
Pinter's plays are rife with layers of meanings beneath the words e\pre sed. First 
in the sense that words and phrases are ambiguous. Second in that what is said is 
generally not what is meant. Third in that what is said may not make sense unless 
one has access to the character's or the writer's unconscious. Fourth because %%ords 
subliminally awake the audience's unconscious interpretation. Lhis means that 
spectators respond emotionally to what lies beneath the spoken words. 1he spoken 
words and their unspoken meanings elicit a variety of interpretations, and reason 
or logic cannot always establish the actual "true" meaning of what has been 
expressed. As a result, spectators cannot always account for their responses to the 
plays. 
Pinter is very sensitive to language. He is aware of how difficult it is to state 
exactly what we mean. lie is aware that there is always something happening 
behind the words expressed in any conversation. The actual meaning depends on 
which word is stressed, tone of voice, glances, gestures. intonation and so on. 
Social context and degree of intimacy also play a part. There are still other factors 
that affect interpretation, suffice it to say that conversation is more complex than it 
might seem. The following illustration might facilitate the understanding of the 
degree to which Pinter is sensitive to language and its subtext: When one person 
(X) is talking to the person with whom sine is in love (Y), without knowing 
whether or not the affections are reciprocated, X is probably able to come up with 
any number of interpretations to what Y means by a look, a phrase. or a word. 
This is the case because X reads meaning into e% erything that Y says or does 
which means that X is ver)- sensitive to language. In his plays. Pinter exploits this 
sensitivity or uncertainty. Characters respond to one another as if they alhkay s 
suspect that there is some other meaning to what is said. Or they deliberately use 
evasive replies to questions in order to shield themseh cs against, and their ego 
against potential harm. In addition. Pinter is consciously often using ambiguity to 
complicate mattere even further. 
:ý 
Daniel Salem (1983), a French Pinter scholar. argues that the imp rtance of* the 
subtext in Pinter is a Jewish legacy .I 
his seems a fair supposition hcanng in mind 
the reasons for which Jewish people are trained in interpreting: the Torah (sec 
pages 64-65 for details). Sahai. on the other hand, claims that the importance of 
the subtext to Pinter's plays is a legacy from Ibsen and Chekhov (Sahai 
1983: 123). The subtext does not have to be a legacy from either Ibsen or 
Chekhov. "Legacy", it seems, here implies influence and it would seem more 
likely for Pinter to have been influenced by writers he has read and admired since 
his adolescence, writers such as Joyce. Beckett, Kafka and Proust rather than 
Ibsen or Chekhov who Pinter does not mention. Ibsen and Chekhov rarely feature 
in interviews with Pinter or in other research conducted on the pla-N wright's work. 
'1Therefore. it would seem unfounded to imply any influence from Ibsen and 
Chekhov. Indeed, Pinter himself has refuted any literary influence on his work at 
all, stating that "Of course what I have read has influenced me personally, but not 
professionally. ". As a result, my conclusion is that these writers seem to have had 
little or no influence on Pinter. What one could say. however, as E. sslin does, is 
that the subtext in Pinter resembles that of Ibsen or Chekhov (E sslin 1977: 20). 
Esslin, Hall and Sahai - the list could go on and on - all stress the importance of 
the subtext in Pinter's work. By subtext it would seem that they are referring to 
what I earlier called undercurrents, that is they feel that Pinter draws on the 
unconscious. Gabbard agrees with Esslin et. al. and alleges that the meaning of 
('inter's language originates in his unconscious. Esslin tends to be of the same 
opinion as are Hall, Salem and others. The implication is that the language on the 
surface seems to be speech concerned with everyday trivialities of life %%hen on a 
deeper level, it is in fact an expression of Pinter's unconscious. 
Approaches to the interpretation of Pinter's use of the unconscious differ in some 
details. Gabbard analyses Pinter's language and the meanings of his pla%s through 
the langu ige of dreams as suggested by Freud ((iahhard 1976). Salk uses the 
methodology of a disciple of Freud's (Salem 1198"). E-sslin %icws the unconscious 
as undercurrents expressing the metaphysics of Pinter's world (1="sIin 1977: 
245) 
and Hall mainly considers Pintcr a poet (Hall 1993: 193). srcmingi' 
infcrring that 
poets partly draw on their unconscious in order to he able to create. a common1ý 
shared view. 
No matter which methodology or approach is chosen, the consensus seems to be 
that on the surface Pinter's language appears to concern events in the real world, 
while the undercurrents conceal deeper meanings. Indeed, E; sslin rightly claims 
that unless the audience penetrates the surface of the text and discovers its depth. 
Pinter's plays will inevitably be viewed as obscure (Esslin 1977: 250). As a result, 
it is not surprising that the majority of scholars and critics stress the fact that the 
subtext is particularly important in plays by Pinter, and that it seems to be viewed 
as an expression of Pinter's unconscious. 
As mentioned above the majority of critics have suggested that the language of 
Pinter's plays seems to imitate everyday speech. Is this the case or is it an illusion? 
Views tend to differ here. Some Pinter scholars such as Martin i sslin and 
translator Eric Kahane, although stating that Pinter's language is mans -layered 
and dense with ""suggestiveness". still hold that Pinter's language reflects- 
everyday speech. Esslin even states that Pinter imitates everyday language "with 
the objectivity of a tape recorder" (Esslin 1977: 245). However. Esslin also 
suggests that Pinter has developed "his own very personal style" (I : sslin 1977: 
242). Sahai talks about Pinter's "predetermined style" as well as the fact that his 
language resembles everyday speech (Sakai 1981: 106,122). Ike literary scholar 
Brian Stone refers to Pinter's stylised language (Stone 1976: 22). Yet another 
view is put forward by British literary scholar J. L. Styan who claims that it is- 
symbolist language (Styan 1981: 160). In using symbols and images it can be said 
that Pinter is a surrealist playwright. lie can be described as a surrealist because 
his words and expressions stem from his unconscious and he. like the surrealists. 
tries to evoke images and emotions through an exact and detailed description of 
language and reality. 
1 he diversity of views outlined above seems to suggest that scholars and critics 
contnidict not only one another. but sometimes even themsek es. This is not the 
case. the fact of the matter is that Pinter's language hoth reflects ordinan "pctich 
and is highly stylised and it is this di%crsity of his mastery 
of lanLu igc that gý%es 
.s 
nse to different views and interpretations. It is Pinter's creati%e genius, -, khi,: h 
complicates interpretation, not merely with regard to the language. but alu) %AIth 
regard to many other aspects of Pinter's %%citing. 
The Homecoming is a play so dense with undercurrents on so mans level, that it 
has resulted in as many interpretations of the play as there are critics or scholars 
who have studied it. Below is an excerpt from the plays illustrating the presence 
of undercurrents (Pinter Plays 3 1978: 43-50): 
LENNY: Good evening. 
RUTH: Morning. I think. 
LENNY: You're right there. 
Pause 
I... ) 
LENNY: (... ] You must be connected with my brother in some 
way. The one who's been abroad. 
RUTH: 1'm his wife. 
LENNY: E; h listen. I wonder if you can advise me. I've been 
having a bit of a rough time with this clock. The ticks 
been keeping me up. The trouble is I'm not at all 
convinced it's the clock. (... J So ... all things 
being 
equal ... this question of me saying 
it was a clock that 
woke me up. well. that could very easily prove 
something of a false hypothesis. 
He goes to the sideboard pours from a jug into a 
glass. lakes the glass to RUTH. 
Here you are. I bet you could do with this. 
RUTH: : What is it? 
L. I-NNY: Water. 
She takes it. %ip, %. place% the ghhLc. % on a small table hºy 
her chair. LEN NY wasche % her. 
lsn't it funny'? I've got my pyjamas on and ý Ou' rC 
fullv dressed. 
If, 
fie goes to the sideboard and pours another gi w% ut 
waler. 
Mind if I have one? Yes. its funny seeing mý old 
brother again after all these years. [ ... ]. I was surpri. t J 
myself when I saw Teddy. 'b()u kno«. Old lei. I 
thought he was in America. 
R( 711: We're on a visit to Europe. 
LENNY: What, both of you? 
RUTII:: Yes. 
1. I . NNY: What, you sort of live with him over there. do you? 
RI Fl!!: We're married. 
LENNY: On a visit to I . urope. eh? Seen much of it" 
I... ] 
I. ENNY: [ ... 
J Do you mind if I hold your hand? 
RU`II1: Why? 
LENNY: Just a touch. 
fie stands and goes to her. 
Just a tickle. 
RUTE 1: Why'? 
He looks down of her. 
I. I: NNY: I'll tell you %%hv. 
Slight pause. 
One night. not too long ago. one night down by the 
docks. I was standing alone under an arch. watching 
all the men jibbing the boom, out in the harbour, and 
playing about with a yardarm. when a certain lady 
came up to me, and made me a certain proposal. This 
lady had been searching for me for dads. (... J Well. 
this proposal %%asn't entirely out of order and normally 
I would have subscribed to it. I mean I% ould have 
subscribed to it in the normal course of c%ent". The 
only trouble wi s she aas falling apart %%ith the pxov do 
I turned it down. Well, this lads as wrý in. i"tent 
(... 1 so I clumped her one. It as on mý mind at the 
+h 
time to kill her. and the tact is. that as far as killines 
go, it would have been a simple matter, nothing to it. 
[ 
... and there she was up against the wall - well. just 
sliding down the wall, following the blow I'd gi%en 
her. [. J 
RUI I i: Now did you know she was diseased? 
LI NNY: Now did I know. ' 
Pause. 
I decided she was. 
Silence. 
LENNY: 
[... I 
[... J Excuse me. shall I take this ashtraN out of %our 
way. 
RUTH: It's not in my way. 
J 
LENNY: 
[.. 
[ ... I And now perhaps I'll relieve you of your glass. 
RI ºl ll: 1 haven't quite finished. 
LENNY: You've consumed quite enough. in my opinion. 
RI J 11: No, I haven't. 
LENNY: Quite sufficient, in my own opinion. 
RUTH: Not in mine. Leonard. 
LENNY: 
[... J 
[... J Just give me the glass. 
RIJ°1'I1: No. 
Pause. 
LEANNY: I'll take it then. 
R UTH: if you take the glass ... I'll take you. 
Pause. 
LINNY: How about me taking the glass %%ithout you taking 
mr'' 
Rl Till : Why don't I ust take you? 
Pause. 
LENNY: You'rc joking. 
lie'. 
ý, 
She picks up the glass and ! i>r. s it tou arch him 
81111: Have a sip. Go on. Take a long cool sip. 
Heisstill. 
Sit on my lap. Take a long cool sip. 
She pats her lap. Pause. 
. She . stands, moves to him with the gloss. 
Put your head back and open your mouth. 
I TINNY: Take the glass away from me. 
RUTH: Lie on the floor. Go on. I'll pour it down your throat. 
LE; NNY: What are you doing, making me some kind of proposal? 
. She laughs shortly, drains the glav% 
First of all it is important to recognise the context in which this conversation take. 
place. It has its own undercurrents. What woman would go for a walk in the 
middle of the night in a strange neighbourhood all by herself'? Most women would 
not but Ruth does. Ruth then enters the house where she meets Lenin. 
Immediately there is a power struggle. Lenny says good evening, and Ruth 
corrects him. It is morning. LL'nnv agrees that she is right. Very quickly it IS 
established that Ruth is Teddy's wife. However. fenny does neither comment nor 
confirm that he has registered this fact. Instead he changes the subject. Lennv talks 
as if he has not understood, or as if he does not belies e Ruth - so moments later 
he asks Ruth if she lives with Teddy "over there". I'his time Ruth sass "We're 
married". Once again Lenny makes no comment and turns to another topic for 
conversation. The evasion and lack of confirmation imply a subtext and possesses 
undercurrents. The implied meaning may be that Lennt" unconsciously thinks that 
he recognises what kind of woman Ruth is. that is a woman with a past rather than 
the ideal wife. 
flints about Ruth '. % past are implied through a fc%% factors: first it %%ould seem that 
Ruth recognises Lennº, '% kind and puts up a fight already at the start of the 
conversation by corn-cting him: it is morning not evening. Second Lennº tries to 
intimidate Ruth with his talk about "killing a lad%" in a shade area of London. 
This has no of ect on Ruth. Most people would feel uncas round a person who 
;x 
chooses such an unpleasant topic for conversation. especially at their tir,, t 
meeting. One would at least show some signs of surprise. Not Ruth. She remain, % 
cool, calm and collected during the entire con%ersation. Third Ruth % resp ns to 
Lenny's story about the happenings in the harbour shows that she is familiar %%ith 
what Lenny has talked about. She understands perfectl} the meaning of the phrase 
"fallen apart with the pox" and what kind of lady he is talking about, that is a 
prostitute. The fact that she does not waver after his speech and instead test. s him 
by asking him how he knew "she was diseased? " indicates that she does not intend 
to relinquish power to Lenny. Ruth is very much in control of the situation. Fourth 
when Lenny, asks whether he can hold Ruth's hand and she asks whi- his reply is 
an extended story about a prostitute - he talks about a woman who in fact is a 
prostitute. Consequently he is implying that Ruth is such a woman and he should 
therefore be allowed to hold her hand. The power struggle between Ruth and 
Lenny has sexual overtones. his is illustrated in the passage involving the glass. 
Ruth does not waver but matches Lenny on every level and the glass together . %ith 
a language imbued with deeper meanings becomes a potent sexual image with 
which she defeats him. 
1.5 Style and Register 
Many literary scholars and critics have drawn attention to the features of style and 
register of Pinter's plays, such as Martin Esslin (1977: 91.119.174,243.247-8). 
Inc Kahane (1987: 142.147). Daniel Salem (1983: 1-13) and Thornborrow and 
Wareing (1998: 131) 
The language of Pinter's characters displays great variety in sty le and register. 
Due to the fact that the terms style and register are often used interchangeably 
(Aitchison 1995: 1(4-i; Durant and Fabb 1990: 196) 1 would like to define 
exactly what I regard to constitute style and register, respectively, in order that it 
will he made clear what I am referring to in my discussion of these aspects of the 
plays bx-lo%%-. 
ý ýý 
Definitions in dictionaries seem tº suggest that the terms are %a iue. I. I le Seem, to 
be more vague a concept than register and the former appears it, constitute a 
super-ordinate term to the latter. A typical definition of std le found in dictionaries 
is "the characteristic manner in which a writer express, him- or herself: or a 
particular manner of an individual's literary work" including "fa%ourite or 
distinctive vocabulary, kinds of imagery. attitude to subject matter. kind of subject 
matter and so on" (. "1 Dictionary of Literary Term. % 1992). Register tends to be 
regarded as " '[... ] kinds [my italics] of language being used'. especially the kind 
of language appropriate to a particular situation [my italics]. " (, i Dictionary o/ 
literarg, Terms 1992). 1 should like to point out that my division between stN Ie 
and register might seem arbitrary since the dividing line between them seems 
fluid. However, a definition of the terms will be useful in describing Pinter's 
work. 
The term style will here be used when discussing the overall characteristic 
features of Pinter's way of writing, including register. as defined below. As 
regards my interpretation of the term register I base it on Durant and Fabh'" 
outline on registers (1990: 196). However, I use three labels rather than two. 
adding social register to their discussion on regional and situational register. the 
definitions of regional, situational and social registers are as follows: Regional 
register is dialect, that is the use of different vocabulary and grammar from 
standard English. C'ockneý is one such dialect. Situational register is different 
situations requiring different degrees of formality or technicality - different types 
of language are viewed as appropriate to for instance written and spoken 
language. Social register is language reflecting social class or social standing. 
These terms are by no means absolute, but may aid in the discussion of various 
registers used by Pinter in his plays. 
Characteristic features of Pinter's style are on the one hand the linguistic 
characteristics already discussed and on the other hand those discussed helo%%. An 
aspect of Pinter's style not mentioned is an o%er-elaboration through c\tcnsi%e" use 
of adjectives, predominantly of Latin origin. M1oreo%<r. on ether occasions it is as 
if Pinter's language "exprrs. nothing but itself as if a computer had hccome 
half-demented in a staccato %%a% " (Iwans 19777: 171 ). On both o casiuris ; he 
4' , 
language differs from that of ordinary speech. Pinter's on comment on hi' style 
is "I'm stuck neither to a style, in the limiting.. self-conscious senk. to a room. or 
a prophesy [... I Of course I recognise forms and employ them" %% hen appropriate 
and "they [either] expand or snap. " (I'sslin 1977: 245). In italics helo%%. an 
example from Moonlight which illustrates the over-use of adjectives as well a% 
language expressing nothing but itself (Pinter 1993: 12): 
JAKE: The vicar stood up. He said that it was a very unusual thing. 
a truly rare and unusual thing, for a man in the prime of his 
life to leave I ... 
] his personal fortune to his newborn son the 
very day of that baby's birth - hefore the hoi had had a 
chance to xuv a feu, words or aspire to the unknowable or 
cut for partners or cajole the japonica or tickle his ar. %e with 
a feather - 
FRED: Whose are? 
JAKE: It was an act, went on the vicar, which, for sheer undaunted 
. 
farsightedness. unflinching moral resolve, stern intellectual 
vision, classic philosophical detachment. passionate 
religious fervour. profound moral intensity. hloodtingling 
spiritual ardour, spellbinding metaphv: sical chut: pah - stood 
alone. 
On a first reading of Pinter it is possible that an astute reader may be struck by the 
diversity of register displayed there. S/he will come across slang and regional 
registers such as Cockney. The latter fact is not surprising since Pinter is a 
Londoner and knows Cockney well. Moreover, situational register in the form of 
professional jargon or specialist terminology as I prefer to call it - which 
constitute a sub-culture language - is common. Specialist terminology used by 
professional cellarmen (people working with wines) occurs for example (Mx 
pages 46-47 of this Chapter for examples of Specialist Terminology ). LanJl%evft' 
is a case in point. Gussow has noticed specialist language or "jargon" (Gus o 
1994: 125) as has Sahai (Sakai 1983: 112-114) and others. So ial register is 
common. Dmie. %'. s language, the tramp in The Caretaker. implies an uneducated. 
working class origin whereas f/ir. st '% language in No . clan's Land rings of a much 
higher social standing, the language of a man of sonic education. I he register 
varies between very informal language, through the use of spoken Nords %%ritten 
in their spoken form into the text, and formal. e en official language (see and 
passage in Moonlight). A closer study makes it clear that Pinter Juxtaposes 
informal and formal language, which may account for the impression of 
idiosyncrasy and "unnaturalness" that a reader may experience when reading one 
of the plays. Pinter does not seem to conform to one form or one particular 
convention of writing. 
In his plays Pinter tends not infrequently to mix styles and registers. In some play, 
it would seem that he constantly varies them, always rein%enting himself. This is 
the case in Moonlight. These often sudden changes in sts Ic and register tend to 
surprise the reader. This form of juxtapositioning and sometimes constant change 
of style and register, typical of postmodernist writing (Thomborrow and Wareing 
1998: 171-3), leaves the reader or audience with the impression that she never 
quite knows what to expect to hear from a character. It could be argued that the 
juxtapositioning of different styles and registers do not facilitate the spectator's 
attempt at establishing characterisation in his or her mind. As a result, the 
interpretation of the play is likely to be made more difficult. According to 
Thornborrow and Wareing, this Postmodernist, "anarchic" %%aý of writing is often 
carried out in order to create comic effects and is an author's way of breaking with 
conventions (Thornborrow and Wareing 1998: 173). There may be other reasons 
for this deviation such as borrowing a reference from another source and these 
aspects of deviation will be discussed in Chapter III (See "Functions of FEls" 
pages 156-161). What can be stated at this point, however, is that the deviation in 
style and register, as Hall points out, always- seems to be carried out for a reicon 
(It/in and Trussler 1975: 4-17). Below are :a few examples of different registers 
used by Pinter in his plays (examples underlined so as not to cont"u c %%ith italic-, 
present in the excerpt): 
The Caretaker (Pinter 1962: 8): 
aý 
DAVIES: ( ... ] All them Blacks had it. Blacks. Greeks. Pole. the 
lot of them, that's what, doing me out of a scat. 
treating me like dirt. When he come at me knight I 
told him. 
ASTON: Take a seat. 
DAVIES: Yes, but what I got to do first, you see, what I got to 
do, I got to loosen myself up, you see what I mean? I 
could have got done in down there. 
[I 
ASTON: You want to roll yourself one of these"? 
I)AVII: S: (turning). What? No, no. I never smoke a cigarette. 
(Pause. He comes 
, 
forward. ) 11l tell you what, though. 
1' 11 have a bit of that tobacco there for my pipe itý ou 
like. 
ASTON: (handing him the tin). Yes. Go on. Take some out of 
that. 
I)AVIFIti: "That's kind of you, mister. Just enough to fill my pipe, 
that's all. (... ]l had a tin, only ... only a while ago. 
But 
it was knocked off. It was knocked off on the Great 
West Road. (tit, holds out the tin). Where shall I put 
it'! 
No Man's Land (Pinter 1975: 15-6): 
(... J HIR. ST is pouring a whisky at the cabinet. (... J 
}IIRS l: As it is? 
SP()ONFR: As it is. yes please. absolutely as it is. 
1{IRS 1 brings him the glass 
SP(X)NFR: 'ank you. How very kind of ou. How very kind. 
HIRST pc)urc him. <t'If a rckfka 
IIIRS"1': 
SP(ONELR: 
cne-rs. 
Your hcalth. 
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HIRST: Please help yourself. 
SPOONER: Terribly kind of you. 
SPOON :R goes to cabinet and pours. He turns. 
SPOONER: Your good health. 
Ile drinks. 
SPOONER: What was it I was saying, as we arrived at your door? 
HI RST: Ah ... let me see. 
SPOONER: Yes! I was talking about strength. Do you recall? 
HI RST: Strength. Yes. 
SPOONER: Yes. I was about to say. you see, that there are some 
people who appear to be strong, whose idea of what 
strength consists of is persuasive, but who inhabit the 
idea and not the fact. What they possess is not strength 
but expertise. They have nurtured and maintain what is 
in fact a calculated posture. Half the time it works. It 
takes a man of intelligence and perception to stick a 
needle through that posture and discern the essential 
flabbiness of the stance. I am such a man. 
EHRST: You mean one of the latter? 
SPOONER: One of the latter, yes, a man of intelligence and 
perception. Not one of the former, oh no, not at all. By 
no means. 
Pause 
In the first extract. Davie'. % speaks in a regional register or dialect %%hich departs 
from standard English: -All them Blacks": When he come at me tonight. '. lie 
says: got clone in rather than hc'c'n killed, was knocked oti rather than ººtis stolen 
In order to indicate that it is spoken language Pinter uks contractions. that ,% and 
Ill, end discourse markers: -you seeand "; ou we º, jai mean. "c % ntencc" 
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are not very complex and there are a great deal of %%hat kerns to he unneties. ar% 
repetitions. Furthermore. Davies and .1 iron are talking about trig ial. e%er. daý 
problems of life. t hes aspects of the passage from The C'are'taker gi%e the 
impression that Davies is not well educated and that he is %%orking class. When 
comparing the excerpt from The Caretaker with that of No Alan '\ Land it 
becomes clear that Spooner in No Alan '. s Land. as opposed to Dan e'. s in The 
Caretaker. does adhere to the rules of standard English. t/ir, %I does as \%ell. 
although in the particular extract above this is not made clear since Flir't's lines 
are short. Spooner in this piece expresses himself in rather complex sentence.. In 
fact the language used resembles written rather than spoken English. particularly 
towards the end. lie uses abstract words, there are no contractions and ideas are 
expressed clearly and concisely. Evidence of Spooner 's use of more sophisticated 
or educated words and phrases are: arrive rather than conic', recall rather than 
remember, appear rather than seem. Other evidence of elevated speech is the 
italicised words in the phrases "inhabit the idea". "discern the essential flabbiness 
of the stance" and so on. Furthermore, there are few hesitations or repetitions. An 
expression echoing an upper class register is: "Terribly kind of you. ". Lastly . the 
subject matter is of an intellectual nature, that is more elevated than the one in the 
first excerpt. 
With regard to situational register, Pinter sometimes has one and the same 
character speak informal as well as formal English. Lenny in The Homecoming is 
one such character. lie speaks in one way as a private person and in another as the 
businessman, the pimp. Sometimes he mixes the two. However, sometimes Lenny. 
it seems. uncharacteristically also speaks very formal, academic English. the 
language of scholars. On such occasions the language resembles written rather 
than spoken English. It is quite complex. Observe in particular Lenny '% second but 
also his last line in the following extract from The Homecoming (Pinleer Mais 3 
1978: 67-8). my italics: 
LENNY: I ... I Paust' 
Eh. Tedd%. %ou hav-cn't told us much about %-our 
Doctorship of Philosophy. What do you teach? 
FEDDY: Philosophy. 
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LF. NN Y: Well. I want to ask something. ho ti ini ti tt'c ta certain 
logical incoherence in the central a//irmcvion 
Christian theism: ' 
'l F DDY: That question doesn't fall within my province. 
l. f; NNY: Well, look at it this way ... you don't mind my asking 
you some questions, do you? 
TEDDY: If the,, 're within my province. 
LENNY: Well, look at it this way. How can the unknown merit 
reverence? In other words. how can mu revere that of 
which vou're ignorant" At the same time. it would he 
ridiculous to propo. %e that what we know mrrils 
reverence. What we know merit. % any number of-things. 
but it stands' to reason reverence isn 't one of them. In 
other words, what else is there? 
Pause 
I ennv usually speaks in quite an informal register with family and friends. As the 
pimp his language becomes more business like, it is a sub-culture language with 
undercurrents, and in this case it is rather formal. 
1.6 Specialist Terminology 
Scholars such as E: lin Diamond has pointed out that there is often specialist 
terminology in Pinter's plays. She mentions "gangster's language" and 
"decorator's jargon" (Diamond 1985: 52; 75) for example. Pinter is an a% id 
cricket Can. This becomes clear to anyone who studies his plays. and as a result. 
there are many cricketing terms and references or allusions to cricket in them. A'() 
. 
Man's Land is a case in point. In this play even names such as Brigg, ' and Fo%t er 
allude to cricket because the character:, are named aller tAo famous cricketer. 
Place names to do with cricket such as the Oval, one of the mo, t famous cricket 
grounds in England. are not uncommon in his plays. This is %%hat a pa. "sagc might 
look like (Pinter 1975: 0): 
:6 
SP(X)N[-. R: Tell me then about your wife. 
HIRST: What wife? 
SPOON ER: [low, beautiful she was. ho%% tender and ho%% true. I ell 
me with what speed she swung in the air. ºvith what 
velocity she came oft the ºvicket. whether she ºHas 
responsive to 
. 
finger spin. whether ' ou could howl u 
shooter with her, or an of/break with a leghreak 
action. In other words, did she google? 
Silence 
This passage is dense with cricket terminology, but the subtext is sc .. \t the same 
time Pinter is just playing with language as post. modernists often do. The language 
does not reflect the way people speak. 
There are other examples of Pinter using specialist terminology. In Landscape 
Pinter employs the language of cellarmen (Pinter Plays 3 1978: 1' ; -5) for 
example and in The Homeco ming he employs the language of kamen (Pinter 
Plays 3 1978: 46-7). In both cases, the understanding of the text is made more 
difficult because the language is specialised. In The Homecoming, understanding 
is made even more difficult because the types of sub-culture language used 
constitute codes dense with subtext and undercurrents. 
1.7 Functions of Pinter's Language 
Pinter uses language to many different ends. Through poetic language he create-, 
moods, atmosphere. Through linguistic departures from the norm of various kinds 
he creates comic effect, surprise, perhaps c% en shock. Characterisation through 
register has already been mentioned. Below, a few of these uses will be described. 
First. Pinter use language to comic effect: characters play game,, through puns. 
and they speak in local %pccch patterns in a wilt). ironic and otlcn in%-cnti%c %%aý 
! Ileg's preoccupation with the word %uc culent in con creation %% ith \'rarticy in T7n- 
S- 
Birthday Party makes us laugh. Howe%er. the ambiguitvv, of the meaning -t the 
word in this context results in it ha% ing sexual undertones making interpretation 
somewhat uncertain. Is the word only used for comic effect? Second. language is 
used as a weapon of aggression or defence in order to subjugate the adversan or 
enable a character to hide through evasion. Peter l lal l'" % ievv of Pinter' s language 
is that it can be labelled a device used for dominance since "words are weapon,, 
that the characters use to discomfort or destroy-: and in defence. to conceal 
feelings. " (Hall 1993: 190). An obvious example of the language of dominance or 
aggression would be Goldberg and . k( 'ann '. º subjugation of Stanley through 
language in The Birthday Party resulting in Stanley 's total collapse. Pinter 
achieves this collapse solely through the use of accusatory. interrogation-like and 
oppressive language. An example of a character using the language of defence is 
navies. the tramp in The Caretaker. Davis keeps talking about what appears to be 
irrelevant matters, avoiding the real issue. Instead of replying to or dealing with 
direct questions put to him, he uses the language of evasion or non- 
communication in order to hide his real problem s. This type of language i: as 
Sahai suggests probably a legacy from the "Theatre of the Absurd" (Sahai 1981: 
105). Third, language is action in Pinter's plays, as Hall (Itzin and Trussler: 4-17) 
and Sahai (1981: 105) rightly state. Events do not really progress through plot, 
change in characters or through dramatic events, which is usually the case in 
drama, but through language. Suspense and menace seem innate in the language 
holding the audience's attention. Fourth, language is used for characterik tit ion. as 
an indicator of social class, geographical origin etc. For instance, Esslin points out 
that Pinter uses hollow idioms to reveal the trivial solecisms of working class 
people (1'sslin 1977: 47). Social class, regional origin and "mental identification" 
with the characters on the stage are partly consciously recognised and partly 
subliminally achieved through the use of ritualistic language patterns, cliches, 
everyday idioms and slang as voll as highly stylised language of %arious. kinds. 
The implication is that people have heard these lines - reference. cliche%. 
registers etc. - somewhere at some stage in their li%cs, although the} might 
sometimes find it perfectly impossible to indicate when or where. As a result. 
lines "ring a bell". It is the abundance of these that seem to elicit identification. 
Furthermore. allusive names and place names, and register are indicator, of a 
character's geographical origin. In addition. professional jargon or "pcciali"t 
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terminology as a type o code i, a key to implicit understanding hctvvccn 
characters from the same sub-culture. 'I-hcsc implicit codes or mr"-. i 'c" can he 
observed between Ruth and Lennti in The flomecoming (, -cc pages 15-) lýf this 
chapter for illustration and discussion). Fifth. the language indicate-, hoa 
"heul hv" a social relationship is. Through silences, constant chatter or ramblings, 
presence or lack of communication between interlocutors. and repetitions Pinter 
hints at how close, isolated or alienated characters are. 
No doubt ['inter's language may have man,. more functions than those outlined 
above. The examples put forward here are only- supposed to illustrate the 
complexity of the language. Below there are a fcvv more examples. These are 
chosen in order to illustrate the different functions of language in ['inter. 
1.7.1 Humour and Evasion 
In Moonlight the character culled And' is dying - at least that is %%hat we are led to 
believe. Andy and his wife Bel have not seen their sons . Takt» and Fred for a %er-% 
long time, it seems. As Andy is dying he wants to see and talk to his children. Bel 
tries to find their children, or so she says. but she doles not seem to be able to 
locate them. However, towards the end of the play she phones her sons. this 
would seem to refute her earlier claim that she was not able to find them. It seems 
she must have had the phone number all along. Be that as it may, the phone call is 
an indication that she hw in fact known %%-here their children have been for some 
time. Perhaps she has phoned them before and they have refused to xc or talk to 
their father: ' It would seem that, in order to protect her husband, she sass that she 
has not found them. Below is the con crsation that takes place Winter 1993:. 1-5 
1. ighi % up in f red'% r(x)m. 
%! x- /phone ri»g., v. 1A KE; picks it up. 
JAKE: Chinvic Iaundr ? 
ESEL: Your f thcr is ill. 
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terminology as a type of code is a key to implicit understanding between 
characters from the same sub-culture. These implicit codes or messages can be 
observed between Ruth and Lenny in The Homecoming (see pages 5-39 of this 
chapter for illustration and discussion). Filth, the language indicates ho%k 
"'healthy" a social relationship is. Through silences, constant chatter or ramblings. 
presence or lack of communication between interlocutors, and repetitions Pinter 
hints at how close, isolated or alienated characters are. 
No doubt Pinter's language may have many more functions than those outlined 
above. The examples put forward here are only supposed to illustrate the 
complexity of the language. Below there are a few more examples. These are 
chosen in order to illustrate the different functions of language in Pinter. 
1.7.1 Humour and Evasion 
In Moonlight the character called Andy is dying - at least that is what we are led to 
believe. Andy, and his wife Bel have not seen their sons Jake and Fred for a very 
long time. it seems. As Anctly is dying he wants to see and talk to his children. Bel 
tries to find their children, or so she says, but she does not seem to be able to 
locate them. However, towards the end of the play she phones her sons. This 
would seem to refute her earlier claim that she was not able to find them. It seems 
she must have had the phone number all along. Be that as it may, the phone call is 
an indication that she has in fact known where their children have been for some 
time. Perhaps she has phoned them before and they have refused to see or talk to 
their father'? It would seem that, in order to protect her husband, she gays that she 
has not found them. Below is the conversation that takes place (Pinter 1993: 73-5) 
Light. up in Fred 's rcxom. 
The phone rings. JAKE pickt it up. 
JAKE: Chinese laundry? 
BFL: Your father is ill. 
4O 
JAKE: Chinese laundry? 
. Silence. 
BEL: Your father is ill. 
JAKE: Can I pass you to my colleague? 
FRED takes the phone. 
FRED: Chinese laundry? 
Pause. 
BE L: It doesn't matter. 
FRED: Oh my dear madam, absolutely everything matters when 
it comes down to laundry. 
BEL,: No it doesn't matter. It doesn't matter. 
Silence. 
I... ] 
FR 1: D: If you have any serious complaint can we refer you to our 
head office? 
I... ) 
JAKE:: Hullo. Can I help you? 
Iil1: Do you do dry cleaning? 
JAKE is still. 
BEI. puts the phone down. 
JAKE replaces phone. 
JAKE: Of course we do dry cleaning! Of course we do dry cleaning! 
What kind of fucking laundry are you if you don't do dry 
cleaning? 
First it seems that the couple's sons have decided to play a trick on whoever 
phones next, the way children may do. The reply "Chinese laundry' ' therefore 
seems like a harmless joke. However, when Jake answers the phone and realises 
that it is his mother phoning to tell him and his brother that their father is dying. 
and the joke continues, it does not seem as harmless any more. Why do the 
brothers behave in this businesslike fashion pretending to be people working in a 
laundrette? Why does the mother, after she has given up. still continue the charade 
ti. ' cvw; no ""Dn you do dn" cleaninQ? " No matter what his motives are. after she 
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hangs up Jake replaces the phone and then furiously comments: "Of course we do 
dry cleaning. What fucking laundry doesn't do dry cleaning? " Why does he" The 
whole episode seems absurd. A case of slapstick humour perhaps? It is clear that it 
is not natural conversation. It seems something else is going on beneath the 
surface conversation. The brothers and their parents may have fallen out and in 
order to avoid having an awkward conversation with their mother Jake and Fred 
evade a potentially sensitive situation by pretending to be other people. The anger 
displayed by Jake as he has just replaced the phone seems to indicate that the 
brothers do care, that we are dealing with a delicate and emotional situation, a 
situation he and his brother simply cannot handle. In actual fact, the phrase 
"Chinese Laundry" is taken from a radio show called The Goon Show which was 
popular in the 1950s, (Bergfeldt 1998: 35). In The Goon Show this type of 
conversation and situation was quite common. Borrowing from another source 
and placing it in a different context, a play, is not uncommon in Pinter, and it is a 
mark of postmodernist writing. Humour used in order to defuse a delicate 
situation is not uncommon in life, and seems very common in British society. The 
paradox i. e. the seriousness of the issue (death) and the context from which the 
catch phrase is taken (comedy or farce) seems to add to the gloom of the situation. 
7.2 Dominance and Subjugation 
There are many instances in Pinter where language is used in order to dominate or 
subjugate another interlocutor. A scholar such as Elin Diamond has described how 
Pinter does this (1985: 64-65). In these instances Pinter affords one character with 
language used as a weapon and the other with language used as a defence. The 
"attacker' interrogates the victim with constant questions without letting the 
victim think before s'he responds. if s/he is even allowed to respond. There is also 
often an apparent lack of logic in the development of questioning and the 
questions themselves appear to have no relevance to the elusive topic under 
discussion. The effect that this kind of language has on the victim is often quite 
telling. S/he is usually completely confused and does not know what to say and as 
a result silence is the only option. However, on other occasions, both interlocutors 
use lanuuasie in order to suhiuw. ate the other and then there is a struggle for power 
1 
by use of language and the one most adept will defeat the opponent and vain 
power. The kind of language described above occurs in plays such as [he 
Caretaker and The Hothouse, but perhaps the most compelling instance Vs the 
following excerpt from the second act of The Birthday Party (Pinter 1960: 47-52). 
MCCANN: Get in that seat. 
GOLDBERG: McCann. 
MCCANN: Get down in that seat! 
GOLDBERG: (crossing to him). Webber. (Quietly. ) SIT DOWN. 
(Silence. STANLEY begins to whistle '" The 
Mountains in the Morne ". He strolls casual/ v to the 
chair at the table. They watch him. He stops whistling. 
Silence. He sits. ) 
STANLEY: You'd better be careful. 
GOLDBERG: What were you doing yesterday? 
STANLEY: Yesterday? 
GOLDBERG: And the day before. What did you do the day before 
that? 
STANLEY: What do you mean? 
GOLDBERG: Why are you wasting everybody's time. Webber? 
Why are you getting in everybody's way? 
STANLEY: Me? What are you - 
GOLDBERG: I'm telling you, Webber. You're a washout. Why are 
you getting on everybody's wick? Why are you 
driving the old lady off her conk-'? 
MCCANN: fie likes to do it. 
GOLDBERG: Why do you behave so badly. Webber? Why do you 
force the old man out to play chess? 
STANLEY: Me? 
GOLDBERG: Why do you teat that young lady like a leper'? 
she's not a leper. Webber! 
STANLEY: What the - 
GOLDBERG: What did you do last week, Webber'? Where do you 
kew your suits? 
Sý 
n_ .ýr.. xnr, mý 
MCCANN: Why did you leave the organisation? 
GOLDBERG: What would your old mum say, Webber" 
MCCANN: Why did you betray us? 
GOLDBERG: You hurt me. Webber. You're playing a dirty game. 
MCCANN: That's a Black and Tan fact. 
GOLDBERG: Who does he think he is? 
MCCANN: Who do you think you are? 
STANLEY: You're on the wrong horse. 
GOLDBERG: When did you come to this place? 
STANLEY: Last year. 
GOLDBERG: Where did you come from? 
STANLEY: Somewhere else. 
GOLDBERG: Why did you come here? 
STANI. I: Y: My feet hurt! 
GOLDBERG: Why did you stay? 
STANLEY: I had a headache! 
GOLDBERG: Did you take anything for it? 
SI ANELY: Yes. 
GOLDBERG: What? 
STANLEY: Fruit salts! 
GOLDBERG: Enos or Andrews'? 
STANLEY: En - An - 
GOLDBERG: Did you stir properly? Did they fizz? 
STANZ F Y: Now, now, wait, you - 
GOLDBERG: Did they fizz? Did they fizz or didn't they fizz? 
MCCANN: He doesn't know! 
(iOLI)BI RG: You don't know. When did you last have a bath'? 
STANLEY: I have one ever 
GOLDBERG: Don't lie. 
MCCANN: You betrayed the organisation. I know him! 
STANLEY: You don't! 
GOLDBERG: What can you see without glasses? 
STANI. I Y: Anything. 
(; f )I -DIR(- Take his glasses off. 
S; 
MCCANN snatches his glasses and as S TANI. -Y 
rises, reaching for them, takes his chair downstage 
centre, below the table, STANLEY stumbling as he 
follows. STANLEY clutches the chair and %tav% bent 
over il. 
Webber. you're a fake. (They stand on euch . side of-the 
chair. ) When did you last wash up a cup? 
STANLEY: The Christmas before last. 
GOLDBERG: Where? 
STANLEY: Lyons Corner House. 
GOLDBERG: Which one. 
S'TANLI; Y: Marble Arch. 
GOLDBERG: Where was your wife? 
STANLEY: In - 
GOLDBERG: Answer. 
STAN l .!. Y: (turning, crouched) What wife? 
GOLDBERG: What have you done with your wife? 
MCCANN: He's killed his wife! 
GOLDBERG: Why did you kill your wife? 
STANLEY: (sitting, his back to the audience). What wife? 
(GOLDBERG: How did he kill her? 
MCCANN: You throttled her. 
(GOLDBERG: With arsenic. 
GOL. DBE. RG: Webber! When did you change your name? 
STANLEY: I forgot the other one. 
GOLDBERG: What's your name now? 
STANLEY : Joe Soap. 
GOLDBERG: You stink of sin. 
MCCANN: I can smell it. 
GULI)BER(i: Do ý 0u recognise an external force? 
S, rANE LI': What? 
GOLDBERG: Do you recognise an external force': 
MC'C'ANN- Ilml s the auestion. 
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GOLDBERG: Do you recognise an external force? 
GOLDBERG: Is the number 846 possible or necessar ? 
STANLEY: Neither. 
GOLDBERG: Wrong! Is the number possible or necessary? 
STANLEY: Both. 
(GOLDBERG: Wrong! Its necessary but not possible. 
STANLEY: Both. 
GOLDBERG: Wrong! Why do you think the number 846 is 
necessarily possible? 
STANLEY: Must be. 
GOLDBERG: 
(... I 
What's your trade? 
MCCANN: What about Ireland? 
GOLDBERG: What's your trade? 
STANLEY: I play the piano. 
GOLDBERG: How many fingers do you use? 
STANLEY: No hands! 
GOLDBERG: No society would touch you. Not even a building 
society. 
(.. 1 
GOI. DBE: RG: But we've got the answer to you. We can sterilise you. 
MCC'ANN: What about Drogheda? 
GOLDBERG: You're bite is dead. Only your pong is left. 
MCCANN: You betrayed our land. 
GOLDBERG: You betray our breed. 
MCCANN: Who are you, Webber? 
GOLDBERG: What makes you think you exist? 
MCCANN: You're dead. 
(iOLDE3FRG: t'ou're dead. You can't live. you can't think. you can't 
love. You're dead. You're a plague gone bad. There's 
no juice in you. t'ou're nothing but an odour! 
Silence. They wand over him. He t% crouched in the 
, r%r He ý ,% un 4nwl v and kicks GOLDBERG in 
2- 9- Rf7_ n--n- -- . r! r... ý . 
the stomach GOLDBERG falls Stanley stands. 
MC CA NN Seizes a chair and lifts it above his head. 
STANLEY seizes a chair and covers his head with it. 
MCCANN and STAN E: LY circle. 
GOLDBERG: Steady. McCann. 
STANLEY: (circling) Uuuuuhhhhh! 
MCCANN: Right, Judas. 
GOLDBERG: (rising). Steady, McCann. 
MCCANN: Come on! 
STANLEY: Uuuuuhhhhh. 
In this passage Pinter uses the formula of cross-examination which is found in 
detective stories. Only the two "investigating officers" do not follow common 
investigation practice, it seems, but harass the victim into silence, throwing 
questions and accusations at him, refusing to let him reply or think even. As a 
result, the victim becomes quite confused and, in the end. is totally subjugated. 
Mc( ann and Goldberg do not talk like policemen in that their language does not 
always make sense. There seems to be no logic to the constant change of topics. 
Logical coherence is replaced by the development of dialogue through 
association. Moreover, the language does not seem to be leading anywhere. 
although its purpose is clear: the destruction of StanleY. 
1.8 The Jewish Influence 
1.8.1 Jewish Background 
Billington (1996), Salem (1983) and Wesker (1965) have pointed out that there 
are traces of Jewish influence in Pinter's work. Billington emphasise. anti-Semitic 
incidents that Pinter experienced during and after the Second World War as- 
having had some influence. Salem discusses primarily Pinter's Talmudic 
obsession with language and Wesker. who is also Jewish. writes that Pinter's play 
The Birthday Porn' depicts Jewish people in a Gentile setting (The Encore Reader 
act. t ? 4_ 11Oi_ 1Howe% t r_ unlike other Jewish British playwrights such as Arnold 
ýý 
Wesker. the Jewish influence on Pinter's plays is not ob% ious. WeNker's 
characters comment upon their Jewishness in his plays. the playwright himself 
discusses the Jewish influence on his writing and his plays. and in Wesker's plays 
Hebrew and Jewish words occur. There are some Hebrew. Yiddish or German 
words in some of Pinter's plays, particularly- in The Birthday Partti", but in other 
plays such as The Caretaker and The Homecoming they are non-existent. The 
Jewish influence in Pinter's plays is implied rather than obvious. 
Even limited knowledge of Judaism would support the impression that Jews. as an 
ethnic minority group, seem to be very much aware of their heritage, their past. 
especially past sufferings and persecutions going back thousands of years. 
Holding on to legends and traditions is. therefore, very important. Moreover, the 
past seems to be very much part of the present in the sense that Jews are 
encouraged to remember those who have suffered and made sacrifices for coming 
generations since the past has shaped who they are as a people today. It would 
seem that Jewish parents, elders and rabbis make sure that the Jewish heritage is 
kept alive for their children, and instil their children with the idea that to be Jewish 
is to be different. The Jewish community seems to be close-knit and very well 
organised - the Jewish network on the internet is an excellent example of this - 
and the impression is formed that the community is important as a "safe-haven" as 
members may be subjected to persecutions outside the community. It has 
happened before. and with the fairly recent atrocities of the Second World War in 
mind, it is perhaps not surprising that Jews are very protective of their kind. 
Pinter was brought up in the Jewish community of Hackney in the East End of 
London. His father's family was very religious, his mother's was not. As the result 
of his parents being Jewish. Pinter was understandably steeped in Jewish 
traditions: he went to the Synagogue. studied the Torah and was round Jewish 
people, always being immersed in Jewish ways and ideals. Even though 
he 
rejected the Jewish faith as a teenager and does not believe in organised religion 
or authority of any kind, he is very much aware of his Jewish heritage as %kell aS 
Jewish traditions. Evidence of Pinter's awareness of his Jcvv ish heritage ma% he 
illustrated through one incident that happened some time after the war. In the 
tQ c(k Pinter went into a bar. He overheard a stranger saying that Hitler had not 
5ý 
gone far enough in his treatment of the Jeves. There as a dispute. In the end. 
Pinter hit the man hard in the face. Police arrived. Later the man said that he could 
understand that Pinter had hit him since Pinter was a Jew. but he did not 
understand why Pinter had hit him so hard. Pinter's response was that he had hit 
him hard because the stranger had offended so many people by his comment 
(Billington 1996: 80-1). This would seem to constitute a good example of Pinter 
being aware of his heritage although he is not religious. 
Pinter seems to be a man of a singular mind. He does things his own %%-ay. goes his 
own way, even writes his own way. One explanation of his individualistic 
approach may be that, like most artists, he considers himself to be an outsider and 
needs to mark out his very own territory, one distinct from his community . 
traditions and family. However, he might also view himself as different because 
Jews have tended to be viewed as different and a target for persecution through 
the ages. Furthermore, they themselves seem to consider themselves as different. 
In addition. Billington. Baker and Tabachnik have suggested that anti-Semitic 
experiences during and after the war have influenced Pinter's writing (Baker and 
Tabachnik 1973: 108; Billington 1996: 17-18) and these expefiences may have 
made Pinter see himself as different. Billington draws attention to one incident 
that occurred after the war might illustrate this point. Pinter and his friends 
Jewish and Gentile - were intellectuals. Sometimes they and other people %%ere 
attacked for looking Jewish and on other occasions because they %%ere carrying 
books which led some people to draw the conclusion that they were Communists 
(1996: 17-18). Pinter handled these attackers in two %%ays. one of which has crept 
into his plays. Either he started talking nonsense - the phrases resembling phatic 
communion - in order to defuse the potentially violent situation saying 
things like 
"I low are % ou? All fight? That's all nght then. isn't it? " ( 1996: 17-18) or 
he sta%led 
and fought. What Pinter did when avoiding confrontation %%-as- using what critic-Is 
later have labelled "language of evasion-. the type of language often found in his 
plays. In this respect it would seem that Billington is right that 
Pintcr's anti- 
Semitic expefiences have influenced his pla% s. 
'i'hcrc appxar to he 8 fC%% factors, that may. if not explain. then at 
leaNt contribute to 
... h. - Pinter writes the wav 
he does and why his characters sometimes heha\e and 
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speak in the particular %A. -ay that they do. First, being Je%%Ish meant that Pinter %%as 
brought up feeling "chosen" as well as a potential target for per-occution. Second. 
having renounced his faith he %;, as an outsider in his o%%m communitý . 'Mird. being 
suspicious of organiscd authority such as the army - Pinter was a conscientious 
objector - made him a suspect person in many people's eyes. Moreover. being a 
playwright. an artist. he probably viewed himself as different. In addition. 
marrying out of his faith. an act not looked kindly upon in the Jewish commun1tv 
in the 1950s. isolated him even further. All in all. it is not surprising if Pinter as an 
outsider often fclt under "threat" - people questioning his choices - and. zus a 
result. fclt slightly isolated and considered everybody to be an enemy. It is not 
unlikclý, that even Pinter's defensive and slightly menacing voice and waý of 
speaking betray that he is always on his guard. and it is not unlikely that this is a 
result of him feeling as an outsider. After all. he has always had to fight 
"everybody" in order ", not to let people tell him what to do" -a slight variation on 
Pctey's '"'Stan. don't let them tell you what to do. - in The Birthdqi- Paqv. the line 
that Pinter claims to live by (Billington 1996: 79). Bearing these facts in mind. it 
is no wonder his characters are very defensive and e%asive - masking their true 
intentions - in order to protect themselves from whatever or whoever theý think 
may be against them. His plays. including their atmosphere. would in this way 
seem to be depicting his reality as a Jew, an outsider and an artist. 
Another aspect which is likely to have influenced Pinter or made his awareness of 
the vulnerability of being Jewish more poignant, was the revelations of the 
atrocities committed against Jews in the concentration camps during the war. 
Pinter'% play . ashes to Ashes (1996) covertly deals with this issue. Perhaps Pinter 
changed his name to David Baron in order to conceal his Jewish heritage when he 
started acting'' It was not uncommon among Jews to change their name after the 
war. In his plays many of Pinter's character-, have more than one name. Is this a 
cover-up employed in order to protect one's past or protect oneself from prejudice 
or persecution*. ' 
Yet another way in which Pinter's Jewish heritage has influenced his writing k 
what Pinter refers to as "the Gestapo knock". It refers to the Gestapo who during 
the war without explanation or warning knocked on peoples doom in order to 
it) 
take people away - Jewish people pfimarily. The (jestapo knock inspired Pinter to 
cx)nceive of two people - Goldberg and McCann in The Birtway Parn. r - %%ho. like 
the Gestapo, knocked on someone's door in order to take somebod, ý a%%aN-. in this 
case Stanley, and subject him to interrogation. Moreover. it would seem that in 
some of the plays the characters' professions seem to ofiginate in a Je%%ish 
heritage: Max, the butcher in The Homecoming, may be an example of this since 
Jewish people require butchers of their own due to the strict rules of Jewish food 
laws: Kosher. The poets in A'o Man'S Land could be viewed as another such 
instance since many Jewish people seem to be artistically gifted. AmA- the civil 
servant in Moonlight perhaps? Jews are often well-educated and seem to be 
ambitious and successful - the Tory politicians Nigel Lawson. 'Malcolni Rifkind 
and Michael Howard constitute examples of people tied to the world of politics. 
including civil servants. Furthermore. by and large Jewish people tend to choose a 
profession where they can be "'their own boss" perhaps because it is in accordance 
with the Jewish mentality: Jews are eager to control rather than be controlled 
(Brook 1996: 303). This mentality is present in most characters in Pinter's plays. 
Critics and audiences have observed that Pinter"s plays have an eerie atmosphere. 
It is often described as Kafkaesque which usually means that it is depicting 
-man's fear. isolation and bewilderment in a dehumanised world" (Collins 
English Dictiona, ýy 1979). Billington has pointed out that this eerie atmosphere 
can be the result of Pinter having lived through the bombing of London and the 
subsequent evacuation to the country side during the Second World War 
(Billington 1996: 18-19). This would seem to be a fair assumption. Billington also 
emphasises anti-Semitic experiences during and after the war as having influenced 
Pinter's writing. by which I assume he means not only the language of evasion as 
mentioned above but the underlying menace of Pinter's plays - in dialogue as %vell 
as atmosphere. 
The characters of Pinter's plays seem to live in isolation. This may be the case not 
only because of the events of the Second World War but also due to their Jewish 
heritage: research undertaken (Brown 1983. Clare 1980. Lichtenstein 1999 et. al. ) 
seem to indicate that Jewish people have a tendency not to trust anybody and be 
inclined to suspect people of having an ulterior motive. Dc vie's in The ('tirt'wkt'r is 
hO 
a case in point. He seems to li%-e in constant fear. Or rather. as the Jewish 
playwright Arthur Schnitzler puts it in his book The Road to Freedom. it is 
perhaps not so much fear of persecution but -security mania- which results in 
Jewish people behaving in this way. i. e. Davies' way. What Schnitzler probablý 
means, Clare suggests, is that if confronted with persecution Jews rise to their 
defence, but when a person constantly thinks that people are after him. he self- 
destructs since he does not let anybody in and consequently lives in isolation 
(Clare 1980: 90). Perhaps the characters in Pinter's plays behave like the survivors 
of the holocaust as described by Elie Wiesel (Brown 1983: 67): they seem to 
choose to exist alone in the sense that they keep their own worlds barred against 
invasion by others, and "live a life of pretence. employing deceptions as a means 
of survival" (1983: 67). If this is the case. it is no wonder fear and isolation seem 
to constitute recurrent themes in Pinter"s plays. 
Pinter's plays have been said to be surreal and realistic. Indeed there are qualities 
of both these aspects in his plays. Just how realistic Pinter's plays are is difficult 
to determine without intimate knowledge of where Pinter grew up. However, 
Rodimvky's Room (Lichtenstein 1999) -a young Jewess's account of the detective 
work she carried out in order to try to establish the truth about David Rodinsky. a 
6"mysterious" Jew. who in 1967 had disappeared from his room never to be seen 
again gives sorne suggestions as to what being Jewish might entail. The Jewish 
community of the East End in the first part of the 20'h century, as depicted in the 
book, constituted a world of its own. Many Jewish immigrants from Fastem 
Europe had settled there. It was a verý- close-knit community. l'he Jewish 
immigrants from Eastern Europe changed little by way of habits, traditions. even 
clothing when settling in the new country. Indeed. it seems that the Rodinskys had 
changed vcD, little indeed. Lichtenstein who is in her earl), twenties considers 
David Rodinsky's behaviour and actions. as described by other people in the 
book. hizam. I lowever. when the author speaks to the few still living members of 
the older generation of Jews who actually lived in the East End when it was a 
-time-warp" she discovers that thtýi, did not find Rodinsky odd at all. In their 
opinion. Rodinsky wws mercl% an archet, %pal Eastern European Jc%%. a verN 
religious and intelligent man %%bo kept to himself as did veD- religious M-)ple of 
his community in Eastern Furope. 
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American critics of Pinter*s plays The Caretaker and The Homeconn . ng. in their 
reviews of these plays, have pointed out that the setting of these pla. vs. the 
lodgings, and the garb the characters were wearing were seedy. a bit odd. Fhc 
same impression was created by The Homecoming at the National Theatre in 
1998. With this in mind I was, at a later stage. reminded of I. ichtensteln*s lxx)k 
where she mentions that non-Eastern European Jews thought the lodgings and 
even the place of worship. the synagogue. of Eastern European Jews to be seedy- 
looking. Not up to their usual British standard. These views have been supported 
by Brook (1996: 25-6) and seem to point to the fact that the setting of at least 
some of Pinter's plays reflect the Jewish community of the East End prior to the 
1970s. This is particularly the case in The Homecoming. In view of what is stated 
above, so-called "odd" or erratic characters in Pinter's plays seem to be realistic. 
They seem to originate as human beings that Pinter met either when he was 
roaming the streets of London when he should have been at Drama School. or 
when he was on tour as an actor or indeed they are people from his past. mostlý 
Jewish friends and relatives, but Gentiles as well. The characters or the 
atmosphere may seem strange to a Gentile. but to a Hackney Jew of Pinters 
generation? Perhaps not. What is true is that many Jews brought up in the East 
End of London combined Jewish traditions with "indigenous traditions, resulting 
in a new hybrid culture" (Baker and Tabachnik 1973). As a result, Pinter's plays 
may depict life partly influenced by his Jewish heritage as well as Gentile 
traditions. This could explain the universality of his plays. since both Jew and 
Gentile can relate to his characters, but also experience the alienation. 
1.8.2 The Jewish Influence on language 
Diamond states that in The Birthday Party "the Jewish inflection is 
unmistakeable" (1985: 52). In particular. she is referring to Goldberg and hip 
employment of "Jewish turn of speech" (1985: 53; 61). but she also mentions 
Max 'S inflection in The Homecoming. Baker and Tabachnik and others have also 
discussed the Jewish influence on Pinter's use of English (197 1: 7; 56). 
o2 
Peter Hall stresses the care with which Pinter selects %%ords Olall 1993-- 
This is an aspect often commented upon. Among those %%ho agree with ll. ill are 
the I: rench director and translator of al I of Pinter* s plaý s into French. 1, ric Kahane. 
Moreover. Kahane confirms Flail's view that cuts or changes -should not 
be made 
in Pinter's plays because it would disrupt the rhythm of the dialogue %%hich. 
Kahane states. is vm- important to the performance of Pinter's plaýs (Kahane 
1987: 141-3.150). In addition. Salem has emphasised the precision and concision 
of Pinter*s language. Salem argues that one of the reasons %%h%- Pinter is tastidious 
in his choice of words has to do with the fact that Pinter is Je%%Ish. lie seeý, 
Pinter's obsession with exact meaning as a Jewish heritage. This claim is not 
unreasonable since. as Salem and Lillian Mermin Fcinsilver point out. one of the 
principles of the teaching of the Torah (the Jewish Divine Law) is to train tile 
intellect. Jews arc taught to develop their thinking in a very precise wa-, in order 
that they may learn to elucidate different possible connotati%e and denotatke 
interpretations of the language and meaning of the Torah. This is done in order to 
provide the tools with which they may discover the secrets of the Torah. 
F*urthermorc. the Jewish heritage is. according to Salem. the reason for Pinter's 
constant search for the meaning behind the words, the subtext. which constitutes 
such an important aspect of his work (I: einsil%-er 1980: 38. Salem 1983: 89-90). 
Kahane like Hall and Esslin and other interpreters of Pinter's plays comment on 
the concision and economy of Pinter's choice of words. Pinter achieves concision 
through selecting words with many layered meanings. words which have allusive 
or connotative meanings apart form the denotative ones. As a result, what is' not 
, id but mercl) implied is as important or even more important than what is sa 0 
actuallý said. These aspects of Pintcr*s language seem to re-enforce the claim that 
Pinter is a Fxxt since economy as well as implied or allusive meanings are %ital 
aspects to poetry. In an inten iew with American literary critic Mel Gussow Pinter 
reveals his approach to language: "it [language] must be absolutely specific. If It*,,, 
at all generalized then it's nothing el. w but indulgence and it's illegitimate. [ ... 
(Gus--sow 1994: 29)". "F. %-cD- sentence is a nuggo. " ( 1994: 59). 
hý 
Irving Howe has pointed out that in Yiddish and Hebre%% there Is greater freedoni 
of "verbW improvisation" than there is in Fnglish (1970: 138-141). A!, a result. 
these languages are more verbally inventive than is English and this ma% ha%e 
influenced Pinter's language if not directly then indirectl) through phrases used 
by older generations of immigrant Jews who surrounded him in Hackney This 
view seems supported when Baker and -rabachnik state that people gro%% Ink! up in 
the East End developed a hybrid language -apparent in the development of unique 
idioms, inflections and speech rhythms- (1973: 1-2). 
With respect to the studying of the Torah a few interesting facts may be noted 
(Lancaster 1993: 18-21,59.100-111): word play is encouraged in order to arrive 
at additional meanings of words and phrases. Moreover. Hebrew has no %-o%%Cls 
which means that ambiguity is inherent in the language and different meanings 
arise depending on what vowel sound is inserted. 'Me Forah is rife with 
symbolism. it is like a cipher. and even numbers are given symbolic meanings. In 
addition. both logical reasoning and free associations are explored in order to 
arrive at additional interpretations of meaning. Of course. the -fight- 
interpretation is to be found in the Talmud. the spoken tradition of Jewish 
leaming. but this encouragement of studyIng language and meaning may have 
influenced Pinter as his plays are known for word play, ambiguity, free 
association and several layers of meaning. 
Moreover. it seems not unlikely that many Jews of the old immigrant generation 
in the East End spoke their native language amongst themselves, holding on to 
Jewish traditions and language. Furthermore. the second generation of immigrants 
possibly knew a Slavonic language and Yiddish as well as English. This may have 
resulted in Jews of Slavonic origins speaking English in a particular fashion. 
Language interference in these two groups is not unlikelý to have occurred. 
Pinter*,, language. his idiolcct. having grown up in this ty-pe of community may. as 
a result. have been influenced. Hearing particular Jewish variants of 
pronunciations and turn,, of phrases might also have ivnetratcd into the language 
of his work. natural to him and slightly less so to other people. Moreover, it might 
have made him more open to irregularities resulting in him being more in%cnti%c 
%ith language. 'nis Jewish and Slavonic influence tin the language might 
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contribute to the fact that audiences and critics sometimes regard his language as 
odd because they do not recognise its patterns. One particular telephone 
conversation in Rodinsky '. 5 Room er-% much resembles the dialogue of Pinter', 
plays, seeming to confirm the fact that Pinter's dialogue is realistic e%en %%hen 
sometimes construed as idiosyncratic or '"odd" by critics and audiences 
(Lichtenstein and Sinclair 1999: 14447): 
LF'TV INOFF: You're very reserved. 
GOLDING: It's all right if you meet the right company. 
LITVINOFF: Do you get to the moving cinema a lot? 
GOLDING: I've worn the tails, top hat, white gloves ... t'%c worn 
better garb than you see me in. 
LITVINOFF: Your attitude on philosophy is very ... verb 
breathtaking. Very abstract. 
GOL DING: Well. I have been a big reader in my- days of solitude 
and melancholy. 
GOLDING: Don't they know the difference between a bona fide 
citizen and an undesirable' 
LI IV INOFF: You're a man of splendid bearing. 
GOLDING: I know the weakness of equity and utility. Whatever 
the qualm or equivocation. 
LITVINOFF: I saw the light burning in your eye after closing time 
in Victoria. 
GOLDING: I could have been a licensed surrogate. At Llanelli in 
Carmarthen. It could have made a difference in the 
mollycoddling of Mick [Jager). 
LI`I'VINOFF: There's a Victorian light in your eyes after closing 
time ... 
Midst all the people hying and scum-ing 
around Victoria, you alone had the dignity of the Third 
Eye. Your eyes were a magnificent sight. c%-cn 
h{ 
allowing for the bloodshot bits in various pans of 
them. 
GOLDING: You understand me. don't you? 
LITVINOFF: You looked in extremely good health and fairly 
expectorative and splenetic when I saw you. You don't 
have any infectious diseases - like anthrax - do you" 
GOLDING: I can assure you ... I use the highest order of 
discretion. As no doubt you would observe. 
LITVINOFF: You can keep a confidence? You won't tell any one. 
will you. I'm trusting you like a brother. I can rely on 
you implicitly? 
GOLDING: Better than these walls. 
LITVINOFF: I'm afraid I'm rather keen on the gray:. I've drunk 
four bottles. 
(101 DING: I have done work for a scriptwriter. 
I. 11'V INOFT: I know about that. The Caretaker play. 
GOLDING: I did that with complete philanthropy, but I don't 
worry about that. 
(ÖLDING: You read The Caretaker. didn't you? You understand 
me. I'm very precarious. I know what I'm talking 
about. 
I IIVINOFF: Do you accept sterling? 
GOLDING: I have an amnesia for it. 
The aspects that remind one of the dialogue in Pinter*s play .% are 
dcclarati%cs u. rd 
as interrogatives (You can keep a confidence? ) which is prohahlý based on 
Yiddish grammar (Feinsilver 1980: 304) and is more commonly used hk Jcui"h 
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speakers of English than otlx-rs, evading to reply to a question or gl%c what -'ecrns 
to be a peculiar reply, a predilection for nominalisation which is charactenstic of 
formal language, odd digressions on subjects whose importance swern trivial. and 
the tone suggesting indifference or lack of emotional invol%emcnt. 
Here are two passages from vo Man '. s Land and Moonlight to illustrate the 
similarities in the dialogue with the extract above (Pinter 1975: 16-19): 
SPOONER: Yes I was talking about strength. Do you recall' 
I{I RST: Strength. Yes. 
SPOONER: Yes. I was about to say. ou see. that there are 
people who appear to be strong. whose idea of 
what strength consists of is persuasive, but who 
inhabit the idea and not the fact. What they 
possess is strength not expertise. (... I 
SPOONER: Do you often hang about Hampstead i death? 
I IIRS I: No. 
I ... ] 
SP(X)N>' R: I often hang about Hampstead Heath myself. 
expecting nothing. I'm too old for any kind of 
expectations. Don't you agree? 
HIRST: Yes. 
I... ] 
SPOONl R: You're a quiet one. it's a great relief. Can you 
imagine two of us gabbling away like me? It 
would be intolerable. 
Pause 
By the way. with reference to peeping. I do feel 
it incumbent upon myself to make one thing 
clear. I don't peep on sex. 1-hat's gone forever. 
You follow me? When m}- migs happen to shall 
I say m -st their peeps on sexual conjugations. 
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however periphrastic, I can only see vhite of 
eyes, so close. they glut me. no distance 
possible, and when you can't keep the proper 
distance between yourself and others [ ... ] the 
game's not worth the candle (... ] what is 
obligatory to keep in your vision is space. space 
in moonlight particularly, and lots of it. 
and Moonlight (1993: 7) : 
JAKE;: I would think a man of your calibre needs a bit of both. 
FREE): Or nothing of either. 
JAKE:: It's very important to keep your pecker up. 
FRED: Flow far up? 
JAKE: Well ... for example ... 
how high is a Chinaman? 
FRED: Quite. 
JAKE: Exactly. 
Pause. 
One feature of Pinter's writing, which might appear odd. is his characters' replies 
to questions through stories which seem out of context. Stories. %%hich digress 
rather cxtensively for no evident purpose. it seems. This feature is not often found 
in plaý s by other play-%%-rights. Jewish or Gentile. At least. the)- are not as frequent 
as in Pinter. I lowever odd these stories may seem. according to Feinsil%er it is **In 
good Jewish fashion- to begin an answer to a question with a story (1980: 23). As 
a result. perhaps Pinter's use of' stories is in keeping with Jewish tradition. 
although the content of the stories may not be. However. it seems that Jewish 
people never forget their pa-st and their forcfathers. and since these issues usuall) 
constitute the core of Pinter's digressions perhaps even the content of the stories is 
influenced by the fact that Pinter is Jc%%ish? 
Another feature common in Pinter's works is repetition. Repetition in abundancc 
it seems --sorrictimcs. However. repetition and duplicatkes mpeating a %%ord mice) 
6K 
are features observed as used more frequently by Jewish people Npeaking Friglish 
than other speakers of English (Steinmetz 1996: 71). For instance. a question is 
often answered through the repetition of the same question - different uses of 
intonation imply underlying meaning such as irony, mockerý. dlsmissial, 
indignation, scom. anger or sarcasm and so on (Feinsilver 1980: 298. Ro,, tcn 
1983: 102.111,268-270, Steinmetz 1986: 72). This practice of repetition 
Feinsilver attributes to having originated out of the discussions of The I almud. Be 
that &% it may, it is a feature often used by Je%ish speakers. Repetition. therefore. 
may be viewed as a Jewish feature of Pinter*s work. 
Fcinsilver"s claims that Jewish humour is "shot through with mockery and 
paradox" (1983: 12). that logic is often used to celebrate illogic. that **a liberating 
lunacy dances through Jewish jokes" (1983: 12) and that inversion of reason is not 
uncommon. These are features which seem to apply to the hurnour of Pinter%, 
plays. Here is an example from Moonlight (1993: 7-8): 
FRED: You were writing poems when you were a mere child. 
isn't that right? 
JAKE: I was writing poems before I could read. 
FRED: Listen. I happen to know that you were writing poems 
before you could speak. 
JAKE: Listen! I was writing poems before I was born. 
FRED: So you would say that you were the real thing'' 
JAKE: The authentic article. 
FRED: Never knowingly undersold. 
JAKE: Precisely. 
Silence. 
Feinsilver further claims that Yinglish (English with influences from Yiddish) 
sarcasm as practised by Jews is often used through what seems to be innocent 
interrogation. The aim, according to Feinsilver, is to demolish whatc%er %alidity a 
person's question may possess. Sarcasm used as ridicule, and in)m are examples 
of this (1983: 49). 11w occasional 
line of this feature can he found in The 
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Homecoming. More extensive use of -innocent" interrogation can he tound in 1 hc 
Caretaker, but "innocent" interrogation which is o%er the top is found in The 
Birthday Party. Could it be that Pinter is building upon V'inglish in these cis? 
Analyses of Pinter's plays reveal many instances of **business lingo- or S_rwcialist 
terminology. Peter Wfight claims that one of the main charactefistics of Je%%Ish 
people's way of speaking English is the -over-abundance of business expres-sions" 
(1981: 42). This seems to suggest that my analvsis of the plays with regard to 
business expressions is not unfounded. Moreover. Howard Taubman reviewing 
The Caretaker observed that Mick in The Caretaker uses plent, % of business jargon 
(N04, York Time. v Oct 15,1961). 
Here is an excerpt with examples of business language (my italics) from The 
Caretaker where Mick is talking to I)avir. s (Pinter 1976: 35-6): 
MICK: You're stinking the place out. You're an old robber. 
there*s no getting away from it. You're an old skate. 
You don*t belong in a nice place like this. You're an 
old barbarian. Honest. You got no business %%andering 
about in an uqfurni., vhed flat. I could charge you seven 
quid a week for this if I wanted to. Get a taker 
tomorrow. Three hundred andfifly ayear exclusive. 
No argument. [ ... 
] Say the word and I'll have my 
solicitors draft you out a contract. Otherwise I've got 
the van outside. I can run you to the police station in 
five minutes. have you in for irespavsing. loitering 
ivith intent. &ylight robbery. filching. thieving and 
stinking the place out. What do you say'. ' I Inless you're 
really keen on a straightforward purcha. ve. I ... 
I No 
strings attached. open and above board. untarnished 
record: nvenýy 1wr cent interest. fifiý- per cent dejxxviv 
down jhjý-niepit. back payrriera%. jamili, tillowtinceN, 
hon#, Lv schemes. remission qfterm forgood behtn-iour, 
. vix nl, )rllh 
leave. ycarýv examinatiort of the relevapit 
archive. ý, tea laid on, disposal of share. %. benefit 
exteavion, compensation on cessation, comprehensive 
indemnifY againvi Riot, Civil Commotion, Labour 
Disturbances. Storm. Tempest, Thunderbolt, Larcen. i 
or ( 'attle all subject to a daily check and doublej-heck 
Of course we'd need a vigned declaration from Your 
personal medical attendant as assurance that You 
lvssess the requisite fitness to carry the can. won't 
ýve! Who do you bank with? 
Pause. 
In the extract above the use of business language is extreme, but there are many 
other instances of Pinter employing business expressions in his play s. 
Thcre arc not too may instances of swearing in Pinter's plays and this may 
initially have been due to censorship. Ho%,. -c%-cr. after censorship was abandoned in 
the 1960s there are still few instances of this type of language. This may not be 
surprising since. as Feinsilver and Rosten claim. Jews prefer to %-cnt thcrc 
frustration and anger in obscene. vulgar and forceful language or through the 
invocation of calamities of various kind (1980: 92,1980: 36) rather than actual 
swearing. Mere is evidence of this in plays such as The Birthday Paqy, The 
Homecoming and Moonlight. 
The Homecoming (Pinter 1986: 52), my italics: 
LENNY: I'll tell you what. Dad, since you're in the mood for a 
hit of a ... chat, 
1'1I ask you a question. I... I That 
night ... you 
kno%% ... the night you got me ... that 
night with Mum. what was it like" (... I 
MAX: You'// drown in mur own bloohl 
and in thmnlight (1993: 5). my italics: 
-i 
BEL: The term "taking the piss". however. was not known 
to us. 
ANDY: It means mockery! It means to mock. It means 
mockery! Mockery! Mockery! 
BEL: Really? I-low odd. Is there a rational explanation to 
this? 
ANDY: Rationality went down the drain donkey's years ago 
and hasn*t been seen since. A// that fiamous 
rationality of yours is swimming about in wavle 
disposal turdology. It's burping andfiarting awqv, in 
the cesspitfor ever and ever. That's destirýy ywaking. 
sweetheart! That was alwciys the destinv of your 
fiamous rational inielligence. to choke to death in 
sour cream andpigswill. 
ESEL: Oh do calm down, for goodness sake. 
Hall, Fsslin and others have pointed out that rhythm is verý- important to Pinter's 
plays. It has been claimed that his plaý-s are wfitten like musical scores. including 
pauses. Hall has said that if one word in Pinter is changed. the rhythm of the piece 
is altered and. as a result, the passage will not work. Pinter's plaý-s are indeed 
musical. Plays such as The Birthdqv- Party, and The Caretaker are excellent 
examples of this. The musicality of Pinter's plaý-s may also be a Jewish heritage 
since one ofthe most evident characteristics of Yiddish and the language of'Mc 
Jewish Holy Writ is its musicality (Feinsil%-er 1980: 2-5). 
Moreover. violence or threat conveyed through wordis, which is an aspect ever- 
present in Pintcr*s work. may be viewed as ofiginating in a Jewish tradition since. 
in this tradition. verbaliscd hostilitý is considered more effective than actual 
ph)sical violence (Rostcn 1983: 9"'). 
Another feature that is striking about Pinter'" writing is the amount of exclamation 
marks he uses. not a common feature in British writing. The use of cxclamation 
marks is ditTerent in the UK and Scandinavia and this often seems to lead British 
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people to misunderstand and misinterpret its u-se b% Scandina%ian pla%wfights. 
e. g. Stnndberg. Nonetheless, Pinter frequently make,, use of e\clamations marks. 
Why? A possible answer presented itself while I was reading one of Wesker's 
plays; it was a remark that a character in The Wedding Ft-a%t made at-Kiut another 
character (Wesker 1977: 122), my italics: 
A You're shouting. 
B That's Kate White - 
C I'm Jewish. /shout. ' 
If this comment, written by a Jewish playw-right in a play about Jc%%ish people. is 
anything to go by then it is not strange that Pinter uses exclamation marks for 
characterization. The characters in Pinter's plays. with their origin in the Jc%%ish 
Fast End. perhaps spoke in this way. Could it be a Jewish trait which occurs in 
some of the plays? A conscious characterisation on Pinter*s part? Yet another 
possible Jewish feature of his writing is the use of declaratives as interrogatives 
such as lou drunk. " instead of Are vou drunk! and this aspect may be based on 
Yiddish grammar (Feinsilver 1980: 304. Steinmetz- 1986: 72). llo%%c%cr. this 
feature of Pintees language is present in everyday English. although perhaps not 
to the extent that it occurs in some of Pintet's plays. Mar in The Homecoming 
(Pinter Pltil-s 3 1978: 51) and Mick in 1"he (aretaker (Pinter 1976: 13) are 
furnishcd with the feature of' using declaratives as interrogatives (m), italics 
below): 
MAX: What's going on here? You drunk' 
lie . dtart' (it 
Lenny. 
What are you shouting about'? You gone mad! 
MICK: Jell ... 
kins. 
Pause. 
i'()tu sleep here lad night: ' 
DAVIES: Yes. 
ý. 
MICK: Sleep well: ' 
DAVIE. S- Yes. 
MIC K: What bed you sleep in'. ) 
MIC'K: You a foreigner: ' 
I)AVII', S: No. 
If the aspects discussed above constitute Je%kish features of Pinter's play" - 
whether or not employed intentionally by Pinter to jmplý Je%%khness in his 
characters is not really important - the fact that they do occur is rvrhaps not 
strange since he probably heard language of this kind when he was gro%%ing up 
and. as a result. it has become natural characteristics of his wfiting. 
1.9 Conclusion 
In this chapter I have outlined some characteristics of Pintcr*s language such as 
precision, poetic and stylised language. allusions. subtext. undercurrcnt. s. stNIc and 
register and other linguistic idiosyncrasies in order to try to illustrate what makes 
Pinter's use of language different. original and complex to nati%e speakers of 
English as these aspects of his language may make the translation ot"his plays into 
other languages difficult. It has been suggested that Pinter's plaNs may be more 
realistic - as noted by Lumley (1967: 271) and other-, - than is generally assumed 
as a result of his Jewish hefitage. As Pinter refuses to thcorise o%er his works. his 
plaýs remain enigmatic. but perhaps the Jewish connection maý he of some 
assistance in understanding why he %vfitcs the %%ay that he does and why 'A, )mc 
critics and audiences tend to regard his language a-s idiosyncratic. lio%%ever, the 
presence of allusions in I'linter's plaý,; seems to haNe gone almost unnoticed by 
scholars. although the allusiveness of Pinter's w-riting has been discU"td. 41 
result. the research in Chapter 11 (The Initial Ciritical Reception of lintee., 
will be conccmed with the critical reception of Pinter's plaý s in the I *K and ,, time 
other countries. It %%ill 1`6cus not only on the language of Pinter's pla% s in gcncral. 
14 
but also on comments made bý cfitics with reference to Pintees % anCd Ll-, C 01' 
allusions. 
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CHAPTER II 
Initial Critical Reception 
Pinter"s first major play to be staged in London was The Birthdin- PartY (1958). It 
was a fiasco. I lis next major play to be produced was The Caretaker ( 1960) which 
was successful. The Homecoming (1965) was Pinter's third major drama to he 
staged in London. Since the staging of The Homecoming in 1965. many of 
Pinter's plays have been staged in London, all over the U 'K and abroad. The focus 
of this chapter is the reception of The Birthdqv Par4% The Caretaker and 1he 
Homecoming in the UK. the USA, France and Sweden. as it was these early plays- 
that established Pinter"s reputation as a playwright in the UK. Another reason for 
limiting the analysis to Pinter's first three plays to be staged in Iondon is the 
likelihood that it was Pinter's early reputation as a "surrealistic" and hard-to- 
understand playwfight that influenced the approach to the translation ot'his pla)-,,. 
In addition. in order to detect whether there were an), major changes in the 
reception of Pinter's early plays when compared to his later ones. research has 
also been carried out on No Man's Iand (1975) and Moonlight (1993). Although 
this thesis only deals with formulaic expressions (FEs) in Pinter in translation into 
Swedish. a discussion of Pinter's reception in the USA has been included in order 
to compare the situation with respect to the critical reception of Pintees plaý s in an 
English-speaking culture other than the VK: particular emphasis will be directed 
to mentions of allusions or formulaic expressions (FEs). Me reception of Pinters 
plays in France. on the other hand. is included in order to compare and contrast 
the cfitical reception of Pintces plays in translation into French with that in 
Sweden in order to pursue the questions whether different theatre tradition% and 
language usage have a bearing on difficulties in translation and subscquent 
reception. particularly with regard to allusions. In order to a-ssess the rt-ception ol' 
The Birthdqv Ptiqv. The Ctiretaker and The Homecoming on the 1-ngli%h st. ige 
there will first be an outline of the charactcnstic features of the Bfitish Fheatrc 
before and after 64the revolution- on 6 Maý 19.56 (Nicoll 1979: 2'1 ). the daý John 
1f 
Osborne's play Look Back in Anger opened at the Rqyul Court Theatre. Moreo% er. 
drawing on research undertaken with regard to events affecting the Briti. - i Sh 
T"heatre, covering the period from the 1940s to 1965, the ýear The 110mecoming 
opened, as well as reviews. I will also suggest some possible reasons for the 
reJection of The Birthday Party in 1958 and the success of The Caretaker in 1960. 
The reason for starting with an examination of the theatre in the 1940s is that it 
seems logical to begin describing the theatre a few years before the major change" 
were introduced that eventually resulted in the "new- British theatre. The account 
ends in 1965, the year The Homecoming was produced at the Alths-Ych 7lieturt, in 
London, the period covered includes the revolution of the theatre in 1956 as well 
as the production of three major plays by Pinter. the last one in 1965. This chapter 
also outlines the history of the theatre in the USA. France and S%%cdcn from the 
late I 91h century until the late 1960s in order to provide a general picture of the 
theatrical climate prevailing at the time of the translation ot'Pintcr's plays. 
2.1 The British Theatre in the 20th Century 
2.1.1 Changes in the Theatre 
On 6 May 1956 Look Back in Anger opened at the Rq), al Court Theatre in 
London. It had a long and fairly successful first run. Most of the reviewers were 
critical of the play - Cecil Wilson and Milton Shulman in particular (Elsom 1981: 
74-80) - as were many of the conventional theatregoers. but the young approved 
of it. Kenneth Tynan. although admitting that the play needed changes, was 
however positive maintaining that Look Back in Anger was *the best play of its 
decade. "' (The Encore Reader 1965: 79-80). The BirthdAU5, Parýy was produced in 
London at the Lyric Theatre. Hammersmith. in 1958. Although the plaý was %ýerý 
well received round the country before it came to London. it was taken off the 
Lvric Theatre within a few days (Benedict 2000: 9). In I. ondon. the rc%-ic%%-s-. - were 
appalling and few people went to see the play. 
The inference drawn from the research undertaken on the British theatre in the 
twentieth century sccms to be that if the plays bý Pinter mentioned abo%c had 
been written before the 1950s it is unlikelý that theý would ha%e been staged at all 
(Hinchcliffe 1974: 45-6 et al). The conclusion is based on the follo%%ing, facts 
First. due to the prevailing theatre conventions at the timc Lix)k Back inAnger and 
The Birthday Party did not -fit the bill" and would therefore not ha% e been stalged 
Second. due to the fact that the writing conditions for ýoung writers were rx: )or. 
few new playwrights would have appeared. Third. few theatres ventured to stage 
new playwrights. Fourth, as implied by Kenneth Tynan. it was private moncy or 
influence and not talent which made producers decide which plays or playwrights 
would be staged (Hinchcliffc 1974: 45). 
A few events in the 1940s and 1950s as discussed by Hayman (1979) IfinchchfTe 
(1974). Nicoll (1978) and by critics in The Encore Reader (1965) seem to ha%c 
altered the prerequisites for the staging of plays by new playwrights. 
In 1945 Joan Littlewood started the Theatre JJ'0rkvhop. an experimental theatre 
dedicated to bringing the theatre back to the people. One of its aims was to 
promote new young talented playwrights. A year later, the Arts Council received 
the Royal Charter (subsidies). Among other things, the Council provided bursaries 
for new young playwrights. Moreover, in 1948. legislation was put through 
Parliament allowing local authorities to spend money on arts subsidies. This 
measure was undertaken in order that local theatres would constitute an alternative 
to the commercial theatres in the West End. In the 1940s the Art. % Theatre and a 
few other small theatres in London began focussing on low-budget productions of 
cxpcfimental and poetic drama by unknown pla)-%%Tights. Repertory became more 
widespread and there was a renaissance of the theatre at Stratford-upon-Avon. 
Furthermore. in 1957 the Royal (ourt Theatre in Sloane Square. the home of the 
English 'Wge COmparty, began productions of plaýs by new plaý-A-rights, 
including playwrights such as Osborne and Wesker. 
*l-he c%-cnts mentioned above. resulted in greater opportunities for young talent to 
write and find a springboW for their work than had been the case bcf'Orc the 
. Second World War. Howc%-cr. although there %%-crc more opportunities 
for the 
work- b)- new play%%Tights to be staged in the 1950s than hcf-Orc. rc%l%al,, 
dominated the scene. even at the Royal Couri. the theatre %%hich claimed to bc and 
'x 
was regarded as the centre for promoting new Bfitish drama. Furthermore. it 
would seem that despite the fact that critics such as Kenneth lynan. I Irmisay 
Ariderson and George Coulouris (The Enc"re Reader 1965: 39-46) seemed to 
think that new talent was needed in an otherwise predictable and -dead- (1965: 
47,275) British theatre, some of these critics, such as Tynan. also expressed % ic%%-s 
which seemed to favour the old school of pla%wfights. Others such a-s- James 
Bailey defended escapism in the theatre and regarded the theatre as a refuge from 
real life (Hinchcliffe 1974: 46). 
2.1.2 The British Theatre before 1956 
Until 1956. it was mainlY the middle classes that went to the theatre. the 
commercial theatres in Shaftesbury A%-cnuc or the West F. nd Constituting the area 
where plays were staged. Going to the theatre was regarded as a form of snobbery. 
The theatres in Shaftesbury Avenue catered for an audience who. in line %%ith 
convention. expected the pfincipal characters of a play to be from the upper 
classes. although pfincipal characters from other classes werc emerging in the 
1930s. In addition, the social problems dealt with in these plaýs were those 
expcfienced by the upper classes whereas -real- problems %%ere avoided. The 
Edwardian audience expected the theatre to set up a protective barfier of fantasy 
or illusion between the audience and md life. The plays %%ere to be logically 
structurcd and motives, causes and feelings should be clear-cut and addressed %%ith 
a still'upper lip. Furthermore. the play%%-fight was supposed to put o%er a message 
and the pfincipal characters were supposed to have heroic qualities that the 
audience could admirc. otherwise the theatre %#. -ould be too gloomy and without 
bcnct'icial use to society (Morgan 1965: 52-56). Before 1956. aesthetics %%as 
particularly important to the production of a play. As a result. make-up. lighting 
and clothes %%-ere gi%, cn particular emphasis. Ilk plays were meant to he histofical 
re-constructions. and careful textual readings %%-crc the mode. Moreo\cr. the 
charactcrs. resembled caficaturcs rather than real people. espcclallý a-,. regard,, the 
pfincipal characters. since an ideal human twing - rather than an) one ol'a %afict) 
of people that exist in a gi%-cn s4. x: ict)- - was depicted on the stage. Also. the play" 
wcrc vehicles for star pcrfomuknces. 
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was regarded as the centre for promoting nc%% British dr-ima. I'unficrTnore. it 
would seem that despite the faci that critics such as Kenneth Ivnan. I ind, --,. i% 
Anderson and George Coulouris (77; e Encore Reader 1965: . 14 
'9-4,6) set-med it, 
think that new talent was needed in an other%%4j, -j. . ". predictable and -dead" (1965, 
47.275) British theatre. some of these critics. such as Tý-nan. alA) c\prcsscd \ tc%% s 
which seemed to favour the old school of playwfights. Othcr% such a. s James 
Bailey defended escapism in the theatre and regarded the theatre as a refuge from 
real life Minchcliffc 1974: 46). 
2.1.2 The British Theatre before 1956 
Until 1956, it was mainly the middle classes that went to the theatre, the 
commercial theatres in Shaftesbury Avenue or the West F. nd constituting the arca 
where plays were staged. Going to the theatre was regarded &% a form of'snobbery. 
'Me theatres in Shaftcsburý- Avenue catered for an audience who. in line with 
convention. expected the principal characters of a play to be from the upfvr 
classes, although principal characters from other cla-ssesi were emerging in the 
19.10s. In addition. the social problems dealt with in these plays were those 
experienced by the upper classes whereas "real'* problems were avoided. The 
E. dwardian audience expected the theatre to set up a protective barrier offantasý 
or illusion between the audience and real life. The pla%s %%crc to be logicall% 
structurcd and motives. causes and feclings should be clear-cut and addressed with 
a still'uppcr lip. Furthermore, the playwright was supposed to put o%cr a message 
and the principal characters wcrv supposed to ha%e heroic qualities that the 
audience could admire. othcrwisc the theatre would be too gloomy and without 
beneficial use to societý (Morgan 1965: 52-56). Before 1956. acsthctics %%as 
particularly important to the production of a play. As a result. make-up. lighting 
and clothes were given particular emphasis. 1-he plays were meant to be histoncal 
rc-constructions. and careful textual readings were the mode. Moreo%cr, the 
characters resembled caricatures mthcr than real pcoplc. especially a--, regards the 
principal character-,. since an ideal human being - rather than aný one of a% 4-inct) 
ofpcoplc that exist In a given society - %%as depicted on the stage. Al. -Al. the pla%-- 
%kvrc vchicics for star pcrformances. 
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TIw 1930s and 194(h were a period of superb acting (Nicoll 1978: 248). 1"he 
typical actor of this era tried to charm or overpo%er his audience: cajoling or 
coaxing them in comedy and '-thundering them into submission in tragedy" 
(Marowitz 1%5: 282). T]w relationship between the audience and the actor %%a-% 
one of inequality and illusion. The word was important. and therefore it is not 
surprising to find that the **Voice Beautiful- (liayman 1979: 1219-15) %%a-s in 
vogue. Actors such as Noel Coward, Laurence Olivier and John Gylelgud spring to 
mind as representative actors of this era. Revivals were the order of the day. 
Musicals and comedies were the kind of plays principally staged. Some critics at 
the time seemed to think that the theatre was too light-hearted in its choice of 
plays (Nicoll 1978: 244) and that there were too few new plays of quality written 
and produced in London: among these critics %%-crc Peter Brook and Kenneth 
Tynan (The Encore Reader 1965: 69.2 7 5). 
2.1.3 The British Ibeatrc after 1956 
The brcak-through for a new kind of young playwright took place in May 1956. 
The play was Look Back in Anger and was written by a new plaýwright called 
John Osbome. The play was a success with the audience. less so with the critics. 
and it had a fairly long first run at The Rqval Court Theatre. 
The "', new** type of pla)-wright that appeared in 1956 was working class. tic had a 
different background. a different code of conduct. adhered to different 
conventions from the playwrights prior to the 1950s. As a result. a nc%% tN of 
drama appeared which. in turn. required a new school of play-acting. The nc%% 
theatre w&-; intimatelý- bound up with the appearance of a new Young audience: a 
small lowcr-middic class intelligentsia. 
It was the English Ntage Contpaqv and its theatre. The Rqval Court. -ct up in 
1955. in Sloane Square that provided opportunities for nc" plaýwnghts to be 
su4gcd. llowc%-cr. although professing to focus on nc%% pla)-N%Tights. records sho%% 
that The English Srage Compaqy primafily staged rc%i%als (Ifinchcliffc 1974.45. 
6). 1"he nc%%- work- i ng-c lass playwrights. %%-how backgrounds varied. ptirtrayed 
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working-class life. This was in contrast to most of the plays Staged bct-Orc the 
M revolution" in 1956. Those had been plays about the people and the cu-Stom'. tit" 
the upper- or upper middle classes. As a result, the setting of the nc%% plaýs 
depicted a very different world. The hero of the new play %%as a %%ork-ing-ckuo, 
anti-hero. he was not a hero in the conventional sense: a character with admirable 
qualities and ambitions, but "a regular guy with regular problems*'. lie %%as 
someone that the audience could idcntify with. unlike the hero of the con%-entional 
theatre who had been a character to emulate. The anti-hero -was not meant to , cmc 
as an example to anybody. Jimmy Porter. the principal character of Look Back tit 
Anger. is this kind of character. A further consequence of the change of setting 
and characters was the introduction of a new set of values hcing portrayed on the 
stage. In addition. due to these new playwrights' different backgrounds and stvics 
of writing, the playwrights of the ncw theatre did not form a homogenous group. 
However. they all broke with established theatre conventions. One aspect they all 
shared was individuality. They approached the theatre in their own %%aý. often a 
very individual way. This idea of disregarding con%cntion came to be regarded as 
inverted snobbery. 
Another aspect of the new theatre that was different from the conventional theatre 
%%as what some critics labelled '41ack of clarity" or -obscurity*'. What they referred 
to was the fact that most new plays did not adhere to the structure of the -well- 
made play". Unlike the well-made play. the ne%% plays usualIN did not have a 
traditional plot, they had new themes and the language was more ordinary. and the 
playv; Hghts did not always make clear the motives and causes for the characters 
feelings and actions. Moreover. the plays were personal in die sense that what was 
depicted %kws the %;, Titer's % erý private % ic%% of the world. that is the writers were 
not alming, for universality. and this %%a.,. going against the grain. In addition. the 
pla)s were of a fragmentary nature. depicting situations rather than providing the 
audience with a sustained narrative or a plot (The Encore Reculer 1965: 5 5.261 ). 
With the new theatre. the setting also changed. It wws no longer the dr; j%%ing-rtx)m 
theatre of tbc West 1-nd. Morcover. the stage wws altered. becoming loso. m-all%tl,: 
in the sense that the actors relied mrr on the audicrwc'-, imagination than had 
prv%iously been the c&w. Social realism. %%ith regard to the nc%% t%,. uc% rxi%% dealt 
K1 
with, prevailed and the mechanics of the theatre %, ere exposed. Chorcographý tt-K) 
became less realistic and more emphasis %as directed from the % )ice on to the 
body (Nicoll 1979: 261). 
Tbc new type of writer. who appeared in the 1950s required a ne%% . Choool of 
acting. The acting became less conventional. less elegant or mannered. and more 
-real" in the sense that actors were encouraged to be themscl%cs rather than adopt 
mannerisms. Elaborate speech had to be unlearnt. The stiff upper lip or K-wrgeols 
reserve was replaced by emotions and the relationship bctx%, ecn actors and other 
members of a production became more equal as became the relationship between 
the audience and the actor (The Encore Reader 1965: 1%2 The -old- 3-`4.52-53)- 
style of acting with its fancy specch and manner-, did not suit the nc%% %%-ork-ing- 
class characters and did not appeal to the new audience (The Encore Recitier 1%5: 
334.39). As a result, the actor talked directly to the audience as ifthe actor and 
the audience were equals and this resulted in the spectator being able to idcntifN 
%vith the actor rather than admiring him. ln%ol%-emcnt rather than detachment %%-a. s 
what the audience now wanted. 
A significant face of the new theatre that changed with the revolution in 1956 was 
the language. The language of the theatre %%as now contemporary and much closer 
to common speech than ever before. It was the language of working-class people 
and it was charactcriscd by clich6s. phatic communion. srnall talk and repetition. 
It was emotional and illogical. and was often considered to be obscure or unclear. 
The language was inventive in a spoken rather than in a written %%ýaý (The Encore 
Reader 1965: 52.86-87. Lumleý 1967: -169). 
2.2 Reviews of Pinter's Plays 
2. 
.1 
The Birth &n. Parat 
The reccption of Pintcr*s work- W, to bc considcred in the contc\t ol'thc cmsting 
theatrical climate in the 1950s and 1960s as clewribed abovc. Tiw Birthdtn- Parf. i 
was Pinter's first play to he staged in London. It had its prcmierc at the I ýnc 
Xý 
Tbeatre in Hammersmith in April 1958. The play lasted less than a %%eek. As 
mentioned above, the reviews of The Birthdt'j)' Part), in 1958 were appalling. The 
critics* principal reaction to the play was incomprehension and baftlement. All the 
critics but one claimed that they were not able to discern what the play was atx)ut. 
however, they all agreed that the acting was brilliant. Below are some typical 
reviews: 
W. A. Darlington's response, the then theatre critic of The Telegraph (20 \Ia\ 
1958), was one of complete rejection. He was of the opinion that Pinter 
-wallowed in symbols" and "revelled in obscurity". Darlington complained that 
the playwright never "got down to earth long enough to explain what the play was 
all about" and. as a result, Darlington claimed he could not tell his readers what 
the play was about. He went so far as to suggest that he would have preferred 
going to performances in Russian - which he had done the same day - rather than 
Pinter's Birthday Party because he would understand the Russian dialogue better 
than Pinter"s even though he did not speak Russian. Every character in the plaý, 
except Pete. 1, -- was mad according to Darlington. but at least Petey would not 
have to sit through the play. he concluded. Milton Shulman writing for The 
E%, ening 'Ytandard (20 May. 1958) was as puzzled by the play as was Darlington. 
lie compared the play to solving a puzzle where "'every vertical clue puts you off 
the horizontal". The effort a spectator needed in order to understand the play, he 
remarked. involved too great a demand on the audience, if it was at all possible to 
make sense of it. Reading Shulman's review, it becomes clear that he agreed with 
Darlington in thinking that The Birthday Part), was very obscure, adding that it 
was not funny enough as well as commenting that the language was banal. At the 
same time. however. he was of the opinion that the play's -appeal [N%as] based on 
some 
irreverent verbal anarchy". Shulman referred to Beckett and N. F. Simpson - 
as did other critics - with regard to playwrights who had influenced Pinter. and he 
considered Pinter to be their infefior. Shulman suggested Frcud in order to help 
interpret the play. and remarked that a nalve colleague of his had "worked it all 
out". ]Fhe colleague had said that "the play was an eerie allegorý about messengers 
fh)m death arriving to recruit the bestial lodger into their ranks. - Shulman 
conceded that there was occwsional comedy in the play in some non-wsquitur, and 
x, 
verbal invention, but he did not think the play was either original or clever. and he 
thought that it did not merit a review. 
In The Vlanchester Guardian (21 May 1958) the signature N1. W. W. supported 
Darlington and Shulman stating that "What all this means. only Nir Pinter kno%%s-. 
This cfitic attfibuted his puzzlement to Pintees language. descfihlng it as -half- 
gibberish, lunatic ravings"' but he pointed to the characters as %%ell who were 
-unable to explain their actions, thoughts or feelings. ". M. W. \%'. *s views werc 
shared by many critics. The critic (not named) ATiting for The Time, % (20 \la\ 
1958) thought he had come across a surrealistic and/or sý-mbolic drama and had 
the impression that it defived from the playwright lonesco. This cntic*s vie%\. s 
were summed up as follows: Act I sounded like madness. Act 2 like delirium and 
Act 3 gave no clues with regard to what Acts I and 2 had been about. Moreover. 
the critic stated that The Birthday Party could have worked if Pinter had been able 
to create theatfical effects. but according to this critic, the effects were neither 
terrifying nor comic. merely puzzling. The puzzlement expressed by this critic 
was shared by many other cfitics at the time such as Cecil Wilson (20 May 1958). 
J. C. Trewin (31 May. 1958) and Kenneth Tynan (25 May. 1958). 
I 17here was only one theatre critic who wrote a favourable review of The Birthdqv 
Paqv. the then influential critic of The Sundw Times. Harold Ilobson. If Flobson 
had seen the play at its premiere the play might have survived since his review 
was very supportive. As it was. it had already been decided to take Pinter's play 
off the stage before Hobson's review could have any effect. In Hobson's revicw of 
25 May 1958, he staked his reputation on his claim that The Birthdqv Par4- was 
first rate drama. 1-he critic was of the opinion that Pinter was -the most original 
theatrical talent in London" at the time. He pointed out that bad reviews did not 
necessarily mean that the play was bad. reminding us that Pinter was in vcrý good 
company: Ibsen. Shaw. Beckett and Osborne had all received bad reviews for their 
first plays. Yheatrically speaking The Birthdai- Part)- was absorbing. Hobson 
claimed. Moreover. the play was witty. the characters fascinating and the plot 
superb. According to Hobson. one of the play's greatest merits %%as the %-M- fact 
that nobody could say what exactly the play %%-&% about. It %%as the vagucne,, s. 
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which accounted for the spine-chilling atmosphere of the drama. he stated, and it 
was this quality which made the play -delicious" 
In conclusion, a few observations: Apart from what has already been discussed. at 
the time, there were some cautious remarks made about the fact that Pinter had an 
instinct for what works in the theatre, that he seemed to be a natural dramatist. that 
uncertainty was the key to the power of the play. but none of the critics who made 
these remarks explained what they meant. The reason for the lack of explanation 
may have been due to the fact that the critics were not able to state the reasons for 
their impressions because of their own puzzlement - they had entered un-charted 
waters. 
2.2.2 The Caretaker 
The reviews of The Birthday Party had been catastrophic. The possible reasons 
for this I will discuss at a later stage in this chapter (pages 90-94) First a summary 
of some of the reviews of Pinter's second major play, The Caretaker. as it was 
staged at The Arts Theatre in London in 1960. 
It is often commented that The Caretaker was a roaring success with both critics 
and audiences. Reading The Lffie and Work of Harold Pinter (Billington 1996: 
127-29) one has the same impression. However, there seems to have been two 
major types of reaction to The Caretaker in 1960. The reviews were, at the time. 
either rather tentative and cautious - the cfitics pointing to a sense of enigma or 
bewilderment. although quietly supporting the play - or they were very positive - 
every cfitic in this group agreeing that Pinter's play was superb. The former view 
tended to be favoured by the critics of the broadsheet papers, and the latter by 
cfitics of the tabloids. A few reviews below: 
The critic (again anonymous) writing for The Times on 28 April 1960 started 
his 
review by saying that there were certain aspects of The ( aretaker %%-hich %kerc 
unfathomable. Although puzzled. he was restrained in his critique. it appcars. 
because the audience thought that the play worked. The scn-se of hafflement he 
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had experienced had nothing to do with what the characters actuallý sald because 
that was very clear. he explained. However -it [was] the connechon Im., italics] 
[or lack of itj between what any two things one character sa%s. or the connection 
between what one character says and the next says afterwards- which accounted 
for the baffling effect of the play. He also stated that much was kept from the 
audience with regard to the characters. how they communicated and the events 
taking place. However. this critic also remarked that the strangeness of the 
communication had oddly enough not been an issue for him as he had been 
watching the play. He commented that the play was a remarkable piece of theatre 
but he did not explain how or why. By and large this review seems neutral or 
cautiously positive. The cast was hailed, as it was by even- critic at the time. 
Patrick Gibbs of The Daily Telegraph (28 April 1960) was more negative than the 
critic writing for The Times. Mr Gibbs pointed to the fact that the bafflement 
critics had experienced in their reactions to The Birthdqv Party %vas also present 
with respect to The Caretaker, but this time the bafflement did not seem to matter, 
because the play was a success anyway - with the audience. The impression is 
that this fact somewhat surprised Gibbs. He fiu-ther pointed out that there were 
many questions left unanswered by the play. As a result, it was up to evcn- 
spectator to find the answers him- or herself In his opinion. the play was also 
excessively derivative. almost a parody of Waitingfi)r Godot by Beckett. Beckett's 
influence was, as is often the case with Pinter's plays. also mentioned bN- other 
critics. The tone of this revie%%. the way Gibbs discusses the pessimism of the 
play. the extent to which he points out different possible pessimistic themes of the 
play. would seem to indicate that he %kas not %ery much in favour of it. Howe%er. 
Gibbs did concede that Pinter manipulated his characters with considerable 
theatrical craft and stated that the dialogue was amusing and absorbing. In fact, 
the fascination of the play rested in its odd topics of discussion according to 
Gibbs. 
John Ro. -Pwili in The Guardian (29 April 1960) was more positive in his remarks 
than Gibbs. lie considered The Caretaker to be a remarkable picce of theatre. but 
again. like the critic in The Time. %. he did not explain w4v. and one ha-s the 
iniprc. -,,,; Ion that he did not know why Although conceding that the audience 
Iovcd 
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the play, it seems Rosselli did not find the play to be his cup of tea. This 
impression is further enforced bý Rosselli's statement that the plaý %%a%: 
"somewhere between farce and madness". that -rnust take a high place among 
anti-plays now in vogue" and his comment that -almost nothing- happens during 
the better part of the play. However. as was the case %kith the cntics' %-ie%% of The 
Birthday Party, Gibbs as well as other critics such as Anthony Carthew pointed to 
the comedy or "verbal flights of fancy" such as -Where were ý'ou born? " **What 
do you mean'? " present in the play. The final impression is that Roswili thought 
that the play was fascinating, that it was a hit, although he was not quite sure why. 
Kenneth Tynan of The Observer was quietly positive. stating that Pinter was 
talented. However, although Tynan claimed that it was Pinter's bilam technique. 
which was fascinating. he also asked whether it was an abuse of drarrizitic 
technique. What Tynan stressed outright. however. was Pinter's skill at evoking 
atmosphere and his consummate command of contemporarý- speech. One 
broadsheet critic was decidedly supportive of The Caretaker. T. C. \Vorsleý of 
The Financial Times (29 April 1960). Worsley had only superlatives for Pinter. 
He acknowledged that Pinter had been influenced by Beckett. but as he put it 
"We're in Godot country. but not Beckett fog. - The play was rich in observation, 
he continued, yet disturbing and moving. Furthermore. Worsley was of the 
opinion that the play was hilariously funny. and that it tried to catch something of 
"the underneath atmosphere". -This play is not to be missed-. he concluded. 
Irving Wardle (1965: 129-132) did not think the play was either obscure or 
surrealistic. To him The Caretaker was -the work of a considerable artist" because 
it was %-cry funny and original. He thought it was a thorough study of three 
characters. who were prisoners of their own private fantasy. In addition. he 
supported Pinter"s decision to remove the social background. which %vas contrar-, 
to the contemporary trend, and stated that the language of the play created a world 
of its own. Wardle. like Tynan. pointed to the language of the play. its originality 
and the fact that it was based on working-class speech. Wardle compared Pinter to 
Chckho%-: first tx-cause of the %kay that Pinter focused tin trivia and ho%% ivs 
significance expanded in a %vay reminiscent of Chekho%. and second bccausc 
Wardle fclt that the %Titing. like that of (*hckho%. had the formal qualit, % of music. 
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To sum up. it would seem that the majority of critics of the broadsheet paper,, 
tended to be restrained in their views, whereas those of the tabloids %%ere 
extremely favourable. Among the latter were Anthony Carthew of The Daiýv- 
Herald (28 April, 1960) and Michael Gilderdale in The Ne%%% Chronicle (28 Apri 1 
1960). The former talked about the audience's -lumultuous cheers-. calling the 
The Caretaker the best play in London. being overwhelmed rather than gi%ing 
reasons as to why seeing the play was a must. The latter called the pla)- **a 
spellbinder". According to Gilderdale, Pinter was a writer of great gifts because he 
-trouble(d] and trield] the imagination" and because he made his audience laugh 
and feel (fear, terror. compassion tenderness etc. ) and. he continued, although 
Pinter made almost impossible demands on his audience - in what waý-. he does 
not really explain but the word "obscurity" seems implied - it did not matter 
because the play worked. 
2.2.3 The Homecoming 
On June 2nd 1965. Peter liall produced The Homecoming at the Ald%kych in 
London. The main reactions to the play among cfitics were that it could be 
interpreted in many ways, that the acting was bfilliant and that it was a dark and 
disturbing play. 
B. A. Young in The Financial Times (5 June 1965) labelled The Homecoming 
""dark and hoffible". lie thought that the play had been slightl% long-winded till 
Pinter had revealed his master strokes. the last of which had made everybody 
gasp: a woman preferring life as a prostitute to motherhood and married life. 
Young considered Pinter to be an important playwright because he had a great 
capacity for evoking tension among his characters. a tension. which the audience 
could not escape experiencing. Young claimed. However you interpret the pla). 
this critic stated. -It's monstrouslý cffccti%-c theatrC. 11. Krutzmcr in The Ajtýt- 
Express June 4 1965 (E. Isom 1981: 160) called The Homecoming "an intcnsclý 
unattractive play- and %%us gcnerally quite dismissive of it. mentioning Pinter*-,, 
-special tricks- and the -Pintermimes": pause-s. and the violence beneath a trivial 
surface. In The Guardian on 4 June. 1965. P. t1ope-Wallace claimed that Pinter 
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reversed what Hope-Wallace considered most pleasurable in the theatrV. Insicad ot 
the audience either knowing or being curious about %hat %ka-S going it) haprvn - 
and watching the actors trip up and be una\Aare of %, *hat was it) happen - in Pintcr*N 
work it was the audience who was in total ignorance and the actors %kho 
"exchangeld] nods and smiles of complicity". The result of this was m\ster-\ and 
puzzlement. Moreover. Hope-Wallace stated. although the play \Aa-% S4. )mctimc,, 
very funny it was steeped in non-sequiturs and masked innuendo. Once again it 
seems that a critic found the play puzzling and obscure. 
A. Seymour wfiting for The Yorkshire Post 4 June 1965 O-Isom 1981: 159) 
reacted in a way similar to Hope-Wallace. He thought that Pinter had led his 
audience into a peculiar wasteland where it was soon lost in -a maze of'dcad end.,,. 
un, made roads and confusing signposts. - He continued by stating that the pla%- was 
callous and empty. at least on the surface. and concluded: -what lies in its 
Freudian depths one only dreads to think. " N. dc Jongh wfiting for The Evemn. &ý 
Standard (24 Jan 1997) was not very impressed. He thought the play started as a 
comedy and drifted further and further into fantasyland. Anyone who asserts that 
this is a play about a woman acquifing freedom and power - as de Jongh asserts 
Billington did in 1965 and which in fact was the case in 1996 Millington 1996: 
168-9) - has a warped view of the world. de Jongh claimed. Finally. Bcmhard 
Levin in The Daily Mail 4 June 1965 (Flsom 198 1: 158) was of the opinion that 
the first act had been dazzling in dramatic effixt and in Pinter's abiliv, to turn 
small talk into sinister dialogue using "half-caught meanings". Howe% er, to Le% in 
the second act had not depicted anything new and was. as a result. aimless and an 
imitation of Pinter*s o%km style. Levin called Pinter -[a] master of' intangible 
menace 
2.2.4 No A lan. V Land and A foonlight 
No Alans Land. like Most of Pintcr*s plays. \%a-s reccived \%ith pu/,, Icd 
incompmhcnsion bN the critics in 1975. The gcneral imprvsion can bc surnmed 
up as follows: -thc acting wm brilliant. but what on carth was 
he Illintcri on 
about? " This reaction. argut-s Billington (1996: . 
146.251). is not surprising %incc 
ýij 
in order to understand Pinter's plays a cntic needs more than a te% hour-, in %%hich 
to assess and interpret the play. Cfitics usuall% do not ha%c this luxur-%. and as a 
result, re%-Icws tend to include a sense of puzzlemcint. As Pinter in 1975 %%a--, an 
established and popular pla)-wright, No Alan'. % Land was not dismi-o-ed but 
received with a mixture of respect. admiration and bewilderment. The a-spect-s 
critics pointed to in 1975 were the underlying menace of the pla% and the 
language, that is the play's haunting atmosphere - haunting because it speaks to 
the unconscious one critic stated (Billington 1996: 245) - and the languagcý 
masterful. poetic with subtle rhythms, and repetition. Ech(vs of Beckett %%erc 
noted (Billington 1996: 25 1). 
Moonlight (1993). unlike Pinter*s pre%lous plays. was not grcctcd with 
puzzlement by audiences and critics because, Billington claims. theý. I-ell that the 
play depicted authentic e-vents that everybody has experienced Millington 1996: 
346). Moreover. in line with reviews of his earlier plaýs. critics remarked thkit 
Mimnlight was enigmatic. difficult to understand and funny. but unlike Pinter's 
earlier plays. it was also moving. Me dialogue %%-as claimed to be the1anguage of 
evasion"'. that is a cover-up for true thoughts and emotions. 
X 2.3 Discussion of the Reception of Pinter's plaý s in the 1.1 
2.3.1 The Birthday Parte 
When in 1958. The Birthdqy Paqv reached the Lyric. Hammersmith. hardl) 
anyone came to see it, in spite of it ha% ing played to big audiences round the 
countrý. The London audience*s rejection of the play was probably partlý 
due to 
the poor reviews that the crifics gave the play. Hobson*s wry favourable revic%% 
did not help remedy the situation since it was published aftcr the pla% 
had been 
taken off the stage. A study of the British theatre before and aftcr 
LM)k thick in 
Anger in 1956 seems to 
indicate that the rejection ol'The Btrtluhýy Party %%aN due 
to the play cla. -shing %%ith prc% ailing theatrc con% entions at the time, 
The clash %%as 
many-facecd. First of all. visuAly. the %%orking-class sciting %%as 
ditTercrit to thc 
rather lavish uppicr-middle cla&,; drawing woorn -ctting in cwtomar% usc. 
Nlthouý,, h 
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plays with a working class setting had been performed prior the production ot The 
Birthday Party, the visual impwt, which can be %, cry po%%crful. %%a-,, enhanced 
through the principal characters' working-class dress code and mannerN. clashing 
considerably with the theatre tradition that had preceded it. Ns a rcsult. the first 
reaction of the audience might have been a sense of defamiliarization or 
alienation. Second. aundly, the audience faced only working-class speech - %%ords. 
rhythm and not least: accent. This might have caused another negati%e reaction a-s 
the theatre before 1956 had stressed what the audience probably considered to be 
beautiful upper-class English diction and enunciation. Another 11A)SS. 1hic 
dcfamiliarisation effect. it would seem. Third. the principal character of the pla) 
was of a very different background than in earlier. traditional plaý,,. Rather than 
the audience admiring the hero, which had been the case before. flic new school 
play provided no conventionally admirable qualities in its anti-hero. It mcrclý 
portrayed an ordinary man with a troubled life. as life might be for a man of the 
working classes. Perhaps this was something the audience found difficult to accept 
since it had been used to following the clear-cut actions and emotions of an 
exemplary specimen of the human species - leaming from his actions - rather than 
the troubled and ordinary life of a regular worker. What could they learn from 
such a character, they might have asked themselves. if thinking along the lines of 
conventional approaches to drama. The audience's framework for the evaluation 
of the play seemed to have been shaken. Moreo%er. the new principal character% 
required a new type of acting. Elegant mannerisms were substituted fior actor-, 
whose behaviour was more natural. This týpe of acting %2s considered more 
common or down-to-earth - at least to the bourgeois middle class audience (The 
E'ncore Reader 1965: 33-34). Unfamiliarity on this account may have contributed 
to critics" and audiences' rejection of the play. Another aspect that may have 
affected the critics' as well as the audience reception of The Birtloqw, 1'artY is the 
fact that Pinter %%as and is a playwright of instinct and intuition (I umlc% 1%7: 
271-2). 'I-his means that Pinter does not bcheve in the concept of the omni%cicnl 
narrator. that is he is against a thcor) of charactcrisation. plot and structure %%here 
the %#. Titcr knows -c%crything- about characters' moti%c%. caust-s ctc.. aspects (if 
the wcll-madc play which were vcr)* important to the play, of the old , oc-hool 
(Hinchcliffe 1974: 127). As a conscqucricc. while writing and after the Completion 
of a play. Pinter is not al%%-a)-s a%%2rc of the cau. ws. rea-son-, or niotivc% I'Or 
hr, 
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characters' actions and feelings. nor does he want to be. because a-,. he has claimed 
people do not know about these things in real life. As a result. thesoc- aspects are 
not clear to the audience. Accordingly. it is not surprising to find critics and 
spectators commenting on the lack of clarity, stating that Pinter's plays %cre 
alarming, negative and uninspiring (The Encore Reader 1965: 52-56). -I-hc--A- 
comments seem to be a natural reaction to some aspects with which the audiences 
and the critics were unfamiliar. or had not expected. 
In Pinter's plays then charactefisation is fragmentary. As a result. the audience has 
very little actual knowledge of the characters. The plot does not usually seem %-crý 
elaborate and the structure is not that of the well-made play. Instead it is through 
the language - undercurrents, puns, idiosyncrasy of various kinds. allusions. and 
silences etc. - rather than through action and plot that the play progresscs. What 
the audience saw depicted before them in The Birthdqy Parýy %%as seemingly 
random images or situations. which appear to lack obvious logic of progression. 
The lack of logic often commented upon bý- critics in the 1950s and 1960s was- not 
a feature unique to Pinter. His way of writing - like many other playwrights of the 
-new wave" - resulted in the audience having the impression that things just 
%-n rules. Consequently. audiences and cfitics tended happened according to their ov 
to see very little logic in the writing and failed to understand this nc%k approach to 
writing. It is possible that because these factors clashed with the audience's 
expectations. they considered the play to be confusing or obscure. In fact. 
audiences and critics did not approve of Pinter's method, %-iewing it as infefior to 
the conventional method of playwfiting (Nicoll 1978: 279, The Encore Reader 
1%5: 124). 
It is clear then that Pintcr*s work- is in stark contrast to the vcrý careful 
development of plot. -structure and characterisation -a legacy from the wcll-madc 
play - which charactcrised the vast majorit-, of plays written prior to the mid 
1950s. With regard to structure for instance. the customarý and %crý popular 
tradition of exposition. development. climax and denouement. charactcristic ol'thc 
well-madc play. had Iven applied by many pla)-ATights 
in order to aid the 
audience in understanding the playm-fight's mc-. %Wc. Pinter rcjt-ct. % thi% m)tion. 
I Ic 
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has no clear message because he beficves it to hc prewntious of a play%kright it) 
assume the mantle of moral guide. Accordingly. it would not be unlikclý for the 
audience to experience confusion since Pinter so clearlý evadcs contcmrx)rarý 
conventions of structure and message. 
Another feature adding to the confusion is the language itself It %kas not primaril) 
the fact that the accent. dialect and vocabulary were working class which %%as 
upsetting to the audience. but the fact that the dialogue seemed most illogical. It 
was often described as obscure. probably due to idiosyncratic features such aN 
"cross talk". that is talk at cross purpKisc%. dc%clopment of dialogue through 
association rather than expected logic. collage of styles and genres &s well as an 
abundance of pauses and silences. all of which added to a sense of mystcr% and 
puzzlement. However. the Cockney dialect and humour might almi) have impeded 
the audience*s and critics* understanding of the play as social codes. culture. 
specialist language and conventions - including humour - seldom o%-crlap between 
social classes and. as a consequence. in-jokes are invariably not understood (The 
Encore Reader 1965: 71 ). Moreover, in reviews of The Birthdqv PartY in 1958, 
critics often commented that questions put forward in the play were never cleark 
answered. and issues raised %%cre never satisfactorily resolved. The audience is 
likely to have got the same impression. This lack of finalitý or conclusion was 
new to the audience. It was a feature that they seem to have had great ditficult% in 
accepting. probably because of its unfamiliarity. As a result the) regarded the play 
as incomplete and rejected it. In addition. Pinter changed the relationship between 
the audience wid the actors in the sense that - and this applies to The Birthdqy 
I'arn, - the audience is often not sure whether or not a character 
is I)ing. 
Prcviouslý. playwfights had made it clear to the audience when this %%as the case. 
In Pinter's work facts cannot be confirmed. even the names of the charactcrs 
cannot be taken for granted. The result was- that the audience was 101 it, interpret 
and find the answers to the puzzle or riddle. x; some critics dcscribed it. for 
dwrnselves %%ithout much guidance from the playwnght.. Fhis fact rnaý alýAi have 
played a part in the rejection of the pla% - 
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Clearly. when watching The Birthdal. Part).. it %ould not ha%e been po,, sibic for 
an audience to sit back and be passively entertained a-s had been the ca-%e in lix- 
theatre of the past. There were too many differences bct%%cen %hat an audience 
expected and what they were Presented %%ith %hich demanded their attention. 
Moreover. it appears that One of the prerequisites of the new týT-oc of pla) %%aN the 
requirement of active involvement on the put of the audience in order for 
spectators to catch the hints and grasp the meaning of action-s and e%-cnt.,:. As a 
result. Pinter's highly personal style and anti -establ i shment way of writing - his 
play did not fit the critics' framework for evaluation - may havc been a 
contributing factor to the "eruption" amongst critics in 1958. 
inal y. e wl derment experienced by audiences may also ha% e stcmmed from 
their unawareness of the political implicaturcs (significance of' rderences or 
mcanings of FEs) embedded in the language of the play (Pcrloff 1993: 6-7). 
2.3.2 The Caretaker 
Only two years after the failure of The Birthdqi, Paqy in 1958. Me Caretaker 
was. on the whole. well received by critics and audience--% alike in 1960. The 
question is why'? What were the reasons for the change in reception within so 
short a period of time. The answers might be found with the new audience an&or 
with the critics. Pinter's reputation as a plaý-Aiigbt probably influenced the 
translation of his plays into other languages but also the reception of his plays (sce 
[k-rgtCldt 1998). With these factors in mind. audiences. cntics and Pinter's 
evolving reputation &-; a playwright have been studied. The Birthd*, Pari), and 
The Caretaker. Pinter's first two plaý s on the London stage. were studied in order 
to ascertain whether there were any major differences beween them. \%hich might 
explain the diffcrences in reception. Rc%-ic%%, % were also studied 
for indication% of' 
why the reception in 1958 %%as diffcrcnt from that in 1960. 
Having studied tx)th plaYs there seem to be some significant 
differencc-, betwc%-n 
them with regard to the following aspects: mos-. Wc. structure. 1"Y%IM and 
obscurity. although the chtics at the time mentioned 
fc%% significant differctwes 
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between the plays. On the one hand. Gilderclale (28 ApnI. 1960) in hi,, rc%ic%k of 
The Caretaker seemed to assen that it was the realistic charactensation in 1h(, 
Caretaker - not present in The Birthdaý- Parýy - which %%-a-,, the main reason %%hý it 
had worked - although, he also perceived some surreal features present in the 
play. Wardle (1965: 129-132). however. thought that it was Pinter's removal of 
the realistic social setting and Pinter letting the language create its own realitý that 
made The Caretaker successful. However. Wardle also pointed to realistic 
features in the same play. Thorough analyses of the two plays seem to suggest that 
characterisation in The Caretaker is more consistent and clearer in the sense that 
there are fewer question marks about the characters and the motives for what they 
do and say. This makes The Caretaker more realistic than The Birthdqy Par(v. a 
play dense with mystery. It would seem that according to critics there arc elements 
of both realism and fantasy in both plays. but generally speak-Ing. the majofity of 
critics did not seem to perceive realism or fantasy or any other significant features 
as constituting factors that led to a change in critical reception. 
Despite the similarities between the plays such as language being used as a power 
tool. characters lying and protecting their past by evading questions directly, the 
presence of odd stories. interrogations and subtext as well as undercurrents. there 
are a few distinct differences between the two plays. First, The Birthdqv Pari). is a 
play of extremes in a number of different "ays whereas The Caretaker. in 
comparison. is a toned down version. A couple of examples may help illustrate 
what the differences are. In both plays interrogation occurs. however, the 
interrogation in The Caretaker is much shorter and the reason for the interrogation 
in this play seems to be mom justified than it does in The Birthdqt, Par(y. It is the 
language of the interrogation of The Birthdq)- Part)% which makes the dialogue 
apivar totally nonsensical after a while. Mort-over. the purpose of the length of the 
interrogation is difficult to grasp. These facets of the interrogation in The Birthdcp- 
Paro- are not found in the interrogation in The Caretaker. Another feature that 
occurs in both plays. but in different ways. is repetition. In The Birfh&ý%- Paqv the 
conversation is sometimes tritc. and simple words are relvatcd as a form of phatic 
communion. Sometimes the same word is repeated w; part of a phrase with minor 
changes four or five lines. in succession. Initially this maý be humorous. but the 
extent of the wsc of repetition of simple words such as '*nice" in phatic 
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communion in this play is so frequent that it becomes ridiculous and tinallý. 
strange. The view put forward by Clive Barnes' (, %'ew )"rk Dme%. 4 Oct, 1967) 
illustrates this point. Barnes fclt that the effect of the repetition %%as that Aft-K and 
Me)- came across as too eccentric to be funny. There is some phatic communion 
in The Caretaker but it is not extreme in any sense, and the repetition that occurs 
is found within the same line and it is the same character repeating himself. This 
gives a different impression. Here, it appears. repetition is used to imply aspects of 
the personality of the character. 
Second, let us now examine the language of the two plays. The Caretaker is a play 
where the characters use colloquial English (Dm-ies in particular) business 
language (Mick) and fairly standard language (Aston) and they speak- the same 
way throughout the play. In sum. the language seems straightforward. In The 
Birthday Party. most of the characters keep to their way of speaking until 
suddenly. particularly during the interrogation scenes, the language of Goldberg 
and McCann becomes %-cry difficult to grasp. Ividence that the dialogue is 
difficult is provided by Barnes, describing these passages in The Birthdqy Parq, as 
4-4-music-hall patter"' which reached "'unrealistic heights". comments %%hich seem to 
imply that Bames considered the dialogue odd O"ess- York Time. % 4 Oct. 1967). It 
may he that the dialogue comes across as odd because it is difficult to grasp. It 
may make sense as music-hall patter. but it is also true that those passages Barrics 
arc referring to are filled with allusions or formulaic expressions, allusions that the 
audience may or may not recognise and grasp depending on whether or not theý 
are familiar with them. If the allusions are not recognised. the clues in them \, %, III 
not be grasped. and as a result. these passages become difficult to make sense of 
and appear odd. which may be why the audience loses the thread and some 
rc\-icwcr% talk of non-sequiturs occurring in the play. Be that as it may. it is not 
necessarily a case ot'non-sequiturs or music-hall patter. but allusions. which are 
clues to the actual themes of the play criticism of religion and s4x: lct, %-. It can be 
said that in The Birthday Part), language is a code. In The Caretaker thcre are a. % 
far as can he established very few allusions. although the language is sometimes 
allusive. As a result. the language of Me Caretaker is not as cmrcmc. does not 
appear as strange and is therefore easier it) understand. 
Of, 
Tbird, it is easier to justify and understand actions and events in The Caretaker 
because more is kno%-n about the characters in this pla). In this context. Ilo%kard 
Taubman's comments on The Caretaker, when it was staged in \'e%% York in 
October 1961. sums up some of the differences bet%-ecn The Birthdqy ['art. i and 
The Caretaker rather apti). lie claimed that Pinter in The Caretaker. %%-hen 
compared to The Birthday Party. had concentrated his material and -gken it 
sharper dramatic focus" (New I ork Time. % 15 Oct, 1%1 ) by which can be inferred 
64, casier to understand because the motives were clearer to the audience". and he 
went on to say that Pinter "intensifies by condensing-. that is in The Caretaker the 
language was less elaborate or extreme. Indeed. The Caretaker is much more clear 
in purpose and more condensed in action than is The Birthdki5- PartY. In The 
Birthday Party there are more instances of mystery and uncertainty: Who is the 
character called The Voice? What is the purpose of the drum" Is- it Stanle. v, % 
birthday or not? Who is Monty? and so on. Quite simply. the plot is more 
probable and more realistic in The Caretaker than in The Birthdqv Paqv. 
There are other possible answers to the critics' different approach to Pinter as a 
playwright in 1958 and 1960. These answers are not oniv to be found within the 
plays themselves. 
First. critics and audiences may have become more used to the new theatre during 
the two years that had passed between The Birthdqy Pari)- and The Caretaker. or 
rather between the revolution on 6 May 1956 and the production of The Caretaker 
in 1960. This might have been the case since. dufing this period. other "new and 
different" playwfights had been staged: Beckett, lonesco. Simpson. Osborne and 
Wcskcr among others. Compared to Beckett and loncsco. who audience, %- and 
cfitics considered outrageous in their approach to the theatre. Pinter did not seem 
as strange. only 6*dcn%'ativc*' (Gibbs 1960) or -parochial- (Hinchcliffe 1974: 127: 
The Encore Reader 1965: 55). Simpson had provided comedy and surrealism 
(Shulman. Tynan. Wardle 19.58). and Osborne and Nk"csker and in addition Pintcr. 
were other repm-sentativcs of working class realism In the theatre. As a result. it 
could bc suggested that people had become more accustomed to the nc%% theatre,. 
This view sm-ms to be supported by Schroll (1971) when hc states that the 
ameptance of At, Hoom-coming in 1965 could be explained b% the fact that 
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audiences and critics, at that time. had become more familiar %%ith %%hat he call-, 
-implied theatre" (Schroll 1971: 5-5). Schroll's suggestion that familiantý %%Ith the 
new theatre was important to the reception of The Homecwning rnaý. a-s a result. 
also be applied to The Caretaker since from 1956 onwards audiences %%ere fikelý 
to have grown more and more accustomed it) the nc%% theatre. In addition. it seems 
that The Homecoming, which is much more disturbing a pla% than is Ae 
Caretaker, must surely have been more demanding and required c%en further 
open-mindedness and familiafisation in order to be accepted as c\ccl lent theatre in 
1%5 than did The Caretaker in 1960. 
Another aspect that might have contributed to the difference in the rmeption 
between The Birthday Parq, and The Caretaker is the I'act that Encore. an 
influential theatre periodical in thel950s and 1960s. had championed Pinter atler 
the failure of The Birthday Party Millington 1996: 88). Wardle seems to support 
this suggestion when he mentions Eric-ore's belated note on Pinter's "blighted 
career" in July 1960 (The Encore Reader 1965- 129). The implication is that the 
influence of this major and important theatre joumal whose "big achie%ement of 
keeping continually alert to new developments in the drama. irrespective of' 
aesthetic cliques and cabals" (The Encore Reader 1%5: 11) had made a 
difference. In fact Encore even published some of Pintcr*s pla%%. (The Ent-ore 
Reader 1965: 11) and Ent-ore might have been a contributing factor to the s\%ing 
in the reception of Pinter's second major play produced in London. especially as 
the magayine was likely to have an influence on the audictice. Billington rcfcrs to 
it as G'thc theatregivC s Bible ( 1998: 106). 
Ilowc%er. it seems that Ent-ore was not the only magazine it) %kTitc favourablý 
about Pinter allcr the debwlc of The Birthdqv Party. AtIcr the failure of The 
Birthdi, iy Ptjr(V. a grcat deal appear's to have been written about the play and its 
writcr. This imprc-,. sion is corroborated by Schroll (1971) in his boook 11tirold 
Pinter .4 Stutý- qfffis 
Reputation %%here he sums up the difTcrcnt chtical and 
scholarly writings about Pinter and his plaýs dunng the pcriod 1958-1969 in 
dctail. The out-pouring of critical obscrvations u-A %-ic%%s tit' this pcntxi can Ix- 
summed up as arnbivalcrit. Critics and scholars cithcr did rx)t wxk-r, %-tand Pinter*% 
plays and rcjcctcd thcm and thcir %%161cr Outnght or thcý rrad allcgoncal . &vpcr 
Ox 
I meanings into the plays - the trend of the 1950-s. Schroll claims (1971: 1 ") - and 
were very supportive of them. 
'Me reason why critics write about particular playwrights at certain fvnod,,,. 
Schroll claims, is due to the fact that among critics fashions tend to -blo%% up" 
(1971: 17). Schroll claims that the fairly positive reception of The Caretaker %%a-%- 
due to the fact that Pinter had become fashionable with the critics after the failure 
of The Birthday Party (1971: 18). As a result of articles. reviews. counter- articles- 
and other writings published in newspapers and periodicals such as Punch. Encore 
and The Spectator in support of or in opposition to Pinter. the change in the 
reception of Pinter's play may well have been due to the fact that Pinter had 
become popular among critics. In fact. according to Schroll. the criticism of The 
Birthday Party is an interesting case study of the cfitics' tendency to start fashions 
since the shift towards favourable cfiticism of the play gradually increased until 
the production of The Caretaker in 1960 (Schroll 1971: 17) and it increased even 
further later in the 1960s. 
Despite the rather dismissive tone of Wardle's review of July 1960 (The Encore 
Reader 1965: 129). Wardle"s description of how the critics* views on Pinter had 
changed nonetheless confirms the fact that. after The Birthdkýy Paqy. Pinter and 
his first play were indeed the subject of discussion in the world of theatre. As 
Wardle describes it. the plaý- was first slaughtered, then it was -the buzz ofsalon 
conversation" (The Encore Reader 1965: 129). the buzz rapidl% increased and 
with his second major play Pinter was hailed by the West End, and in addition. 
rt-ceived prestigious offers to make films of his plays. 
tlo%vever. although a great deal was written about Pinter and his plays. the same 
subjects kept recurring in the discussions: -characteri/ation. dialogue. similarities 
to European writers. and obscure plotting- and later "the creation of an 
atmosphere ot'horror" (Schroll 1971: 14). The critics* writing at the time aprvars 
to have been rather uniform. It %vould seem that %%-hat Schroll refen, to as the 
critics' %*older criteria for judging play-s- ( 1971: 14) did not fit Pinter' s plaý%. and. 
as a result. there was little the critics were able to saý in order to clariý, * %%hat the 
plays %%vre about or help the audience understand them. 1-he %ignificancc ot 
txa 
Pinter's art was debated and in doubt, perhaps because a ne%% framework for 
judging plays had not been quite established. However. although almost all the 
critics were negative to start with there was a gradual trend towards an acceptance 
of Pinter"s style. Then in 1960, with the production of The Caretaker. Pinter 
became the writer in vogue. 
Once the Pinter canon had been established and labels such as Pinterism. 
Pintem-sque and the Pinter Pause - labels such as these being signs of a writer 
being popular or fashionable according to Schroll (1971: 35) - were coined. these 
labels were invariably applied in order to describe Pinter's plays. It would seem 
that rather than discussing the actual play. labels were applied and little discussion 
was concerned with what these labels actually stood for. This might be interpreted 
as an indication that the critics did not really understand the playwright and used 
clichds to express action and plot. However. the ver)- fact that labels were applied 
to Pinter's work seems to indicate that he was popular. 
Another reason that may have made the success of The ( aretaker possible was the 
fact that managers of the West End theatres as well as critics had to -acknowledge 
a change in public taste" in order for the theatre to survive - they had to cater for 
the new audience (The Encore Reader 1965: 45.75). However. stiff competition 
ftom television and film may also have had an influence (Nicoll 1978: 262). It 
seems too that at the time managers and critics were not too enthusiastic about the 
play - there were indications of discontent among critics in some reviews of The 
Caretaker - but since the audience loved the play they restrained their cnticism 
and the reviews were kept fairly neutral. In addition, before the production of The 
01retaker in 1960. a couple of Pintees plays had been broadcast on radio and 
television with great success and The Room and The Dumb 14'aiter had been 
staged in London. 
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2.4 The American Theatre in the 20th Century 
An assessment of the initial reception of Pintcr*s plays in the United Istaics 
requires some background knowledge about the Amenean theatre at the time. 
Below is an outline of the American theatre of the 20ýhcentur-,. 
In the 19"' century and until 1914 there were no native playwnghts of rcal 
distinction in the USA. One reason for this may be that in the 19'h centur. % the 
USA was still a young nation; the fact that the names of the American playw-rights 
of the 19"' century tend not to be remembered today can be viewed as an 
indication that there was a lack of talented playwrights. However. the new plays 
that vvere staged were often written by American citizens - some were adaptations 
- but most popular were British plays (The Oýford 111mirated ffislor), ol the 
Theatre 1995: 312). The classics were also performed. but the majority of plaýs 
were melodramas, farces and sentimental comedies and the repertoire did not 
change until the early 1920s. However. naturalism became more and more 
important in the latter part of the 19th centur)-. 
[I)- the inter-war years realism had become firmly established in the Arnefican 
theatre. although farce. commercial entertainment and historical drama were also 
produced. Musicals were popular and the American Broadway musical developed 
its characteristic form in the 1920s. In the 1930s, mainly due to ideological, 
spifitual and matefial upheavals in the aftermath of the First World War. but also 
as a result of the depression. radical impulses spread and the main purpose of the 
stage was to raise and debate social issues. particularly as a means to trý to obtain 
political and economic justice. The radical Group Theatre %%-as founded in 1931 bý 
Strasbcrg. Crawford and Clurman. three former members of the Theatre Guild 
which was created in 1919 and was heavily influenced by naturalism (The 0ý16rd 
Illustrated History qf the Theatre 1995: '183). The Group Theatre. inspired bý 
naturalism and Stanislavski, influenced the majority of the American theatres until 
the 1960s. The work of the well-known director Efia Kazan is based on 
naturalism. Besides non-political radical group theatres. extreme lch theatres such 
as The Ne%p League Theatre Nenvork (amateur groups) and the Labor Sia. s: c 
emerged (Nicoll 1949: 820-1). Many ofthcse theatre-% often strxig, %Jed financiallý 
and soon disappeared. In addition, the Federal Group (experimental theatre) %%as 
formed specifically to provide jobs for people active within the theatre as %%ell a-s 
to finance productions and provide low-priced tickets for spectators. rhe work of 
Orson Welles was first staged as experimental theatre. Although continental art 
movements such as impressionism, expressionism, symbolism and sur7ralism and 
experimental as well as political theatre reached the American stage in the 1930. " 
with Elmer Rice as one of the most prominent writers, realism - and naturalism to 
some degree - dominated. O'Neill is a case in point. He %%TOte many 
expressionistic full-length plays; however. in the States it was his realistic one-act 
plays, which paved the way and constituted his break-through as a playwright. 
With the advent of the "'talkies" in the 1930s. film became a serious threat to the 
theatre and by the 1940s the cinema was well established as the preferred means 
of entertainment of the American people. This fact influenced the development of 
the theatre as fewer and fewer people went to performances. Moreover. film 
conditioned the audience's expectations. which led to the theatre adapting to film. 
With the appearance of television in the 1950s the theatre had to adapt even 
further in order to keep its audiences (The Oxford Illustrated History of the 
Theatre 1995: 395-6). 
During the New York seasons of the 1940s, the great majority of plays staged on 
Broadway. and elsewhere, were revivals, mostly farces and comedies. The fact 
that light entertainment was popular at the time is not surprising since, after the 
war. the public sought and needed entertainment to lift their spirits - not only in 
America but in most of the Western world (Sj6gren 1979: 25). However, realism 
was still popular and the new young American writers were almost universally 
realistic in the approach to their writing. however. they had little new to offer the 
theatre. In 1947 theActor 's Srudio was founded by Kazan. Crawford and R. Lewis 
, with Strasberg as its director from 1951 to 1982. The influential directors and 
actors of the Actor 's . 5tudio were the people who "shaped the plays 
by" I ennewsscc 
Williams. Arthur Miller and Eugene O'Neill in the 1950s and afterwards. and it 
was through the Actor's Studio that a new distincdv American acting style was 
formed: the . %k1hod -School %ith 
Marion Brando as one of its most famous 
exponents (Actors onActing 1970: 542). 
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The 1950s started the way the 1940s had ended, i. e. with light entertainment and 
realism. However, violence gradually entered the theatre and eventuallý it "tcK)k 
obsessive decadent forms" (Taubman 1967: 293). One reason for the gradually 
increasing occurrence of violence in the theatre was due to the fact that the 
playwrights, by shocking their audiences, tried to rouse the people from a general 
state of complacency and apathy. One writer who did this was Tennessee 
Williams. the well-known American playwright, whose plays in the 1950s were 
gradually becoming more sensational and violent. However. on the whole. the 
1950s was a decade of little American distinction in playwriting. although there 
were two exceptions: Arthur Miller and Tennessee Williams (Nicoll 1949: 900). 
Due to the fact that there were few new plays of distinction. the plays staged were 
symptomatically adaptations of works by European playwrights from primaril) 
Great Britain and France. As a result. the plays from these countries constituted 
the major influence on the American theatre during this period which. without 
them would have been rather bland. 
In the 1950s, the European playwright who made the biggest impact on the 
American stage was John Osborne with Look Back in Anger. but other 
playwrights performed were Scan O"Casey. Christopher Frý'. Moli&e, Jean 
Anouilh and Samuel Beckett. Moreover, increasingly. complete theatre companies 
from abroad made visits to America, but they were not always successful. 
Different theatre traditions in France and America. and the fact that the play had 
been translated from French into English. may have been the reasons why 
Anouilh, the French playwright. was not a success in the States. Moreover, 
Beckett - probably the most influential playwright of the post-war era - was not 
very successful in America because his plays %%erc too pessimistic, offering no 
hope for hurnanity (Taubman 1967: 308). What Taubman seerned to imply was 
that Beckett was too pessimistic for an American audience. 
.. rom 
the 1950s onwards has been affluent. Despite the fact that American societ'% f 
the standard ()f its theatre has declined (Actor, \ on Acting 1970: 
542). 1-here are 
several reasons for this. Firs. t. America has ncithcr a national theatre nor a genuine 
repertory company to set an cxample for the rest of the country: i. e. there 
is no 
long-standing acting tradition uphcld by a national institution. Second. thc aiaual 
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acting on Broadway was not of a high standard - not due to lack of talent. but 
because there were too few theatres of distinction %here actors could be trained 
and grow. Moreover, as a consequence of the lack of competent actors and acting 
traditions, most actors were professionally unprepared to play the classics 
(Shakespeare and Moliýre) as well as ill-equipped for the style of Beckett. lonesco 
and Brecht. However, actors wanted to do these plays. As a result of Broadway 
being unable to satisfy the needs of its actors and actresses in the 1950s and 
1960s, an alternative theatre developed: Off- Broad way. and later Off-Off 
Broadway (1970: 542). These theatres were characterised by commitment. a 
political stance, audience participation as well as experimental theatre and thcý 
provided a variety of acting possibilities: gone were the neat dramatic construction 
of plays and the mellifluous voice of the actor; to this type of theatre box-office 
appeal was not a primary concern. 
The commercially run Broadway has always tended to be late in acknowledging 
new talent because producers have been unwilling to stage risky new plays which 
might not be successful and, as a result, cost them money (Taubman 1967: 3019). 
Therefore, producers chose to stage plays that would most easily make money. 
Compared with the European theatres. one reason why Broadway was reluctant to 
stage risky. new plays was partly due to the fact that unlike Europe. the United 
States did not subsidise its theatre to the degree that this was done in Europe. As a 
result. Broadway has had to rely on private funding. local benefactors and 
donations and it is understandable that these benefactors would rather support a 
%6safe" revival than a play whose potential success is uncertain. In actual fact, the 
20'h century of American theatre has mainly been a fight against commercial 
entertainment and lack of finance. Also. Broadway often did not even 
acknowledge new talent which meant that new plays and pla), wrights had to 
be 
discovered by the Off-Broadway theatres. Moreover. most actors and directors 
preferred Hollywood to Broadway due to better salaries. prestige and 
because of 
Broad%ay's neglect of the history of the theatre and its culture. and since the 
professional standard in acting had deteriorated 
due to fc%%- real opportunities for 
artistic growth and dc%, clopmcnt. Musicals wcrc often staged 
by composers such 
as Rogers and Hammerstein as well as 
[3crnstcin because unlike the theatrc 
proper. Americans have alwa)s had performer!, of the 
highest standard in the 
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musical business. In the earlý 1950s, Brecht was hardl) known on Broad%%a) 
With the professional standard in acting on Broad%kzy declining. it was ()11'- 
Broadway which became - with their standard of acting and directing gradualk 
increasing - an "indispensable complement" ( 1967.119) to Broadwaý with regard 
to drama proper. Little by little, Off-Broadway started to become recognised and 
playwrights such as Tennessee Williams and Arthur Nfiller had their nc%% plaýs 
and Edward Albee his first play staged there in the 1960s. 
In his chapter on the 1960s called "Be Thankful for lmporis**. Taubman describes 
the early 1960s as a period when there were still a few pla)s of distinction on 
Broadway by American playwfights. And amongst the plays staged there were 
many disasters. The few successes that did occur. Taubman states, such ILS Albcc'. s 
Who's Ifraid of Virginia Woolf ran for a very long time. But it was mainly the 
famous stars rather than the quality of the play that attracted theatre -goc rs and 
made a play a success. Actors such as Richard Burton. Albert Finney. Laurence 
Olivier and Anthony Quinn drew audiences to the theatre in the 1960s. Light 
comedy and musicals were still very popular. but very little seemed spectacular. In 
the 1960s. Off-Broadway increasingly became the stage for new American and 
foreign dramatists such as Albee. Pinter. Peter Shaffer. John Osborne and John 
Arden. As in the 1950s, international companies visited New York. Anthologies 
were popular and with the emerging civil rights* movement, American Black 
theatre became a potent force. In the latter part of the 1960s. some promising 
plays were staged by directors such as Peter Weiss and Peter Brook. Peter Brook. 
the British director. has claimed that Brecht more than any other playwright has 
influenced the American theatre of the 20d' century through his theories on the 
theatre. However, due to dictatorship and exile. the influence of Brecht's writing 
did not start until the 1950s and did not really become apparent until the 1960s 
(Russell Brown 1995: 403). 
In the '&'O'h ccntury. tcchnical innovations have made the director more important 
in the theatme than used to bc the case. Indecd. the Amcrican theatrc is rcallý the 
history of the dominance of a fc%%- directors: Eli& Kazan. Tony Richardsk)n and 
Tyrone Guthrie. but also a fc%%, authors such as Eugene O'Neill. Arthur Miller and 
Tennessee Williams. And although the theatrical output of the Amencan theatre in 
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the 1950s and 1960s was not to be compared %kith that of Furope. the We 19N)s 
showed promising signs: a new school of directing %kith nc%% ideas such as -the 
open stage" was appearing and changed the stage. making the theatre more 
flexible. In Taubman's opinion. directors, actors and play%inghts of the 197&. " 
needed to depart from the -naturalism which dominated and often confined the 
American theatre in the 1950s and 1960s" (1967: 36-6). llowe%er. the dominance 
of the directors would not diminish. Taubman concludes. 
2.5 The Reception of Pinter in Amefica 
The Caretaker was the first play by Pinter to be staged in the USA. Its prcmicre 
was at the Lyceum Theater. New York, in October 1961. The following year 7he 
Dumb Waiter and The Collection were produced. 1967 saw stagings of both The 
Homecoming and The Birthday Parýv. A summary of the reviews of The 
Caretaker. The Dumb Waiter, The Collection. Ae Homecoming and The Birthday 
Party will provide an insight into the initial reception of Pinter's plays in the 
USA. 
2.5.1 The Caretaker 
Walter Kerr's (5 (kt. 1961) review of The Caretaker in 1961 was on the whole 
ncgative. describing the play as emotionally and intellectually barren. lacking 
"logic. texture and gesture" claiming that the characters talked about trivial 
matters as it' they were incredibly important. Moreover. his characterisation of 
WOes as human and Aston and Alick as mechanical point to the critic's ncgatl%, c 
%-icw of the play. In addition. Kerr pointed out that The Caretaker was a play for 
people with -special tastes". a comment that seems to imply that he was, not one (if 
its supporters. The comment fwther implies that ttx- play %,. a-s different from most 
plays and hard to grasp. It would appear that Kerr rejected the play because he did 
not understand it. perhaps because it did not fit the c\pccted conventional pattems 
of pla)-wfighting. which he was used to. 
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In his rc%, icw "Nothing Up the Sleeve" llern)- Hewes (21 Oct, 1961) %%as niore 
positive, although not enthusiastic. In fact he seemed a bit ambivalent. FirN--t. he 
stated that The Caretaker - was probably a masterpiece" (positive). although 
"sociology, psychology and dramaturgy" were not part of it (negative). Second. he 
appeared positive when he stated that he enjoyed the play because to him the 
characters' own pfivate worlds were more important than anab, -tical logic. It 
would seem that, unlike Keff. Hewes was more open to a ne", kind of 
playwrighting - although his uncertainty about whether the play was a masterpiece 
or not indicates that he perhaps did not understand it - and he enjoyed The 
Caretaker and found it hilarious. Moreover. Hewes also acknowledged that 
because uncertainty and ambiguity were important facets of the play. it made it 
-'an actor's delight- as this meant that Pinter left room for the actors' private 
interpretations, which were more likely to result in more passionate 
characterisation. In addition. Hewes felt that the play had been interpreted as an 
allegory by the London cfitics, but he disagreed with this interpretation. Finallý. 
he remarked that the play had beautiful speech pattems. The conclusion seems to 
be that Hewes liked The Caretaker. although he could not explain why. 
lloward'i'aubman (15 Oct, 1961) was the most positive critic of The ( aretaker. In 
his opinion, the play was about a derelict and two unbalanced brothers: the first 
very glib. the other just barely articulate. Although it seems that Vaubman - like 
Hewes -- was not able to explain why he enjoyed the play. Faubman thought the 
play to be of -strangely compelling beautýy and passion". Taubman further stated 
that Pinter was an important contemporary play-wright. a writer who intensified by 
condensing. wrote a deceptively barren dialogue. and that subtext %%as important 
to Pinter's plays. although the playwright claimed that his dialogue had iw 
subtcxt. Finally. Taubman held that Pinter had been influenced by Beckett and 
Joyce. however in his opinion. Pinter was -his own man". And unlike Beckett. 
Pinter had not resigned himself to the fact that -nothing can be done". and as a 
result, in Pinter*. % texts there was passion and protest beneath the surface dialogue. 
2.5.21 The Collection and The Dumb lVaiter 
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A double bill of' Pinter's plays The (*ollection and The Dumb Waiter %%a-, % 
1xvduc, ed at the (. Vrrv Lane Theater. New York. on 26 November 1962. The 
great majofity of theatre cfitics such as Richard Watts Jr, Walter Kerr. Richard P. 
Cooke and the theatre cfitic of The New York Worning Telegraph were of the 
opinion that Pinter was a talented playwfight. Most critics also enjoyed the pla%s. 
although many admitted that they did not understand them. Typically. Candide of 
The Villager Greenwich descfibed The Dumb Waiter as an -Intriguing and elusi% e 
play" (6 Dec 1962). Also, the atmosphere of horror or menace %as emphasised. 
Pinter's humour or "weird sense of comedy" (Newark Evening Vews 27 Nov. 
1962) was commented on by for instance Alan Branigan. However. a fc\% critics 
such as (, andide. Richard P. Cooke and John McClain did not like the plays. and 
Howard Taubman seemed neutral. stating that Pinter "deals in unrcsolved 
enigmas" (New York Times, 27 November. 1962) which are never bofing but 
difficult to understand. On the whole. the reviews of the double bill were very 
favourable. 
2.5.3 The Homecoming 
The Homecoming was produced at the Music Box Theater. New York. in Januar)- 
1967. What follows below is a summary of the American rcviews of the pla),. 
Spectator Charles Carshon (NeA, York Times -Letters, to the Editor"' 15 Jan. 1967) 
summarised the American reception as "rather calm- but added that Pinter did not 
need champions. and further claimed that Pinter's writing was characterised bý 
elegance. B. A. Young's (New York Times 6 June. 1965) review of the London 
production at the premiere of The Homecoming included the following remarks: 
The London critics had generally speaking been disappointing. To the London 
audience. the play had seemed bizarTc and improbable. even disagreeable 
according to Young. however. despite these facts the play had made for %-cr%, 
effective theatre. 
WaItcr Kcrr (15 Jan. 1967) wws, as in his prc%ious rc%-ic%%- of The Caretaker, 
sceptical of Pintcr. Through the usc of ncgative vtvabularý. Kcrr's descnption of 
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the play gives an impression of disapproval. According to Kerr then. there %%as t(, Kl 
little action in the play. it had a seedy setting and Act I was "Interminable*'. Kerr 
also described Pinter's writing as "'numb fantasies". and in Kerr's opinion, Pinter 
was interested in what might happen if logic was suspended. However. he stated. 
although the audience was well aware that the situation depicted in The 
Homecoming was unconventional, they were not able to find logical responses to 
the play becauve human beings are steeped in logic. Consequently. they applied 
logic in order to interpret events, but found none, and as a result. The 
Homecoming did not work. However, Kerr also held that Pinter was "a gifted 
dramatist"'. Lastly, the critic pointed to the fact that The Homecoming was 
"bristling with overtones". 
Richard P. Cooke (9 Jan. 1967) was another disheartened critic. tic wondered 
what Pinter was up to. The audience was amused and bemused he said: amused by 
some incidental humour and bemused because they tried to solve a mystery. 
which was not worth trying to solve. Moreover. Cooke held that The Homecoming 
was a play about those family relationships, which usually remain unspoken of 
Ile was further of the view that the characters talked pavt rather than %-ith each 
other and, as a result, they lived in "'communal isolation". 
In the Neiv York Times' -Letters to the Editor" (15 Jan. 1967) regarding The 
Homecoming there were the usual responses of admiration, dislike and 
incomprehension to Pinter's plays: one theatregoer admired the play and 
considered it to be an allegory on the subject of -Everyman and his Relationships 
to Women"'. Another one rejected the play on the grounds that it had no plot. the 
dialogue was "'paffot-like". the characters were caricatures. as did another one 
because the play was "amoral. immoral. unmoral". Still another theatrcgocr 
thought The Homecoming a tedious play where the audience was bored rather than 
shocked, resiped rather than angry. 
2.5.4 The Birthdqw, Party 
IN 
The Birthday Party was produced on Broad%kaý in Cktober 1967. Richard P. 
Cooke (5 Oct, 1967) was doubtful as to whether there was aný depth to the 
dialogue. He remarked that the pla), had some interesting non-sequiturs. that the 
characters Pete and Lulu - who incidentally have minor parts in the pla% - %%ere 
the only normal human beings in it, and also claimed that the meaning was 
irrelevant to the enjoyment of The Birthday Parýv since it was a play of non- 
meaning. Clive Barnes was much more positive (4 Oct, 1967) and thought that 
The Birthday Party was the most interesting play to have reached Broad%ay for 
sea-sons. He claimed that it must appeal to those theatregoers who want something 
new. The theme was fear, but fear of what he could not tell. Perhaps fear of God 
as in Greek and Elizabethan drama, he suggested. He drew attention to the fact 
that the play had appeared strange to the London audience ten year ago. but now 
in the States that was not the case. Like the London critics, Barnes glimpsed an 
influence from Beckett and Kafka. In this play. Barries claimed. the nonsense 
makes sense and he referred to Goldberg and McCann's dialogue as *'comicall%- 
sinister. music hall patter"". 
2.5.5 Summary 
The Caretaker, which was the first play by Pinter to be staged in the USA, 
received good reviews, even though the American critics. like the critics in Bfitain 
in 1960. did not seem to understand what the play was about. As in the UK, the 
subtext was discussed and the presence of non-sequiturs was mentioned. Most of 
the American critics. like most British critics (bar the first staging of The Birthdkq 
Party in London). seemed to find Pinter's plays intriguing because they were 
elusive. One aspect of Pinter's play The Caretaker to which Americans critics 
drew particular attention was that the humour of the play. The Homecoming and 
The Birthdkp- Parýy (both staged in 1967) were not verý- well received in the USA, 
although they were considered interesting because they were different fR)m the 
type of play traditionally appcanng on American stages. Unlike the British critics. 
the Americans thought that The Birthdqy Pars'ý, lacked depth. 
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2.6 The French Theiare 1900-1%8 
In the mid 19'h century, the most talented French writers of the time had been 
writing for the theatre. As a result. France had a good many skilful playwrights: 
the vast majofity of plays performed were entertaining social comedies. Scribe 
was the most frequently staged playwright. Some young new playwrights objected 
to the theatre's obsession with entertainment and -pictorial realism" which lead 
them to write so called thesis plays, i. e. plays which dealt with ethical and social 
problems. In the 1890s realism and naturalism dominated the theatre. although 
farce and comedy were still very common. At the beginning of the 20 th centun. 
talented writers were discouraged from writing for the theatre and encouraged to 
write on projects related to history. The theatre, according to some cfitics, was not 
deemed appropfiate for sefious issues because frivolous farces. comedy. 
entertainment and sex were the overwhelming focus of the majority of plays 
which were staged. Fashion was a prominent feature of the theatre with both 
actors and audiences. Indeed. plays were written with parts for characters wearing 
clothes in the latest fashion. After the First World War. film started competing 
with the theatre. 
At the beginning of the 20'h centur)- commercial boulevard theatres dominated the 
Paris scene. which meant that plays produced were expected to make money. In 
France, this meant fame and comedy. After the First World War, film was gaining 
more and more audiences to the detriment of the theatre. In 1921 for the first time 
film made more money than the theatre. In 1926 the Cartel was formed. The 
Cartel was made up of Charles Dullin, Louis Jouvet, Georges Pito-eff and Gaston 
Baty. four directors who agreed that the theatre should be for the people - not an 
dlite or the bourgeoisie - and they shared a dislike for the commercial theatre. The 
Cartel was to have a great influence in France (O'Connor 1975: 82). 
The theatre in the inter-war period in France was characterised by comedies and 
historical revivals. but some experimental writing. mostly surrealistic in nature. 
and impressionist and expressionist works were also staged at -Art Theatres". 1-hc 
war and the depression made people question old ideals and values and this wdN 
reflectcd in the theatre. Avant-garde theatres appeared. Despite e\pcriments. 
audiences still preferred the conventional farces and comedies. plays written in the 
fashion of the well-made play. Realism also held firm. The most popular 
playwrights of the 1930s were Giraudoux. Verneuil and Guitrv. 
In 1930 Salacrou wrote Patchouli, an avant-garde play that foreshadowed what 
was to appear in the 1950s with lonesco and Beckett. Salacrou's play was 
generally speaking ofiginal. but pfimafily he rejected the narrative form and a 
neatly constructed plot (Hobson 1978: 148-9). This new approach met with 
disapproval and incomprehension amongst audiences and cfitics, since to their 
way of thinking, the play was not realistic. Salacrou's technique seemed shocking 
because people were presented with something that they did not expect. During 
the Second World War, the theatre was still alive. revivals of classical works and 
comedies were popular (Nicoll 1949: 855,897-9). Important writers, %%-ere abovc 
all Claudel, Anouilh, de Montherlaut. and Giraudoux. Barrault was the most 
influential director, in fact the director was gaining more and more influence in 
France. Barrault's influence as director and actor was to remain important for at 
least the next forty years. After the war, comedies were staged but soon existential 
wfiters such as Sartre and Camus started to wfite plays which questioned old 
traditions and values. Artaud's theatre of cruelty also influenced playwrights. 
In the 1940s, film had taken over as the prime source of entertainment in 1'rance. 
Because the theatre was regarded as a form of social and cultural education and 
the French Goverriment aimed to create a people's theatre, steps were taken by the 
Government to support the theatre. The idea was that the theatre would unite the 
people of France through a common hefitage. The main measures implemented 
were substantial subsidies for La Comidie Franvaise and plans for the building of 
partly subsidised regional theatres round the country were also implemented. The 
first regional theatre was completed in 1947 and the same year financial aid 
for 
young directors to help in the production of new plays were implemented 
b%, the 
Govcrriment. over the years. the number of regional or municipal theatres have 
grown steadily. 
In the 195N. Sartm. Camus and Anoullh %vre still popular. as werc farce-, and 
comedies by %kTitcrs such &s Feydeau. but plays were becoming 
inarxsIngly 
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-absurd". Beckett. Adamov and lonesco wrote absurdist plaý-s. which depicted life 
as complex. meaningless and without hope. Genet was popular. depicting societ) 
as evil and man corrupted by society. In the late 1950s there was an increasing 
displeasure with absurdist plays among critics and directors because of their lack 
of a political message. As a result. Brecht*s theatre came into focus and influenced 
writers and directors alike. Sartre's influence was also important. Hence. the 
French theatre in the 1960s was dominated b)- political plaý,,, plaý% of' 
denunciation, plays whose aim was to involve its audiences, %ith the problems of 
their own ordinary lives. It was theatre as social and cultural education. Brecht 
and Artaud were the writers for this kind of theatre. And in 1968 the cultural 
revolution occurred. However. the impact of this event will not be discussed here 
since the plays to do with the initial reception of Pinter in France were produced 
before 1968. Important directors of the 1950s and 1960s were Meyer, Vilar. Roger 
Blin and Roger Planchon. 
When television started to compete with the theatre in the 1960S. the Heads of 
some theatres in Paris resorted to staging new plays and encouraging new 
playwrights in order to attract a different audience. This was done successfully by 
Jean-Paul Escande at La Comidie FranCaise between 1960-70 (Chevally 1979: 
634). 
Eiver since Racine, the French theatre has been the theatre of the word. The 
authority of the text still stands firm. Some further characteristics of the French 
theatre arc grace of expression. clarity of thought, the importance of rhetoric and 
an inclination to mime. Typical exponents of plays in which the word is primary 
and expressions marked by grace were written by Claudel. Giraudoux and dc 
Montherlaut. Moreover. -the voice beautiful" - Barrault is a case in point - is still 
the dominating acting tradition in France %%-hercas in Britain the actors of' "the 
voice beautiful- such as Giclgud and Olivier went out of fashion in the 1950s. In 
I addition. the French actor avoids 'loud exposure*' (O*Connor 1975: 9") and 
prefers to preserve some mystery unlike the British actor who 
likes to make 
eveD-thing clear. Also. Anglo-Saxon critics tend to remark that 
French %%Ti t ers 
such as Sartrc and Anouilh are neither skilful in drawing 
full character ponraits 
nor clear in their focus of plot and action. This may 
be an indication that I. -rcnch 
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and Anglo-Saxon %%Titers have different views on how pla)s , hould tv %ritten- the 
French expecting myswry, the Anglo-Saxon expecting clanity. I oday the in. sightN 
of Sartrc and the theories of Brecht tend to influence both I-rench actor-, and 
directors. 
2.7 Pinter's Reception in France 
2.7.1 The Caretaker 
The Caretaker (Le Gardien) was the first play by Pinter to tv staged in France. It 
premiered in Paris on January 27'11.1961. The play was not a success with French 
audiences and critics. Below is a summary of the rc% iews of the theatre critics of' 
L, Monde, Le Figaro, I'Art and Paris-Presse. which were the most Influential 
newspapers in France in 1961. 
Like critics in Britain and America, the French critics also thought that The 
Caretalter was strange. However, unlike critics- in Britain and America, the 
rc%ýic%%s of the play were unfavourable in France. Most critics. including Poirot- 
Delpech of Le Monde (28 Jan. 1961) considered Pinter to be a typical post-war 
writer. The Caretaker was classified as written bý a post-war writer because it 
consisted of" silences. was incoherent, and because it imposed symbolism and 
terror. Poirot-Delpcch gave the play the thumbs down paril-, because of its "tape 
recorder style- of playwriting. a style of writing that had been dismissed h% the 
French theatre in the early 1950s. Moreover. Poirot-DelpCch thought that the 
s%mbolism in the play did not work. In addition. he was of the opinion that 
nothing happened in the play. he thought that ever)ihing was exaggerated and 
claimed that the character tra its were unclear. Furthermore. he descritx: d the 
dialogue as "ravings- and claimed that the play inflicted vertigo because it %% as 
too absurd. He concluded by saying that audiences had to tx- extremely interested 
in the happening-, ofthc play in order to enjoy it, bý %%hich he sccm-, to mean that 
it %A-ws difficult to make scrise ofthc play. 
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In Le Figaro (27 Jan, 1%1) Gautier began his re%-ie%% by stating that although Dit, 
Caretaker was "the play of the year in the 1A last year" it was not going to be the 
play of the year in France. Gautier described the action as simple and he %%as not 
sure that the play had a theme. In his opinion. the play glorified miserý to the 
point that the spectator was bored. He agreed %kith Poirot-Delpech that Pinter had 
used a tape recorder technique for writing dialogue. and further de. ýntx-d the 
dialogue as -small talk gone insane" stating that "everything [was] rervated three 
or four times"'. In Gautier's opinion, Pinter had not edited his play. lie had tile 
impression that Pinter had sometimes run out of ideas and resolved the problem 
by starting from the beginning, adding minor changes. Put differcritly. Gautier %%IL-, 
of the opinion that there was little development in the play. The dialogue of The 
Caretaker was not theatre but reproduction. stated Gautier. Moreover. it was a 
play for those who preferred mirrors to '1he filter of art- and mediocrity to insight. 
Gautier also stated that there were some funny moments in the play. and added 
that the atmosphere was nightmarish, but in conclusion he simply did not think 
that Pinter was interesting. 
The Caretaker was to Max Favalelli of Paris-Presse-I *Intrasigeani (26 Jan 196 1) 
so boring that it made him "'want to cut his own tlux)at with a razor". Moreover. he 
thought that the play was made up of platitudes and regretted that he had made the 
trip to the theatre when he could have stayed at home and read a book. 
Pierre Marcabru of V. -Irt (28 Jan. 1%1) thought that The Caretaker did not work 
in translation. or as he put it "'the play does not acclimatise". The play reminded 
him of Beckett and lonesco. but he wondered where Pinter 66had gone". Marcabru 
thought that the language of the original was eloquent and that the dialogue was 
the force of the play. In the translation into French. Marcabru claimed that that 
11orce and eloquence had gone. and as a result. he thought that it %%-&-, %-cry difficult 
to give a fair opinion of thc play. llowcver. Marcabru thought that the play relied 
(in symbolism. he detected menace. and described the play a-s being about lonelý 
people who were incapable ofcommunicating %%ith one another. and thcý seemed 
intent on following their own private quests. According to this cntic. the problem 
F s-agc. Io x) er. not that the pla) lacked ideas. but the fact that it had no me %% re % 
Marcabru did not recognisc the fonn. he did not detect a structure. and he did not 
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find anything that could hold the play together. E%M-thing se-cmed a 'urnble to 
him. Marcabru described the play as being -a poison that did not %%orkand "a car 
without an engine". that is he implied that the engine or force of the play had been 
lost in the translation. Moreover, The Caretaker was monotonous. the spectator 
had to keep searching for meaning and Marcabru suspected that thc- play needed a 
lighter touch and more irony, because as it stood it was too heavy. He concluded 
that the play had been distorted in translation, and as a result. Pinter was yet to be 
discovered in France. 
2.7.2 The Collection and The Lover 
The Collection and The Lover were staged in France in 1965. An outline of the 
reviews of these plays will help illustrate the French critics' views of the first few 
plays by Pinter staged in France. The Collection and The Lover (a double hill) 
were staged at Thidire Hibertot in Paris. France, for the first time on 27 
September. 1965. Below is a summary of the reviews. 
Overall. the reviews were very favourable indeed, although the critics stated that 
they did not fully understand the plays. However. it seems that the lack of 
structure and clarity found in The Caretaker - as well as in this double bill - which 
led to incomprehension in 1961, was no longer a problem. The reviewer of -Un 
dramaturge anglais de 35 ans fait courir tout Paris au tMfitre" (a 35 year-old 
English dramatist makes all of Paris run to the theatre) in L Aurore on 3 
November, 1965 mentioned Pinter's '*immense comic talent" as a playwright. and 
also emphasised Pinter's -rich vocabulary-. Jean Paget of Combat (29 September. 
1965) called the play -Perfection! " and stated that he had experienced one of the 
best nights at the theatre for years. and advised people to -run to the theatre'* to 
%-cc the double bill. Pierre Marcabru of Combal (27 September. 1965) was alm) 
delighted. particularly emphasising the m%-stcr-%- and humour of Pintcr*s writing. In 
addition, Gilles Sandier (Arts 6 November, 1965) %%-as of the % iew that Pinter%, 
plays were filled %%ith refercricm and further stated that Pinter's way of wnting 
rcmindcd him of Prowst. Ifitchkock. Kaflix and Wildc. Iltme%er. Colette Godard 
(Nourelles litteraires. 23 Sept 1965) %%-as disappointed with the double hill. 
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beCau-%c She wanted to ha%e ans%-ers to questions that the plaý. s raised. ans%crN 
that Pinter did not provide. Finalk, although the ambiguit% and m%stcr% - 
hallmarks of Pinter"s way of writing - %-erc also present in The COllection and The 
Lover. the critics seemed to like the double bill becausc of the originality of 
Pinter's way of writing. 
2.7.3 The Homecoming 
In October 1966 The Homecoming was staged in Paris. Jacques Lemarchand 
writing for Le Littiraire Figaro (20 Oct. 1966) began his review by stating that 
Pinter's strong point was not conventions. Lemarchand further stated that the 
productions of The Collection and The Lover in 1965 had been successful, 
because the French thought they had discovered a new and different Pinter. The 
Homecoming. however. was difficult because -this ne%% object 1playl invented by 
Pinter" demanded a great deal of the spectator in order for him or her to 
understand it. The Homecoming was strange. many aspects of the play. including 
%vords and moments, were exaggerated. and if one chose to enter into this Pinter 
world. which Lemarchand labelled "a game". one would be fascinated. 
Lemarchand also claimed that it was impossible to tell what any Pinter play was 
about. this one included. and he described the process of analysis as **trýying to 
retcli a dream in logical terms". Moreover. this critic stated that the play offended 
beyond just the ugly words. Finding Pinter's theatre intelligent Lemarchand felt 
that it did not really reveal anything. Pinter used all the resources of the theatre to 
show us only what was necessary and nothing more. The Pinter atmosphere was 
successfully carried over into the translation by Kahane, the acting was superb and 
despite Lemarchand's rescmations he ended his review by saying that The 
Homecoming -[was] a drama of seductive originality". 
Me French critic Nicole Zand of Le Monde (12 Oct. 1966) staricd her rc% lew of 
The Homecoming by pointing out that since foreign plays were more imfxwtant to 
the Paris sc&%on of 1966 than they had been in previous %ca. mms. the adaptors. in 
this c&w Eric Kahane. were alsAimore important. Kahane was highl), praised for 
his adaptations in the French press at the time. According to /and. Kahane 
thought that French audiences would find Pinter's pla)-,, strange , -, Implý because 
they were unfamiliar with Pinter's theatre. All of Pinter*s pla%s that had been 
staged in France had been vent different, and at the previews of The 11omecoming 
people left the theatre in a state of shock. Zand also thought that the play had an 
evil atmosphere, that it was real istic-natural i stic, and at first people were amused 
at the goings-on until they reallsed that something else was going on beneath the 
spoken words. The idea that one thing can mean something else was very 
disconcerting to the French audience, who were used to set ideas. frames and 
structures, Zand claimed. However, despite all these reservations. Zand thought 
the play "delicious". The primitive characters in the play had their own morals. 
Silences were important and there was miscommunication. and Pinter was unlike 
any other playwright due to his conciseness with words. In this play you 
experience everything, Zand claimed: tragedy. comedy and an almost musical 
rhythm. Kahane had predicted, Zand stated. that Pinter would be regarded as onc 
of the great playwrights in the future. and Kahane hoped that the French would, in 
the future. realise this. 
Gilles Sandier of IArt (Oct 1966) claimed that The Homecoming was a more 
ambitious play than The Collection and that it was more cruel. erotic and artificial 
than The Caretaker. It was a play. which sometime fascinated its audiences 
because of how Pinter had set up the deception. Furthermore. Sandier stated that 
in The Homecoming Pinter had depicted a mystefious world in great detail, a 
world inhabited by people who were amoral - at least according to the bourgeoisie 
- cruel and above the law. In his morality. Pinter reminded the cfitic of the French 
playwfight Genet. Pinter's characters were ordinary poor people instead of the 
noblemen of Ancient Greece. and the setting was the slums instead of palaces. 
Mort-over. Sandier pointed out that. as was always the case %%ith Pinter, nothing 
was explained or made clear and he was doubtful as to whether events explain 
thcmselves in the play. Sandier further thought that the play contained both 
symbolism and surrealism. and words. gestures and actions seemed rnýstcfious to 
him. but perhaps the strangeness was a good thing since it made the audience IoKik 
and listen. he argued. Sandier also commented that some actor-, seemed unsure of 
the text and texture of the play. but Lenny was, superb. his smile wa-s like -an 
opcn. unsculing abysss". 
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2.7.4 The Birthday Party 
The Birthday Party was staged in Paris for the first time on 14 Januan- 1967. 
Poirot-Delpech of Le Monde 05 Jan, 1967) stated that once again an inexplicable 
menace was part of a play by Pinter, and he also held that the play had some 
absurd, symbolic and burlesque moments. Sometimes the accusations that 
McCann and Goldberg directed at Stanley were funný (slapstick). he continued. 
but they seemed improvised and led nowhere. and he could see no reasons for 
them, except perhaps that the accusations were supposed to scare the spectator 
simply because they were inexplicable. He wondered if the interrogation was just 
a game. However. the critic's overall impression seemed to be that The Birthday 
Party was influenced by Josef K in The Trial by Kafka. Moreover. Poirot-Delpech 
found the characterisation improbable. he thought that the systematic repetitions 
could only be translated by a virtuoso. and he was of the opinion that there was no 
actual conclusion to the play. Moreover. there was a great deal of typical English 
nonsense and -slowness" in the play - by which I infer the critic was referring to 
the many repetitions - which made the translation laborious and insistent. At the 
end, the critic said. one regrets having taken an interest in the play because of all 
its nonsense. All the same, Poirot-Delpech thought that the play was a success 
because of the actors. but the play lacked depth and its author could do better. 
Claude Baign&es of Le Figaro (13 Dec, 1%7) wrote that The Birthday Party was 
in the same style as The Homecoming, The Lover and The (7011ection. He also 
described the play as an epilogue in three acts, and said that he recognised hardly 
anything in it. Baign6res further stated that the characters* indifference. their 
arguments. their trivial conversation as well as their banal behaviour were 
somehow seductive. At the same time. he found the characters annoying, arrogant 
and dull. Their fates were sealed from the start, they could do nothing to change 
them. ne characters had to accept their lots in life. According to llaign&es. each 
of the characters %%-&% also living a secret life. which the audience could onlý guess 
at. And plenty was going on beneath the surface. arW it was precisely this fact. 
which moved people. Moreover. Baign6res had many questions -%%hich the 
playwright left unanswcred. Why did Stanley not fight back for example? What 
mofivated the characters'? Perhaps the answers were not vcry important. l3aignercs 
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stated. he seemed content with the fact that the actors someho%% e% oked 
mysterious feelings in the audience. However. when the third act began. Baign&e-, 
confessed that he was totally bored because of all the platitudes. and because there 
was no progress or development between the characters in the play. Although he 
thought that the acting was superb, he was of the opinion that the play did not hold 
the audience's interest to the end. -What a shame-. Baign&es concluded. 
2.7.5 Summary 
The Caretaker was the first play by Pinter to be staged in France (11961). It wa. s 
not a success. The French critics felt that there was nothing new or interesting 
about Pinter's writing. One critic. however. was of the opinion that the force and 
elegance of the language had been lost in translation. and as a result. he thought 
that Pinter was yet to be discovered by French audiences. The Collection and The 
Lover received more positive reviews by the French critics in 1965. This timc the 
critics felt that Pinteeswayofwriting was ofiginal, and were supportive of the 
play even though they did not understand what it was about. Some critics also 
stated that the plays were packed with references. The Homecoming was produced 
in Paris in 1966 and this time the reviews were rather negative. but at the same 
time many critics also considered the play fascinating although strange. 
translation and adaptation by Efic Kahane was hailed. Nklien The Birthday Parq, 
was staged in 1967, the reviews were poor again. The cfitics stated that they were 
bored. that they found the dialogue trivial and that the characters' behaviour was 
banal. but once again some cfitics found the play seductive. One cfitic dismissed 
the dialogue as "English nonsense" and the play was said to lack depth. Another 
reviewer pointed out that it was difficult to translate Pinter into French. 
2.8 The S%%-cdish'I'hcatrc in the 20th Century 
.; 
h theatre of' the late Wh century was characterised bý light The Swcdi,; 
entertainment. Plaýs by Suindberg were staged. but realism and naturalism had 
ncithcr bccn accepted in the thcatre rk)r by its audicnccs (Anderman 1992- 9). A 
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case in point is Dramaten, The Royal National Theatre of Sweden. %%here 
escapism was preferred to the new trend of realism due to the fact that hý tradition 
it is a theatre. which is conservative in its choice of pla)s. In the early 20'h 
century. however, there %%-ere some cases of experimental theatre at Intiman. a 
small privately run theatre in Stockholm. but realism still had not made its mark. 
In the rest of Europe "the airing of social issues on stage" (Anderman 1992: 9) 
was already established as the main form of theatre and in a sense it could thus K: 
argued that Swedish theatre was old-fashioned and not of the same standard as its 
European counterparts (Anderman 1992: 10). As a result, some young Swedish 
directors such as Per Lindberg, an influential director and modernist in Swedish 
20'h century theatre, studied theatre abroad. Another important Swedish director 
who made his debut in 1919 was Olof Molander and in the 1920s he started an era 
of directors, making the visual side of theatre more prominent. 
After the end of the First World War. theatre became increasingi-, important in 
Sweden. In response to this development, subsidised city theatres were built in 
Helsingborg (1921) and G6teborg (1934). Smaller studio stages were built by 
some theatres. where experimental plays were stage(L in addition to the major 
stages. Cinema also became more and more popular. Radioteatern (the Radio 
Theatre) also contributed to the growth of Swedish drama with its influential 
Head. Per Lindberg. who, at the time. broadcast the Swedish writing dlite such as 
Hjalmar Bergman and Hjalmar S6derberg on a regular basis. By 1925 the modem 
theatre had been established at Dramaten. 
The most important Swedish playwrights of the 1920s and 30s were lijalmar 
Bergman and PAr Lagerkvist. Hjalmar Bergman first tried his hand at serious 
playwriting. but in 1925 he had his breakthrough with Sw-edenhielm. k. (The 
'89-391). In the Swvdcnhjclm Family) a ver-y popular comedy (Gustafson 1961: ý1 
first decade of the 20"' century PAr Lagerk-vist. an intense and imaginative 
dramatist, wrote modernist and expressionist plays. After the First World War hc 
became a pessimist and the themes of his plays mvere primarily the problems of 
gocA and evil and the metaphysical as well as religious state of man's soul. 
hc 'Os a rx-ilitical Gradually. Lagcrk%-ist*s plays became more optimistic and in t 193 
dimension \%-a: % included in his work. A case in point %k&s the dramati-, ed %crsion 
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of B6de1n in 1933 (The Hangman). which he %%Tote in protest at Fascism. In the 
1940s his plays dealt with universal moral problems and he was al%%a. %s a 
modernist prone to dramatic experimentation. Although Swedish playWrights 
were staged in the 1920s and 1930s, the playwrights most often produced %%ere 
Ibsen. Strindberg and Shakespeare. However. in the 1920s and during the nc\t 
few decades Sweden went through a theatrical renaissance. Influential directors of 
the period - primarily as directors of Strindberg's plays - were Max Reinhardt. a 
German, and the Swedes Per Lindberg. Olof Molander and Aff Sj6berg. The 
productions by these directors were sometimes quite daring with regard to design 
and costume, the productions being characterised b)- simplification and 
abstraction; Lindberg, Molander and Sj6berg have been immensely influential in 
Swedish film and theatre in the 20'h century (Marker and Marker 1975: 261). As 
the result of this theatrical renaissance, Sweden produced actors. actresses and 
designers of the highest standard: actor Lars Hanson. actress Greta Garbo and 
designer Isaac GrUnewald just to mention a few. 
Sweden was for a long time dominated by Dramaten, its national stage. Until 
1944 there were only two other cities "ith permanent theatres: Hclsingborg and 
G6teborg. the latter considered the more adventurous of the two. With the Social 
Democratic government beginning their period in office in the 1930s and 
continuing for the next fort), years or so, government influence became 
increasingly important. The notion of equality and a theatre for all was important 
to the Government. As early as the mid-thirties, the Government had plans for 
building new theatres in order to make it possible for more people to go to the 
theatre. however, it was not until 1944 that the next permanent theatre, Malm6 
Sladweater (the Malmd City Theatre) was completed. Another measure. which 
was implemented for the purpose of bringing theatre to the people was the highly 
successful Riksleatern (the National Touring Company). In the 1930s. it started 
touring the country bringing theatre of the highest calibre to communities which 
could not alTord permanent theatres. In this decade political issues were debated 
on the stage. Lagcrkvist's plays as well as Vilhelm Mobcrg's play Rid i ruju-1 
(Ridc This Night! ) in 1941 are examples of this development in the theatre. 
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After the Second World War, there was a need for entertainment in S%%eden just a-s 
in the rest of the world. As a result, there was a mix of committed pla% s or drama-s 
5gren 1979: 2 5). as well as pure entertainment produced at Swedish theatres (Sj( -- 
Moreover, the theatre was increasingly influenced by film. and later - television. 
Plays using working class language appeared in the late 1940s. Because of its 
neutrality Sweden had been culturally isolated during the war and. as a result, the 
1940s and 1950s were a period when the Swedish stage wa-s in%aded by the 
international repertoire: primarily British. French and American playwrights such 
as Christopher Fry, Sartre. Anouilh, O'Neill - the latter recognised as a major 
playwright very early in Sweden. and awarded the Nobel Prize for I-iterature in 
1936 - Tennessee Williams and Arthur Miller. The subject of the plays were 
private tragedies rather than how society influenced people. Few Swedish plays 
were produced, although Almqvist. Ingmar Bergman and Dagerman %vere staged. 
The 1940s was the period when director Alf ! SjOberg made his mark on the 
Swedish theatre particularly through his staging of Strindberg's Froken Julie 
(Ass Julie) at Dramaten. he also introduced Swedish theatre audiences to foreign 
playwrights such as Lorca and Sartre. It was also in the 1940s that Sweden's most 
famous director Ingmar Bergman began making his mark on Swedish theatre. lie 
started out in Helsingborg. continued in Goteborg, then went on to Malmo (early 
1950s) and in 1959 he was appointed Head of Dramaten (Gustafson 1961: 449). 
In addition to being a theatre director, Bergman established himself as a major 
film director in the 1950s. He has continued to do so until 1982. 
In the 1950s realistically depicted psychological drama was the order of the day. 
The reasons for this are first the Ibsen and Strindberg tradition at Dramaten. 
second the fact that the theatre reflected the issues depicted in films since many 
Swedish actors and directors worked both in the theatre and in film. third because 
small studio stages which suited this kind of drama were being built. and la-st but 
not least due to the production of 0"Ncill's play Long Dc-q'. v Journey into Vight. 
which influenced Swedish theatres throughout the country (Anderman 1992: 15- 
16). By and large the plays staged at the National Theatre were not daring. 
although Bergman. now its artistic director. put on a difTerent. styli/ed and lrx)nic 
version of Moli6re's Don Juan. which was a successs. O'Neill was often staged. 
The theatrical developments of the 1950s included the small studio stage., %4x)n 
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becoming the place where serious theatre wa-s staged. that is art for an elite and 
not the people. In additon. experimental theatres started appearing. Pi%tolleatt'rn is 
a case in point. On these experimental stages. avant-garde plays were staged, i. e. 
plays which were not about psychological realism. the subject of the bourgeois 
stage. 'Mese experimental theatres also addressed a ne%%. younger audience. 
Towards the end of the 1950s there was growing opposition to the psychological 
drama of the well-made play so popular with Dramaten. and as a result lonesco 
and Beckett were staged more and more. Osborne. Sartre and T. S. Eliot were also 
produced. The invasion of foreign plays in the 1940s and 1950s decreased toward 
the end of the 1950s and Swedish revues (music-hall style entertainment) such as 
Gula Ifund became increasingly important. 
In 1966 Ingmar Bergman stepped down &% Head of Dramaten. His leadership had 
not only meant that the standard of the Swedish theatre had been raised, but he 
had also been influential in reducing ticket prices and increasing actors' salaries. 
In this decade the Government had a planned policy for the arts. which meant that 
public funds were made available to individual writers and artists as well as 
institutions. Moreover. the policy involved increasing subsidies for the theatres 
and the establishment of three subsidised drama schools. The arts were. in the 
1960s. considered a matter of public responsibility. These investments in the 
theatre resulted in plays by Swedish playwrights such as Erland Josephson and 
Verner Aspenstr6m as well as Lars Forssell, the dominant Swedish pla), %%-nght of 
the decade. Due to the Government"s measures, bv the earl,.. 1970s two thirds of 
the plays staged %% ere written by Swedish playwrights. New foreign influence of 
the 1960s came from England with Joan Littlewood's Theatre workshop and pla) --,, 
by for instance Ann Jellicoe. Productions of plays by Bfitish playwfights such a-s 
Wcsker. Lcssing, Shaffer. Pinter. Arden and Stoppard were also very common. 
Swedish revues by lk-ngt Bratt and Kent Andersson %%-ere popular. Brecht did not 
really have an impact until 1%3. The latter part of the IW)s sa%% the theatre 
becoming more politicised than ever before and democracy in the theatre %%as a 
hotly discusscd subject. This was reflected in the productions that were staged all 
over the country. 
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2.9 Pinter's RecqAion in Swedish 
2.9.1 The Caretaker 
In view of the fact that Pinter*s play The Caretaker (Vicevarden) was his first 
success in the UK it is not surprising that it was this play that was the first one to 
be staged in Sweden. The Caretaker had its premiere at Kreisteatern. which is part 
ofVockholmsMadsteater. one of the major theatres in Stockholm, in March 1961. 
In August the same year. the play was staged in Gbteborg. Below is a summary of 
the Swedish critics' reviews of The Caretaker. 
Hans Ingvar Hanson, a Swedish theatre critic writing for StockholmmidninKen (10 
August, 1961). claimed that atmosphere and tension were created in The 
Caretaker due to the fact that the dialogue consisted of poetic nonsense and 
exceptional monotony. In Hanson's opinion. the one thing that the director had 
been able to get out of the play was atmosphere, and in spite of the fact that 
nothing really happened in the play the audience was captivated and curious to 
know what was going to happen. Moreover. Hanson found that the characters 
strange and the play, in parts. bizarre. In his opinion, Pinter had been influenced 
by Gorky, O'Neill and Beckett. however, unlike these play-%Tights Pinter had "'no 
depth". Hanson further claimed that The Caretaker was without drama and that it 
had pretentious features (the Buddha), which encouraged symbolic interpretation. 
However. Pinter - Hanson reminded readers - rejected symbolic interpretations of 
his plays. Finally. Hanson doubted Pinter's genius because there were no clear 
answers to the questions that the play raised. Another Swedish critic (name not 
known) compared Pinter to Chekhov because. as in Chekhov, the main experience 
to be gained from The Caretaker was atmosphere. This critic started his review by 
pointing out that. like Pinter's other plays. The Caretaker was for an extremely 
exclusive audience. because. and here he agreed v%ith Hanson. the play was odd 
and because there were too many uncertainties surrounding characters and c%ents. 
The uncertainties and oddities of the play. he claimed. made interpretation 
subjective. Finally. he -. stated that the translation by C-0 LAng %-&% admirable. 
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Mario Grut. a theatre critic at A onbladet, a S%edish e%, ening paper. had the Ift 
following impressions of Pinter and his plays (10 March. 1961): First. like most 
English and Swedish critics, Grut was of the vie%% that Pinter has been influenced 
by Kafka and Beckett. Kafka was the influence with regard to atmosphere and 
Beckett the influence with regard to dialogue. characterisation and setting. 
although Grut also emphasised the fact that influence from Joyce could be inferred 
in some of the "strange conversations" occurring in the play - these reminded the 
critic of passages from Finnegan's Wake. Second, although Grut stated that Pinter 
may not have been influenced by the novelists of The A'Ouveau Roman he pointed 
out that Pinter's writing resembled novels of the authors of that literary 
movement: depicted in both were man's "semi-conscious. semi-articulate and 
scmi-comprehcnsible world", a world "-here important images ot I the past 
triggered dialogue and where intuition and the subjective ruled. MoreoNer. Orut 
admired Pinter's dialogue and thought that the playWright had his o%%m style. But. 
Grut was also of the opinion that too little happened in The Caretaker. finding the 
characters uninteresting, with no ne%%, interesting themes and he thought that 
Pinter's world was sad rather than absurd. 
The most negative critic of The Caretaker was Urban Stcnstr6m. writing for 
Sv-en, ska Dagbiadet, (10 August, 1961). In Stenstr6m's opinion the intrigue %%-a. s 
either too simple or too complex. But he also added that nobody could tell which. 
And Pinter did not gi%-e the audience enough clues to be sure. Stenstr6m dre%%, 
attention to the fact that after Mick had smashed Aston's most prized possession 
they I-K)th smile at each other. Why did Aston smile? "'What does Pinter mean? " 
Stenstrism said and continued -The audience sighed heavily as they tried to make 
-sense of what was going on. Many soon gave up. a few persevered" and 
whispered -My God. this is strange. " According to this critic then the 
interpretation of The Caretaker could not be anything but subjective since the 
audience did not have enough clues to assist them in their understanding ol'thc 
character,. % and their actions. All the same. Stcnstrdm suggested one [Xissible 
interpretation of the play: He considered the entire play to be a therapy sc--. -slon in 
the sAxial adjustment of Aston. where Aston'% brother Vick was the quack 
therapist. 
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It would seem that most of the Swedish critics' re-views of The Caretaker %%ere 
rather bland, Stenstr6m*s negative review being the exception. The reasons for the 
lack of enthusiasm might have been due to the fact that the critics did not 
understand the play. and rather than dismissing it they were careful in their 
judgements, much like the British critics. In spite of the fact that the critics did not 
like the play, the acting was praised by even'body. Other possible reasons for the 
non-committal reception of Pinter's first play to be staged in Sweden will be 
discussed later as critics of his later plays such as No Man's Land give reasons for 
the cool reception of his first plays. First, a summary of the reviews of Pinter's 
second play to be staged in Sweden, The Birthdriy Pany It was produced at 
Goteborgs sladsteater in 1964, then at Dramaten in 1966. Below is a summary of 
the critical reactions. 
2.9.2 The Birthday Party 
HAkan Toilet of Hufvudstadsb1adet (10 December. 1966) stated that because 
critics and scholars had widely different views about "what is what" in Pinter's 
plays. he accepted Pinter's claim that there were no symbols in them - it simply 
made interpretation simpler, he thought. However. he also made the point that 
there were enigmatic contradictions in The Birthday Pariýv (Fodelsedagskalaset): 
the characters often seemed to lie and there were parts of the play that could not 
reAly be explained - -the witches' sabbath" i. e. the actual birthday celebrations 
was a case in point - which made interpretation difficult and, as a result. he was 
not able to grasp the meaning of the play. suggesting that perhaps the director was 
to blame. Second. Toilet mentioned the play's atmosphere, suggesting influence 
fh)m Kafka. In addition, he objected to the fact that the sexual activities in the 
play were so overtly realistic and also stated. with reference to the difficulty of 
interpreting the play. that the audience was both amused and confused. Thc) were 
perhaps even shocked. he -said. but they would not admit to it as that was not the 
done thing. although he mentioned over-hcaring a lady saying -From now on I 
%%ill only go and sce3fariaStuart". also playing at Dramaten at the time. 
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In Mdnniskamv otrygghet (The Insecurity of Man). April 26.1964, Sten Barthel 
suggested that the characters of The Birthday, Parjy lied and told the truth 
capriciously. For the audience, this meant that it was impossible to tell which wa: ', 
which since, in the play, there were no answers to the questions raised by the pla). 
Moreover, Pinter refused to help us by providing such answers. Barthel asked 
himself whether the play was symbolic, especially with regard to the two strangers- 
Goldberg and McCann who appeared from nowhere. but once again he knew that 
people did not know. and never would. In addition, he mentioned that a constant 
threat seemed to be hanging over the characters, and stated that the interrogation 
scene was rife with serious, wild and ridiculous accusations. but Barthel also 
added that there were laughs in the play. According to this critic, Pinter had his 
very own style, although influenced by Kafka. Strindberg and the playNvfights of 
The '17heatre of the Absurd. In Barthel's view, Pinter was the most intercsting 
contemporary playwright in Great Britain. Lastly, he felt that the translation by C- 
0 I-Ang was very good. 
Per-Erik Wahlund. M-enska Dagb1adet (24 April. 1964) stressed the fact that the 
dialogue of The Birthday Party was assured. He described it as fast and concise. at 
once recognisable and alien and consisting of everyday speech and bizarre 
language. This critic glimpsed the influence from lonesco in Pinter's writing but 
in line with the previous Swedish critics he emphasised that Pinter had a style of 
his own. pointing out that Pinter was more realistic that lonesco. Uncertainty 
about facts was a characteristic of the play. he continued - everything was "up in 
the air"". The fast interrogation scene he called -sadism in jovial clothing"' and he 
wondered how Pinter was able to achieve a sensation of secret undercurrents and 
creeping nervousness in his audience. Furthermore, he stated that it was possible 
to read symbols into the play. 
In the article -Pinter - det Ar tcater! " (Pinter - that"s theatre for you) in Expressen. 
an evening newspaper. of April 26.1964. Clas Brunius cWmed that The Birthdqv 
Pany made such effective menacing theatre because everything in it was familiar 
and mysterious at the same time. On the surface. everything seemed normal 
but 
the audience sensed disaster -lurking round the corncr". Brunius went on to say 
that although many people probably did not understand the plaý. tension was there 
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from the beginning. He further suacd that the play started %ith a tri% ial dialogue. 
continued with a witches' sabbath of seldom viewed proportions. and concluded 
the way it began - with a very trite dialogue - as if nothing has happened. 
Interpremion was subjective since there were no answers in the pla% and since 
Pinter would not provide the answers. The symbolism of the play could be as 
elaborate as one liked, Brunius claimed, at least if you based it on familiar stories. 
The Birthday Party was both horrible and funny. He recommended the pla%-. 
Pcr-Olov Enquist of Erpressen (5 December, 1966) held that Pinter's %-(-)rk The 
Birthday Party was "a meeting place for contemporary aesthetic doctrines*'. In his 
view, there were plenty of themes in the play and the playwright was very skilled 
at writing dialogue, and he deplored the fact that the interrogation scene in this 
particular production did not work. However. this did not surprise him because in 
F, nquist's opinion, it was a difficult scene to get right. Moreover, Enquist stated 
that Pinter was a person who enjoyed taking non-intellectual stances. As a result. 
Pinter claimed that his plays were verý- simple, and without symbolism. With 
regard to the interpretation of Pinter's plays, Enquist held that there were many 
possible interpretations because of the play's many digressions. He concluded that 
Pinter's world was one of cruelty and tenderness and posed the question if Pinter 
had perhaps influenced playwrights of other nationalities such as Hasse 
Alfredsson in Sweden. 
'Me last review of The Birthday Party that will be discussed here is that of Bengt 
Jahnson of DagenvNyheter (DA). a leading newspaper in Sweden. First, Jahnson 
pointed out that it was not until 1966 that a Pinter play had been staged at 
Dramaten (DN 5 December 1966). Second. Jahnson claimed that the play raised 
many questions that remained unanswered. but he was convinced that the play 
was about the death of the soul. Moreover, in Jahnson's opinion. the usual 
isolation and terror present in Pinter's plays were. unfortunately. not part of this 
production. Instead the characters were far too nice. making them un-pintcres. que. 
Instead of Dante's lqferno. the audience were presented with what he called The 
First Day of Siving which hc considered inappropriatc. Jahn-son fclt that this 
particular production of The Birth&p- Par4- might be a nightmare. but rk)t one that 
Pinter intended. The negative tone of the rc%-ic%% including the %%aý Jahn%on 
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described the chwzctcrs of the play - Meg was unstable. Stan mentall% ill - gi%es 
one the impression that Jahnson did not like it. Howc%er. Jahnson considered the 
play to be amusing in parts. but again stressed that there wxs not much Pinter in it. 
In addition. the dialogue came in for criticism on the grounds that the line-, were 
realistic, but the pauses were not. In summary. one has the impression that 
Jahnson not only disapproved of this particular production of The Birthdql, Paqv, 
but also of the actual play. 
2.9.3 The Homecoming 
In addition to The Caretaker and The Birthday Par4% Pinter's play The 
Homecoming (Hemkommen) was produced in Sweden in the 1960s. It was first 
staged at G61eborgs stadsteater on October 23rd. 1%5. In order to give a more 
complete description of the initial reception of Pinter's plays in Sweden. below is 
a summary of the reviews of The Homecoming. 
In 1965, the great majority of critics were of the opinion that it was difficult to 
interpret The Homecoming. yet they also felt that it was intriguing. funny and 
worth seeing. Some critics disagreed. Hans Axel Holm writing for DN (25 
Wober. 1965) was somewhat critical. finding that the characters "talk[edi a load 
of rubbish". (Swedish: tala[del en vdidigi massa strunt). Holm was also of the 
opinion that it was impossible to know what the play was about, particularly since 
Pinter did not explain the reasons for his characters' actions. However. like most 
critics, Holm also thought that the play was funny, but he summed up the 
production in Gdteborg as a "completely hellish play" (Swedish: fulikomfigijarlig 
Swedish critics such as Hans Ingvar Hanson writing forSven4a Dagbiadet c5vl)). 
a leading newspapers in Sweden (25 October. 1965). Alex Esser (Ki-allsIX)sien 24 
October. 1965) and Tord Bwckstr6m (Gotehorp Handel%- wh Sioartsfidning 
"Utan Kornmentar". 1965). suggcstcd that The Homecoming could he intcrpretcd 
in many ways. They also pointed out that Pinter would rw)t divulge ho%% the pla) 
should be interpreted. Indeed. their understanding was that Pinter did not kno%% 
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himself Even though Lsser pointed out that fe%% facts in the plaý could be 
verified, this unceminty did not seem to be a problem. since he liked the plaý. 
I lanson and Bacckstr6m and others also stated that The Homecoming had -an ecrie 
atmosphere, that it was intrIguing. that its author was verý talented and that the 
play was a success. 
Immi Lundin of Aftonbladet (22 Sept. 1978) found the pla-% bonng becau. -4-- she 
did not understand the characters at all. In her opinion. they %%erc simplý 
incomprehensible. More to the point. she was not even curious to find ans%%ers to 
the questions that the play raised. Moreover. Lundin stated that the language of' 
the original was cryptic. rife with innuendo and associations. and felt that "words 
did not mean what they usually mean". Lundin tried to dissuade people from 
going to see The Homecoming. Another negative critic. Brita Ilikansson, recalled 
that the English middle class audience. at the first ever staging of' Tilt' 
Homecoming in England. to her disbelief actually embraced the pla%. They 
understood. laughed and applauded. "Did they possibly identify with the 
characters' idle and meaningless chatter? "' she asked (Expressen 20 May. 1965). 
But then again. she continued. Pinter was a revered idol of the Fnglish 
intelligentsia. and unlike most playwrights of today his plays were amusing so 
perhaps their reactions were not verý- surprising after all. I-lowever. as in Pinter's 
earlier plays. there was not much action in this play, lifiansson claimed. She 
further asked what Pinter wanted to say by The Homecoming. but she resigned 
herself to the fact that she kne%%- that Pinter would not explain. because, as Pinter 
had said. life is not explained to us. In conclusion Brita Hik-ansson felt that The 
Homecoming was a play "about people who stfive for tfivialities and achieve 
nothing". It was realistic yet absurd. tragic and comic and most of'what was said 
was said in silence. 
Per-Arne Tjllder of Arbeter a Icft-wing nc%k-spafwr. (23 -Sept. 1978). wwte a 
negative rv%-ie%v entitled -tialvabsurdistisk eftcrk-lang i stAllet RV haribrytande 
teater" (half-absurd afterlastc in place of cpoch-niaking theatre). liowewr he 
acknowledged that l"intcr %%-as a central figure in the British theati-c. but he did not 
think Pinter was breaking nc%% ground by his writing. Words and silences. %%cre 
central to his work and through them Pinter created atmosphere. but it %%as 
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impossible to know what he wanted to say since ambiguit), was inherent in hV% 
work. The play was too hmy in this production and there was only surface. no 
tension. In addition, The Homecoming was enterWning. but had that been Pintcr*s 
intention? Who knows?! With Pinter you just do not know, he claimed. 
Bo Lundin in Gbteborgstidningen M), one of the leading newspapers in Sweden 
(24 Jan, 1976). aptly contrasted Pinter with Ibsen, stating that Ibsen gave the 
audience some basic facts about characters and events in order to help them 
understand what was happening in his plays. Pinter did not. A Pinter plaý %%-as like 
doing a puzzle with lines, connotations, attitudes. pauses. looks and so on and we 
were not given any answers. This play was a maze. You did not embrace it % cr% 
easily. and in Lundin's opinion perhaps that was %%-hy this production focussed on 
humour. Rune Ellehammar (GMeborgs Handelv- ochSjqAjrt. vtidning 6 Oct, 1978) 
also thought that The Homecoming was a play which was difficult to digest and 
interpret. He considered it to be an eerie nightmare %%-Ith a constant threat hanging 
over the characters. In his opinion, it was difficult to make sense of the play and. 
as a rcsult, the audience soon gave up and did not even think that characters and 
events might be realistic. There was no way of kno%king who these people were. 
he claimed. The animalistic and the primitive formed the basis of the play. 
Ellehammar called Pinter --a virtuoso with words" and despite its negative points 
he stated that The Homecoming was an enormously fascinating play which stayed 
with you long after you left the auditorium. He recommended the play. 
A Finnish production in Swedish staged at Kansallisiteatri in 1966 resulted in the 
following reviews. Greta Brotherus (A*Va Pressen 1966) called the play **a 
disturbing piece of literature". a play of sexually primitive communication. Shc 
mcntioncd that Esslin applied Freud in order to arrive at an interpretation: a son 
subjugating his mother. then making her into a whore. It could be an allegory, she 
continued: lust tnumphing over spirituality. Like most of Pintcr*s plays this was a 
honid image of contcmporary life - dominate or be dominated. It would seem that 
the woman by her mere prescrice was a threat. The dialogue wws monotonous, the 
acting theatrical. the action a sct of game-, and the effect of this play on a 
thcatrcgocr she felt might be compared to the -sensation one expcnenceN tin 
receiving a blow to oric's stomach. 
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The initials tI. K. (, %ý-a Pressen. 21 April 1966). another Finnish critic, concurred 
with Brotherus: The Homecoming was not pleasant. Ii. K. called it -a black 
comedy" of terror. According to this critic then. it was an awful play about lecherý 
and lust. but a masterpiece of -brilliantly horfid heartlessness-. The llomecomlng 
was enigmatic, non-moralistic and not to be viewed by prudish people. The 
dialogue was accurately mirronng life, yet there were secret undercurrents offear 
and terror underneath. Technically speaking Pinter was a virtuoso %%ith regard to 
writing drama. In London the play was realistic with some terror and e% 11. In this 
production, however. the evil lurking underneath the surface in everyday life %%as 
lacking. II. K. warmly recommended the play for viewing. 
2.9.4 So Man's Land 
No Alan's Land (Ingen manv land) was produced for the first time at Gotchorgs 
Vadweater in Sweden on 23 January 1976. Jarl W. Donner (29 Febuary, 1976) 
fittingly entitled his review of No Man 's Land "Frigor utan s% ar" (Questions 
without Answers). It is a fitting summing up of his review but it is also fitting 
because. like many other critics. Donner considered all of Pinter's plays, including 
No Man '. -v Land. to be on the theme "Who is what and what is true and why is it 
said? " The audience were not provided with the answers, and Pinter refused to 
give any assistance. Donner stated that pari of the dialogue reminded him of the 
plays by Oscar Wilde and he was also of the opinion that Pinter's plays were like 
surreal paintings: details were realistic. but the over-all impression was not. What 
he meant. he explained. was that certain lines were comprehensible. but on the 
%%hole the play seemed enigmatic and unreal. However. it was the enigma which 
enticed people and created tension. Interpretation was subjecti%e. anything was 
; x)ssibIc. and in conclusion Donner gave the plaý the thumbs down because. as a 
critic. he found it unsatisfactory not to be able to explain what the play %%-as about. 
Ruth liallden (29 February. 1976) disagn-cd with Donner. In hcr vic%%, Vo Afan'% 
hind wa-s intcresting because %%v wcrc invited to take part in its cmation 
everything was not handed to us on a plate. Howc%er. -s-hc conceded that %orne 
lines -wcmed mean i nglc-.,. -. . 
Other%%i. se the dialogue %%as often menacing and the 
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audience did not know what was true and what was false. But that is life. she 
concluded. Life was a maze and sometimes like a dream - unclear and enigmatic. 
The play was a battle between the classes: Hirst (upper class) and Sýxwner Oo%%er 
class). HaIlden funher thought the play had several lavers of meaning and she 
considered the acting superb. 
lk-rtil Jahnsson of DN (24 January. 1976) thought that it was more difficult to 
transpose No Mans Land into a Swedish arena than it first had se-emed. 
Jahnsson's main reason for this view was that the play had been greatly influenced 
by T. S. Fliot's poem The Wave Land (the title being a case in point) and how 
does one translate E 'liot's language - which had become pan of the Fnglish idiom 
- into Swedish where Eliot's idiolect had not been incorporated'. ) How can the 
actors make associations, known only to poetry enthusiasts. understandable to a 
foreign audience? In this production. these issues had been overlooked according 
to Jahnsson. In addition, Pinter parodied Coward successfully in No Man'. % Lind. 
'Me plot was. as always with Pinter. verý- simple and complicated. However. the 
truth would never be known to the audience. The battle between the classes which 
was inherent in the English language and important to the drama of the plaý. had 
not been rendered successfully in the translation (by C-0 and Sigbfit I. Ang). 
Jahnsson continued. Characterisation had been subtle in the London production of" 
the play. here they were exaggerated. Moreover. GieIgud's diction in English as 
. ý'I, xwner was not matched by Kent Andersson's Spooner in Swedish. Rhythm. so 
important to the production of Pinter's plays, had not been successfully captured 
in Swedish. 
Ake Perlstr6m (24 January. 1976) called No Man *. v Land a spark ling plaý and 
emphasised the fact that the language. just as in Shakespeare. was \erý allusive. 
'Me fact was. he said. that in Shakespeare's day the audience had not understood 
the allusions whcrea-s Pinter's audience understood his. PerlstrOm befic%ed that 
Pintcr*s language should be studied to the same extent as Shak-cspcarc's - Pinter 
tving the only plav-A-right to merit the comparison to Shak-cspearc according to 
Perlstffim. In this plaý. the coriv-ersation \%-as \cr)- elegant. the character,. a bit 
theatrical but that was &% it should be. and therc waN picrity of comec-dy. I hcrc had 
prohablý always been comedy in Pinter's plays. it \%as just that Pinter . -, reputation 
1 '14 ýi 
as a playwright. when he was first introduced to the S%edish audience in 19(11. 
was that of -an unusually dark- and sombre plaýAvnght- and this had intluenced 
the interpretation. 
Bo Lundin ((; T 22 September, 1978) pointed to the fact that the plaý wa-s 11.111 of 
contradictorN- facts which made the audience prick up their ears. and it a]. '-A) kept 
them asking themselves who the characters were. The play was like a put/le. 
Other important features to which Lundin drew attention were the dialogue which 
had undercurrents and the characters who represented symbols of different human 
traits. even though as Lundin stated Pinter denied that his plays wcre in any way 
symbolic. In addition, ambiguity was fife and interpretation therefore subjective. 
In order to be able to enjoy this play patience was needed. he claimed. and ifthe 
audience could muster it. the play made ver)- good theatre despite too many long 
pauses. Bertil Palmqvist (Arhelet 29 Feb. 1976) agreed with most of' %%hat 
PerlstrOm had to say. adding that Pinter's dramas were like music in the sewo-c- that 
you may not understand it all. but you still enjoy it. 
Finally, Per Frik Wahlund (29 Feb. 1976) stated that No Man'% Land resembled 
Pinter's earlier plays to a large extent. Wahlund entitled his review "On6digt 
abstrakt" (Unnecessarily Abstract) which indicates that he was disappointed with 
the play. If you had seen one you had seen them all, he claimed, the implication 
being that Wahlund found little of interest in the play. One difference was that the 
dialogue in this play was more elegant than in Pinter's earlier plays. The action 
was deemed unimporiant since there really was none, just as in Pinter*s earlier 
plays. The dialogue was important and in English it was very enjoýable. In 
Swedish. however. it was not, due to too many English-sounding words. Wahlund 
further claimed that it was up to the audience to guess at the characters* motives 
for their actions. since Pinter did not reveal their motives. and he thought that the 
play was far too abstract. Giclgud and Richardson had been hailed 
in Fngland for 
their pcrfonnances. but Wahlund did not understand what message the) 
had tned 
to put acn)ss. "Are there any relationships bctwccn pcopic in the pla%? 
*' Wahlund 
asked. 
I :L 
1.9.5 Moonlight 
Moonlight has not as yet been staged in Sweden. but the play rcccived a reading at 
Dramaten in 1996. licnce, there are no reviews available. 
2.9.6 Summary 
The Caretaker received a fairly muted reception in Sweden in 1961. The play was 
considered bizaffe and monotonous, and as in the UK. the USA and France. the 
Swedish critics did not understand what the play was about. An atmosphere of 
menace was mentioned. but the critics wondered how Pinter managed to achieve 
this. As in the UK, the USA and France. the critics in Sweden also mentioned the 
influence from other writers such as Kafka, Beckett and Joyce. The Birthdqi- Parýl. 
(staged in 1964 and in 1966) received a mixed reception. However, most critics 
found the play enigmatic, amusing and bemusing. As in France. many critics in 
Sweden seemed to feel that the problem was that it was impossible to know when 
the characters were lying and when they were telling the truth. Pinter was. all the 
same, considered an assured writer of dialogue and his play was considered 
effective theatre. One critic stated that Carl-Olof Ling's translation was good. The 
Homecoming ( 1964.1966 and 1978) was recommended by many critics, although 
their description of the play seemed to suggest that people should not see it: the 
language was described as crýptic. there was idle chatter, the play was a maze. it 
was boring and the atmosphere was awful and eerie. All the same, many critics 
wcrc fascinated. It seems that like critics in other countries, critics in Sweden %% ere 
fascinated without being able to explain why. No Alan's Land (1976,19714) also 
received a mixed reception. Some critics %%-ere positive. other-s negativc. Those 
who were positive enjoyed the fact that Pinter left questions unanswered. whcrea-s 
those who did not. did not like the play. some critics stated that it was difficult to 
transix-)sc the play into Swedish due to the fact that the allusive language of the 
play %W dra%t, -n from other texts by pla)-wrights such as T. S. Ffiot and Ntx: l 
CowaM. As a result. it %%-as asked whether S%%vdish audiences %ould rccognisc the 
influence of them writers. Finallý. one critic pointed out that Carl-Olot' L. Ang's 
translation was inadequate. 
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2.10 Conclusion 
In the 1960s. the great majority of cfitics in Great Britain. America. I-rance and 
Sweden were of the opinion that it was difficult to make sense of Pinter", pla%s. 
There were many comments on the language and the cfitics seemed bemused. I be 
acting was, on the whole. considered superb. Although the cntics in Great Britain. 
America and Sweden did not seem to understand Pinter's plays. few of his pla)s 
received poor reviews. In France, however, Pinter was initially not -erý 
successful. 
Polysystem Theory as put forward by Even-Zohar (1990) may help explain the 
relative success and failure of Pintees plays in America. France and Sweden in the 
1960s as well as the poor reception of The Birthdav Paqv in the UK in 11958. 
17. vcn-Zohar suggests that different kinds of literature interact in a synchronic and 
a diachronic way in a global literary polysystcm (1990: 11-14). The different 
polysystems (called polysystems since each sNstem has sub-systems or genres) 
stand in a hierarchical relationship %%ith one another. The status of a lx)l%-s%-stem 
'ven-Zohar. translation influences that country's view of translation. According to 1. 
has a primary position in cultures with a weak or "peripheral literature" in the 
Western hemisphere (1990: 48). Even-Zohar claims that the literature of smaller 
nations usually fits into this category. Sweden is such a nation. As a result, 
translation has a primary position in the Swedish literary polysystem while it 
occupies a secondary position in countries where the national literature has a 
traditional central position (1990: 50). In Europe, such strong literatures or 
polys)-stems arc found in the LJK and in France (1990: 66). In addition. the 
ofvnne,, s to change is different in different polysystems. Even Zohar suggests that 
young nations, the USA is a case in point. and countries with a weak literar-v 
tradition (drama has a weak literary tradition in the USA) are more open to change 
whereas rigid and established literary pol) sý stcrns such ws those in France and the 
IJK arc less open (1990: 4749). As a result. such nations c\jvct nc%t. plaýs or 
nowis in translation to adherc to their literary canon making it 
dill'icult for nc%% 
playwrights who, do not alherc to the established canon to 
be accepted in thcw 
countries in translation. 
I 
'Me UK has had a fairly long traditional central position in dr-ama and the countrý 
has an established literan. - canon. Also. the 1-nglish language has had a high status 
globally since the end of the Smond World War. As a result, it is- perhaps not 
surprising that the critics rejected Pinter's play The BirtAidqw- Paqi in 1958 "111cc it 
did not adhere to the British canon. It is possible that the critics in the UK had to 
become familiar with a playwright who brokc with the established canon. before 
he could be accepted. The success of The Caretaker in 1960 may be an indication 
that Pinter's way of writing was being incorporated into the nc%,. British canon. 
The fairly positive reception of Pinter's plays in the VSA may have been due to 
the fact that since the USA had an under-dc%-eloped suh-system (no canon in 
drama) they relied heavily on imports for the stage. Also. since the U. SA hardly 
had a canon in drama with which to compare new plays. the plays h% Pinter may. 
as a result, have been more readily accepted than if the USA had had .i strong 
theatre canon or tradition like the 11K. 
France has had a strong central literary canon (including drama) for a fc%% hundred 
years. resulting in dmma translation holding a secondaDý position. Morto%er. 
absurdist plays by Beckett and lonesco were staged in France before Pinter 
appeared. Bearing these facts in mind, it is not surprising that Pinter. who was 
initially regarded as an absurdist plaý, %-right. was initially rejected by French 
critics. Comments indicating that Pinter did not bring anything new to the French 
theatre may support the argument that Pinter plaý s were compared with the plays 
hý indigenous playuTights (the French canon) and considered inferior. I he fact 
that one critic stated that the French dismissed Pinter's t)pc of"theatre in the 1950s. 
also seems to support this % ie%%. Other comments bý French critics aNout Pinter's 
language as "English nonsense" may also support the argument that indigenous 
plays were preferred to translations. 
Since Sweden is a small nation. translation has a primary position and its litcrarv 
system has been rccepti%c to translation and influence from other counincs for 
some time. Swe-den also has a %vak drama carion (like the VSA). A% a result. in 
the 1960s. Sweden relied on imports for their thcatrcs. It is therefore rw)t 
surprising that Pintces pla)s were not disrnkscd in the 1960s, c%en though fc%% 
S%%vdish critic. ý.,, seemed to understand what his pljý!, were 
Ax-)ut 
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In addition, although research suggests that there are a number of allu-sions or FEs 
in three of the plays by Pinter selected for this studý - which might 
complicate the understanding of his plays - It is interesting to note that there %%as 
very little discussion of FEs in the reviews of Pinter's plays in all four countries. 
However. in the English speaking cultures non-sequiturs were mentioned. as %%a-s 
the influence from writers such as Coward, Kafka and Beckett. Also. even though 
Pinter's language was described as allusive and elusive in the four countries. 
examples and definitions of what the critics were referring to were often lacking. 
However. in Sweden a couple of critics reviewing No Mans Land did point out 
that the play contained literary references from poems by T. S Eliot and they also 
felt that it would be difficult to translate these into Swedish in such as way that the 
audience would understand them. It is the aim of this thesis to assess the extent to 
which the translation of these formulaic expressions have had a bearing on Pinter's 
plays in translation in particular into Swedish. 
However. before an assessment can be made of the translation of the IT's in 
Pinter's plays into Swedish in Chapter IV. the term "FE" needs to be defined. In 
the following chapter, the term "FE" is discussed and defined. and guidelines and 
translation options for the translation of FEs are outlined. 
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CHAPTER III 
Fonnulaic Expressions 
One of the aspects of the language of Pinter's plays discussed in Chapter I was the 
occurrence of allusions or formulaic expressions (henceforth referred to as FEs). 
In some of Pinter's plays these formulaic expressions abound. If these FEs are not 
identified and understood they may present problems in translation. In this 
chapter, different types of formulaic expressions are outlined. In addition. the 
functions of FEs and their modifications are discussed as well as the problems 
linked to the identification of FEs. Also discussed are the importance of text tv. pe. 
targeted recipient and cultural differences which may influence the translator's 
approach to the translation of a text, including the translation of FlEs. Finally. 
translation strategies for the translation of FlEs are also outlined. 
3.1 Discussion of Formulaic Expressions 
The study of formulaic language is not an unexplored field. Several scholars such 
as Rosamund Moon (1998). R. J. Alexander (1978.1979), R. Carter (1987). 
Deborah Tannen (1989). Peter Newmark (1995) and R. Leppihalme (1997) have 
discussed the subject. However. there does not seem to be a uniform terminology 
for the study of FEs, nor a uniform definition of what constitutes FEs. Moon bases 
her choice of term "fixed expressions and idioms"' (FEI) on Alexander, Carter and 
other scholars* common use of the term -fixed expressions". According to the. se 
scholars. fixed expressions cover a %%ide range of different types of phraseological 
unit. phrasal lexemc and multi-word lexical item. In applying L. Bauer's (198 1%) 
definition of fixed expressions. Rosamund Moon's definition offixed expres. %ion% 
and i(lionis (FED can be described as institutional ised formulations, %%hich are 
considered to be lexical items of a particular language (Moon 1998: 7). Fxamples- 
of fixed expression or formulw based on Alexander. Carter and others and f-urther 
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developed by Moon are similics such as -clear as day*% sa"ings including 
quotations such as -to be or not to be". catchphrases such as Anne Robinson's 
-Good-bye" and truisms such as -look before you leap". proverbs or maximssuch 
as "there's no fool like an old fool-. frozen collocations such as -hea%y hearf% 
collocations that break the conventional rules of English grammar such as -of 
course", "by and large", and idioms such as "spill the beans- (1998: 2.21 ). %loon 
also adds metaphors to her discussion of FEls or FEs (1998: 21-22). Mcx)n di% ides 
metaphors into three types (her classification seems based on what is required to 
decode a particular metaphor). They are transparent. semi-transpareni and 
opaque metaphors. In order to decode or understand transparent metaphors such 
as ""behind my back" the recipient needs only real world knowledge. with regard 
to scm i -transparent metaphors such as "the pecking order- some specialist 
knowledge is required, and finally. opaque metaphors like "kick the buckeC. 
which are pure idioms, knowledge of the historical origin of the expression is 
needed (1998: 22). In ChapterThree of Talking Voices. Tannen (1989) outlines a 
whole array of terms for formulaic language used by different scholars such as 
66set expressions" by Fillmore 1982 (Tannen 1989: 38). "'routine formulae- and 
"linguistic routines"' (Coulmas 1981) and "'situation formulas"' (Zimmer 1958). 
Tannen herself seems to prefer the labels ""idiomatic"' or "formulaic" expressions 
(1989: 37). In Culture Bumps - an empirical approach to the translation ol 
allusions. Leppihalme discusses the translation of allusions, a type of "preformed 
language" (1997: 9). She points out that the definition of the term in dictionaries 
and as used by scholars is often vague, also stating that definers and users vajrý, in 
their definitions of the term and that they seem to accept a wide latitude for what 
is gencrally referred to as 66allusions" (1997: 6). Leppihalme divides allusions into 
three main groups, one of which is relevant to the discussion of FEs (Group I). 
Group I is labcIled "allusions proper" (1997: 10) and is divided into two 
subdivisions: proper name (PN) allusions such as ""Stop acting like Nancý Drew 
and key phrase (KP) allusions (1997: 3.10-11) such as "To be or not to be". 11cr 
division is based on the fact that PN allusions contain a proper name whereas KP 
allusions do not. The term allusion is. according to Leppihalmc. closely related to 
r6crences. citations. quotations, wordplay. borro%ing and intertcxtuality (1997: 
6). As a result. it is not surprising to find that her translation example. %- and her use 
of thC tCrTn w. ý and so on. In this . em to encompass references, citations. wordpla% 
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thesis, Loeppihalme's guidelines to the translation of allusions is applied to the 
translation of FEs as her definition of PN and KP allusions may be %ic%%cd x, 
near-synonyms to FEs. In addition. Ne%muwk- outlines metaphors. %%hich ma. % tv 
regarded as synonyms to FF-s. A metaphor, according to Newmark. is -an% 
figumfive expression" (1995: 104) such as 
I. personification: --modesty forbids me" 
2. polysemy: "heavy-heart 
3. phrasal verbs: "carry something off * which means - to do something 
successfully or well") 
4. ""the transferred sense of a physical word" such as French naitre for "to 
originate"' 
5. the application of a collocation or a word "to what it does not litcrally 
denote" such as 6f-my love is like a red red rose". 
Peter Newmark claims that metaphors can be anything from single lexical items to 
longer stretches of text such as allegofies ( 1995: 104). Moreover. since Newmark 
pfiinarily discusses the tranvIation of metaphors, his division of metaphors into 
six difTerent groups (see pages 147-148 for Newmark's division of metaphors) is 
based on different translation solutions required for different t)pcs of metaphors 
(see pages 181-184 for more information on the translation of metaphors). The 
scholars listed above do not have the same definition of formulaic language. but 
they seem to refer to more or less the same concept. Ho%vever. ver)p few scholars 
of translation seem to have studied FEs in the context of translation. As Neý. %mark 
and Leppihalmc have. their discussions %ill be important to the approach to the 
translation of FEs. Here. the subject of IT's is pfimarily ba-sed on MoK)n and 
'I*anncn*s discussions of formulaic language. and %%ith regard to the translation of 
FF's. Newmark and Leppihaimc have proved valuable. 
Collocations. which arv %-cry common in English. may also tv %-ic%%-cd aN IT% 
becausc. although they are of varying rigidity. man% of them arc %lewcd a-s sci 
expm-nions (Moon 1998: 26.734). Tanncn wems to agrec with Mix)n. stating 
that collocations are a -cloar example ot'pre-pattcming". and supix)ris the claini 
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that collocations are common in English when stating that collocations abound in 
English (1989: 41). Other possible FEs are formulaic **greetings- and **social 
routines"'. also generally referred to as fitualistic language or phatic communion 
(1998: 29). Because the user of fitualistic language has a limited choice of phrases 
at his or her disposal for different **inter-social" situations such as greetings and 
salutations, it can be argued that ritualistic language adheres to the -idiom 
principle" (1998: 26) and therefore constitute FEs. Even rhetofical frames such as 
those used in order to parody the style of an author or a known passage of a book 
or a speech, Moon suggests can be viewed as FEs. Moreover. Chiaro considers 
joke formulae such as "Knock, knock ... Who*s there? -. "Did you 
hear about ... " 
and "What's the difference between an X and a Y7 as ""semi -idioms" since theý 
arc based on fairly fixed frames (Chiaro 1992: 59.62.68). Tbercfore joke- 
formulae can be viewed as FEs. The question below is a joke formula which 
signals a joke: "Question: When is a walnut not a walnut? Answer: When it does 
not conform to the Euro regulation 175/2001. ** (Sunday Expre. vv March 18,2001). 
In relation to pre-patterned language Tannen stresses that all language is "more or 
less patterned"' (1989: 38) and although she holds that proverbs are very fixed and 
that collocations constitute formulaic language. Tannen also points out that 
sometimes it is difficult to determine whether or not to classify an expression as 
formulaic (1989: 39,54-55). Her claim is strengthened by Moon who states that 
the "boundaries of FEI are unclear"' (1998: 116). In this thesis an FE constitutes 
the type of lexical items as defined and outlined by Moon et. al. above, including 
extended parody (see pages 145-147 for a more detailed discussion and 
classification of FE). 
According to Moon then. formulaic expressions abound in English (1998: 734). 
Moreover. as studies have shown. thew expressions are more common in spoken 
than in written language. although they are not as frequent in c% m-daý 
conversation as people tend to think (1998: 69-72). In addition. FF-s are governed 
either by syntax or situation. that is the syntactic or social context governs lexical 
choice. For example. collocation-, are governed by syntax and grectings adhere to 
specific social routines or rituals. As there are many Fi-*,, of vafious rigidit) in a 
language. and since the). am created through mixing patterned language wth 
novelties of different t)-pes. it is perhaps not surprising that Tannen 
dc--cribcs I- 
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as an excellent tool of creativity (1989: 37). Wilss has drawn up a 11-st based on 
creativity (from the least to the most creative language) in which Tannen's claim 
may seem refuted since, hem. FlEs are considered to lean towards the least crcati%e 
kind of language. Wilss' list looks as follows (1996: 27): 
I- phatic communion (greetings etc. ) 
2. casual conversation involving routine activities 
3. idioms, phrases, etc 
4. sentence fragments (I don't know whether ... 
5. short sentences (I couldn't care less ... ) 
6. unusual collocations of two or more words 
7. deviance structure (OSV instead of SVO) 
8. deviance-form classes (noun as verb) 
9. violation of selectional rules (metaphor, personification) 
10. violation of strict subcategorization (transitive for intransiti%e) 
According to the list. I: Es such as phatic communion. routine activities and idioms 
constitute uncreative language. However. when FEs are modified or -violated" in 
some way it is clear that FlEs do not necessarily constitute uncreative language an), 
more. Another indication that FlEs are not always uncreative is the fact that Fl's 
are not fully frozen (Moon 1998: 7) which means that they are open to variation. 
Moreover, it is sometimes possible to modify FEs without altering the meaning of 
the lexicon. Truncation and transposition (1998: 112-114) constitute modifications 
which do not alter the lexicon (see pages 161-169 for a framework ot'diffcrent 
modifications. including examples) Moon further states that an original FE can 
have more than one modification. which in man), cases is considered to be an 17F 
in itself. and in Moon's opinion personal preference seems to decide which IT is 
chosen. the original or its modification. A case in point. as suggested hý %loon. is 
the original a wolf in sheep '.., v clothing. whose opposite a %heep in a vs-olve% 
clothing also occurs and seems to have become an FE (1998: 171). Al. 4). 
modifications can become established as FEs in themscives (1998: 72.171) and 
they can change the meaning of an FE entirely. Nloon*% (1998) and Tannen's 
(1989) discussions of FEs scern to support Icppihalmc,, ',, claim that it is 
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impossible to establish precise syntactic rules for the creation of- NP and Kl' 
allusions (or FEs) as well as for the possible modifications that theme can takc 
(1997: 31-32). As it seems that no precise rules for the creation of an 1-1. can tv 
drawn up, a summary of what types of modifications that occur can tv listed in 
order to illustrate what is possible. However, before different modifications of f- f- % 
are outlined. a classification of the types of expression that encompass the term FE. 
is put forward below. followed by a discussion of the functions of FEs. 
According to Moon. who bases her definition on Bauer (1981), I+Is are 
institutional ised formulations. which are considered to be lexical items of a 
particular language (1998: 7). In this thesis, the same definition has been adopted 
for FEs. As outlined on pages 140-145. FEs are of many different types: singic 
words. collocations, set phrases. sentences. allegories. even extended parody. just 
to mention a few. I divide FEs into two major groups: cultural bE. % and linguistic- 
FEv. The division is based on the fact that cultural FEs such as "to be or not to be- 
and ""all's well that ends well. as they say" are context-spccific as %%ell as culture- 
specific. that is the use of a cultural [-*I-'. conjures up a particular generally 
rccogniwd context. a context Micular to a society, a culture or a subgroup within 
a socict). In other words, extra-linguistic knowledge is required to understand the 
FE. fully. The identification and interpretation of such an FF require familiarity 
with the source of the cultural FE. Finally. these FEs can contain a proper name. 
Linguistic Fl7s such as -spill the beans- and "a red herfing" arc, however, usually 
not context-specific and do not usually contain a proper name. Cultural FVs may 
further be di%, ided into two sub-groups: rýferences such as "speech is silver. but 
silence is golden" and catchphrases such as -Didn't she do well". The division of 
cultural 1: 1-N into two sub-groups is based on the fact that many cultural H's 
originate in written language (references). although somc also originate in spoken 
language (catchphrascs). 'Mis type of division does not seem applicable to 
linguistic FFs. since the same linguistic FEs are used in both %%-fittcn and spoken 
language. It should be pointed out that the di% ision into groups and sub-groups is 
not watcnight since it appears to be a matter of opinion ifan FE is regarded as i 
clicW. an idiom, a cultural FE. or a metaphor and so on -- fetch aný t%%o 
monolingual dictionaries and compare the classification of an H' and this should 
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soon become obvious. Finally. below is a table illustrating the tyfvs of FF 
discussed above. 
FORMULAIC EXPRESSIONS (FEs) 
Cultural FEs Linguistic FEs 
(FE with or without proper names) (FE without proper names) 
Rcfcrcnces Catchphrases 
(written) (spoken) 
citations catchphrases (fads) clicMs 
maxims jingles collocations 
extended parody quotes idioms 
mottoes slogans (ads, pol) joke formulae 
quotations metaphors 
refcrcnces ritualistic language 
proverbs 
sayings 
parody 
rcfcr-cnccs catch2 idioms 
To be or not to be. Just like that. Put one's 
foot in it. 
(Shak- c-speare) (Tommy Cooper) (idiom) 
13- The cxccption proves lwcausc I'm worth it. 
Kick the buckct. 
the rule. (proverb) (advertiscmcnt) (metaphor) 
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I came, I saw, I conquered The lady's not for turning. Io ha%c onc's cak-c 
(Julius Caesar) (Margaret Thatcher) 
and cat it. 
(clictk. ) 
There are other approaches to the classification of FEs. These constitute helpful 
complements to any basic classification of FEs, since no one classification is 
exhaustivc. In the context of translation. one such helpful approach has been 
provided by Peter Newmark. His classification of metaphors is helpful since 
Newmark"s definition of the term metaphor seems to be a near-equivalent to the 
term FF relevant to this thesis. Newmark divides types of metaphor into six 
groups as outlined below 0 995: 106-112): 
cad mctapho metaphors where the metaphorical image is hardi.,. evident D 
e. g. thefield of human knowledge (English) 
le domaine de savoir humain (French) 
lasphere de savoir humain (French) 
Clich6s: /often emotive/ metaphors used instead of clear thoughts-, 
hackneyed phrases 
e. g. basically 
done and dusted 
at the end of the day 
St(-Kk mewho established metaphors covering a physical or mental state 
referentially and pragmatically 
e. g. I-Ic is the apple of her eye. 
I'm stumped. 
rn bowled over. 
Adggcd metapbgn: modified mctaphors 
14- 
e. g. Euro or no Euro, that is the question. (adapted) 
To be or not to be. that is the question. (ofiginai) 
Recent mCWhors: a -new" metaphorical expression. which has spread rapldlý 
in a language (examples in italics below) 
e. g. What do you think of the car? Prettywicked. eh?! 
( i. e. very nice) 
Just look at him, he's not with it at all. He's a total geek. 
(I. e. trendy. fashionable) 
Original metaphors: metaphors created or quoted by a writer 
e. g. Come, sleep. 0 sleep. the certain knot of peace. 
The baiting place of wit. the balm of woe. 
(Sir Philip Sidney) 
Though this be madness, yet there"s method in't. 
(Shakespeare) 
. rhe usefulness of Newmark's division of metaphors above will become clear at a 
later stage of this chapter when it is applied to the translation of FEs. However. 
the translation of FEs should not be discussed until text-type. the functions of Fl: s 
and the context in which they occur have been established. As a result. these 
&,; pccts will be discussed in the following sections. but first a fc%% observations 
with regard to the translation of drama. 
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3.2 The Translation of Drama 
Rey---arch suggests that the statements "There is practicall-, no theoretical literature 
on the translation of drama as acted or produced. " (Lefevere 1980: 178) and "Onlý 
limitod scholarly attention has I ... 
] been devoted to the translation of drama. " 
(Anderman 2001: 71) still hold true today. even though lleýlen (199-11: 1) has- 
pointed out that "literary scholars are beginning to turn their attention to" this 
translation problem (1993: 1). Bassnett (1980/1985/1991). Snell-Homby (11988) 
and Johnston ( 1996) have. in their work. discussed the translation of drama. but a] I 
in all the lack of scholarly work on the subject suggests that more attention should 
be given to the translation of drama. 
The duality of drama (literary text and actual performance) requires the translator 
to view the ST either as text or performance (Anderman 2001: 71 -, Fspasa 2000: 
50). Johnston states that "it is now commonly accepted amongst those who 
translate drama that the translator" views the ST as performance (2000: 8-5). The 
translation of a play as performance involves both the "spcakability" or fluencý of 
the *I-I* and "mise en scýne" or the "performability" which in%-ol%e. s for instance 
"cultural adaptation" (Bassnett 1985: 90-91; Espasa 2000: 49). Socio-cultural 
differences between two countries may for instance evoke undesired connotations. 
the interdisciplinary nature of translation has been discussed by scholars such as 
Snell-Horriby (1988) and Bassnett (1980/91). "Performability" is also partly 
shaped by the status of the literature or the status of translation in a particular 
country (see Polysystem Theory in Chapter 11. pages 137-139 for a discussion). 
I'hcatrc traditions in a society may also influence a plays's performabilitv 
(Andernian 2001: 72), as might the person or people in charge of a theatre 
production. In addition. unlike other t, %Tvs of literature. drama "interrupts the 
rclationship between %%Titer. text and reader" (Bassnett 1991: 104-105), since 
drama has- to be interpreted for the audience bý the director and the actors. %%hich 
mean. % that drama. in this sense. is more indirect communication than other 
literature. Also. in drama translation. the ST may have been interpreted bý the 
translator before it reached the director and the actors as a IT and this may result 
in a change of the wit&-, intentions. FinallN. re-aders ot'nowls ma% take a break- 
to reflect or they may consult a dictionary or an cricyclopacdia for reference or 
1.1ýj 
understanding, whereas a theatregoer does not have thesc options. In drama, 
understanding has to be immediate. 
3.3 Text Type and Translation 
Peter Newmark points out that before the translation of a text is begun. text tN . pe 
should be established, because the awareness of text type helps determine how a 
text should be translated. Newmark divides text into six categories according to its 
language function. They are aesthetic. expressive, ir! formalive. metalingual. phatIC 
and vocative texts (1995: 39-44). Aesthetic texts arc primarily supposed to please 
the senses - poetry is the typical example. In expressive texts, it is the speaker or 
writer. who is in focus - autobiographies, plays. novels. poetry, political speeches 
and short stories are examples of such texts. Informative texts are topic-oriented. 
factually impartial texts aimed at avoiding value statements: the academic style of 
writing is a case in point. McWingual texts explain and cfiticise features of 
language itself - syntax or grammar for instance, whereas phatic texts are 
language used to maintain ffiendly contact with other people - formulaic 
expressions such as greetings. Finally. the vocative function of texts. here the 
readership is the focus and the function of vocative language is to persuade the 
audience of something. Adveriisements constitute a typical example of vocative 
tcxts. 
According to Newmark's classification of text above, the function of drama is 
pfimarily expressive. By this Newmark seems to mean that the speaker's or 
%kTiter"s subjective view of life is the focus of the text. Aesthetics can also be 
important to such texts. However. texts are never purely one or the other but an 
arnalgam of all or several text types. Translation should be adjusted accordinglý. 
Since Pinter is a plavwfight, his texts are pfimarily expm-ssive in function. and this 
function should therefore be kept in mind. 
After the main function of text has been established. other w-spects tin both the 
O%rnicro" (smaller strings of text) and -macro" (thc tcxt as a who1c) levels of thc 
text have to be considered (Ieppihalme 1997: 2). First. an illustration of function 
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on the micro level: An Englishman, who has been talking casually to a stranger or 
an acquaintance, concludes the conversation by saying "You must come to % i"It 
some time". Inie phrase is a linguistic FE and it is often used because it is a polite 
way of ending a conversation in English. The FE is not to be taken literallý. that is 
the addressee has not been invited to come for a visit. However. if the same 
Englishman had been speaking to a foreigner. who does not know the function of 
the FE, the line may well have been interpreted literally and a miscommunication 
would have taken place. Accordingly, if a translator finds the same FE in a novel 
and translates it literally, the translation will be faulty. Linguistic FEs occur 
regularly in everyday language. A lack of knowledge or awareness of these FEs 
may lead to communication problems, also in translation. but they do not usuall% 
distort the interpretation of the text as a whole. The macro context of a text 
concerns the text as a whole. The interpretation of a phrase or indeed the 
translation of an expression is, in this case, based on an overall interpretation of 
the entire text. If a character in a novel speaks very colloquial English all through, 
in translation into another language s/he should also use colloquial language, since 
it must be part of the characterisation of that person. As a result, if the translator 
has a choice between a formal or a colloquial expression, the informal expression 
should be used when the translator has analysed the text as a whole and identified 
that distinctive of a particular character is his colloquial way of speaking. 
FEs are particularly common in certain forms of literature: novels, short stofies 
and journalism. Relevant to this thesis is the fact that some of Pinter's plays 
contain many FEs. In order that misunderstandings of FEs do not occur and in 
order that FEs be satisfactorily translated, a text has to be studied semantically 
(meaning). stylistically (characteristics particular to a group, context. idiolect or 
genre etc. ) and pragmatically (language in use). as well as analysed in the context 
of culture (Wilss 1996: 45). Furthermore. Wilss states that it is important to 
remember that surface features of text often encode shared underlying norms. tacit 
and intuitive knowledge which is -unobservable but int'erable" (1996: 41.58) 
from the situation. which means that shared knowledge is required for the 
complete understanding of a ten Moreover. this shared. intuiti%e knowledge is 
culture-bound since culture is a -human-made part of the environment" (1996: 
94), and this means that FEs such as "That's not cricket** are strings of tc\t. which 
I ;I 
often encode cultural knowledge based on norms and particular modes ofthinking 
(1996: 71-2). In this caw, the recipient needs to know that cricket is a ssýmbol of 
English sportsmanship, that cricket is a gentleman's sport where honesty and fair 
play are virtues. Since FEs are often culture specific. it is onlý with this 
knowledge in mind that a reader will fully understand the FE. Culture specific or 
culturally shared knowledge within one culture can be labelled -schemas" or 
-structures of expectations" (Tannen 1993: 59). Tannen also outlines other 
scholars' terms for more or less the same concept: '*scripts". -modules- and 
"'prototypes" etc. These schemav are prior knowledge structured in our brains. 
which leads us to have "expectations about people. objects. events and settings in 
the world" (Tannen 1993: 59-60). These culturally structured schemas of 
knowledge are constantly updated when we acquire new knowledge. In addition to 
schemas, we also store and process knowledge in another system: categoriek 
(1996: 61-66). People also make use of different interpretive ftames or 
frameworks in order to make sense of text (Tannen 1989: 59). J-hrough the 
processing of schemas, categories and frames members of a particular culture 
expect things to happen in a certain way (1996: 62-65). 
In applying the aspects of textual analysis discussed above. translation in general 
and the translation of FEs in particular should become more successful. However, 
one or more of these aspects may make the analysis and translation of FFs 
difficult. A case in point would be Wilss's claim that translation of style can be 
difficult because -individual style is an elusive phenomenon" that thwarts -all 
OTorts of systematic description and operational ization'" and moreover because it 
is largely unpredictable. often idiosyncratic and since it may be, if not impossible, 
then difficult to find an adequate TL equivalent for a stylistic feature in the SL 
(1996: 171). It is my view that Pinter's style makes translation in general. but 
especially the translation of Fl. "s difficult. partly due to the reasons stated 
by 
Wilss. but also because the success of a translation depends on the degree of 
idiomatic. lexical. socio-cultural and s, %mtactic "contrast between S1, and 1-1. and 
the stylistic repertoire bet%%-cen SL and TI-** (1996: 141). In the case of 
Pinter. 
idiomatic contrasts between English and Swedish make translation 
difficult, 
wherc&4; socio-cultural differences between Bntain and Sweden often make 
interpretation difficult. 
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3.4 Translator Behaviour: Expefience and Skills 
Wilss states that the translator's primary aim is to establish correspondence 
between source text (ST) and target text (TT). taking account of the intentions of 
the writer as well as trying to produce a translation. which meets %vith the 1-1 
recipient's expectations. As Wilss points out, this is not easy to achie%e (1996: 
41). Moreover. translators are intermediaries and mediators between mo 
languages and two language communities, which means that they need to be N-)th 
bilingual and bicultural in order to be able to decode the ST and encode the TT 
Satrisfactorily (1996: 43, Leppihalme 1997: 4). Lcppihalme holds that allusions or 
FEs may become "culture bumps 4% in translation (1997: 4). that is expressions are 
not understood by the TL recipient. if translators are not bicultural. since the 
understanding and translation of FEs require a high degree of bicultural ization 
(1997: 4). In addition, in order to produce a satisfactory translation. a translator is 
also required to have many interactive analytical skills: analysis. interpretation. 
comparison. inferencing. weighing of possibilities, planning. combining. 
routinization. that is acquired translation habits. problem-solving etc ( 1996: 4's, 
156). However, since Wilss points out that there is no such thing as an ideal 
translator. there arc no homogenous solutions to problems among translators as 
skills vary from one translator to the next (1996: 141). Apart from encoding and 
decoding skills the outcome of a translation is further determined by aspects such 
as the translator"s mental state of mind. his or her personal history, attitudc. 
intelligence. motivation. flexibility, patience. perceptive talent. breadth and depth 
of thought and these aspects may vary with age and the circumstances of the 
translation task (1996: 140-141). Furthermore. translation involves vanous levels. 
areas and "mani fcstat ions of creativity" (1996: 53). And depending on the týpe of 
the professional translator - technical or fitcrazýý to mention two opposites 
difterm knowledge is required. A technical translator needs to he taught domain 
specific knowledge whereas a literan. translator needs to learn ho%% to appls 
interpretive methods and techniques (1996: 73-4). With regard to Wils-is 
claims that expericnccd translators havc usually picked up huge amounts tit 
conventional and stercot\pical knowledge of Fl's such as stock phrt,, s 
collocations and formulaic cxprcsision (19%: 72.111). Indeed. prOCS"lonal 
translators need to have a gr1cat store of-formulaic transicr-, ". that i,. stx)dard or 
equivalent formulaic utterances or prefabricated routines in the 11. at their 
fingertips in order for the translation and the translation of FEs to be succe"Nful 
(Campbell 1998: 17). With experience comes economizing. which means that 
translators use habitual translation procedures in order to save time (Wilss 19%: 
156). 
Wilss, ftniher holds that translators experience problems when there is t(x) much 
novelty (unfamiliar FEs could be a case in point) in the text since this leads to 
analysing problems, as the cognitive frame that the translator needs to apply is 
outside his or her range of competence. and so the novelties may become 
"unmanageable" (1996: 95). There may also be other knowledge deficits. and an 
author's individual style of writing may cause problems. Other rcam-)ns. which 
may cause translation mistakes are time pressure, an obscure or unclear message 
of the ST sender. and concepts or descriptions which are not fully. accuratelý. 
efficiently, plausibly and coherently encoded (1996: 95-101.142,144.156. 
Leppihalme 1997). Wilss advises a translator to deal with problems in the 
following way (1996: 188): 
I. Problem identification 
2. Problem clarification 
3. Research on. and collection of, background information 
4. Deliberation of how to proceed (pre-choice behavior) 
5. Moment of choice 
6. Post-choice behavior (evaluation of translation results) 
In addition. Wilss stresses that. if possible. author feedback would be invaluabic. 
but he also states that it is not common (1996: 175). 
3.5 The Audience 
Familiarity with wwrcc. % of Fl-% is important in order for a M-cipient to rx-cognisc 
and interpret them. Each country. but also each sutx: ulturc %ithin a countr%. t% 
familiar with diffcrcnt sourccs (Lcppihalme 1997: 
31, Iti). Fhe French rvvoVni%c 
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quotes from Racine. the British quotes from Shakespeare. 1-he cultural elite of a 
country would probably feel at home discussing what is conventlonallý %-Ie%%t--d &,, 
-serious subjects"'. that is world literature. opera and cla-s-sical music. but It is 
unlikely that the same group of people would know much about football. popular 
music and literature. Moreover. Moon states that many FEIs (a near-synonym to 
FEls) - -Didn't she do well". -Tbe Weakest Link? Not O'Learý 's Stars" and so on 
- arc culture-dependent, that is knowledge about the particular culture &% well as 
their connotations are required for the understanding and interpretation of the FFI 
or the IT'. FFs may also encode "'ideological constructs" which involve 
knowledge of -shared experiences and cultural givens" Woon 1998: 165) as well 
as norms which "appeal to culturally conditioned schemas" in our brains (1998: 
259). In Britain, the proverb "'speech is silver. but silence is golden" (The (hj6rd 
Library of Wordv and Phraves -H Pro%-erbs) is generally accepted as true or it 
would not be a proverb. but is the proverb applicable to ever)- country? 
Furthermore, different countries often have different underlying -conceptual 
systems**. that is different cultures view the world differently. which fUrther 
complicates the decoding or production of FlEs (1998: 160.165). Familiarlt%, with 
different sources and socio-cultural issues as discussed above make identification 
and understanding of FEs more difficult, since lack of pfior knowledge ofthc H.. 
or the sources of the FE. is likely to impede identification and understanding. 
Furthermore. if the FE has been manipulated in some way. identification may be 
even more difficult. For instance. foreigners are likelý to miss at least some I-'[-'. s 
and the reasons for their use because they are not bicultural enough to intuitively 
or subconsciously recognise underlying patterns of FEs as well as their sources 
(Chian) 1992: 13.32). It could thus be argued that some FEs are culturc-specific, 
that is they are not universal. Jokes based on formulae -I'm busier than 013T) 
f0r example may constitute culturc-specific FFs, since they often arc specific to a 
language community (1992- 6-10,78). Outsiders or non-nati% e speaker-., - maý not 
even recognise the author or speaker'-, intention to joke and. as a rc-siult. the 
hurnour will be lost on them. Insufficient knowledge of linguistic rules %%-III 
complicate identification and uMerstanding further since this %%ill mean that the 
recipient %%ill not notice instances of manipulation of ITs (1992.1 , ). In 
translation it is important that FE% are identified and then translated in such a %%aý 
Iýf, 
that the TI. recipient understands the purpose for their use, otherulse the 
understanding of the text may be hampered. 
3.6 Functions of FEs 
In order to interpret or translate a word, a phrase. an expression. an FE or a 
paragraph satisfactorily. text type and context, as outlined above. need to be 
considered. Another aspect to be considered is function. This section fmuses on 
the functions of FEs. FEs can operate on both micro and macro levels of text 
(Leppihalme 1997: 31). FEs that work on the micro lc%-el of text are items. which 
in translation need to be viewed in a smaller context where solutions- have to he 
found to, for instance, 
a propgr name: ""Jan" is a woman's name in Einglish but a man's name in 
Swedish. Should the name be retained unaltered in the '171. 
text or should another proper name be used? 
a collocation: What is the equivalent TI. collocation of the SL collocation 
-6a heavy heart'? 
Vrqj&)sitiqnaI phrase: What does -pull somebody up on something" mean and 
how should the phrase be translated into another language" 
Fhese Fl7s- do not necessarily affect the overall meaning of a piece of wnting but 
still the items need to be understood and translated appropriately in their smaller 
context in order for them to make sense to the T1. reader. FF. s operating on the 
macro lc%-cl. howc%er. oflcn afTect the owrall interpretation of the entire tc\t and 
this means that the interpretation or translation of such an U 1: need,,.; to be % ie%%Cd 
in its appropriate context. that is as pan of the text w; a whole. 'Mis type (4- 1. F can 
for instance constitute a thematic device and work- as a clue to tk nicaning of a 
text or help in charactcrisation (1997.37). Moreover. It shýould 
bc jxiintcd out that 
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an FE can. and often does, have more than one function. and furthermore. for 
various reasons the function of an FE is not always clear CM n 1998: 21 00 '9). AkA). 
a function may be obvious to the reader able to recognise the context and possible 
associations related to a particular expression, but unclear or vague to reader-s %%ho 
do not know either expression or context. Intentionid or unintentional 
"insidcrism", that is a text which is understood by one group of people but not bý- 
another. can thus be viewed as one of the functions of FEs ( 1998: 269). 
It is possible to classify FEs in different ways. Nlý- classification of FEs (see pages 
144-146 for an outline) is based on two factors: whether or not the understanding 
of an FE requires extra-lingual knowledge. and whether the FL originates in 
spoken or written language. Peter Newmark's classification of metaphors seems to 
be based on how metaphors should be tranviated. In order to give an o%ervicw of 
what types of FE exist. in the table below. Rosamund Moon's classification of 
FE s is reproduced with many of her examples ( 1998: 217): 
informational: stating proposition. rub shoulders with 
conveying info in the running 
catch sight of 
for sale 
evaluative conveying speaker's kid's stuff 
evaluation and attitude a fine kettle of fish 
near the knuckle 
it*s an ill wind 
* situational relating to extra-linguistic excuse me! 
contcxt. rcsrx)nding to long timc no see 
situation knock 
it ofl"' 
talk of the dc%-ii 
Is-. 
* modalizing conveying truth values. I kid ýou not 
advice. requests, etc. you kno%% what I 
mean 
to all intents and 
purposes 
if in doubt. do 
no%%i (Yorkshire) 
organizational organizing text, bv the wav 
signalling discourse for instance 
structure talking of 
be that as it may 
Outlining the range of FEs that occur (Moon 1998) should serve as an illustration 
of what is meant by functions of FEs. However, it is also useful to further explain 
and illustrate what types of functions FEs can have. and why they are used, and 
add to the list of functions, in order to make the concept clearer. Fhe aspects 
discussed below are labelled as follows: 
insidcris : as discussed by Moon. FEs such as in-jokes which are understood 
by one group of people, but not by another ( 1998: 269). 
the aestboic functio texts aimed to please by sound or style as discussed 
by Peter Newmark (1995: 42-41.104) 
forcgrounding- to draw attention to -A)mcthing in a text for a purpose 
(Fowler 86: 70-7 1) 
dc%-icc of stmct FF. s used &,; "cohcii%c links" in text Oloon 1998: 243) 
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clggMtcrisation: FEs used to help develop character (Leppihalme 1997: 4'.: 
Moon 1998: 165) 
thcmtic allusions: FEs that are potentially clues to the interpretation of an 
entire text (Leppihalme 1997: 37) 
the writer's messa : the writer's choice of FEs in a text may indicate what kind 
of message the writer wishes to give us or they may say 
something about his personality (Newmark 1995: 39-44) 
In literary texts prior to the 1950s, references to earlier literary works of art were 
common either in order to enrich the writer's own work or in order to call 
attention to the writer's wider learning (Leppihalme 1997: 7). It was a type of 
insiderism in the sense that those who did recognise the reference were part of the 
literary elite whereas those who did not would feel like outsiders. The practice of 
referring to other writers' works is less common today. but it is by no means 
completely outdated. The use of FlEs can also have aesthetic purposes. Through 
the recipient's recognition of an FE. the purpose of its occurrence may be to 
please, interest or surprise the reader (Newmark 1995: 104). In some cases, FlEs 
are used as an -academic game" with the writer intending the recipient either to 
identify the reference since s/he is familiar with the expression, or baffle the 
rt-cipient because the reference is unknown (Nash 1985: 11). This can also be 
viewed as a type of insiderism. Another reason for using FEs is foregrounding. 
Foregrounding can be used for many different reasons, some of which will be 
described below. 
Foregrounding. as the term implies. is used to signal or draw attention to 
something (Fowler 1986: 152-154). Foregrounding can be achieved through the 
use of understatement. or overstatement &% well as through change of register and 
other modifications of FEs discussed later in this chapter. With regard to 
foregrounding FEs, Raskin states that trademarks. clich, 6s and formulaic language 
arc used as signals (1985: 12). In addition. some joke formulae are used and 
commonly recognised as triggers indicating a joke. Specific formulae or wordings 
such as -Chelsea Rule OK". and its variations "Elizabeth 11 Rules OK** and 
I ik) 
**Dyslexia Rules KO" may therefore be viewed as FEs. since the-% indicate to the 
recipient that somebody intends to be funny (Chiaro 1992: 61.63.68). Morco%er. 
in crosswords the collocation -or Luke" signals that an expression is -in a cryptic 
code". which the reader has to unravel (1992: 30). Foregrounding Fl-s can also be 
used or viewed as cohesive links or devices of structure (Moon 1998: 24 3). A case 
in point would be original or modified references such as proverbs which are often 
used in newspaper headlines to sum up the drift of an article. Many of these FEs 
often carry tacit evaluations, that is they encode norms. views and judgments and 
so on. Other FEs signal prefaces or the beginning (In the first place. ... ) and end 
(Finally. .. -) of an argument, and some constitute closing tums (It's getting late. ) 
in dialogue. Furthermore, references tend to help the recipient bond with the 
writer or speaker through identification (1998: 69.216.296-7. Tannen 1989: 94. 
I, eppihalme 1997: 39, Wilss 1996: 50). If the FE is not identified then these FEs 
have the opposite effect, distancing the recipient from writer or speaker. 
FEs are often used for characterisation purposes because, by their ven nature. 
they allude to cultural stereotypes as well as situations where images, connotations 
and evaluations are self-evident (Leppihalme 1997: 41. Moon 1998: 165). 
Consequently. in fiction ordinary people talk in clichts or use proverbs because it 
is the general stereotypical view of how ordinary people talk. Moreover, it is not 
unusual that this type of FE refers to culturally shared expefiences. which encode 
""ideological constructs"' (1998: 165) or attitudes. In literary texts FEs are often 
used to suggest unconscious attitudes and behaviour or thoughts, which will help 
catcgorise the people involved. In film. fiction and TV some [Ts are verý 
common since they. if understood by two parties. can descfibe interpersonal 
relationships based on solidafity. and they also further the development of the 
narrative (1998: 73). In addition. references can be used as a power tool. weapon 
or controlling device in struggles for dominance since the character iksing 
rcfcrcnces can control the situation if his or her interlocutor does not understand 
the rcfercnccs being made (Icppihalme 1997: 44,46. Nash 1985: 74.78). The fact 
that the meaning of references tends to be indirect further means that they seem 
more polite. and therefore, can be used to reduce the effect of sc%erc criticism 
(1985: 78). Using references can also be a %%my of sheltefing behind ackno%%ledgcd 
%isdom. or detracting from the importame of a situation or a %taicnient (1999: 
160 
256,1997: 40,46). Indeed, the referential purpose of these FE. s can be used it) 
describe a mental state or process, a person or concept or they can tv used it) 
impress interlocutors (1997: 47). In short, FEs seem to constitute a short cut to 
characterisation. In addition to the functions already outlined. two more important 
functions of FEs should be mentioned: First. thematisation which is the 
organisation of texts in order to draw attention to the important sections of' its 
themes (Moon 1998: 61). Potentially thematic devices are "attention-catching 
transformations of word-order [ ... 
I any unexpected ruffling of the surface of the 
text by noticeable phonology, printing, syntax. or vocabulary- (Moon 1998: 61). 
In other words, they constitute a type of foregrounding. Leppihalme claims that 
allusions (here labelled references) can be used as a thematic device (1997: 37). 
since on the macro level "thematic allusions- (Leppihalme 19,97: 37) may be kevs 
or clues to the meaning or interpretation of the entire text or work. Lastly. 
metaphors or FEs may furthennore contain the vs-riter 's core me. %. Vage, his 
comments on life and his personality (Newmark 1995: 39-44). 
3.7 Modifications of FEs (MODs) 
As described in Chapter 1. Pinter manipulates or plays with language in his plays 
in many ways. One of the ways in which he does this is through the modification 
of I-Ts. A modification (MOD) in the context of an FE is a manipulated or 
changed FE. that is an FE that differs in some way from its original. Leppihalme 
(1997) and Moon (1998) have discussed modifications of FEs. Leppihalme'-s 
study focuses primarily on allusions, her use of the term encompasses a wide 
range of expressions and provides a very general overvie%% of modifications. 
whereas Moon's approach covers more broadly various kinds of Fl'. 'Me term 
modification is borrowed from Leppihalme and it seems to be an equl%-alcnt to 
what Moon refers to by the term transformation. 
Modifications can be of many different týpcs- leppihalme',, general listing of 
MODs include situational twists. transformations of an FE from the negative it) 
dic aff"innative. lexical modifications. addition-s. substitutions and what 
Leppihaimc refers to as -dcviations" in style (1997: 59-65). The term "deviation" 
Pil 
as used by Leppihalme seems to refer to the same concept as discussed bý Rager 
Fowler in Linguistic Criticism (1986: 108). According to Fowler. de% iations are 
either motivated linguistic peculiarities or breaches of maxims. %%hich produce 
implicatures and result in defamiliarization. that is -the use of some strategy to 
force us to look, to be critical. " (1986: 42) and it is the reader's responsibilitN to 
find out the reason for the deviation (Fowler 1986: 108). Moreover. FEs often ha%e 
more than two "refillable slots- (Moon 1998: 98). that is it is possible to make 
more than two modifications to any FE: subject. object, pronoun. possessive and 
locatives can be modified. Predicates can be added to the list. Deviations are of 
various kinds: situational. cultural. contextual and lexical (1997: 41: Nash 1985: 
8, Newmark 1995: 106. Tannen 1989: 97). A proposed list of modifications based 
on Moon and Leppihalme - with examples - will illustrate the majoritN of 
modifications possible (my own list): 
I. Substitution (replacement of lexical item in fixed FF, ). 
Lexical items can Ix replaced with more formal, literary. or 
euphemistic synonyms. even antonyms, quasi -homophones. 
homophones or near homophones. A single letter can also 
be replaced as is the case in punning. 
e. g. quietly (cautiously) optimistic 
short of a few krugerrands (bob) 
you*ve never had it so uncertain (good) 
the sweet allure of kids * (haute) couture 
to Ive (be) or not to pee (be) 
"Have they gone parking (barking) mad " 
(an article in the Doiýv Express criticising park, ing 
aitcndant. s for giving pcoplc tickcts when they 
should not) 
, -tw I-och. tk. v. v (Nc&s) monstcr.. 
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("Devon Loch" was the Queen Mum's racchorse 
that was set to win the Grand National in the fiffie"s 
when it suddenly and mystcriously collapsed just 
before the finishing line) 
The Eskimos are God'sfrozen people 
(The Jews are God's chosen people) 
2. Ellipsi (leaving out part of the FE while still retaining its 
mcaning) 
e. g. An apple a day ... (keeps the doctor away. ) 
AIV, v ivell ... (that ends well. ) 
While there's Iffie ... (there's hope). 
A tough nut ... (to crack) 
3. Truncation (a shortened expression; often used in its 
truncated fom) 
e. g. faint praise - to damn somebody with faint praise 
OpIvriunitv knockv! - Opportunity ne%, cr knocks 
twice at any man's door 
still waters - Still waters run deep 
all thi4mbs - all fingcrs and thumbs 
FxMsion alsio labelled addition or infixing: the addition of 
an extra noun. adjectivc. Icitcr or morpheme: 
plah the ch). linlih 
(a hcadlinc to do with the foot-and-mouth 
di. w&sc and its conscquences for thc countryside) 
not., hl(nxJyl likely 
svenvafional - sensational 
(referfing to Mr Sven 66ran Efiksson. the successf-Ul 
Swedish coach for 171ngland*s national football team) 
Thankv a lotski - Thanks a lot 
(refers to a Russian football tearn helping Arsenal qualify 
for the next round of a European tournament) 
5. Deviation of style, content or irnagerý-. which Icads to 
saliency and defamiliarization. Deviation can be performed 
by alluding to facts. traditions. culture. literary works etc. 
through the use of irony. or parodies of style. sAxial 
conventions and attitudes. It is interplay of form and 
context. Devices used to foreground deviation are among 
other things stylistic contrast, rhyme, rhythm. italics and 
tone. 
ftygal %, ith the actualW (economical with the truth) 
extract the michael (take the mickey) 
The Iceman Cometh (the title of a play by Amencan 
phlywright Eugene O'Neill is used to refer to a Finnish 
football player coming to England to plaýý the Fnglish 
national team. also alluding to the fact that it is cold in 
Finland) 
Tiger burning bright Ogain (the opening line of William 
Blak-c's Fxvm -Tyger. Tygcr burning bright- has here been 
slightly manipulatc-d wW is uscd in a headline in the Dwjý% 
Evl)rt, s. % referring to American goiter Tiger Wood. % plaýing 
well again after a period of minor setbacks) 
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Pleave keep to the righi (dfivers are used to such 
instructions, but here it is used as a reference to the faCt that 
coaches put England's football player David Beckham on 
the fight in mid field and not in centre field where the) 
think he should be, May also be a modification of the FE 
"'Keep to the middle""). 
Hammers hangover (alliteration used in a headline 
describing West Ham football club - nicknamed the 
Hammers - on their losing to Ipswich To%km) 
Waging War on the Welsh (alliteration used in a headline 
which refers to Anne Robinson*s unfavourable comments 
about the Welsh) 
Ole'. v Pole-axed after act, strike (rhyme and alliteration in a 
headline referring to Norwegian football star Ole-Gunnar 
Solskjaer scoring a goal against Poland. but Norway were 
beaten all the same) 
Transpg: ýition (change the order or position of 2 or more 
letters. words, phrases and so on) 
e. g. stop the shom, = show-stopper 
a swallow does not make a summer 
a swallow does not a summer make 
.. a sheep in wolf"s clothing- and its institutionalised 
variation **a WO? f in sheep'% clothing" 
O&a big fish in a snudl pond" and its vanation 
f-a small fish in a big fx)nd** 
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Spmonerismv: quite complex expressions that. to be 
understood, often require prior knowledge to make the 
transposition. Non-native speakers sometimes havc 
problems understanding spoonerisms. and are likely to 
remain nonplussed when they come across them. A few 
examples below: 
Let us drink to the queer old Dean (W. A. Spooner) 
Sir. you have tasted two whole %, orms; you have hissed 
all my mystery lectures and have been caughtfighting a 
liar in the quad; you will leave Oxford by the town 
drain (W. A. Spooner) 
"Radox. fucks up the beat" is based on Radox buckv up 
the. feet and describes Louis Fr6maux as a conductor 
(Chiaro 1992: 31) 
7. Polarily (affinnative to negative, or vice versa) 
e. g. it's a laughing matter 
(origin: it's no laughing matter) 
*a live duck: "'a dead duck" is an FE which can be 
defined as-somebody or something with no chance 
of success or survival"' whereas $a five duck is not 
recopised as an FE. but it has been used as a 
modification. 
Moderation is afatal thing 
Nothing succeeds like excess 
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In 0scar Wilde's hand the proverbs -Moderation in 
all things- and "Nothing succeeds like success- 
above have been modified. The MODs are quotes 
from A Woman of. Vo Importance by Oscar 'kilde: 
""Moderation is a fatal thing, Lady Hunstanton. 
Nothing succeeds like excess. " 
8. Passivisation (active-passive) 
e. g. Col in has made up his mind to stop smoking. 
Colin's mind is made up. 
X nips something in the bud. 
Something is nipped in the bud. 
X gives priority to something. 
Priority is given to something. 
9. Embedding (FE becoming part of a relative clause or 
structure. also becoming cleft (split) or pseudo-cleft 
structures) 
e. g. Euro, or no Euro, that is the question. 
From a radio broadcast: 
Yes. what*s he doing about his words then? Arkv 
actions that are speaking louder than his m-ordv" 
(Moon 1998: 111 ) 
('autious Ferguson warns United to beware of 
weary Greeks bearing gýfts. An expansion of the 
expression -Beware of Greeks bearing gifts- and 
the modification refers to Sir Alex Fcrguson. the 
I (I-, 
coach of Manchester Unita warning his players, 
about the GTeek team they were about to play. 
10. Pronominal ization of nominal groups (not always possible): 
e. g. put one's foot in it = put herfoot in it 
get wind of something * get wind of her 
11. Transformation: 
a) into adjectives: hyphenation and truncation 
(shorten the phrase) often involved: 
e. g. Salming is the best ice-hockey player 
of all time. = He is an all-time great. 
into predicates: 
e. g. a drowning man will clutch at straws 
= to clutch at strau, s 
C) into nouns: (verb = verbal nouns or participles): 
e. g. come and go = coming and going 
lose face = loss offace 
Modifications of FEs come in various forms. One or more combinations of the 
mWifications, outlined above rnaý be performeed on an FF. arc not Combination, 
uncommon. In fact. combinations of more than VWO MoDs often txxtir. 
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Furthermore, there are mixed or fused FEs- Tannen emphasises that all language 
production is a blend of remembered patterned language and inventions (Tannen 
1989: 41) and this also applies to the production of FEs. Tannen claims that there 
are innumerable fused FEs, and unlike Aitchison (1992: 250) and Peters (1983: 
106). Tannen also holds that fusions of different FEs are not necessarilý- mistakes 
or slips made by speakers, but inventions performed for a purpose ( 1989: 41). 
Moreover, Aitchison and Peters seem to regard fused FEs as flawed language. 
whereas Tannen does not. Tannen is supported by Espy who states that fused FEs 
are not necessarily "bad" (1971: 163). Below is an example of a -new- FF created 
from two different canonical FEs (1989: 41): 
You can make a decision *on the snap qf the moment. 
The new set expression in italics above is a blend between the FE On the sptir of 
the moment and A snap decision. Another fused FE *quietýv optimistic is a **ne%%" 
collocation created from cautiously optimistic and quietli- confident. Whethcr 
these FE-s were deliberate or slips of the tongue is not important in this context as 
the purpose of this section is only to outline different types of MODs which occur. 
3.8 Function of Modifications of FEs 
The two main functions of FE modification seem to be foregrounding and 
humour. However. infuing and insiderism also seem to play some Put. BeloW is 
an outline of these four different functions of MODs. 
As mentioned earlier. foregrounding is used in order to signal something to the 
recipicnt. A common %, av of foregrounding is through change of style and 1* 
register. In journalism where the modification of FES is vvý common. the 
foregrounding ftinction of FEs may be performed in order to atuact pCoplC*S 
attention to the article and its context as in headlines such as "You've nc%cr 
had it 
so uncertain" where a modified FE based on Harold Macmillan's gencral c1ccuon 
sloW in 1959 -You'vc nc\-cr had it so good" indicates that the subject 1. 
4,0 economy" and that the economic situation in the LIK ha-,; changed , InA: c 
1959 
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(Moon 1998: 170,243). Moreover. when an FF' has been modified and the 
modification detected, it may force us to look more cntically at something. in this 
case the article. Whatever the MOD, in translation it is important to remember that 
the -new FE" needs to be looked at - and any contrasts noted - on se% era] lc% c Is 
apart from the purely lexical ones. Context, convention and underlying %alues are 
some of the levels just to mention a few. When FEs are used out of their canonical 
context or if FEs have been modified lexically. the reason for the MOD needs to 
be established before the new FE is translated. The modification may have been 
performed in order to help us identify the FE on the micro level. because it may be 
significant on the macro level for example. As a result. modified IFFs such as 
, *-Merc*s method in his madness" just as its original FEs -Though this be madness. 
yet there is method in't" (quote from Hamlet) may both constitute a thematic 
device in the text as a whole, and the modificaiton may be performed to 
foreground the FE. Consequently. the modified FE may help signal that the phrase 
requires a more significant analysis on the macro level in order to be full% 
understood (1997: 37). In addition. the manipulation of a formula or an FE is often 
performed for comic effect (1998: 170). 1-lowever. the manipulation may also be 
done in order to trick the recipients into thinking that they arc going to hear 
something funny when instead the "Joke" takes a serious turn. In either case. the 
important thing to remember is that the MOD usually occurs for a reason. 
In the UK. the practice of word Play is prevalent. Creating witticisms seems to be 
an aim. a way of life. Punning is often heard on the radio or on TV, witticisms 
commonly occur in newspapers and magazines and people are inventive with 
language. In fact. British people seem to resort to wit or humour in order to better 
cope with difficult situations. "Ardley cause for celebration" is a an example of 
word play where -Ardley" is a pun on -hardly". the Cockney pronunciation of the 
word. and the line is a reference to Wimbledon's footballer Neil ArdlCy sconng 
against Wolves. thus ending Wolves hopes for a hat-trick of league wins (The 
Daiýv Erpress. 6 April. 2001). Moreover. in the UK it is considered acccptabic to 
be funny and play with words in any number of situations. which "in most other 
"). A casc in countries is considered inappropriate" (Chiaro 1992: 21.100.1&- 
point would be the television broadcast of BAFTA (British Acadcm% of 
F Ilm and 
Television Arts) honouring actrcss Judy Dench. In Sweden the occa-sion %%ould 
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have been marked by solemnity although the odd joke might have tven told. 
whereas the actual broadcast of the event in Britain came across as a competition 
in wit with Judy Dench as a sideshow. One type of word play, which seems %Crý 
common in English is modifý, ing FEs. Sometimes it seems an -intellectual game". 
on other occasions it is a game of parody or irony. but some are generallý 
speaking just mischievous comments where the speaker or writer manipulates or 
plays with rules of convention, stretching the norms for humorous effect (Ross 
1998: 27; Nash 1985: 48). FEs are also modified through the infixing or insertion 
of a word in a phrase such as "'not bloody likely". and "*the pro%-erhial No apple-. 
'I"he infixing is usually done in order to intensify the literal meaning of the FF 
(Moon 1998: 174). Finally, both FEs and their MODs sometimes constitute 
insiderisms where MODs seem to be used in order to obscure the original FE. I'lls 
and MODs as insiderisms are used to embrace some people (those tarnifiar with 
the FE or MOD) and exclude others (people unfamiliar with either FE or MOD). 
3.9 Identification of FEs 
Having outlined text type. types of FE and their functions as well as different 
modifications of FEs and their functions, this part of the chapter will deal with 
different aspects of text, language and culture and MODs. Thesic MODs either 
facilitate or impede the identification and interpretation of' IT's and ensuing 
MODs. The following sections dealing withfiamiliaril)-. intertexiualiýv. deviations 
for humorous and parodic purposes. ideological constructs. culture and. %uhculture 
outline different aspects which make it easier or more difficult to idcntit'\ Fl-s and 
thcir MODs. 
. Scholars and researchers agrec that 
familiarity is the key to the identification of 
FF-s (Raskin 1985: 46. Leppihalmc 1997: 11: Moon 1998: 185). Indeed. FES 
presuppose familiarity. not Just with sources but %%ith lexical 
frames and 
undcrlý-ing meanings as %%vil. In addition. H's usually conjure up colloquial 
connotations (Chiaro 1992: 32. Moon 1998: SIan). 
jokes are Ka-wd tin 
presuppositions. for instance. and if these are too colloquial the)- 
beconic in-jokes. 
which arc not undcrstimA by outsider-, (N&sh 1985ý 
4). Conicit is also %er-% 
important to the understanding and appreciation of FFs. If a frame or formula is 
identified - with or without MODs - the original FIL and its context are recalled 
and a likely interpretation can be suggested (Leppihalme 1997: 42). lloweýer. if 
the frame is not recognised, it is likelý that neither the FE nor Its MOD %%III tx- 
understood and interpretation will become flawed. Another reason %%hý an FE I% 
not rccognised is that some FEs only work, sync hronical Iy: a catchphrase such as 
"'Evening all" (the opening phrase of a TV programme called -Dixon of Dock 
Green" from the late 1950s) will only be recognised as a catchphrase by people 
who heard it at the time when it appeared, whereas it might seem strange or even 
unintelligible to people who were too young or not even bom in the 19-50'.. s, (Raskin 
1985: 46; Chiaro 1992: 83). Moreover. non-native speakers of a language %%-III 
have problems identifying as well as encoding even a fairly contemporary FE such 
as "Didn't she do well" (Bruce Forsythe's -Generation Game") or -Nice to see 
you, to see you ... Nice"" (also Bruce Forsythe) if the FE is culture specific. In 
addition. in order to identify an allusion, it is necessary to understand that an 
allusion is being made to an already existing style, text. convention or comic 
frame and so on. that is knowledge of "'intertextuality- is vital to the decoding of 
references (Chiaro 1992: 89-90; Ross 1998: 37). In order for a reader to 
completely understand and appreciate the phrase **It is a truth universally 
acknowledged that Italian footballers never fall" is ironic. the reader must know 
that the original FE "It is a truth universally acknowledged that a sIngle man in 
possession of a good fortune is in want of a wife- (the opening line of Jane 
Austen's novel Pride and Prejudice) was ironic, and that Italian footballers have a 
rcputation of failing very easily. Moreover. decoding is made even more difficult 
in translation since the encoding of schemas in the St. often are tacit and 
"unmapped". by which Moon seems to mean that schemas are arbitra-rý-. that I, % 
based on unconscious. intuitive knowledge rather than conscious. factual 
knowledge. and the translation of such schemas are therefore perhaps 
-=mappable**. that is not transferable into the TL since thcy are based on 
intuition rather than fact ( 1998: 18.168). 
nw modification of His seems almost mandatorý in Bntish English. It is most 
common in joumalism (Moon 1998: 121.160). Often the modification 
k used to 
defamiliarisc the FE and draw pcople's attention to the headline. 1-hcre arc nianý 
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types of modifications or deviations of FEs. As a result. syntactic kno%%ledIx of 
the language is important for the deviation to be identified (Chiaro 1992.11). 
Moreover. a high standard of proficiency is required in order that ambiguities. 
word play and other hidden traps be detected. Only then "-ill the recipient be able 
to recognise instances of broken or merely -bent" linguistic rules, or stylistic 
manipulation of lexis or semantics (1992: 13). With regard to translation. the 
phenomenon of variation increases the decoding and identification problems. 
which face especially non-native speakers of the SL. 
Humour is, at least in English. often achieved through the manipulation of Fl-.,, -. 
However it is not always easy to detect that humour or %kit is intended. at least not 
to outsiders such as non-native speakers of a particular language. It is difficult to 
identify comic intent because of what the understanding of a manipulation of an 
FE involves. It involves three principal references: (1) a derivation or origin in 
attitudes, culture and institutions. (2) a formula and (3) a word or phrase. Put 
slightly differently, socio-cultural and linguistic knowledge (Chiaro 1992: 12-11) 
is involved as is knowledge of the different devices one may use in order to create 
humour. In most cases this knowledge is subconscious to a native speaker (1992: 
13). whereas non-native speakers have to acquire the same knowledge. In order to 
make it more clear, the recipient of "You turn if you want to. the lady's not for 
turning"' and "I want to tell you a story" needs the following information in order 
to understand the intended humour and what is alluded to (1992: 13): 
know the linguistic ambiguities of English 
share the presupposed knowledge 
identify the subject matter 
know the subject 
be familiar with either the quote. or the matrix. formula or 
fonnulaic wording indicating the joke 
- recognise somebody's intention to joke 
rt-cognise the deviation of the formula. if there is one 
link the deviation with the reason for its use 
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In order to fully understand as well as appreciate the intended humour of --You 
turn if you want to, the lady's not for turning" above. among other things readers 
need to know that the person who delivered the statement as well as the woman 
referred to as -the lady" was in both cases Margaret Tbatcher. Moreover. the% 
need to know that the context was the Tory Party conference of 1980. and they 
also need to realise that the line contains word play. In this case. humour %%-as 
achieved through homophony (yowU) and a MOD. Mrs Thatcher*s message to the 
press ("U-turn- was a media catchphrase with the press at the time) was that she 
was not going to make a U-turn. that is she was not going to change her mind. In 
addition. the phrase was also a modified reference to British dramatist Christopher 
Fry's play "T'he Lady's Not for Burning"(1948) and by using that reference. 
Thatcher stressed that she was not going to succumb to pressure. In order to 
understand the significance of the "I want to tell you a story" above. the reader 
needs to know that the phrase is closely linked to British singer and comedian 
Max Bygraves, and that it would very likely be followed by something humorous. 
If there is a lack of knowledge in any of the areas listed above the recipient may 
suspect that s/he has come across an FE because the language uncharacteristically 
suddenly seems strange or does not quite make sense (Newmark 1995: 106). 
However. s/he may well not be able to understand the FE. and if this happens to a 
translator. the translation of the FE will most likely be inaccurate. 
Parody as described by Nash (1985: 80-100) is -organised recollection". which 
often mocks familiar features of style. It may be viewed as a type of extended FE 
since as Nash claims parody uses a model, which is modified in some way. 
Moreover. Nash holds that in parody there are notable discrepancies between 
expression and content.. and displacement of content is often involved. However. 
on (. xcasion a parodic passage does not seem to imitate a model as such. that is no 
source can N: detected. and this is according to Nash common in humour. 
Moreover. some texts seem to have -parodic auras- where the use of various 
rhetorical techniques is common. Such parodic texts appear to be an imitation of 
something indefinable. but they may just be instances of -pseudo- parody- and all 
the translator needs to acknowledge then is the parodic intent and transfer it to the 
TT ( 198-5: 80- 100). 
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Rosamund Moon claims that many FEs are based on shared experience and 
knowledge that encode "'cultural constructs'% by which it is inferred that MOK)n 
means that cultural constructs encode culture-specific connotations Noon 1998: 
165,206). Two examples to illustrate this point: -He played as if to the manor 
born" and '61-he Bath lock packs down with the England captain for the first time 
inst France at Twickenham on Saturday" (The Daily Express. 6 April. 2001). 
"Play as if to the manor born" (italics for reference) means that somebody plaý', 
well. that is as if he was born to play for the team and belongs there. In the same 
way. children of noblemen are brought up to feel that they belong in a manor 
house. The problem then is how to translate the FE and its connotations into a 
language and culture where there is no nobility. In order to understand -The Bath 
lock packv down with the England captain ... - the reader needs to know that the 
subject is rugby. and that "a lock- is a player's position in rugby. Moreover. if the 
reader knows that Twickenham is a rugby pitch where international games are 
held, s/he would infer that the subject is rugby. If the reader is Swedish, however. 
. Ac may not understand the two phrases above if they are translated literally as 
they are culture-specific. since rugby is neither a well known nor a popular sport 
in Sweden. As a result, it is suggested that the sentence should be translated with 
some guidance, a measure described by Leppihalme (1997: 79.84.108-109). 
Moreover. conceptual systems and conventional use of FEs underlie the 
production. view and decoding of idioms and this means that extra-linguistic as 
well as intuitive knowledge is involved in the understanding of FEs (Wilss 1996: 
57.71: Moon 1998: 206). In addition, converted schemas rely on knowledge of 
the canonical schema and context for interpretation. In order to understand a 
humorous FE. the underlying. logical frame %%ill first have to be identified but also 
the -illogical" or displaced schema. and intuitive. culture-specific evaluations. 
conceits and concepts must be understood (Moon 1998: 160-169). The decoding 
of' unfamiliar pasuges requires knowledge of frames and le\i% as well as 
analytical skills (1998: 186). Jokes rely on textual allusions, which are often 
culture-specific and this makes decoding difficult for non-native speakerN. 
Most Fl: s are -"cultum--dcpcndcnt*' (Moon 1998: 160). that is some kno%%lcdgc of 
the culture where an FE originatcs is required in order for the Fl: it) bc undcrst(xýd 
"F%- M, man mcets his A'atcrloo at last" (%%'cndell Phillip-, in 1851)) is a ca-%c in 
1-ý 
point. -Many FEs may also be considered to be -culture-bound stereotýTvs .. %% here 
socio-cultural knowledge is important Noon 1998: 244). Indeed. some I Fý,. 
particularly proverbs such as "Don't cross the bridge till you come to it". 
and rule" and "Necessity knows no law" and metaphors such as **I-%M- pariing 
gives a foretaste of death; every coming together again a foretaste of the 
resurrection" are by their very nature cultural. depicting stereot)pcd situations 
%%-here evaluations, images and connotations are self-evident. constrained bv that 
culture's ideology (1998: 163-169). FEs may furthermore distinguish subcultures 
within a culture as they tend to belong to particular registers. dialects. ethnic 
groups and contexts where each subculture "will be familiar with different VA)urces 
of allusions"' (Leppihalme 1997: 36.19198: 68). Once again. FFs may become 
insidcrisms where jokes and FlEs are lost on outsiders. Catchphrases constitute a 
typical example of insiderisms where the FEs divide people into -us" and 1hem" 
(1998: 269). The understanding of culture-specific FlEs for instance rcb, on the 
recipients' social and educational background, age. expectations and nationalit. % 
(Ruskin 1985: 16. Leppihalme 1997. Wilss 1996). 
I. eppihalme's study of the translation of allusions or FEs bore out more or less the 
following tendencies -with regard to what facilitated and impeded the identification 
of FEs - some aspects have been added by me (1997: 185): 
Aspects that may enhance the recognisability of FE : 
familiarity 
presence of proper name 
metaphorical statement 
Aspects that may impede the recognisability of FEs-: 
iliarity can bc highly noticeabic without twing lack of tam 
detected due to no knowledge of source) 
- unshamd knowledge between sendcr and reader 
- whcn comical FE are not signalled. the w6picnt 
docs ncither doect 
the FE nor gct the joke 
I -(I 
culture specific nature of FEs 
absence of proper name 
obscure deviation: wordplay or slip? 
ordinary and common vocabulary 
ellipsis 
brevity 
3.10 Translation Options 
I. cppihalme divides allusions into two groups: allusions containing a proper name 
(PN) and key phrase allusions (KP). that is allusions not containing a proper name 
(1997: 10-11). She proposes different ways of translating these allusions or H's 
into the TL. Newmark (1995) discusses the translation of metaphors (near- 
equivalent to FEs), dividing them into six groups: dead, clichý. stock. adapted. 
re-cent, and original metaphors. Both scholars also suggest general guidelines for 
the translation of FEs. Below is an outline of the translation stratcgies for FF. 
integrating Leppihalme and Newmark's %-ie%%-s. 
Leppihalme"s (1997: 78-79) translation strategies for allusions containing a proper 
nanic (PN): 
I- Transference: to keep the name unaltered, retention of name either 
unaltered or in its conventional target language ( 11. ) form. three 
subcategofics: 
a. Use the name as such: Coca-Cola and Pep. kl-(*ola are uscd in both 
English and Swedish. for cxwnplc-. Pope John Paul // i English) 
becomcs Pth-en Johannes Paulus // in S%-cdish. 
b. Usc the nwnc. adding somc auidancc: 
Gr6ruj LumL an amuscmcnt park in the cit-% of'Sttvkholm. S%%cdcn. 
I *ictoria If *(wd. a popular British comcdian. 
c. We Whc name. adding a detailed explanation, for exampic a footnote: 
Gretna Green: a footnote could be used describing the place name as 
"A village in Dumffies and Galloway, south-westcm Scotland. It u-sed 
to be a popular p1we for eloping couples from 1', ngland to be maMed 
without parental consent. " (Microsoft Encarta 2000) 
2. Rgplwcmcnt: to change one name by another (beyond the changes 
required by convention) 
a. Replace the name by another source language (SL) name: 
Algernon is an upper-class name in Frigland. In order to keep the 
upper-class connotation in drama translation into S%%edish another 
name may be preferred. The reason for changing the name is that the 
pronunciation of Algernon in Swedish does not sit well with a Swede. 
In fiction. the name may be changed in order to make it clear to the I'l. 
reader that the character called Algernon is a member of the up1wr 
classes. As a result. another upper-class-SL name such as 1higo might 
be used. since it is a name used in Sweden. Hence. there will be no 
problems with the pronunciation of the name. Moreover. since 11sigo is 
a fairly uncommon name in Sweden it would not raisc obvious 
connotations. Hugo is also a name predominantly given to children of 
well-to-do families in Sweden. 
b. Replace the SI. name by a TI. name: 
Pippi (I-Angstrump). that is Pippi Longslocking. becomes Fýft in 
French because if Pippi is retained it would be associated %%ith the 
expression -faire le pipi- which means -go to the toilet- %%hich raiscs 
unforlunate connotations. 
to omit a name. two subcategones: 
1- 
a. Omit name but tiunsfer the sense by other means, t'()r c\ample bý a 
common noun: 
The Song Balladen om (ecilia Lind (Tbe Ballad of Cecilia Vind) 
becomes "a /Swedish/ ballad" in tmnslation into English. 
b. Omit the name and the allusion altogether: 
It is hard to tell where Aff'(' ends and the Church of England begins. 
(J. B. Pfiestley) 
As connotations are important to the translation of proper names (PNs). Newmark 
givcs the following advice on the matter (1995: 214-215). When nationality is 
important names should be transferred (in line with option La above). When 
connotations are important, Newmark suggests that the naturalised TL name 
-should be based on the word underlying the SL name. A case in point would be 
Superman. which becomes SIdImannen (man of iron) in Swedish. which is a 
translation of sense, not a literal translation. Connotations can further be kept in 
the TL if an overlapping proper name is found. Finally, Newmark reminds the 
translator not to use aTI. name that raises different connotations in SL and TL. 
Potential strategies for the translation of key phmses (KP) as suggested by 
I eppihalmc. with examples provided by me (1997: 84): 
dded in the text where the translator f Extra-allusivc guidance a ollows 
his/her assessment of the needs of tuget text (-I-F) reader-, by adding 
information (on sources ctc) which the author. with hisber Sl, 
vimpoint. did not think neces-sary including the usc of týpographical 
means to sipW that the material is prefomicd: 
C-g- In ordcr to hclp a 'IT madcr idcntiý- whcre an I- I- such as 
77tosigh tho 
b, e madmss. Wt the" is metlu)d in *1 originatcs. 
in%-cficd comnix-i maý 
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be used in the translation to indicate that the phrase has been borro%%cd. 
An introductory phrase may also aid understanding: as Polomw %aui 
-Tbough this be madness, yet there is method in't** 
1. Ilie use of footnotes. endnotes. translator's prefaces and other explicit 
explanations not slipped into the text but overtIN gi%en as additional 
information 
e. g. a. Well, why don't you do a Gretna Green then? 
b. He fell at the Chair. 
Endnotes could explain that 
a) Gretna Green is a village in Dumffies and Galloway in 
southwestern Scotland where eloping coupIcs from E. ngland used to 
get married without parental consent. and 
b) The Chair is one of the fences of the Grand National. 
3. Simulated familiarily or internal marking. that is. the addition of intra- 
allusive al lusion-signal ling features (marked wording or syntax) that 
depart from the style of the context, thus signalling the pre-sence of 
bom)wed words 
e. g. 1'he Red Queen, who is an imaginary character in Through the 
j, o, oking-(; javs and What Alice Found There may be translated with 
capital lctters and in%, crted commas (-116da Drottningcn*') into Swedish 
in order to indicate reference. 
-12ref 
Rcplaccnic-nt by a ormcd R. itcm 
e. g. Ironic SL klart vom kon-spad in S%%vdish becomcs ironic 11. clear a% 
mud when translated into English. 
Is 
Reduction of the allusion to sense by re-phrasal. in other %%ords. 
making its meaning over and dispensing with the allusi, %e KP Itself 
e. g. He'N a real Joe McCarthy (anti-Communist). Few Swedes %%ould 
associate McCarthy with communism, which means that in translation 
into Swedish the name may not be retained, but sensoc- can be 
transferred resulting in for instance Han avsiývr kommunister (lie 
detests Communists). 
6. Re-creation, using a fusion of techniques: creative construction of a 
passage which hints at the connotations of the allusion or other special 
effects by it 
e. g. "All over the land sermons of praise have been sung to these golden 
oldies who reneged on retirement plans. these fresh recruits to the 
pantheon of bus-pass heroes alongside the saintly Bobby Robson. 
Sorry. but I can't join in the smug chorus of hosannas. " (b) Jim 
Holden of The Sunday Erpress Feb 10,2002; page 96) 
Omission of the allusion 
e. g. 'rhatcher's I'm Baltingfor Britain alludes to sport, that is cricket and 
her doing what is best for Britain (possibly her defence of the arms 
trade with Iran). The allusion will probably disappear in translation 
into languages where cricket is not part of the culture. in Sweden for 
instance. 
Gcnerally speaking. ýý-ith regard to the translation of stcrCot'. %-P'c and formulaic 
FFs such as, language markers, - openings. closures. tag% and so or, 
Nmmark 
, one. the suuWard TL equi% alent should 
be used ( 199; suggests that. if there is 
57). In the case of phatic communion or polite conversation "hcn 
Briti%h pcopic 
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speak of the weather. the translation should only be literal if the 'Ft. culture also 
treats the weather as a subject for phatic communion, otherwise the Tl. standard 
equivalent should be used (1995: 43). Moreover, %%-ith regard to other FEs such a-S 
references, Newmark emphasises that connotations are often an integral part of the 
expression. Connotations can be difficult to translate. As an example, Ne%%Tnark- 
cites cficket, which infers middle class connotations, and stresses that the 
connotations that cricket raises can be difficult to translate into the Tl. (1995: 
109). Finally it should be pointed out that the strategies outlined below are neither 
exhaustive nor "'foolproof". and as Wilss points out, when the text so requires 
translation strategies sometimes have to be overlooked (1996: 37-38). 
In Newmark's view of metaphors, translation seems to take its point of departure 
from what kind of metaphor or FE is to be translated. Outlined below is 
Newmark's division of metaphors, followed by a description of how each kind 
might be most appropriately translated. Outlined also are considerations that need 
to be kept in mind when translating metaphors (1995: 106-112): 
I -. Dead metapho : we are 
hardly conscious of image any more 
Translation normally not difficult to translate, however. they often dcf,. 
Strategy literal translation 
2. Clich6s: expressions used instead of clear thoughts; often emotive 
Translation clichis translated by their *ri, counterparts, however badlý 
Strategy it reflects on the writer 
3. Stock (standard) metapho : 
established metaphors which informalIN are often a conckc 
mediod of conveying a phN-sical or mcntal situation both 
referentially and pmgmaticallv 
IN'-, 
common metaphors. sometimes tricky to translate since 
their apparent equivalents may be out of date or affected or 
u&A bN a different social class or age group. stock or 
standard metaphors are disliked by Newmark but he also 
acknowledges that they make the world go round: 
Translation a. reproduce image (frequency the same? Appropriate 
Strategies register? ) 
b. symbols or metowyms transferable? (cultural overlap'. ") 
C. rep1we SL image with another established TL image 
(common? frequency) register? ) 
d. reducing to sense or literal T. more acceptable in non- 
literary texts (however. sense demystifies. clarity. harsher) 
e. keep FE + add explanation (keeping cultural and sioiiic 
emotive effect) 
Adapted mcWhors: modified metaphors 
'rranslation a. translated equivalent, adapted metaphors 
Strategies b. reduce to sense 
Recent metapho :a metaphorical neologism which has spread rapidly in a 
language 
Translation if transparent through translate provided that the w-rise of 
Strategy the metaphor is clear to the readership 
6. Origirml mcIA2hor,.;: metaphors created or quoted by a writer 
Franslation mated or quoted by the SL writer. In authoritative and 
Strategy expressive texts these should bc translated litcrail% %%hcther 
IgI 
they are universal. cultural or obscurelý subjectivc. If FF is 
too obscure and not ver) important tum into dc,, 4, npti%e 
metaphor or reduce to stnse 
According to Newmark (1995: 81-85) the rule for translating metaphors or I-FS 
sccmstobeto 1) use a standard TL phrase. that is translate the pro% erb "S[vech 
is silver, silence is golden" with its standard (authofised) expression Tala arsilver 
och tiga ar guld into Swedish for example, 2) use a trans-cultural TLe_XPre. %%iOn, 
that is an expression which is understood in both the SL and T1. culture or 1) use 
an equivalent TL phrase (see details below). However. it should bv pointed out 
that when there is a lacuna. that is a gap in the T1_. Newmark states that the S1. 
word or phrase is usually transferred to the TIL as a loan word. A case in point 
. el, would be e. g. Schadenfreude, which means "gloating at somcbod-v se's had 
luck". It is a Cerman noun. which has been transferred into F. ngllsh due to a gap in 
the English language. A calque is translated literally. that is through-translated. 
German Obermensch became "supmnan" in English for example. Ne%%mark 
further states that when some time has passed these gaps arc accepted as parl of 
the 11 and pronunciation and spelling are naturalised to suit the IL The word 
juice came into the Swedish language via English (, %'Ivrd isvenskanftdn 40-tal 
till 80-tal 1986) and was therefore initially only spcltj-u-i-(. --c whereas the word is 
now also spelt i-o-. v in order to suit Swedish spelling and pronunciation. 
Moreover. when an exact equivalent does not exist. Ne%;, -mark- suggests near- 
equivalents should be used. As regards equivalents. there are three different types 
of standard translation. Before they arc listed it is important to emphasise that the 
boundaries of these equivalents do not appear to be complctel% clear, but o%cr- 
lapping (1995: 81-5): 
1) Cultural equivalent: -an approximate translation %%-here an SI. cultural 
word is translated by a TI. cultural word. - 
e. g. Gymnasium (Swedish school for students 16-18 years old) 
A-levcIs (British exams that students of 16-18 )earN sit) 
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2) Functional equivalent: a culture-free equivalent that generalises or 
neutralises the SL word. 'Phis is a case of -cultural componential anal,, -sls**. 
e. g. Riksdag (Swedish Parliament) 
Parliament (British Parliament) 
3) Descriptive equivalent: describes the word 
samurai 
descriptive - Japanese aristocrat 
functions - provided officers and administration in I Vh - 
12'h C Japan 
Newmark also advises us to be careful not to alter the tone when translating 
metaphors (FEs). Furthermore. he suggests the amplification of cultural Fl-s 
where this is possible rather than replacing FEs with explanations, because FEs 
which are reduced to sense clarify. demystify and make harsher the expression 
(1995: 109-110.173) in the TL compared with the original in the St.. In addition. 
Leppihalmc advises against the strategy of minimum change (literal translations) - 
the one most common one amongst translators in her study - because connotative 
and contextual meaning is then disregarded which would mean that there would 
be no change specifically aimed at the transfer of connotations which is so 
important to the understanding and interpretation of FEs (1997: 84,102-3). 
Conclusion 
In this chapter. the terms cultural and linguistic FEs have been defined. Different 
cultural and linguistic MODs have also been outlined and a fiumework for the 
translation of FB and MODs has been set up (based on Uppihairric 1997). The 
functions of' FEs and MODs have also been outlined and the difficulties in 
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identifying FEs and MODs have been discussed. It is important to ha%e an 
understanding of what constitute cultural and linguistic FEs and MODS, to kno%% 
their functions, to be aware of problems with identification and to be familiar with 
different translation solutions to the translation of FEs and NIODs in order to find 
translation solutions to FEs and MODs that are going to work. Awareness of the-, c 
aspects of the translation of FEs and MODs is also important for the 
understanding of future chapters dealing with the translation of FE-s and MODs 
into Swedish (Chapter IV) and the testing of native speakers' comprehension of 
FE's and MODs (Chapter V). 
I S(, 
CHAPTERIV 
Pinter's Formulaic Expressions in Translation into Swedish 
Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter 11, the consensus among Bfitish. Amefican. French and 
Swedish audiences and cfitics in the 1960s seemed to be that Pinter"s pla. %s were 
difficult or "strange". Aspects of Pinter's play that seemed different were. among 
other things. the apparent failure of Pinter's plays to have either a message or an 
evolving plot, that the motives for the characters' actions were often unclear and 
that the plays ended without a resolution. As a result, audiences and cntic. s often 
felt that they had to guess what Pinter had intended and what the plays were about. 
Also. the language or dialogue of Pintees plays was commented upon. In 
discussions of the language of his plays. the following aspects were mentioned: 
non-sequiturs. musical rhythm. poetDI, the language of ordinaD. people. 
idiosyncrasies and creativity. In 1975. seventeen years after The Birlhdaý- ParlY 
was first staged in London, Pinter's play NO Man's Land was performed in 
London. Again. audiences and critics debated what the play was about. In his 
autobiographý. distinguished Bfitish actor John Gielgud remarked that audiences 
in both Fngland and the USA loved No Man's Land. but they also asked him \, %-hat 
it was about (GieIgud 1981: 168). -\, Vhy should the play mean anything if the 
audience was held the whole time and \16-as never bored? " he continued (Gielgud 
1981: 168). When NO Man's Land was staged in Sweden in 1976. cntics such as 
JAV. Donner also discu&scd the non-apparent -meaning" of the play (SveiLvka 
1)agb1at1et. 'W111x)sten Feb 29 1976) and others such as Ake Pehristr6m disc- ussed 
11 sd Pinter's use of language (OoleborgsixWer, Jan 24.1976). In 199'. audience- an 
cfitics in Britain asked themselves what M(mmlight. at the time Pinter',, latcst plaý. 
was about. 
is- 
Why do efitics and audiences still find Pinter's plays difficult? Logicallý. bý 19-, 5 
(and by 1976 and 1993) cfitics and audiences should have become accustomed to 
Pinter"s way of writing, since many of his plays had frequently been staged in the 
UK and around the world. Furthermore, since the 1960's. the theatre is fikel) to 
have changed sufficiently, having adapted to new circumstances and audiences. in 
order for a play by Pinter not to continue to appear mysterious or "strange". In 
addition, in 1975 as well as in 1993, Pinter was fashionable. and today he is as 
fashionable as ever - his plays are staged all over the world and Pinter is 
recognised as a major playwright everywhere. 
Research into five of Pinter's plays seems to point to one factor: the language ot 
Pinter's plays can make interpretation difficult (see Chapter I for a discussion of 
the charactep'tics of the language of Pinter's plays). These language difficultics 
can be divided into two categories: idiosyncrasies (descfibed below) and 
fiormuldic expressions (see Chapter III pages 140-147 for a discussion of I: Es). 
1.4mguage 
Since Pintces use of language seems to make interpretation difficult, in the 
following sections, different aspects of the language of Pinter's plays will be 
discussed. The focus will initially be on problems, which native speakers of 
Finglish may encounter when they go to see a Pinter play. As non-native speakers 
arc likely to have the same problems, but also other. additional difficulties because 
they arc likely to have less of a mastery of Pinter's language and be less familiar 
%%ith aspects of English culture than native speakers. there will also be a 
discussion of the ways in which Pinter"s language may be difficult for non-nati%e 
speakers of English. 
For native speakers of English. the dialogue of a Pinter play may come across as 
unfamiliar or strange because use of vocabularý-. idiom and turn ot" phrase. 
reflecting both his origins and his knowledge of the world. may be different frimi 
their o%%m. As a result, Pintcr*s language may sc-cm idiosyncratic. As A-)mc a-spect" 
of the language can he viewed w idiosyncratic. thesc language dilficultics in 
I ss 
Pinter"s plays are hence referred to as idiosyncraue. s. His language ma% sc-em 
idiosyncratic for the following reasons: Pinter is a creative and poetic Je%%i-sh 
Londoner with interests in widely different fields. Due to his origin. Jewish %%ords 
-such as mazellov, Jewish names and -nicknames- such as Goldberg and Lulij 
schmulu appear in his plays (see Chapter 1. pages 56-74 for details of the Je%%i,.. -h 
influence on Pinter's way of writing). Sometimes Pinter also uses word order that 
seems to be influenced by Hebrew or Yiddish. In addition. he seems to have a 
tendency to digress by telling stories. a practice common among Jews. rather than 
putting something quite succinctly in a few lines. Any one of these aspects of 
Pinter's writing may seem idiosyncratic to someone who is unfamiliar with them. 
As Pinter's way of wfiting is poetic it is not surprising that rhythm is important to 
the language of his plays; poetic devices such as assonance. consonance. 
alliteration. repetition and rhyme abound. Repetition is pariicularlý common. In 
abundance. these features may seem unnatural - critics have often complained 
about the endless repetition in his plays for instance - but it Is also true that real 
dialogue is rife with repetition. Be that as it may. Pinter's use of poetic device.,. 
makes his language sound more like music than real speech. creating the 
impression that the language is unnatural. E%-idcnce that Pinter is a Londoner 
becomes clear in his use of ordinary slang as well as Cockney rhyming slang such 
as a butcher's (an abbreviated version of "a butcher's hook". which means "a 
look") that to anybody not familiar with such a phrase may seem odd. Other words 
and phrases similarly reveal that Pinter is a Londoner. A case in point would be 
-He's off his conk"" (Pinter 1963: 50). an expression which may exist in other 
Paris of the t JK but more commonly found would be the phrase lle', v olf hi% head 
which has the same meaning. Some expressions that Pinter uses may seem odd to 
those who are not familiar with the turn of phrase used in his neighbourhtxA of' 
origin. Moreover. colloquial expressions, which are now out of date maý secirn 
odd to a younger person. Pinter's interests in cricket and literature ma) alA) cause 
problems for those who lack thew interests. It is possible that Pinter's use tit' 
"google" (1975: 23). which seems to be a slant on the cnckct term a gw)gýv. maý 
be considered &% odd to people disinterested in sports since they probablý would 
not associate the word with cfickct. As a result. it is possible that the% take the 
vicw that Pinter is being creative. Ile *. k creative. but some of the in%twcc-, %%hcrc 
people consider him to be using non-sequitur,, or whcre his langtmgc %ecm% 
I ý XQ 
unfamiliar to them, may simply be phrases that reflect Pinter's ongin. the 
vocabulary used in the neighbourhood where he grev% up. As a result. Pintcr*s 
language is not really idiosyncratic, it simply reflects who he is. Non-nati%e 
speakers are likely to be even less familiar %kith the týpc of language 
idiosyncrasies described than are native speakers of English. since thcý are llkclý 
to know formal English better than colloquial Fnglish. As a result. theý maý 
interpret colloquial English as creativity. especially when research has taught 
them that Pinter has a reputation for being a wiriter of "difficult" plaý%. and 
especially if they are aware of how much has been wfitten about Pinter", use of 
language. Non-native speakers misinterpret expressions sometimes. either through 
-over-interpretation'% that is they read more meaning into an expression than is 
actually there. or they simply misinterpret the expression and translate it 
incorrectly. If unfamiliar language does not belong to any of the categories 
discussed above. it is possible that some phrases or expressions may be formulaic 
expressions (FEs) or modified FEs (MODs), which may be clues to the 
understanding of Pinter's plays. Instances of over- i nterprctat ion. or 
misinterpretation will be exemplified later in this chapter %ith regard to the 
translation of linguistic FEs such as "carry the can" and "fit as a fiddle" and 
cultural FEs such as -to be or not to be" and "because I'm worth it" in 1-ke of 
Pinter's plays (see Chapter III pages 145-147 for definitions of linguistic and 
cultural FEs). In the case of FEs. previous research indicates that native speakers 
have difficulties in understanding allusions or cultural IFFs (Perloff 1993: 
Leppihalme 1997; Bergfcldt 1998). It follows that non-native speakers will have 
even greater difficulties understanding these FEs. since they require fwnillarity 
with a wide array of subjects within another nation's culture. 
4.1 Previous Research and thelmnslation of FEs 
Prc%-ious research into the understanding of cultural Fl-, 's (also krxmn as 
allusions) in Woonligk indicated that native spcakers of Friglish found it difficult 
to identify cultural FEs in the play (Bcrgfcldt 1998). A stud, * of the tran-dation tit' 
cultural FFs in Almmlight into Swedish further indicated that Kristina I ugn. the 
Swedish translator of the play. had mt identified or at lca.,, t not translated %c%cral 
1 (X) 
cultural FEs in English into Swedish correctly (Bcrgfeldt 1998). Research on 
Pinter's plays The Birthday, Parjýv and A%*OWan 's Land resulted in similar finding" 
In addition. Martin Esslin has pointed to a few mistran-slat ions into German. 
stating that the first German translator of The Birthday Pari), must ha%c been 
baffled by Pintees use of language since the German translator rendered "Who 
watered the wicket in Melbourne? " meaning "Who cheated at cricket"" as "A'ho 
urinated against the city gate of Melbourne? " (Esslin 1972). A study of- the 
translation of allusions (a near-synonym to cultural FI-s) from 1-nglish into 
Finnish carried out by Leppihalme 0 997) supported the findings just described in 
Moonlight. Since there were very few cultural FEs in The Caretaker and The 
Homecoming, this translation problem did not occur. Flowevcr. in these plays. 
linguistic FEs still caused difficulties for translators. Translating linguistic Fl: '., s 
also constituted a difficulty in The Birthduý- Parýy. NO Man'. % /Aind and M(N)nlighl. 
The difficulty of understanding cultural FEs seems to be a problem for both nati%e 
and non-native speakers of English. In some of Pinter"s plays, allusive language in 
the form of cultural FEs such us The Caprice. which is an exclusive restaurant in 
London (The Homecoming 1965: 28) or Drogheda. which rcfers to a massacre of 
Irish people by the English in the 17"h century (The Birthdqy Par(i- 1963: 55) 
constitute clues to the understanding of the play. If these FEs arc not understood 
they become obscure comments or non-sequiturs. which may lead to problems in 
the interpretation of the plays. Linguistic FEs such as to pull afiw one. meaning 
"to deceive somebody". also cause problems, but mainly for non-native speakers 
of F. nglish. In translations of Pinter's plays into Swedish. it seems that in 
particular cultural FEs but also linguistic FEs have not alwa)s been understood. 
The study of five of Pinter's plays brought to light that some plays contained more 
obscure language in the form of cultural FEs than did other plays. The Birthdqv 
Part),. No Man's Land and khmmlight seemed to contain many such FEs. whcrca-s 
The Caretaker and The Homecoming did not. As a result. it is suggested here that 
the presence of cultural Fl: s may have contributed to the failure of The Birthdqv- 
Parj)v in 1958 whereas the absence of such I'Es contnbuted to the success of 77k- 
( aretaker in 1960 (for a more detailed discussion of the reasons for ttk- %ucccssi of* 
77te Caretaker and failure of The Birthdav Parfl- scc Chapter 11. pages 90- 100). In 
addition. if some FE_s provide clues to the understanding of 
Pintcr's pla)s. and 
-)n -c : righ,. h. they were not identified by translators.. %%ho are rx -nati% -qvAkm of 11 1 
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such FEs may also explain why some of Pinter's plays seem e%en more obscure or 
difficult in translation into Swedish than the)l do in English. In order to a-scertain 
ho% linguistic and cultural FEs influence the understanding and interpretation of' 
Pinter's plays in translation, this chapter will focus on the translation of fi%c of' 
Pinter's plays into Swedish. The emphasis will be on how linguistic FEs and 
cultural FEs have been translated into Swedish, and if the translations work and 
why. When the translation of an FE is considered not to work. an aitcrnative 
translation is suggested. 
4.2 Micro and Macro Levels 
Linguistic and cultural FEs can be studied on the micro level. that is the "lcxico- 
semantic or stylistic" level as well as on the macro le%-el such as the Ic%cl ofthcme 
and poetic structure (Leppihalme 1997: 31-35). Applied to FEs, this means that 
FEs may have one meaning in a small unit of text such as a sentence and another 
in a larger unit of a text such as the novel as a whole. With regard to translation. 
FEs with meaning on the micro level only do not influence the interpretation of 
the entire text such as a play or a novel, whereas FEs that work on the macro level 
often do. An illustration: the correct translation and understanding of the linguistic 
FE cold turke. v as -withdrawal symptorns- is of importance to the understanding 
of the sentence or phrase in which this particular FE occurs, but it is unlikel), that 
it will influence the understanding and interpretation of' the text as a whole, 
although many translation mistakes on the micro level may render the text 
incomprehensible. However. on occasion linguistic FFs can work on the macro 
lc%-cl. An example is characterisation; in order to reflect social origin and gender a 
writer may for example let a character say "She's got a bun in the o\cn- or "I'm 
going to see a man about a dog" rather than opt for "she's in a family way" and 
"I'll go and powder my nosc** respectivelY. The %%iiter*s choice ma%, in this %%a% 
reflect his ., icw of the character or the origin of the character. 
With regard to the 
phrasess above. it seems more likely that men would ww the first mo e\prc%, %-ion% 
and women the latter two. -I"he level of infonTudity of the cxprc-%sit)n,, may al. -Al 
indicate which social cla&,, the characters belong to. that is Fl-s %%ork as 
characterisation on the macro lc\'Cl- In the c, &,, c of cultural I. F%. a name can tv a 
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cultural FE. In the NVestem world older generations will rccogni%e the name orcla 
Garho. T1w connotations associated %16ith the name arc for vample "film tar- and 
*, loneliness". and the use of the name ma-c, ., people familiar . %ith Greta (iartx) 
think of them connotations. However. youngeT people in the Western %%orld and 
cultures not familiar with Western Cinema %vill probably not kno%% %%ho the actress 
was and they will not associate the name with anything in particular. As a result, it 
can be said that the name Greta Garbo is a cultural FF. since the name has ý, jvclfic 
connotations associated with it, associations known only to those familiar %%ith the 
actress. When Jake uses the FE Greta Garbo in Moonlight. it seems to he u. wd in 
order to tease Bridget - he is suggesting that she is a loner - and nothing more. 
This particular use of the FE is not a short cut to charactcri/ation since its 
meaning is spch out in the play as "I want to be alone" (Pinter 1991 S :'I) and does 
not seem to have any sipificance on the macro level. but only rcadcrs familiar 
with Greta Garbo will fully understand that "I want to N: alone- wa. s a phrase used 
by Garbo in one of her films and that Garbo was a loner in real life. Ilowevcr. 
6"Greta Garbo" could have been a macro I- F, if one of the themes of the plaý %%as 
loneliness. and the writer used the FE in order to underline that theme. A phrase 
such as Greek-v and their gýfls could be an Fl- working on the macro lc\el if the 
underlying theme of the text in which this phraw occurs was racism or 
nationalism for example, provided that the phrase was meant to be I modified FE 
based on the expression -Beware of Greeks bearing gifts" which stems f1rom the 
The Aeneid. which was written by the Roman poet Virgil: -I)o not trust the horse. 
Trojanv. Whatei-er it is. Iftar the Greekv even when the. v bring gifts. " (Microsoft 
Fricarta 2000). As a result, if the modified Fl- '*Greeks and their gifts" \vas 
included in order to work as a covert waming or a critical comment on Orcek 
people it could be viewed as a cultural IT' esfx-ciall\ if there were scvcral such 
se ass references of dislike of other PcOPIc% in a play. It , -cm-% 
logical to ume that 
cultural references are included by leading wnters for a rca%4)n. If one fails to 
understand the significance of sc%-cral such Fl*. %. it is likclý to rc%ult in a 
misinterpretation of aspects of the play and. in translation. failure to translate these 
FFs could seriously hwnpcr ivs un&r, -tanding and interprciation. 
Rcwarch 
indicates that the tailwrc to either idcntiý- and or tmnslatc cultural 171 % containing 
cultural connotations in thm-c tit' Pinter's playi, maý ha%c 
lcd to %twh probicins tit 
interpretation. 
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4.3 The Translation of Linguistic FEs and their \1()Ds 
. lhc odd mistranslation of linguistic FEs does not senouslý hamrvr the 
interpretation of a play as a whole because the-, usually only %%ork on the micro 
level. liowever, failure to identifý- and translate such FEs may indicate that a 
translator is not sufficiently bilingual. that is his or her linguistic kno%% ledge of a 
language is insufficient, or it may be that s/he has not done his or her research 
properly. In the following sections are a number of examples of linguistic 11's and 
their translations into Swedish from five of Pinter's plays: The Birthtlqv Paqv 
(1958). The Caretaker (1960). The Homecoming (1965). NO Man'% Lantl (1975) 
and Moonlight (1993). First there will be a summary and an analysis of each plaý. 
I Fhis will be followed by a discussion as well &% an assessment of the translation of' 
linguistic and cultural F171s. 
4.3.1 The Birthdgy Party 
The setting of The Birthdgy Party is an old boarding house. It is run by Aleg and 
PetcY. a couple in their sixties. Stanle. v Webber is their only boarder. One day 
Goldberg and McCann, two strangers. unexpectedly show up. The strangers are 
polite. initially, but they also have a mission: they intend to abduct Stank)% \Vhý 
the%, want to do so is not entirely clear. In the end, Goldberg and McCann are 
successful in their mission. With regard to the language. the most prominent 
1'eatures arc repetition and the abundance of both linguistic and cultural FF-S. 13%, 
discussing how the translator has handled the translation of linguistic I. J. 's in The 
Hirthdav Party. I will try to illustrate how a translator may go wrong when is, 
insufficiently familiar with colloquial or idiomatic Friglish. In addition. an 
analysis of the translation of linguistic FFs from The Caretaker. The 
11ontecomirig. V() Alan*s Lind and Ahmmlight %%-III illustrate the same problem. 
Later in this chapter. there %%-III be a similar discussion of the sq! nIficance and 
translation of cultural FEs in llintcr's work. Ilo%%cvcr. fir-, t a dkcussion of 
linguistic ITS. 
I q, 4 
The Birthdav Party was translated into Swedish in 1964 by Carl-Olof [Ing and 
the play had its premiere at G61eborgs Vadveater in April the same ycar. [Ang*,, 
translation of The Birthday Party into Swedish has not been published (mý italics 
below). M.,,, translation when not stated otherwise. I 
Example I 
STANLE. Y: They won't come. Someone's taking theAlichael. [) 
(Pinter 1961.21 ) 
STAN LEY: De kommer inte. Det var slikert nigon som var N snusen. II 
(LAng 1964: 35) 
"Take the Michael- seems to be a modified FE. The original, or at least the most 
commonly used version of the FF. is ""to take the mickey" (or possibly-to take the 
mick-), the meaning of which is to tease or ridicule somebody. In Swedish. the 
translation of this FE above is som var pd snu. ven. which means "was tipsy" or 
"'was slightly inebriated"' which is incorrect. The FE or idiom cannot have been 
familiar to the translator or a Swedish idiom whose meaning is equivalent to the 
one in English such as -driva med nfigon" would have been used. 
F, xampic 2 
S FANITY: [ ... 1.4. favi one. 
Theypulledafiavt one. I'd like to know who was 
responsibic for that. 
(Pinter IW 11 :2 ") 
STANI. t-. ',, Y: 1 ... 1 Knockoutdirckt. 
Dom slog till medenging. Jag skullc %i Ila %eta 
%-cm som läg hakom det. 
Ang 1964: 41) 
The idiom "to pull a fast one"' and its MOD (abbreviated) preceding it **a last one" 
denotes cheating or tricking somebody. It is an informal idiom (Microsoft Fricarta 
2000). If the trawlator had bmn aware of the meaning of this linguistic Fl. ', he is 
likely to have used an equivalent translation into Swedish. ENen if an idiom 
denoting "'cheating somebody" does not exist in Swedish. the meaning of the 
idiom could have been translated into Swedish as "Lurade mig. De lurade mig. " 
that is ""Deceived me. They deceived me". Instead. the translator seems to haNe 
over-interpreted the idiom, reading more into its meaning than was iritended. 
perhaps because he drew its meaning from the context where it occurred. The 
translation thus reads "Knockout direkt. Dom slog till med en gAng". It is difficult 
to know what exactly the translator thought that the FE meant. but it is fikelý that 
his translation means ""They were fast. Very fast- which is incorrect. M) 
interpretation of the Swedish translation rests on two facts: firstlý. the word 
"'knockout"' chosen by the translator belongs to the world of boxing. and secondl'. 
the Swedish verb phrase "'slog till"' seems ambiguous and can mean either "they 
acted quickly" or ""hit"' as in -hit somebody". As a result. it seems that I. Ang based 
his translation on the fact that he thought that somebody had -acted quicklý" and 
possibly been violent too. Whatever the translator intended. the message of the 
is not translated into Swedish and is, as a result. inaccurate. original FE 
I'X, unr)lc 3 
GOIDBI-RG: I'm telling you. Webber. You're a washout. Why are you getting 
on evwryboaý- *s wick? Why are YOu driVing that old la4t, offher 
conk? 
(Pinter 1961. ý0) 
GOLDBERG: Vart'6r slosar ni bort andras tid. Webber. Ni Ar ett fiasko. I'arior 
travslar ni till detjor alla manniskor"' I 'arfor, %kramlyter ru venct ur 
den gamla damen? 
I 9f) 
(LAng 1964: 111) 
Alien this line appears in The Birthday Party. . 5tanley ; Cebber has for some time 
endured an interrogation by Goldberg and McCann. Stanle 
- i- Is 
being put under 
extreme pressure. The interrogation does not end here. In this extract, Pinter u-ses 
the idiom -to get on somebody's wick" in order to say that a person is ver), 
annoying or irritating. The use of this idiom and similar expressions such as -off 
her conk" may en masse work as clues to Goldberg's background. The types of 
linguistic FE. which Goldberg employs such as "you're beginning to get on my 
breasts"' (Pinter 1963: 49) and "I'l I kick the shite out of him- ( 1963: 50) are often 
informal, vulgar or slightly offensive and some have sexual undertones. They arc 
the kinds of FE which tend to be used to signal that people arc of a working clas's 
background or that they arc not veD, educated. The expression -to dfi%c 
somebody off their conk" (see below) is another such example. On the macro 
level. these linguistic FlEs or idioms seem to work as characterization and can. as a 
result, be considered to be thematic devices. With regard to the translation of the 
FE "get on somebody's wick", the translator cannot have been familiar with the 
idiom or an equivalent idiom in Swedish would have been chosen. or the correct 
sense would have been found in the translation. Neither is the case. In Lfing's 
translation into Swedish, Goldberg says "I ... j Varfbr trasslar ni till det f6r alla 
mAnniskor? [ ... I (I. Aing 1964: 111) which may be translated as either "why do ýou 
cause trouble for everybody"' or -Why do you get everybody into a mess". The 
translation does not reflect the original either in tone (much less forceful an 
expression) or meaning (incorrect). It is possible that the translator looked up the 
word in a dictionary and found the following definition for the noun -Wick". - a 
piece of twisted thread in a candle** (Longman's Dictionary of Contemporary 
English 1981) which could possibly explain how '"misted" became "trassla till 
det" and resulted in the translation above. Instead '-Varfbr retar ni gallfcber pA 
alla? " could be used. since -reta gallfcber pA nAgon- is an equivalent idiom. which 
means "to annoy somebody intensely". Both tone and meaning %%ould thus rcflcci 
the original. 
A synonymous idiom to *'io dri%-c somebody off their conk' is the more ncutral 
expression '4-to drive sornctx, 1d. v mad-. The formcr c\pression is inf'Onnal and the 
jq-7 
tone of -off their conk- appears slightlý aggressive. In Swedish the idiom has 
been translated as "to scare the life out of somebody" resulting in 'A'arfOr 
skrammer ni vettet ur den gamla damen? " (I-Ang 1964: 111). The original Fl: and 
its translation do not mean exactly the same thing. In the Swedish translation. the 
translator seems to have misinterpreted the FE, or he may have thought that his 
choice of FE was a close enough translation of the original. At any rate, the set 
expressions "driva nigon till vansinne- (drive somebody insane). -g6ra mig 
galen" (make me go mad) or '-fdriora Mrstindet" (lose one's mind) could also 
work even though these Swedish set expressions are more formal and neutral in 
tone than the original. "Varfbr driver ni den gamla damen till vansinneT, (Wh%ý 
arc you driving the old lady insane? ) or the rewrite "Vill ni a" dcn gamia damen 
ska fbrlora %rstAndet, va?! " (You want the old lady to lose her mind, do you") 
might consequently work since they appear closer in meaning to the original than 
the phrase used in lAng"s translation. 
Example 4 
MCCANN: He left her in the lurch. 
GOLDBERG: You left her in the pudding club. 
(Pinter 1963: 53) 
MCCANN: Han Ilimnade henne i sticket. 
GOLDBERG: Ni lurade henne. 
(LAng 1964: 118-119) 
The linguistic FE -To be in the pudding club" is a colloquial %-ay of saýing that 
somebody is pregnant. This Fl' or idiom might be viewcd as offcn%l%-c by some 
people (Microsoft Encarta 2000). The Swedish translation "Ni luradc h,. -nnc" 
above means --You deceived her** which is a mistranslation and it prohabl% 
occurred becausc the translatorw&% unfamiliar with the mcaning of the English 
idiom. The offcnsi%*c tonc of the original FE should bc transfcrrcd in tmnslation in 
19X 
order to reflect the language used by the character since such an FF could tv part 
of Pinter's characterization of the characters. The informal '-%-ara PA smkillen" or 
-vara pA tjocken" seem equivalent since they mean -to be pregnant" and since 
they arc also viewed as slightly offens* .0 ive to some people in 
Swedish 
Example 5 
GOLDBERG: Beautiful! A beautiful speech. GOLDBERG con! forts MEG. ) 
Buck up now. Come on, smile at the birdy. That's better. [I 
(Pinter 1%3: 58) 
GOLDBERG: Underbart! Ett underbart tal. ([... I not translated) Gaska upp er nu. 
Tilla pd den lilla. ffigeln. Det var bAttre. [I 
(LAng 1964: 134) 
-Watch the birdy" is a phrase that photographers use when they ask somebody to 
look into the camera, as they are about to take a photo. Tberefore. -smile at the 
birdy" is another way of saying ""Say cheese"'. In this passage, Pinter has modified 
the expression by putting it into another context - that is nobody is about to take a 
photo when the phrase occurs in the play. it is a case of displacement of context. 
Pinter has also made another modification. he has replaced -watch" for -smile at". 
Pinter lets GOldberg borrow an FE used in photography in order to help Aleg feel 
better. that is the phrase is used in order to cheer Meg up. to make her smile. In 
S%vdish I. Ang offers the uanslation-rina pA den lilla figeln" (LAng 1964: 114). It 
mean% "Look at the little bird". The translation is close to the ST but incorrect. It 
is likely that the translator was unfamiliar %kith the exprmion. If he did not know 
the meaning of the expression. it follows that he was not aware of its use in an 
unfamiliar context. If he had been. the translation could have read -look into the 
camera" for instance which would have made more sense, although it i% not 
satisfactory. since no camera is pm-scnt in the scene. In order to best decide IW1%% to 
tramlatc this FE. a translator must arrive at a decision as to why Pinter uses the 
I CN 
FE. However, the reason why he uses -Come on, smile at the birdy" in order to 
make somebody smile is difficult to assess. Whý not use "Come on. smile'. ` or 
-Givc me a smile! " for instance? Since it is difficult to know why Pinter chose to 
use this parlicular IFF. it does not seem advisable to be too in\enti%c when 
translating the expression into Swedish. An equivalent phrase used hý 
photographers in Sweden or the translation of the sense of the FE seems adequate. 
In other words. "sAg omelett! " (say omelette) which is equivalent to "say cheese" 
or "och sA ett leende" (give us a smile) might work since Swedish photographers. 
use these expressions when working with clients. "Se sk le nu- (smile now 
please) may also work since the phrase translates the sense of the FE. 
Exampic 
60LDBERG: What's the matter? You got the needle to Uncle. Vate. V' 
(Pinter 1%3: 83) 
(901. DI3ER(;: Vad är det? Har du skqffat nälen till. fürbror. \aiei-'? 
(Ling 1964: 199) 
The Swedish translation of "'You got the needle to Uncle Natey"" is literal and 
incorrect. reading "liar du skaffat nklen till farbror Natey" that is "Have you 
found the needle for Uncle Natey-. The linguistic FE -get a needle to somebody" 
appears not to have been familiar to LAng, the translator. The FE means to have -a 
feeling of antagonism or hostility" to somebody and it is an informal expression 
Wicrosoft Encarta 2000). Ilyser du agg mot farbror Nateý`- OAng 1964: 199) 
seems a more appropriate translation because it is a linguistic FE %%hich mean% 
-Do you bear a grudge against Uncle Natey". Also. the linguistic 11 -hysa agg 
mot nAgon" is a near-synonym to "'You got a needle to 1.4'ncle Natc%`. 
Exwnl! lc 7 
NX) 
GOLDBERG: You're on the verge. 
NICCANN: You are a dead duck. 
GOLDBERG But we can save you. 
GOLDBERG: Du verkar aildeles färdig. 
M. CCANN: Du ar trasig. 
GOLDBE 'RG: Men %, I kan radda dig. 
(Pinter 1%%. 86) 
(lAng 1964: 208) 
If somebody is described as "a dead duck". it means that si"he is -someKwjý I ... I 
with no chance of success or survival" (Microsoft Encarta 2000). The expression 
is informal, it is colloquial English. In the passage from The Birthdqi- PtirlY 
above. both meanings of the FE are possible and both may be intended. I lo%% e% er. 
it is the threat of no survival which seems to stand out in the context since the 
expression is used during the threatening and fierce interrogation of N'tanley. As a 
result, Ling's translation into Swedish -Du dr trasig- (LAng 1964: 208) meaning 
"You're a nervous wreck'* seems inadequate since the threat of death is absent in 
that interpretation, but also because the translation does not ha%c the sia-me 
meaning as the FE. in the source language (SL). Moreover. the S%%cdish word 
"trasig" seems unfortunate since its connotations are foremost associated with 
items that have broken into pieces and only rarelý used figurati%el). **Du ligger 
risigt till" that is -You're in big trouble" might work since the idiom 6*ligga fisigt 
till" implies danger to the person to whom it is addressed. However. the threat 
would neither be as clear nor as pregnant in the target language (TI. ) as the I-T' in 
the SL. It seems that in this case some translation loss has to be accepted. 
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4.3.2 The Caretaker 
The second play to be discussed in this chapter is The Caretaker. There are three 
characters in this play: two brothers and a visitor called Davie%. One of the most 
prominent asp" of the language of The Caretaker is that Davie. % speaks %erý 
colloquial English. There is some allusive language but verý, fe%k (if any) cultural 
Fl-. s, that is none of the possible cultural FEs seem to have concealed meanings. 
Due to the fact that the dialogue appears devoid of cultural FES. the language 
seems straightforward. It is therefore not surprising that Carl-Olof I. Ang. who 
translated the play into Swedish in 1961 (unpublished), seems to havc had few 
problems translating The Caretaker, except the problems related to the translation 
of colloquial language. The first production of the play was staged at Krelsteatern. 
Stockholm in March 1961. Below are a few translation examples from The 
Caretaker. illustrating some of the problems C-0 I. Ang encountered in translating 
The Caretaker. 
Example 8 
DAVIFS: I 
... 
II could have got done in down there. 
DAV I ES: I... I Jag kunde ha dkt dit pi det clAr stlil let. 
(Pinter 1976: 8) 
(LAng 1961: 6) 
The translation of this line into Swedish reads "Jag kunde dkt dit PA det dir 
stAlIct- and could mean A could have got into trouble in that place". "Got done 
in" is the past tense of the linguistic FF "to get done in" which means -to tv 
killed". Using colloquial Swedish. it is translated as "Ak-t dit" (LAng 1961: 6). 
which if translated literally into English means -got caught". In this instance. the 
translator was either not familiar %%ith the idiom -to get done in- or he was of the 
opinion that Pinter did not intend the idiom to be intcrprctcd litcrallý and 
translatcd it more fively as "got caught"'. Either way. this d(ws not seem to bc an 
appropriatc translation. particularly becausc it is more % aguc and les-, threatening 
than the original. In ordcr to tvtter reflect the original. the translator ma% 
lui%c 
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chosen "'Jag kunde ha blivit jordgubbe pA det dAr sWlet- since "bli% it jordgublv- 
is colloquial Swedish for "have died" and the Swedish translation %ould ha%c the 
same meaning as the idiom in the SL. 
E'umple 9 
DAVIE. S: [ ... I It was knocked off on the Great West Road. 
(Pintcr 1976: 8) 
DAVIES: [... I Den tog slut pA riksvAgen vAst6ver. I ... I (I-Ang 1961: 6) 
Referring to his tin of tobacco. Davies says "It was knot-ked (? ff on the Great West 
Road". The Swedish translation of "'knocked off' reads "tog slut" ( 1961: 6) that is 
"ran out". rhe entire line in Swedish back-translated into English reads -It ran out 
on the main road out west"'. If something is "knocked ofr' and one does not have 
it any more. the meaning of the verb phrase is either that it "was stolen" or 
possibly "destroyed". but it does not mean "that one has run out of something". As 
a result. the translation appears to be a mistranslation. It seems that the translator 
did not know the meaning of this particular linguistic IT. "Att sno'. a colloquial 
%%-ord for "to steal" could be used in Swedish as an equivalent to -knock MY'. 
FxwnRlc 10 
DAVIES: I ... I 'When 
he come at me tonight I told him. didn't 1? You heard me 
tell him. didn't you .. ) 
(Pintcr 1976: 8) 
DAVIES: I... I NAr han kom. fram till mig i k%-AII satic jag horx)m Alt ph plats. %a'. ' 
Ni h6rdc ju att jag sattc honom ph plats. 
(L. Ang 1961 6) 
"(I I 
According to Microsoft Encarta 2000 the idiom "come at someK, ýdý- means --it, 
set upon and attack somebody-. C-0 LAng's translation of the idiom in The 
Caretaker is "NAr han komftam till mig ik%, Ail ... - (1%1: 6). that is "When he 
walked up to me tonight ... " %%-hich has a different meaning than the onginal. and 
is not as duratening. The idiom -ge sig pA nAgon- could work- since it is an 
infonnal way of saying -to attack somebody" in Swedish. The text would then 
read -NAr han gav sig pd mig ikvill. sa jag till honom pA skarpen. visst gjordc 
jag!? " or "When he come at me tonight ... " and thus the FE is corTectlý translated 
and the threat intact. 
1**Ixaml2le II 
DAVIES: You got any more rooms then. have )-ou? 
ASTON: Where? 
DAVIES: I mean, along the landing here ... up the 
landing there. 
ASTON: They're out of commission 
DAVIES: Get awqv. 
ASTON: They need a lot of doing to. 
(Pinter 1976: 11-12) 
DAVIES: Ni har vAl fler nun hAr? 
ASTON: Var? 
DAVIFS: Jag menar. Mir utanfbr ... 
d6numa utanfZsr. 
ASTON: Inget att rtikna med. 
DAVIFS: Hur sd? 
ASTON: MAste reparems fbrst. 
(LAng 1961: 9) 
In this pa&uge an intedection seems to have been misunderstood. 
Get away k 
here translated into Swedish as Ifur sd. ', ' (1961: 9) which means 
Alo%% corric", or 
"Why? ". In English the intoection "'get away- expresscs disbelief (MiCrONAM 
Fmcarta 2000). The passage may be improved by the usc of a 
Swedish inicrJection 
or phrase equivalent to the one in the original. -Du skojarl" or 
"Ah. 14-, g a\'** 
might work. 
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ExamvIc 12 
DAVIES: Them bastards at the monastery let me down again. 
(Pinter 1976: 11). 
DAVIES: Dom javla 16ssen i klostret lurade mig igen. 
(lAng 1%1: 11) 
"Let somebody down" is a phrasal verb, which means -Io disappoint somebody by 
not meeting expectations" (Microsoft Encarta 2000). However. in the translation 
into Swedish, it was rendered by LAng as -to deceive somcbody-. which is 
incorrect. Lack of familiarity with the FE in the SL is the most likely reason for 
the mistranslation, because if LAng knew what Iet somebody down- meant he 
would have used the correct translation -svck mig-. 
Example 13 
DAVIES: [ ... I I'd hear the bell, 
I'd go down there, open the door. who might be 
there, any Harry might be there. [I 
(Pinter 1976: 43-44) 
DAVIFS- [... I Mir klockan ringer gir jag ner och 6ppnar d6ffen. och dA kan ju 
vem som helst stA utanfbr. vilken djth-la t)p som helst II 
(LAng 1961: 42) 
%*An)- Harry" is a MOD (a truncated FE). that is a modified %ersion of the 
full 
length linguistic FE -Any Tom. Dick and whose meaning is **anybod)**. 
Thc MOD was o%-cr-u-anslatcd into Swedish as -%-Ilkcn djA%-Ia typ som 
helst" 
(1%1: 42) or "'Any bloody gu%-** when a simple -anybody" would 
ha%e tx-cn 
enough. The word was probably added for effect. However. therc 
is no rwcd for it. 
since the original MOD is a truncated FE which docs nk-lt contain an) additions 
2()ý 
4.3.3 The Homecoming 
The Homecoming is a play about a dysfunctional family of males. It consists of 
Max (the father), his brother Sam. and Nfar s sons Lenrýi, and JoeY. The ambience 
in the family household is one of hostilit, %. and the language of the pla% is %kork-ing 
class, often crude, and threatening. It is the language of an all-male hou. whold 
where people constantly compete for power. One day. Mar 's eldest soOn. / cd, ýi. 
who has lived abroad for a few years, unexpectedly brings his wife Ruth home to 
meet the family. As it turns out, Nfax seems to have been a butcher and a crtx)k 
and now acts as the mother of the familv. since the death of his wife. Lenni- is a 
pimp. Joey a brainless boxer. Sam a cowed taxi driver. Tt, dqi- a doctor of 
philosophy and Ruth a mother of three who previouslN may have worked &-, a 
prostitute. At the end of the play. Ruth seems to prefer to staý on with her 
husband's family working as a classy prostitute to rctuming to the I oS., \ with hcr 
husband. The translator is Olov Jonason (Unpublished manuscript from 1965). 
Exami2ic 14 
Pause. 
(MAX) Mind you, she wasn't such a bad woman. [-., %-cn though it made me 
sick just to look at her rotten stinking face, she wasn't such a had 
bitch. I gave her the best bleeding ýYars of-mY life. anyway. 
i LENNY: Plug it, will you, you stupid sod. I'm tning to read the paper. 
MAX: Listen. 17/ chop)-ourspine off. you talk to me like that' 
(Pinter Plays 1978: 25) 
Palls. 
(MAX) Och hon varju intc sh tokI, t1ir den dclen. Fastjag mhd&- ilia ban 
jag titta pA hcnnc. % 1'6rhannadc djA% la ný 11c. %A var hon iu 
intc r6n 
vanfig hagga t alla Wl. Jag pv'na, i alla fall mma ha%ttj itiv; aar 
LENNY: HAII kAften. din djA%-Ia torsk - jag Mrs6ker IJL. %a ildningm. 
'of, 
MAX: ti6rru, jug shir dig pd kaften orn du talar till mig 1 den tonen' II 
(Jonason 1%5: 2ý 
The expression "to give somebody the best years of your life" is a linguistic F F. 
Herc. Pinter has added "bleeding" to give the expression more force. In S%%cdl-, h. 
the translator did the same thing: the mild invective jcwla was added to mina htj, %ttj 
dr (my best years) resulting in mina bdvtajtAla dr. 
The verb "to chop one's head off" is used in the context of beheading or 
decAptitating somebody. Here Pinter replaced "head" %kith "spine". which makes 
the linguistic 17E. "to chop one's head off" into the MOD "to chop one's spine off". 
J`he expression is a threat. The question remains. is it possible to chop off 
somebody's spine? Why did Pinter replace "head" with "spine"'. ' It ha. " been 
suggested that the word "spine" is an anagram of "penis" (The . 1; ijndtýy Expre. %v, I 
Febru, ary. 2002), a word that Pinter could not have included in 1965 due to the 
censorship laws. If spine is meant to be an anagram of penis. the linguistic MOD 
makes sense. since it is possible to chop off somebody's penis. In addition. should 
the MOD be an anagram, the threat made to Lenn), is not a general one. but a 
threat to his masculinity and his status in the family. Jonason translated the MOD 
as jag s1dr dig N kq1ten, which means "I'll punch you in the tace". a toned down 
%er-, ion of the MOD in the ST. If "spine" is an anagram of penis. the anagram will 
be lost in translation into Swedish. As a result. some translation loss seems 
inevitable. 
Example 15 
TEDDY: Stop it! What arc you talking about'? 
MAX: I ha%-cn*t wen the bitch for six ycars. he comes home %ittwut a 
word. he brings a filthy scrubber off the street. he . %haL-AL% sip in rriý 
house! 
TEDDY: Shcos my wife! We're married! 
20- 
(Pinter Plays 1978: 58) 
1'EDDY: Sluta! Vad är det du säger? 
MAX: Jag har inte sen den fan pA sex Ar. och sA kommer han heni utm ett 
ord och slapar in en sketen pyscha frin gatan och. %/qA*jr I mitt flus. 
TFIDDY: Det Ar min fru! Vi Ar gifta! 
(Jonason 1965: 45) 
The linguistic FE or phrasal verb "to shack up" is an informal expression meaning 
that somebody is living with a lover (Microsoft Encarta 2000). By using the 
phrasal verb, Max also shows disapproval of the arrangement. The S%%edish 
translator may have chosen the informal expression slqfar in order it) reflect the 
ST. only the translation does not mean the same thing. SlqNr is slang for 
"sleeping" and has no connotations of live with a lover" nor is it a word stating 
disapproval. As a result. the translation is less forceful than the ofiginal. It Werns 
that some translation loss will have to be accepted, since It is diff-icult to find an 
exact equivalent in Swedish. Olov Jonason seems to remedy the lack of force to 
some degree by successfully transfierfing the tone of Maxs way of speak- Ing, and 
the context makes clear that Max disapproves of Teddy'. v actions. 
4.3.4 No Man'-v Land 
No Alan's Land WML) was written in 1975. The main characters are Mrst and 
Sjxwner. two old men who drink heavily. Hirst is successful and rich %%hercaN 
Slxwner is unsuccessful and poor. The plaN- begins with Hirst am\ ing home 
together with , S'Ixx)ner whom 
he seems to have picked up In a pub. While at 
Hirst 'N. they reminisce. In fact. the cntirc play relics hea\ilý on memories. I he 
t\%-o men talk about womcn. scv litemurc. philosophý and %%ork. Mith are \crý 
well . Ix)kcn. The clegant and affected style of the 
language as well as it,, often 
parodic tonc resemble the stýlc of Oscar Wildc and Ntvl Co%%ard. Ifint,, and 
innucrx1om where the\ met (Hampstead 11cath) and the \%a\ 11ir%t and \potoncr 
spcak-. may indicate that the)? are 1wrnosc\uals. but thiý, n(. x-,. i not 
tv thc case 
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. lbere are few linguistic FEs in NML- Cultural FEs and other allusi%e Lingual.! c. 
however, seem to abound. 'Me abundance of allu-si%-e language mak-es- the dialogue 
come across as obscure because memories in the form of cultural FF,, --ccm It, 
a] I ude to people and events that the spectator cannot a] wa) s ident i fy. Asa res-u I t. it 
can be difficult to make sense of the play. If the dialogue in NAII, is TX)t 
understood. this may be due to the fact that the language seems obscure becau, -c 
of the many cultural FEs. Carl-Olof and Sigbrit lAng translated the plaý into 
Swedish in 1975, and NML had its premiere at GWeborg'. s StaJiteater on January 
23 d 1976 (text unpublished). Below are a few examples of Pintcr*s use ot 
linguistic FEs in NML. First a few more observations on the language of the pla). 
The dialogue in NML often comes across as prefabricated. An instance tit' 
prefabricated dialogue is language which has been borTo%%cd from other text. s. 
Cultural FEs constitute such prefabricated language. Linguistic FFs such as 
idioms or metaphors also constiutc prefabricated language. The dialogue in XML 
does not resemble everyday conversation because too man). passages seem 
prefabricated-, they sound stilted or affected. The impression of pretabrication is 
often brought out by the parodic tone of the language of the plaý. A-S a result. 
dcfamiliarisation occurs. which means that some passages appear "odd" to thow 
rnembers, in the audience unfwniliar with the origins of the prefabricmcd cultural 
FF. The impression is that these passages stand out because thcý seem out of 
c(intcxt. Linguistic FEs may appear odd when modified. Howe%cr. prefabricated 
phrases such as linguistic and cultural FEs may also seem familiar. they "ring a 
bell". even though it may tv difficult to identifý- the original FF. s. Below are a 
couple of examples to illustmte the tN-pes of linguistic found in NAII. (m) 
italics): 
Example I 
HIRST: I Icr ardour %%-ým in my cxpcnence. unp=ilclcd. 
palj. ktp 
21)4) 
You were always preoccupied %ith %our physical .. condition .. %%Cren*t 
you? Don't blame you. Damn fine figure of a chap. Natural athlete. 
Medals, scrolls, your name inscfibed in gold. Once a man has breasted 
the tape, alone. he is breasting the tapefiorever. His golden moment can 
never be tamished. [. --I 
(Pinter 1975: 76) 
HIRST: I ... I Hennes lidelse var, enligt min erfarenhet, utan rnotstý cke. Ja ja. 
Paw. 
Du var alltid upptagen av din fysiska ... kondition ... var 
dct inte sh? Jag 
klandmr dig inte. F6rbannat fin figur. ldrottsman av naturcn. Mcdalier. 
diplorn. ditt namn graverat i guld. Har en man en gangsprdngl malsnoret, 
ensam, spranger han aillid mdl. vn6ret. Flans gyllcne 6goblick kan aldrig 
mattas. I ... I 
(LAng 1975: 64) 
"'Once a man has breasted the tape, alone, he is breasting the tape forever- '*A. *Cm-S 
to fing a bell. It may do so because it conjures up phrases of the formal "seen one, 
seen them all" (Microsoft Encarta 2000). The repetition may also make the line 
seem familiar. Repetition is a rhetorical device often used by poets and orators 
in 
order to make a point. since the repetition tends to remain in people's minds. It is 
a device used in advertising as well. Repetition of some kind is also common 
in 
catchphrases, slogans and sayings of various kinds. In the passage above. the 
repetition is based on -breast the tape"'. Finally. the insertion of-alonc- seems out 
of place because its position in the sentence resembles written rather than sfX-)ken 
language. 6*lA]Ione*' also becomes stressed since it breaks off the rhy-thm of the 
line. Having established that "Once a man has breastcd the tape ... 
" is an MOD. 
%%c now turn to the S\%, cdish translation. it is close. 'Me repetition 
is. kept which 
results in the line sounding like an FE. which also resembles. the original 
MOD- 
As a rcsult, the translation works. 
Iti 
Fxamplc 17 
HIRST: I ... ]I might even show you my photograph album. You might c% en . cc a 
face in it which might remind you of your o%m. The% 
the emotion ... trapped. No. Deeply. deepl. v the. N wi. ., h to rcsixind to 
your touch, to Your look. and when you smile, their ... k untvundcd. 
And -%" 
I vaj, to. vou, tender the dead, as vou would. vounell he tendt-red. 
now. in what you would describe as your life. 
Ile drinks. 
(Pinter 1975: 98) 
11IRs'n I ... I Jag kanske till och med visar er mitt t-otografialbum. NI kanske till 
och med fir se ett ansikte d& som pAminner er om ert eget, I ... I lk- 3gcr 
alla denna kAnsla ... 
fAngad. I ... I NcJ. I mitt inner-sta briskar de tvs%ara 
er berdring. er blick. och nAr ni ler. dr dems glAdjc ... utan grAns. Och 
ddýfor stiger. jag fill er, var Omsint mot tic, doda. %asom och nivill motav 
med i)mhet. hAr i detta ni kal I ar erl Iiv. 
Ilan dricker. 
(lAng 1975: 71-74) 
As described. repetition (*lender"' in this case) may indicate that a line has been 
borrowed as it is common in for instance sayings and slogans. I t'the rh)-thm stands 
out. making the sentence sound poetic. there is ýet another reason it) su-sivo that 
the line has been borrowed. llowe%er. it may alA) he that the author is imitating 
another author*s style or using a frame such as -secri one seen thern all". 
I Is Rhetoricai dc% ices am usuallý used for srvcific rcasons. A caw in point, rh)thil i 
common in certain tv % of pr6ormed material such a-s pro%crbs. %cr-sc and . PC 
poetry. Tbc advantage with familiar -A-)unding phra-ses is that the% ma% Causc us to 
believe that we have heard them before siniplý becati. se the t-ormat %eenis farnfli. ir 
0 This nia). happen when the audience hew "tender the dcad. as ýou %%ould )ourcli 
be tendered*' since the linc has the samc frame as -do wito othcr as %ou %, vuld 
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have them do to you" (Microsoft Encarta 2000). Also. the language in the e\, xrpt 
above seems a little too solemn for everyday speech. and this rnaý be an indication 
that the line has been borrowed. The phrase -And so I say to ýou. ** seenis to signal 
an FE, especially since there are instances of other such signals follo%ed bý ail II 
in other plays by Pinter (see Moonlight page 60: -And so let me sa\ this. Ile %%asa 
man. take him for all in all. I shall not look upon his like again. .., a dirt-ct quote 
from Hamlet preceded by the signal underlined here). Despite the indicatiow, that 
the language has been borrowed from another source. it has not been possible to 
establish whether or not the italicised phrases are in fact FEs. because the A-)urccN 
of the phrases have not been located. If the two phrases discussed are not 
linguistic or cultural FFs, they may be imitations of styles or frarnes used bý other 
writers before Pinter. 
The Swedish translator opted for a close translation in both ca. "c', above. If the 
origin of an FE is unknown to the translator, a close translation scems- to be the 
fight option. provided that the tone and style of the piece is retained. Nloreo%cr, 
style seems to override content in N. M. Therefore. it is particularly imfx-, rtant to 
retain the style of the S1. in the translation. in order that the J-1- reflects the 
original. 'I'he language style in A'ML is elegant and solemn. The translation of the 
first line does not retain the SL style. and although the second line better reflects 
the original. it seems that the translator has misunderstood the meaning ofthc % erb 
"tender"' slightly. The second example may be said to be a modification of'**do to 
other-, as they do unto you" which comes from the Bible. As a result, in S%kedish 
the translator could have chosen the equivalent phrase found in the S%kvdish Bible. 
Fxample 19 
SPOONER: I looked up once into my mother's face. What I sa%% thcrc %%ws 
nothing less than pure malc%olence. I %%a-s 
fortunatc to escuiv %%ith 
mv life. You wIII want to know what I 
had done to prowkc %uch 
hatrcd in my own mother. 
I-IIRST: You'd piwd ýoursclf- 
SPOONFR: Quite fight. How old do ýou think, I v%a-N a the firric" 
14IRST: Twenty-eight. 
SPOONER: Quite right. I lowever. I left home soon after. 
Pau. %c, 
My mother remains, I have to say. a tembly attracti%e woman in 
many ways. I ier buns are the best. 
IIIR. V lookv at him. 
Her currant bunv. The best. 
(Pinter 1975: 18-19) 
S 11 (X) N1 `1 R: l-, n gäng säg jag upp i min mors ansik-te. Vad jag säg J. ir %ar 
ingenting annat en ren illvilja. Jag var lycklig att komma undan 
med livet i behäll. Ni undrar förstä-s vad jag gjort Nör att %äcka 
sädan avsky hos min egen mor. 
IIIR. S F: Ni hade kissat pA er. 
S PWN FR: Just det. I lur gammal tror ni att jag var dA? 
IIIR. S I': IjugoAtta. 
SP(X)Nl', R: Just det. l. mellertid flyttade jag heniifrAn strax efterfit. 
Paus. 
S'PMNER: Min nior är forifamde. det mä-ste jag tilistä. en pä nlänga ý, ätt 
oerhört altraktiv k-Ninna. llennes hullar är b.: ist- 
IIIRSI ser pa honont. 
/1"mck kortnibullar. B, Ast. 
(I. Ang 11) -iý 16) 
The above passage illustrates how Pinter u. ses his audience',, expectations in order 
to create comedy. S; pooner states that his mother once ga%c him a loiik of 
malevolence. The audience, on hearing that it "as because he '*piN,. cd hlm,, cll7,. 1, % 
likelý to assume that Spooner was a child when it happened. As a result. lllr%['. % 
guess -twenty-eight" is somewhat surprising to the audience. since theý thought a 
child had wet himself. However. it also tells them something about the characters 
and their experiences: Spooner and Mrst seem to be on the same %%-a%elcngth. 
'I-hcN- are heavy drinkers, which means that they probabINI have had slmll. ir 
experiences related to drinkin (hangovers and dehydration). This may be %%h,. 9 
Ifirst did not state that Spooner was talking of a child wetting himsel f. I ater in the 
passage, the sexual innuendo in the ambiguous phrase "her buns arc the bcst" maý 
seem inappropriate since it is assumed that children do not % iew their parents as 
sexual beings. I lowever, when "currant" is added to the phm%c. it scems to take on 
a different meaning. It is possible that the sexual innuendo was not onl). a pun. but 
also a foretaste for what was to come. namelý -Her currant buns. Fhc lk-st. " In 
Cockney rhyming slang. ""currant bun- means "son" or -sun". With this 
knowledge in mind, it is possible thatS/N)oner is talking about himself. saying that 
he and his brothcr/s/ are the best. or put differently. that his mothcr*s sons are the 
best. As a result. the expression may have nothing to do with buns- at all. [Ang's 
translation of the phrase is literal. It is possible that he decided on a literal 
translation, because he was unfamiliar with the linguistic FE. If Pinter is reterring 
to buns. the translation works. but since NML seems to be a ver-\ allu-si%e pla\ 
,, %here the language has undercurrents (see Chapter 1. pages 3 1-19 for a dim. usson 
of subtext and undercurrents), it is unlikely that this is what Pinter intended. 
Equivalent rhyming slang to Cockney does not emst in Swedish. Therefore. the 
FE. must be translated literally. lio\%e\er. a note e\plaining to the reader the 
meaning of-currant buns" in Cockncý would Ix: helpful. 
L\aniple 19 
SPOONER: Tell me about your wife. 
HIRSI': What wifc? 
SPOONER: How beautiful she 110" tender and ho%% truc Fell me %%ith %%hat 
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speed she s%%-ung in the air. with %%hat %'clociv, she came o!! ' the 
wicket, whether she %%x% responsive to finger spin. %Owther %ou owld 
bowl a shooter with her. or an oflbrcak- with a legbreak &: tion. In 
other words. did she google'. ) 
Silence. 
HIRST: You will not say. I will tell vou then ... that int 1sac, ; ud 
everything. a mouth. hair, teeth. buttot-b. hrcasi% ab%olutelv 
everything. And legs. 
Winter 2.3) 
SPOONER: Berlitta dh om er fru. 
HIRST: Vilken fru? 
SP(X)Nl-. R: Hur vacker hon var. hur Om cwh hur sann. Nar ni sfwlade cricko'! 
Berätta om hur forl hon fick- in schvungen. hur snabbt hon klarade 
grinden, ifall hon kunde ta enlor en sk-ru%-. ifall ni k-unde ka. sta en 
längboll pä henne, eiler en vänsterstuss mo--d bcn%t(ipprx)rcl%c. Med 
andra ord. klarade hon en 1%Irj'. ' 
A-sinad. 
Ni vill inte sAga det. DA skall jag tala om f6r er ... att min fru 
111jile aill. ()gon. mun. har. tander, Itir. brost. alh Och hen. 
Ang 19 75: 21)) 
In the italiciscd line abo%., c. Pinter manipulatcs his audience'% c\Fvcufion-, - Ibc 
use of the phrase "my wife ... 
had evei)Ihing" is Nuscd tin theas,, uniption that the, 
audience expects a certain answer to it. in othcr %%ord-. the phrase %linak i 
IgMI, z can be %lc%%-cd as lingut%tic F Particular resix-mse. Such % 
-1 'hat the 
audience expects to hear is "a tvautiful hi)u-%c. t%%o childrcn and a %:. ir** or 
, something along thosc lincs. Pinter. himewr. dc%:, 
dcs tO thuari his aud, crwc*s 
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expectations by introducing the unexpected: he enumerates the ob%ious. %%hich is 
superfluous. It is likely that he manipulated the audience for humorous efl'W. 'I he 
translation is literal. It works because a Swedish audience has the sanie 
expectations as an English-speaking one, since a line such as '*I had e%erý-thing- 
carries similar expectations in both languages. 
Fixample 20 
FOSTER: j ... 
I Who are you? I thought I'd never make it. \%%at a hike. And not 
only that. I'm defenceless. I don*t caM- a gun in London. But I*m not 
bothered. Once you've done the Eavi you've done it all. I ... I Who arc 
you. by the way? What are you dfinking? 
(Pintcr 1975: 31 ) 
FOSTER: I ... 
I Vem & ni? Jag trodde aldrig jag skulle orka. Vilken strapats. Och 
inte bara det. Jag var fZ$rsvarsl6s. I London Ar jag aldrig be%-tipnad. 
Men det g6r mig inget. Har man en gdng varit i Orienten har man 
varit med om aill. [ ... 
I Vem Ar ni. f6rresten? Vad dricker ni? 
(tAng 1975: 26) 
Example 21 
'R: I know what it is. There's something at-K)ut you fascinates me. FOSTI. 
SP(X)NER: It's my bearing. 
FOSTER: *%t*% what it must be. 
BRIGUS: I've seen Irishmen chop his, balls off. 
FOSTER: I ., vupjx)se once vou 
've hini Irishmen vou *ve hatl evervihing (to 
SPOONER) Listen. Keep it tidy. ý'ou folio%%-'. ' You've Just laid ýour 
hands on a rich and powerful man. I ... I. 
O"Inter 
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FOSTER: J ag vet vad det Ar. Det fi nns nAgot hos dig som fasc i nerar miv. 
SPOONI*'. R: Det Ar mitt upptrAdwde. 
FOSTER: Det mAste det vara. 
BRIGGS: Jag vet irlAndare som skulle slita tasken av honom. 
[-"OSTER: Har man en gdng rdkai ut f6r irldndare. har man rdkat ut for det 
mesta. (Till SPOONER) Hör du. Sköt det snyggt. [länger du rnt-d*' 
Du har just lagt vantama pä en rik och mäktig man. 1 ... 1 
(LAng 1975: 41) 
-Once you'%, e done the East you've done it all" is in all likelihood based (in the 
idiom frame or format "seen one, seen them all" (Microsoft Fricarta 2000). In the 
first example. Pinter has replaced the verb ""seen" for -done- and -one- is replaced 
by -the Fast"'. Another modification of the same frame is "I suppose once you'%e 
had Irishmen you've had everything" (1975: 51). There are idioms like-seen one. 
seen them all" in Swedish and this means that the translation of these two H-s do 
not constitute a problem. Therefore, it is not surprising to disco%-er that the 
translation of these lines into Swedish is literal. However. the verb in the Sl. may 
have been misinterpreted in the second example. perhaps because it Is not entirelý 
clear what Pinter means by the expression -have had Irishmen-. It may mean 
"have caught Irishmen-. **ha%-e bumped into Irishmen" or 6'ha%e had sex with 
Irishmen". The translation of -have had"' in "I suppose once %-ou'%e had Irishmen 
you*%, e had everything- is r6kat ut jor (English s)monyrn is -exposed to". 
66 cxfx)scd to something bad"" in particular) in the *11. As a result, the Swedish 
means ""if )-ou*%, e once been exposed to an Irishman ý-ou*ve been exposed to 
cverý-thing'*. What supports such an interpretation? Do Fnglishmen hate the Irish. 
because of' their shared history when the Irish and the English %%ere enemies'? 
Possiblý, but anti-Ifish sentiments do not to seem to be a theme in the plaý- 
flowever. the English often run down the Ifish and tell jokes atx)ut them. 1-his is 
what Pinter may be doing here. Homosexuality also does, seern to tle a I'K)%%IbIC 
theme. In view of this fact. the translation of "have Irishmen- could be 4-1 
modification of "have a woman** which means -io have , c\ \%ith a %koman". 
If 
homosexuality is a theme in the play. the intended meaning of the c\prcý,, %Ion 
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could be -if you've had sex with Irishmen ', Iv'ou've experienced e%-er-Nthiný-. it thl, % 
is the right interpretation. the Swedish translation is wrong 4ind should he changed. 
Another linguistic MOD is -gaining a march on the world" (1975: 42). It is a 
version of the more common military FE "stealing a march on the %%orld*'. Tosteal 
a march on the world means --to be early-. "to outdo". -to be cunning- or -to 
deceive" (Microsoft Encarta 2000). This is the context in which the MOD appears 
in the play: 
1 -x Die 23 
HIRST: The same night? I was dreaming of a waterWl. No. no. of a lake. I think 
it was ... just recently. Can you remember when I went to bed'? Was it 
daylight? It's good to sleep in the late afternoon. After tea and toast. You 
hear the faint beginnings of the evening sounds, and then nothing. 
Everywhere else people are changing for dinner. You*rc tucked up. the 
shutters closed. gaining a march on the %-orld. 
(Pinter 1975: 42) 
IIIRST: Samma natt? Jag drömde om ett vattenfäll. Nej nej, om en sjö. Jag tror 
det var ... alldeles nyss. Minns ni n1ir 
jag gick och la mig? Var det Ijust? 
Det Ar sk6nt att sova frarn pA eftermiddagen. NAr man druckit t6 [s-ic! ]. 
Man bodar h6ra Ijud. och sedan ingenting. Och runtomkring k1dr folk 
orn till middag. SjAl%, fir man ornstoppad, Mnsterluckorna -, -tAngda. tideti 
har hejdavvitt lopp. 
(lAng 1975: 15-36) 
Fhe meanings of the MOD enumerated above do not seem to fit the contc\t. 
However. the MOD can also mean "to gain an advantage" (Sven. 4 himclortihok 
1980). which seems the most likcl\ interpretation in this instance. The 's%%edish 
translation of the MOD is tiden har heidat sill lopp. which is a Swedish phr-. I, %c 
meaning "time has stopped". Although the I-F phra-w dtx: s not secin to mean the 
: is 
same thing as the one in the ST. the translation works because it fits it-s contem, 
and like the ST. it is an FE. 
4.3.5 Moonlight 
I [lie main characters in Moonlight are And), and Bel and their sons Jake and Fred. 
Andy and Bel also have a daughter, Bridget. Based on the fact that death and %%hat 
happens after death are discussed in the play. but also because Antýi- saýs he IS 
dying, and Fred is bedridden. one of the themes of Mimnlight seems to be death or 
dying. As a result. it is not surprising that religion and existentialism seem to bc 
undercurrents in Moonlight. Loneliness is possibly another theme. becausc 
although the play is about a family, they all seem cut off from one another, each 
living in their own world. The play contains many linguistic and cultural I-Ts. 
Below are a number of examples of linguistic FEs in Moonlight. Interspersed is. a 
discussion of how these FEs have fared in translation into S%%edish. S%%ed1sh rxx: t 
and playwright Kristina Lugn is the translator and the play was read by her Lit 
Dramaten on I April, 1995. The translation has not been published (my italics in 
the passages below). 
Example 24 
ANDY: Well that's more like it. You are a proper target for a cat's dcri"on. 
And how I loved you. 
pausv- 
What a wondcrful woman you %%ere. You had such agreat hcarl. 
You st iII havc. of coursc -I can 
hear it from herc. Banging a%% aý - 
pawe. Olinicr 1993: ., W 
I) 
" 144 
AN*DY: Ja. Det är nog mer sannolikt. Du är en lämplig mält., % la fbr cn », ýittN 
fbrakt. (kh vad jag Alskade dig. 
Pauv. 
Vilken underbar k-vinna du var. Du hade ett sä gott hjärta. Ikt har 
du fortfarande. f8rstAs. Det Mrs Anda hit. I lur det bultar (xh , Lir 
Paus. (Lugn 191-41: 3) 
If somebody is described as having "a great heart" it means that slie is 
courageous. If somebody is described as having "a go-od heart" sýhc I-%- kind- 
hearted. Why does Pinter use the phrase "You had such a great heart. - which 
seems to be mixing ""a great heart" and '6a g(-x)d heart"? First, it Is imFX)r1ant to 
look at the context in which the phrase occurs. And), is here talking to his wile. 
Bel. lie is rude to her. not only here, but in the passages preceding this line and 
afterwards as well. The tone of the speaker stands out - Antýv seems to Ix: 
sarcastic. An indication of tone is supplied through Andý, '% uncomphmentarý 
claim that his wife is 'ba proper target for a cat's derision" for instance. As a result. 
it is possible that Pintcr"s MOD ofthe collocation "have a good hcarl" into **had 
such a great heart" is an indication that Ant4, 's being sarcastic, that is the MOD Is 
an indication of tone. In translation into Swedish. the translator has decided to use 
ett vii gott hjdria (Lugn 1995: 3). which is the equivalent of -such a gtxýd heart". It 
is perfectly correct Swedish but the expression dfvs not seem to con% cý the 
sarca. sm. which seems intended in the ST. It is unlikcly that Pinter has made a 
mistake by using " great" instead of good -. sincc a playwright ot'his calibre must 
be assumed to be aware of what hc is doing. It cannot be a coincidence ttLit 
.. gVKXJ .. was exchanged for -grcat** . As a rc-, ult. the translator p, ad% 
iscd to 
translate the MOD in order to show that Anuý- is being sarcastic. -Dilt hjaru %ar 
sAAA stort" (your hearl %%-&,; sooo big) might work. since in S%%cdish it %%ould 
suggcst cithcr irony or sarcasm. but alst) bccau. %e it tits in %%ith the 
lincs followný 
that exprmion. 
-%I() 
Example 25 
JAKE: It's important to keep your pecker up. 
FRED: How far up? 
JAKE.: Well - .. for example ... how high ts a Chinaman, 
FRED: Quite. 
JAKE: Fxactly- 
Pause. 
I (Pinter 199': 
JAKE: Det Ar mycket %, iktigt att hAlla m(Wei uplv. 
FRED: Hur hdgt upp miste jag hAlla det? 
JAK F: Tja 
... Vad ska vi sliga ... Hur hijg kan en th-arg bli? 
I: RFD: Just det. 
JAKE.: Ja. Prccis. 
Paus. (Lugn 19,95: 7) 
These lines represent an example of the word plaý that occurs in Moonlight It 
resembles music-hal I patter: nothing serious is being said or con%eýed and there is 
fx)ssiblý sexual innuendo since one of the meanings of "pecker" may be '*pcnis". 
Me idiom is a synonym to phrases such as "keep your chin up** and -keep )our 
spirits up". but unlike these idioms "*keep ýour pecker up- can. by sorne people. he 
considered oflensive since one meaning of **pecker" is -penis" Oficrosoll Fricarta 
2000). whereas the others cannot. [linter may be using this linguistic 11", in order 
to create comedy. In addition. "Quite" and "I'victly- %%hich end the c\change 
(words which tend to be used &% signal-, for ending cornic e\changcs in Frigh., 11) 
gi%es the impression that the brothers are clear das to %%hat has been %aid %%hen in 
fact nothing is certain. It is difficult to tran-slatc -kccp )our pecker up" Inlo 
Swedish because there is no cqui\alcnt phrase in Swedish %,. ith , c\ual inniWildo 
, to 
he a,:,: cptcd Ibc translator As a rcsult. it seems that m, )mc translation IoN,, has 
used -hA]la modct uppc" ( 1995: 7) which mean-, "keep )our chin up" and --o %ir all 
is well. However. the translator then appears 10 ha%e j)% Is cr-inici-preted "ho%% high i 
a Chinaman", seemingly thinking that the phrase is connc%: tLA to a music-hall 
passage later in the play. that is the "Chinese laundr% - sequence- Winter 1, )')' 7' I 
75) where "'Chirim laundr)` is Iran-slated into ls%%cdi., h as Aharl: arylas 
tvAttinrAttning" (Lugn 1995: 68-69) which means A-hc D%%art-N* I aundr. % 
result, the translation of 6'how high is a Chinaman- reads A lur hlsg kan cri d%arg 
bli? that is "How tall can a dwarf get". The over-translation has taken plaice. it 
seems, because the translator did not know that "llow high is a Chinaman- (A 
Dictionary of Catchphrases 1977) is either an idiom such as "How long is a piece 
of string". a common phrase meaning that something cannot N: given a linitc 
measurement, or a joke where "How Ili- is the name of a Chinese person. I-hcrc 
am similar jokes in English where wordplay such as homophonN or homonymN is 
used: "'Keep fit with Jim Nastics- is a case in point (Chiaro 1 W2.35). I-hc II 
may also be a cricket term (BergICIdt 1998: 1.1-14). Jake and Fred '. 4-c-cm to I I -Oc 
talking nonsense. and they do so within the music-hall set up. It maý almi he that 
they are competing. hiding the fact that theý arc not sure what the other per'sion is 
actually saying. If that is the case. they keep up appearances in order to ensure that 
they do not lose face. In the Swedish translation. it scems that the translator has 
tried to translate sense. which has resulted in a loss of humour. A more flippant 
approach to such a passage would tx-tter transfer the humour ofthc pa&%age. or a 
Swedish joke may have been used. 
Example 26 
FRED: The answer is that your father %kxs just a h/l/e hit short Wa ftw 
krugerrands. 
JAKE: tic "d run out of-Imsetav in zi pretty spectacular fa%h 
ion 
FRED: I le had. only a fem., nights tx-forc. dropped a packet on the pier at 
Bognor 
Regis. 
(Pinicr lw', 14) 
FRER DWbr att din far hadc lite c0hvt m, -, i %talar 
is well. However, the translator then appears to ha% c ()% cr-interpreted lxw. high is 
a Chinaman". seemingly thinking that the phra-w is connected to :i mwo,.: -hall 
Mssagc later in the plaN. that is the *'Chinesc laundn Sequence'* Winter 1919 
75) where -Chinese laundr-, %-** is translated into Swedish as 
tvAttinrattning*' (Lugn 19195: 68-69) which means **Thc D, %%arfs' laundr%". As .1 
result. the translation of -how high is a Chinaman- read-, "I fur h6g kan en d\lrg 
bli? that is "flow tall can a dwarf get". 'Me over-translation ha.,, taken place. It 
seems. because the translator did not know that Ilow high is a Chinaman" (A 
Dictionary of Catchphrases 11977) is either an idiom such as -liow long I!, a piece 
of string". a common phrase meaning that something cannot tv gi\cn a finite 
measurement. or a joke where "How 1-11- is the name ol'a Chinese person. Thcrc 
are similar jokes in English where wordplay such as homophoný or homonymy I% 
used: "'Keep fit with Jim Nastics** is a case in point Whiaro 1992: '5). ]'he IF 
may also be a cricket term (11ergfeldt 1998: 13-14). Jake and Fred seem to he 
talking nonsense. and they do so within the music-hall set up. It may also he that 
they are competing. hiding the fact that the,. v are not sure what the other pc M. - )n Is 
actually saying. If that is the case. they keep up appearances in order to ensure that 
thq do not lose face. In the Swedish translation. it seems that the trwislator has 
tric-d to translate sense. which has resulted in a loss of humour. A more flippant 
approach to such a passage %%-ould better transfer the humour ol'the pamage. or a 
Swedish joke may have been used. 
Example 26 
I-RED: The answer is that your father was just a little bit %hort of ti Jos 
krugerrand. v. 
JAKE : He'd run out of1w, veta. k in ýt prett, % slwctacular fashion. 
FRED: I Ic had. only a few nights bclore. droppcd a packct on the pier at Bogrwr 
Regis. 
(Pinter 199-1.14) 
FRED: DArf6r att din far hadc /tic, thiligi med %ttij, ir 
JAKE: 
FRED: 
Han hade blivit av mod sina stAlar pA en ganska uppseende%-kkande satt. 
Nägra kvällar tidigare hade han tappat en bunt frän däcket pa Bognor 
Regis. 
(Lugn 1995: 1 
Fred and Jake are here talking about their father. Money seems to tv the issue. .. \s. 
a result, the idiom 66a little short of a few krugerrands- could be seen as a \10D 
(replacement) of "'short of a few bob" which means having too little money. In 
addition, -run out of pesetas- could thus be a MOD (replacement) of "run out of 
money". However. the impression created is also that-short of a few krugerrands- 
could be ambiguous. The phrase may also suggest that Fred thinks that his father. 
Andy, is "a card short of a deck- which would mean that he thinks that Anqi- is 
crazy. Having said that. the main focus is likely to be on moneysince the theme of' 
this part of the play is money. If there is an idiom in Swedish that can convey the 
ambiguity just described it could be used. but since this does not seem to be the 
case. the translator can only translate one meaning and. in this context, Kristina 
Lugn's translation of money is considered appropriate since money seems to he 
the main focus. 
Exampic 27 
BEL I'm giving you a mushroom omelette today and a little green salad 
and an apple. 
ANDY: How kind you are. I'd he lost without you. It's true. 
I 14) (Pinter 19193: . 
BEL: Idag har jag 91ort en champinjonomelett At dig. Du sk-all IA lite -, alad 
ocksh - (wh en apple. 
ANDY: Vad snAll du Ar. Jag sk-ulle intc klara mig utan dig. Do Ar,, ant. 
O, ugn 1995.14 '12) 
-And an apple" seems to be a linguistic MOD that works on both the nucro and 
the macro level. On the micro level, the MOD could be an ellipsis ofthe pro%erb 
-an apple a day keeps the doctor away". and on the macro le%el. it could be 
reinforcing the interpretation that dying is one of the themes of the play. 1-he 
translation of the FE could involve finding an equivalent phrase (ifthere is such a 
phrase in Swedish) and modify it through ellipsis. bearing in mind that the 
translated ellipsis must be recognisable to a Swede as referring to health. Finding 
such an equivalent FE in another language is very difficult. It may be especially 
difficult to find one in Swedish, partly because there are not as many idiomatic 
expressions in Swedish as in English, and partly because Swedes do not seem to 
use Fl7s as much as native speakers of English. In addition. MODs are not as 
common, probably because Swedes are not prone to witticism in the waN that the 
British seem to be. The reason why Swedes do not use witticisms %ery often is 
that Swedes arguably, at all times, try to be to the point. It is therefore possible 
that wit is considered to be superfluous by Swedes, because it may be considered 
elaborate and imprecise. When wit is used. it is used only in certain 
circumstances. The British. however. who seem to take delight in trý ing to outwit 
one another, come up with witty remarks at a much higher frequency than do 
Swedes. Lugn who translated the MOD -- and an apple" literally into S%%edish as 
och ett apple lot must have failed to see anv underl-ving meaning hidden within 
the MOD, becaue otherwise her translation would have been creative. particularly 
since in this particular case the translator is a poet. 
Exwnple 2.8 
JAKE: I once lived the Iýk or RileY myself 
FRED: What was he like? 
JAKE: I nc%-cr met him pcrsonally. But I became very verý close ffiend of' the 
woman he ran a%%ay with. 
FRF D: I bet she taught you a thing or two. 
JAKE: She taught me nothing that she hadn't learnt herself at the fect of' the 
mmstcr. 
A (Pinter I IN': 50) 
JAKE: En gäng i tiden lei, dejag. ývom Riley. 
FRED: Hur var han. 
JAKE: Jag trAffade honom aldfig personligen. Men jag bleN niýcket nlýckct nim 
vän med kvinnan som han rymde med. 
FRED: Jag kan slA vad om att hon larde dig ett och annat. 
JAKE *: Bara sAnt som hon sjgl%, lArt sig vid m5swens f6tter. 
(Lugn 19,95: 4647) 
"The life of Riley" (also spelt Reilly) is a linguistic FF meaning -living the g(x-xj 
life" or "living a life of abundance". The origin of the FF. is unknown. Who 
"'Riley" is. is also unknown. In fact. it seems that the name d(vs not refer to 
anybody in particular. Pinter's employment of the name as if it doe. % refer to a 
particular person is, therefore. considered to have been carried out for comic 
purposes. it is an example of creative word play. In translation into Swedish. the 
name is retained and the first line above reads "En ging i fiden le%-de jag som 
Riley" (Lugn 1995: 46) which means -1 once lived like Riley". It is 
understandable that the translator retained the name since it is exploited for comic 
effect later in the dialogue. but the translation in not satisfactory since there is no 
clarification what the FE_ actually means. As a result, Swedish audiences arc not 
likely to grasp that Jake may be boasting about how he used to livc. nor %%-III they 
understand that Pinter is punning. A freer translation %kith an addition such as -Ln 
gAng 1 tidcn levde jag ett lit, i ijveýfl6d., preci. v som Rilej` that is **I once Ilved a 
life of abundance 'just' like Riley-. would convey the meaning ofthe FF in the 
ST. 
FxaMplc 29 
JAKF: A great and deadly pricc 
FRED: But strictly in accordance with the will of God. 
JAKE: And the la%%s of naturc. 
FRED: And common or garden twrological logic'. 
JAKE: It's the first axiom. 
FRED: And the last. 
JAKE: Ett dddligi h6gt pris. 
FRED: Men i enlighet med Guds %, Ilja. 
JAKI-. *: Och naturlagarna. 
FRED: Och vanlig astrologi och sum bondf6rsldnd. 
JAKE: Det Ar det fbrsta axiornet. 
FRE. D: Och det sista. 
(Pinter 19931- -ý, 8) 
(Lugn 1995: 53-54) 
The collocation "common or garden" is informal and means -commonplace- or 
"ordinary"". The phrase -common or garden logic" has above been modified by the 
addition of an adjective: "'astrological". In Swedish the translation reads -0ch 
vanlig astrologi och sunt bonMrstAnd" (Lugn 1995: 53) which glossed means 
"And common astrology and common peasant sense". which is close enough a 
translation, but it sounds clumsy. and the rhyme Oog-) at the end is also lost. It is 
also possible that the Swedish expression sunt bondf6rstdnd is inaccurate. K: cause 
the normal collocation would be sunt bondLoLrnuft. Moreover. the translator h&s 
interpreted the FE for the audience. which was not necessairy. It is possible to 
translate the line closely as "'Och vanlig astrologisk logiV. and the rhyme would 
be intact in translation. In addition, the spectators could then decide for 
themselves what the FE means. 
Example 30 
JAKE': He knew his beer and possessed the classic formula for dealing with 
tr, oublemakers. 
FRED: What was that? 
JAKE: .4 butcher 's 
hook. 
Pauve. (PIntcr 119,91: 62) 
2 2(' 
JAKE: Han var en 61k&inare och han kunde det klassiska receptet att hantem, 
brAkstakar. 
FRED: Vilket dA? 
JAKF.: Slakfarkorken. (Lugn 19,95: 57) 
-A butcher's hook" is Cockney rhyming slang for '*Look**. FA ldentlý. it ttx)k but a 
look from the Incumbent --ile" in the passage above - and people would beha%c. 
The translator was not familiar with the Cockney expression and failed to translate 
its %ense. Instead, she opted for a literal translation Slaluarkroken ( 19-95: 57). 
which is incorrect. 
4.4 The Translation of Cultural FEs and their MODs 
Previous research has shown that people become bilingual. that is "able to speak 
two languages easily and freely"' (Microsoft Fricarta 2000) and command the 
-semantic or syntactic" (Leppihalme 1997: 2) aspects of a language or a tc\t 
before they become bi-cultural. that is have sufficient kno\p. -Icdge of 6*cxtra- 
linguistic" ( 1996: 2) features such as a country's culture and it-s customs etc 
(I. eppihalme 1997: 192.196). Leppihalme. has sho\Am that Finnish unkersitN 
students of English - who had studied the language since earlý Secondary School 
- understood I-nglish literally. but found allusive language including cultural I-Ts 
much more difficult to grasp. Instead. they seemed to use their imagination to 
make sense of Fl-'s in a text. As a result, FFs were often misinterpreted. 'nus. my 
personal experience of studying Fnglish in a similar manner to the Finnish 
students in Leppihalme's study seems to have gained support: first the language is 
acquired then the culture. It seems that acquiring a language is one thing but 
understanding the allusions in that language is another matter altogether. Indeed. it 
seems that bicultural isation (acquifing a culture) takes maný ýears and muM 
include a deeper understanding of a people's histoqy and tradition, % A,, a result. 
cultural Fl: % which. to complicate matters. sometimes %%ork- on the macro le\cl and 
may indicate macro interpretations of a play. such &% thematic interprutation". -ire 
usually more difficult to translate than arc linguistic FFs. bccawc tht translation 
of cultural FEs not only requires linguistic and syntactic kno\%ledge hut al, -) 
cultural knowledge. Several incorrect translations of linguistic I F's bý 3 translator 
may, as a result. be an indicator that s/he will be less successful in translating 
cultural FE. s. because if a person is not sufficiently bilingual, it is doubtful that 
, 'he is sufficiently bi-cultural in order to translate cultural FF_ in apa 
successfully. However. because cultural FEs are generally speaking more diffilcult 
to translate than are linguistic FlEs. it does not follow that linguistic FI s. can 
always be translated into another language without problems. A translator maý not 
be able to translate linguistic FlEs successfully due to linguistic differences 
bet"ven two languages and cultural FEs due to cultural differences between the 
cultures of two languages. If a cultural FE. which works on the macro levcl. i% 
either not identified or not translated appropriately. vital clues to the interpretation 
of the play may be lost. Linguistic FEs. however. usually onlý work on the micro 
level. and a few mistranslations of such FFs seldom seem to interfere with the 
interpretation of a play as a whole. Below is a selection of cultural ITS from /he 
Birthday Party, No Man's Land and Moonlight. By discussing ho%%- a selection tit' 
I: Fs from these plays were translated into Swedish. and suggesting reasons for 
%%-hýý the translator opted for a particular solution, I will try to illustrate if these 
translations work or not. Moreover, I will try to assess if the cultural FFs can be 
translated more successfully, and if so. how they may be translated in order to 
better reflect the original. 
4.4.1 The Birthdqv Paqv 
I-'XamDlc 31 
GOLDBERG: I ... I One of my sons used to come with me. 
Ile used to carTN' a t'c%% 
coppers. For a paper. perhaps. to see how the %f C. C. %%as getting 
on o%, cr%. e&s. Othcrwise my narne wxs good. I .. -I 
It ý -i (Pinter 196. ' '0) 
GOLDBERG: I ... I En av mina sdncr 
brukadc fNja med mig. t0i han hadc lite 
sn-Apengar sA att "i till exempel kundc kopa cn ildning 
Rýr att w 
hur cricketlaget klarade sig utomlands. Annars ,a rtickic det rned 
mitt namn. 
([Ang 1964: 58) 
--The M. C. C. " is an abbreviation of The Afar)-lehone (*rh-kct Oub. the nio-, I 
prestigious cficket club in the world. It was considered the ruling bod. % of'Cricket 
until 1969 when it was replaced by The International Cricket Conlercilt-e. 
tlowe%ýer. The M. C. C. is still responsible for the laws of cficket and rc% Ises, rule% 
when necessary (Microsoft Encarta 2000). The importance of Me M. C. C. is here 
outlined in order to demonstrate that it is not just an), cficket club. In the Swedish 
translation, the generalisation '6cficketiaget" (I-Ang 1964: 58). that is -the cricket 
team"". is used. Is the translator thus referring to the England national cricket team. 
and is it understood as such, or is he only using a general term. referring to no 
and particular team at all? The original must surclý be a reference to the I'ngl. 
national cricket team. since The M. C. C. is a cricket club with no real cricket team 
as such. Could this IFF. be better translated into Swedish? 
I. cppihalme's first translation guideline is to retain the proper name unchanged 
(1997: 78-79). This would not work in Swedish because few Swedes would 
recognise the abbreviation. Particularlý in theatre dialogue. the abbrc% iation "the 
M. C. C. - would not make sense since, in the theatre, instant understanding ,, the 
kcý and nobody could look up the abbreviation to find out what it means. 
Mcrefore. retaining the name is not an adequate solution. Ifo%%v%er. texts %%hich 
are only meant to be read could retain the name provided that some guidance is 
added. a note at the bottom of the page ma) work (Leppihalme 1997: 11 11' 
retaining the name unchanged is not a workable solution. Leppihalme*s second 
suggestion, to replace the St. name with a I'l, name, may be an option. It 
is 
unlikely that such a procedure would work since hardly anybody plaýs cricket 
in 
S'%v-den and %-cry little is known about the game. except perhaps that it is an 
Fnglish sport. As a result. the name of a Swe-dish cricket team %%ould not 
he 
idcntit-icd as a cricket team by Swedish spectators. The third translation option is 
to omit the name and transfer sense or meaning (Leppihalme 199 
79) and this IS 
what the S%vdish translator has done. at least in pan. bý translating 
I hc \1 -C 
C as 
" cricketlaget" (the cricket team). Howvver. Thc M. C. C. maý not onl) allu,. 
ic it) the 
England cricket team: it refers to cricket, which is the most i nl.! Ii,, h ot sp, ris. and 
the club is the cricket club of the world. %loreo%er. the qxiri ha--, maný re%crcd 
traditions and is the national sport of England. History is %er-* mucli pan o! the 
game and so is prestige. The M. C. C. may. therefore, be viewed as, a ,ý mbwol ofthe 
F. nghsh Lmpire, social class and so on. flow can these different asjvcts he 
conveyed into Swedish? All of them cannot be conveyed into Swedish. but -Ainic 
might be. If some of these aspects were transferred into Swedish. the translation 
might be more satisfactory. As a result, the line -... f6r att se hur cricketlaKet 
klarade sig utomlands- (to see how the cricket team fared abroad) maý instead he 
translated as ---- f6r att se hur vdrt anrika cricketlag klarade sig utomlands" that is 
"to see how our prestigiouv cricket team fared abroad". This translation seems to 
better reflect the different meanings inherent in the FE in the SL However. the 
addition may be considered superfluous in which case "cricket landslaget" (the 
national cricket team) or "'virt crickctlandslag" would tx- synonymous it) "the 
E. ngland cricket team- and interchangeable with the M. C. C. Another option %vould 
be to explain the importance of this particular cricket club in an endnotc in order 
that at least the director and the actors understand what is being rcferm-d to. 
Example 32 
MCCANN: Why did you betray us? 
GOLDBERG: You hurt me. Webber. You're playing a dirt) game. 
MCCANN: That 's a Black and Tan fact. 
CIO 
ý 
DBERG: Who does he think he is? 
OCCANN: Who do you think you are'! 
(Pintcr 1961: 51 ) 
MCCANN: Varf6r f6rlkdde ni oss? 
GOLDBERU: NisAm mig. %%'cbtx-r. Ni luras. 
MCCANN: 17 %-, L'f nog. 
GOLDBERG: Vcm tror han cgcntligen att han V? 
MCCANN: Vem tror ni att ni Ar egmthgen? 
230 
(I-Ang 19(A: II 
--I 
I ', ) 
-That's a Black and Tan fact" was translated as --Vi vet nog" into S%%cdi%h (I-Ang 
1964: 112). It means -We know all right"' in English. An endnotc at the back of 
the manuscript defines "The Black and -rans" as "English terrorists in the Irish 
war of independence 6. Such an cridnote is appropriate in order to make cicar the 
significance of "'The Black and Tans" to the director and the actors. According it, 
"The Microsoft Encarta 2000", however. A Black and Tan was a member ot- the 
British Militia in Ireland, which was sent to Ireland in 1920-1 to fight Sinn Fein. 
By these two definitions, it should be clear that Swedes and Brits, ha%c different 
views as to who the terrorists were: the English were the terrofists according to the 
Swedes, and Sinn Fein according to the British. A translator needs to be aware tit' 
this difference and should not put forward his own view of histor),. k1cCarin is an 
Irishman who knows about the Black and Tam. As an Irishman. it Is llkelý that he 
would consider the British Militia the terrorists and it is likely that he and the 
British militia differ in their views of what is -a fact"'. that is what is true. Since 
McCann is Irish. he is likely to think that what -a Black and I an" claims to be the 
truth. he considers to be untrue. Does Pinter. therefore. intend the interpretation of 
this phrase to be ironic or sarcastic? It is possible. However. there is a twist to this- 
play. In The Birthday Pany Pinter has made Goldberg. a Jew. and Mc-Cann. an 
Irishman. represent "the organisation" (1963: 51). which extended may mean 
-organised society", the Establishment and so on. Pinter has given an Irishman 
and a Jew - who history tells us have been oppressed - the role of the opprc--, -, A)r. 
In a sense Goldberg and Wc( ann have the role of the Englishman. In the past. 
Ungland was the organisation, the Government. or the Empire. which suppres-sed 
the Irish (AlcCann). Is this mist only a coincidence or is Pinter suggesting that 
anyone could be the oppressor? 
According to Goldberg and McCann. Sranlev h&s betrayed --the organisation" 
(1%3: . 51). However. with their 
ficIpStanley is going to be a r6omied and %%ell- 
adjusted man fit for s(wiet). But Sranley d(v,, not want to change. GoUber. t: and 
. We( ann -subject him to an intense interrogation. and although 
Stanki- d(-x. -% tits 
best to resist their pressure. ultimately he fails. Interpreting the cultural II in the 
excerpt above. the MOD seems to be an extension of the phraw "11131'% 13 
fact" 
-A Black and Tan fact" is likely to be -a facC to a Brit whereas it is likely to be 
anything but a fact to an Irishman, as explained above. As a result. it could be that. 
on the micro level, Pinter is being ironic. What Goldberg and Alc(*ann say is a 
fact to them, but not to their enernies, including ýIanle. v. It is all a matter of Point 
of view. The irony should be transferred into Swedish because. on the macro 
level, Pinter's use of irony in this instance may be a thematic 11. that is a critical 
remark on England's treatment of the Irish, but perhaps more importantly. Pinter 
may be cfiticising authority, the Establishment or the Government of any country 
and how they treat their subjects when these refuse to conform. The thernatic 
interpretation of the FE should be conveyed in the translation by an endnote as it 
helps the reader understand and interpret the play. The translator of The Birthdqy 
Party, Carl-Olof Ling. in his endnotes stated that. with regard to this FF, 
translation loss was inevitable, since incorporating the terrorists into the line 
would mean that somebody other than the actors would have to explain the 
comment as the play was being performed. Instead. he suggested. that the actor 
should convey Mc(ann's Catholic ardour and political fervour through his acting. 
[Ang may be right. It seems very difficult to transfer the significance of the FI: 
aurally in translation into Swedish. However, since research about Pinter suggests 
that he does not like to belong to organisations, the significance of the FE should 
not be ignored. especially since Pinter himself has said that one of Petey's lines in 
The Birthdqv- Party is his life motto. namely ""Stan. don*t let them tell you what to 
do" (Pinter 1963: 90). As a result, it could be considered that the reference to the 
Black and Tans as oppressors may be covert criticism of how rulers treat their 
subjects. It may therefore be significant to point out that one of the themes of the 
play seems to be anti-E istablishment 
feelings and explain this interpretation by. for 
example. an endnote in order that at least the director and the actors understand 
Pinter's intentions. Since there are further cultural FFs in this play on the same 
theme. it seems important to keep this observation in mind when translating 
cultural FEs in 7'he Birthdqv Paqv. 
It is possible that "Det tir ju solklan! '* ('I-hat*s crystal clear, all fight) could be a 
better translation than "Vi vet nog" (1964: 112) since it means that something is a 
fact, but at the same time. the over-confidence on the part of the speaker suggests 
that he is trying to convince somebod)- who is not of the same jx)int of %'ic%%- Or 
11 11 
23- 
-Dct gr ett politiskt faktum" (It's a political fact) might work since most people 
%vould interpret the phrase as ironic, as it is not generallý believed that politicians 
tell the truth. In this way. politics would be part of the expression - as in the ST - 
and the translation would convey the ambiguity. However. it seems that the 
significance of the reference to the Militia, on the macro level. maý onlý be 
explained through a note. 
Example 33 
GOLDBERG: Webber! Why did you change your name? 
STANLEY: I forgot the other one. 
GOLDBI: RG: What's your name now" 
STANLF. Y: JoeSoap. 
GOLDBERG: You stink of sin. 
MCCANN: I can smell it. 
(Pinter 1963: 51) 
GOLDBERG: Webber! Varf6r bytte ni namn? 
STANLE. Y: Jag gl6mde bort det andra. 
GOLDBE. RG: Vad heter ni nu? 
STANLEY: Joe. Soap. 
GOLDBERG: Ni stinker av synd. 
MCCANN: Jag kan k&m lukten. 
(LAng 1964: 119) 
As mentioned. Leppihalme suggests that proper nanics remain unchanged 
in 
translation when this is possible (1997: 79). The translator opted for this 
translation strategy above. However. it would seem that he did so without 
understanding the significance of the name. because transfcmng the name does 
not conveý the meaning of the original to a Swede. Therefore. his translation 
diws 
not work. According to the Microsqft Encarta 2(XM) "J(-w Soap- 
is- the name i 
person may use if sAic %vants to refer to himself' or hcr-. clf in a humorous %%aý. 
particularly when he is being violently attacked. This is what S'tanlei doc-, in The 
Birthday Party-, he is being interrogated when he says the name. As a result, 
Stanley's use of the name seems to be an act of defiance and this defiance should 
therefore be present in the translation in order to show that S'ianley docs his- best to 
deýv his accusers. If the name cannot be retained in translation. I. Cppihalme 
suggests replacing the SL name with a T1, name. This would not work in this 
instance since there is, to my knowledge, no equivalent to "Joe Soap" in S%%edish. 
If the name cannot be replaced by another name. Leppihalme suggests the 
omission of the name in order to translate the sense. that is to translate the 
meaning or function of the name. This strategy may be used in this instance. 
Hence "Vad tror du!? " (What do you think? ) or "Gissa. - (Take a guess) might 
work as they convey defiance. 
F. xamplc 34 
MCCANN: You're a traitor to the cloth. 
GOLDBERG: What do you use for pyjamas'? 
STANLEY: Nothing. 
GOLDBERG: You verminate the sheet of your birth. 
MCCANN: What about the. 41bigensenist here. ýv? 
GOLDBERG: Who watered the svicket inAtelbourne? 
MCCANN: What about the blessed Oliver PlunketP 
GOLDBERCI: Speak up. Webber. Why did the chicken cross the road'? 
(Pintcr 1%3: 54) 
MCCANN: Ni har fbrrbtt priisterskapet. 
GOLDBERG: Anvlinder ni py. iamas eller nattskjorta? 
STANLEY: Ingenting alls. 
GOLDBERG: Ni lusar ncr era lak-an. 
MCCANN: Vad anser ni om albigemverkuitterieO 
GOLDBERG: Ireinsumpade grinden I. Afelhourne? 
MCCANN: Vad aroscr ni om den helige Oliver Plunkett' 
referring to, might help even though it means that the translation would be more 
direct than the original. The first example: **Var stAr ni n& det gAller korstagct 
mot AlbigenserkAttarna? " meaning "What is your opinion on the crusade against 
the Albigensenist heretics? " where "the crusade against" is added in order to make 
it clearer to the audience that Pinter is questioning the actions of the religiows 
Establishment w-ith regard to how they treated people of a different faith might 
help. This translation procedure might work since. with added guidance. the line 
would make more sense to Swedes and would not come across as an enigma that 
they would need to solve. The second example might benefit from an addition: 
"Nar stAr ni nAr det gAller den irlandske martjren Oliver Plunkett?  meaning 
"What is your opinion on the Irish maqyr Oliver Plunkett? -. The addition "the 
Irish martyr- reveals Plunkett's nationality as well as what happened to him. With 
this added information, a spectator is more likely to understand that Pinter is 
bringing "'the Irish question"' as well as religion into the play. If the addition "den 
irlAndske martyren" (the Irish martyr) is too clumsy a construction. it is possible to 
focus on either -Irish- or ""martyr". If the translator emphasizes the "martyr" 
aspect of the FE, religion would be foremost in pcople*s minds and the phrase 
would not necessarily be associated with Ireland since England has had other 
enemies. If the translator chooses to focus on "the Irish aspecC of the FF. many 
Swedes would have sufficient knowledge about the historical disagreements 
between Ireland and England (the UK) in order to associate religion as onc such 
problem. As a result. it may be more appropriate to focus on Ireland rather than 
rcligion. The phrase "the Irish Oliver Plunkett** might thus suffice. It is possible to 
argue that not even English-speaking audiences would be aware of the meaning of' 
these religious FEs. so why explain them in Swedish? Some Brits Would rccognise 
them. though, and it seems appropriate that Swedish audiences should at least he 
given a chance to partially understand the references rather than be left in the 
dark. If the cultural 1: 1-s are not understood by native speakers of English. the 
impm-ssion may be created that these have no actual meaning. perhaps the reason 
why. in the 1960s. Pinter*s plays came across as confusing to many audiences. In 
order to find out whether or not native speaker-, of English actuallý undcrNtand the 
FF. s in Pinter's plays. this paiiicular issue w-ill be put to the test in Chapter V %1ý 
reason for adding guidance is that the understanding ol'a line helps an audiericc it) 
understand the play and its theme. -,. wbereas allowing them to % iew a line as a non- 
2 
sequitur will not add to their enjoyment or understanding of the play. As a result, 
addition seems an adequate translation option. It should be added that Ung, the 
translator of The Birthday Party in his endnotes explains that Oliver Plunkett was 
a patriot, but he does not say anything more and he does not say anything about 
the Albigensenist heresy. The translator's information will help the director and 
the actors, but it will not help the audience and both need the information. 
There is yet another cultural FE in the passage on page 234 (italics in the excerpt). 
It is an allusion to cricket, Pinter's favourite sport. The translator was aware of the 
cricket allusion in "Who watered the wicket in Melbourne" and translated 
"wicket" as "grind" into Swedish. A "wicket" can mean a "wicket gate" in 
English, but in this instance it does not. In this case a "wicket" refers to the pitch. 
Insufficient knowledge of cricket is likely to be the reason for the incorrect 
translation, or the FE would have been translated correctly. As mentioned, the 
word "wicket" can refer both to the wicket gate, that is the stumps, but it may also 
refer to the pitch onto which the bowler bowls the ball. If in cricket someone asks 
"who has watered the wicket? " anyone familiar with the game would know that 
the person is not referring to the wicket gate or the stumps but that s/he is referring 
to the pitch, because a wet pitch causes the ball to spin in unexpected ways 
whereas the stumps are not affected by water. As a result, a wet pitch would 
favour the bowlers and be disadvantageous to the batsmen. In this passage, Pinter 
seems to suggest that somebody had tampered with the pitch in Melbourne. 
Perhaps he is referring to an occasion when this actually happened in real life'? In 
any case, the translation could read "Vern vattnade plan i Melbourne? " in which 
-the wicket" is translated as "the pitch". 
Example 35 
GOLDBERG: But we've got the answer to you. We can sterilise you. 
MCCANN: Whal aboul Drogheda'? 
GOLDBERG: Your bite is dead. Only your pong is left, 
MCCANN: You betrayed our land. 
GOLDBERG: You betray our breed. 
237 
M 1, CCANN: Who are you, Webber? (Pinter 1963": 55) 
GOLDBERG: Men vi har en svar pi era problem. %Ii kan steraii-sera er. 
MCCANN: I'ad q, cker ni om Drogheda? 
GOLDBERG: Ni har inget mer att saga. GAr bara pA tomgAng. 
MCCANN: Ni fbrr; hdde vin land. 
GOLDBERG: Ni fbrr; hder vAr ras. 
MCCANN: VernAr ni. Webber? 
(lAng 1964: 125-126) 
'Mis is another passage from the interrogation scene in The Birtlidtit, PartY. Once 
again there is a reference to Ireland. and I-ngland*s treatment of the Irish. Once 
again. Pinter speaks through McCann. In order to understand the 11'. -What about 
Drogheda? " one needs to be familiar with Irish-Fnglish historý. It Is -%crý likely 
that this FF, is a reference to the Siege of Drogheda in Ireland in 1649 when. under 
the command of Oliver Cromwell. the English army stormed I)rogheda, 
massacred Irish royalists as well as local townsmen. but in particular the Catholic 
clergy (Microsoft Encarta 2000). In the translation, the place name is retained and 
no guidance is added. Hardly anybody in Sweden knows that Drogheda is Irish. 
Moreover, it is likely that they do not even know that it is zi town. As a result, a 
Swedish audience would have no idea what the line means or what is indirectly 
referred to in Afc( ann's comment. Is there a better solution than translating the 
passage literally? One suggestion might he to explain the significance of'the [ 1, in 
the endnotes in order that directors and actors understand the references. With 
regard to the actual translation. some added guidance might work. As a result of' 
the tensions between Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland, %%hich ha%e 
been and are often rcported in the Swedish media. Swedes are a%%are of the 
tensions between Ireland and the IJK. In addition. since S%%edish students studý 
the history of the world. in which England as an Empire has influenced world 
evcnt, s. Swcdes- are aware that Ireland %%-as once parl tit' the lintish Lmpirc. that 
Ircland %%. antcd independence and that there was much poverlý and hltxxj shed in 
Ircland while Fngland wws its master. What might help the audience undermand 
the significance of the placc name would be some added guidance such a-, "thc 
battle of Irish... " as in "What about the battle ot- Insh Droght-da? - %%hich in 
-.. Ix 
Swedish reads Vad anser ni om slaget i irldndska Drogheda. ' S%%edes would then 
understand that the war against the Ifish is alluded to. However. since this FE is a 
Ii ne ina pl ay. the additions j ust suggested may make the Ii ne too cI um sy. If that i _s 
the case, perhaps either "'the battle of -or "Ifish*' could be added in which case the 
reference would be to either war or Ireland. 'With either of these additions. a 
Swedish audience would guess that an issue is being addressed co%ertly. although 
they would probably not be aware of the exact event. It could be argued that few 
English-speaking people would know about Drogheda so why explain in 
Swedish? No doubt, some would identify the reference in English and it seems ill 
advised not to try to give some guidance in Swedish. 
Example 36 
GOLDBERG: Steady, McCann. 
STANELY: (circling). Uuuuuhhhhh! 
MCCANN: Right. Judav. 
(Pinter 1963: is) 
GOLDBERG: F6rsiktigt nu, McCann. 
STANI. FY: (&)m r6r sig i cirkel): Uuuuuhhhhh! 
MCCANN: Just det. Judas. 
(LAng 1964: 127) 
Here. Goldberg and Mc( ann's interrogation of Stanley is just about to finish. 
Slanley is defeated and can only manage a gurgling sound. By -%a% ing -Right. 
Judas. " McCann brings religion into the picture again. In the Bible. . 114, dtl% 
betrayed desm for a handful of money. As a result. calling somebod% -Judxs- i% 
synonymous to calling a person a traitor. Sweden and Bntain are largely Christian 
countries and it seems fair to assume that people of both countries would be a%% are 
of the meaning of this cultural FE on the micro level. On the niwro lc%cl, 
however, the FE constitutes yet another religious comment by McCann, which 
may be an indication why it is being used. It may be a thematic FE. The translator 
retained the name and it works on both the micro and macro level since Swedes as 
well as Brits would understand the significance of the name. 
Example 37 
GOLDBERG: Were you a nice little girl? 
LULU: I was. 
GOLDBERG: Maybe I played piggy-back with you. 
LULU: Maybe you did. 
I ... 
I 
GOLDBERG: Or pop goes the weasel. 
LULU: Is that a game? 
GOLDBERG: Sure it's a game. 
I ... I 
LULU: You're tickling me! 
GOLDBERG: You should worry. 
LULU: I've always liked older men. They can soothe you. 
They embrace. 
(Pinter 1963: 62-3) 
GOLDBERG: Var du en trevIig liten flicka? 
LULU: Det var jag. 
I ... I 
GOLDBERG: Jag kanske Iekte sistan med dig. 
LULU: Det kanske du giorde. 
I ... I 
GOLDBERG: Eller en hicykel giord. feir lv6. 
LULU: Ar det en lek? 
GOLDBERG: Visst dr det en lek. 
240 
LULU: Du kittlas! 
GOLDBERG: Du borde bli radd nu. 
Lt TU: Varför det? Jag har alltid tN. -ckt om äldre män. De är sä lugnande. 
De omfamnar varandra. 
("ng 1964: 146-147) 
"Pop goes the weasel" in the passage above is the title of a nurserý- rhyme. Its first 
and last verses are as follows: 
A penny for a spool of thread, 
A penny for a needle. 
That's the way the money goes. 
Pop goes the weasel. 
Rufus has the whooping cough. 
And Sally has the measles. 
And that's the way the doctor goes, 
Pop goes the weasel. 
CHORUS 
Pop goes the weasel 
The meaning of "Pop Goes the Weasel- is lo pa%km something"'. It is derived 
from "pop- which is slang for -pawri- and "weasel" which is a reference to the 
Cockneý- rhyming slang "'weasel and stoat- meaning -coat". The meaning of -Pop 
goes the , veasel" is therefore -to pa%%m one's coat". With this knowledge in mind. 
the nu ri-ry rhyme makes sense: if a person does not have moneý- to pa) I-or 
something. slie may pawn her coat. In The Birthdqv Paqv -Pop goes the %%eýLscl- 
is said to be a game. although it is not. What is the significance of PInter using the 
title of this nursery rhyme? The answer is not obvious. The context dtw-, not sicern 
to warrant an interpretation using logic. Ho%%-c%-er. it could be that Pinter. b) using 
the title of the nursery rhyme, is simply referring to the word -pawn". If that i% the 
case. the possibly out-of-context remark by Goldberg to Lulu "You Nluld %%tM- 
, Nil 
(1963: 63) makes sense provided it is a reference to the linguistic I i' -pawn in the 
game". If this elaborate interpretation is possible. bý gl%ing Gtddherlý thi, 1-1-. 
Pinter may indirectly warn Lulu that she is like a --pa%%m in the game", that is a 
puppet or an instrument in a larger -game- or context. Goldbcrg could impl% be 
toying with her. It could also be that Pinter bý the line "You should %%om- 
intends the meaning "You have nothing to worry about. others are much %%orse 
off"' (Vanley or Goldberg himself, for instance) or something along these line,,. in 
%%, hich case no elaborate interpretation is necessary. It may be that Pinter is slmplý 
referring to any nursery rhyme, and that he calls it a game. Such an interpretation 
would fit the context. Therefore. a Swedish nursery rhý-me seems appropnate in 
translation. If Pinter intended anything other than simply referring to any nurser-% 
rhyme, those meanings would be %-erý- difficult to translate into Swedish. As a 
result, because it would be impossibic to translate the claborate interpretation of 
the nursery rhyme described above. a solution to this translation problem is not 
discussed further. LAng, the Swedish translator. seems to ha%-e becn aware that the 
FE -pop goes the weasel- was part of a verse and rightly stated, in his endnotcs. 
that it was not really a game as claimed in the extract aK)%, e. fie further rightlý 
claimed that it was a nursery rhyme with which Swedes would not be familiar. 
which was why he substituted it with the line -En bicykel gjord air t%A- from 
"Isabella" a song with Swedish lyrics based on an English song called -Daisý 
Bell" by British songwriter llarrý' Dacrc (Microsoft Encarta 2000). llo%%e%er. the 
Swedish translation is not part of a nurserý rhyme and does, therefore. not V-em to 
be a suitable translation. A Swedish nursery rhyme such as Imse omst, sInrulel 
(Incy Wincy Spider) might work since it may be considered to be a nursen- rhyme 
cqui%-alent to the one found in the ST. 
l, '. xample 38 
MCCANN: I know a place. Roscreti. Mother Nolan's. 
I... I 
MCCANN: Tullamore. where are ý ou? 
MLG (to NICCANN'): Givc us a drop more. 
MCCANN: (filling her glass and singing). Work Oorto. to the hold 
Fe"It'n 
men. f 
242 
kIEG: Oh. %0w a lovely voice. 
(Pinter 1961 It . 6) 
MCCANN: Jag kAnner till ett stAile. Roscrea. Mamma Nolans. 
I... ] 
MCCANN: Tullamore. var Ar du? 
MEG (Till MCCANNY FAr vi en droppe till? 
MCCANN: (Fyller hans glas och sjunger): Ara, dra, l(-)r djarva irlandvka num, 
MEIG- A. en sän underbar röst. 
(I. -Ang 1964: 147-149) 
In this passage there are further references to Ireland: -Roscrea- (or "Rosecrca") 
and "'Tullamore" are Irish towns. Roscrea is "an ancient monastery site". and 
Tullamore was a monastic centre during the Middle Ages. It is possible that these 
place names were chosen as religious references in order to cmphasisc the Insh &% 
well as the religious theme of the play (Microsoft Encarta 2000). There are still 
other references to religion in The Birthday Party Mc(*ann mentions "the Rock of 
('ashel" (1963: 85) which used to be the stronghold of the kings of Munster from 
the 4 th century. It has many religious sites: St Patrick's Cathedral. Cormac Chapel. 
the bishop's castle and an ancient cross etc. Since 1784. it also has a Georgian 
cathedral. the seat of the Protestant bishop (13fitannica 2000). In the Swedish 
translation, the cultural FE -the Rcck of Cashel" reads "templet" ( 1964: 205) that 
is '1he temple" which neatly sums up the meaning of the FE in the onginal. 
Clearly, either the translator recognised the place name and translated its meaning. 
or he researched the FE and came up with a satisfactory solution. "Glorio. glorio, 
to the bold Fenian men! " is a reference to the Irish people. In fact. Fenians is an 
"Irish nationalist revolutionary movement" (Microsoft Encarta 2000). which %%as 
founded in the 19th century. the IRA being its militazý- division. Since Ah-Cann Is 
Irish it is not surprising that he should commend the Fenians. 1-hc translator 
identified the FE and translated it closely as Ara ara fi)r dian-a irlan&ka man 
(Honour. honour for bold Irish men! ). substituting the Im. ser-kno%%n "Fcni. 111- bý 
"hish" which mak- cs more sense to a Swede. 
'4.; 
Example 39 
(referring to STANLEY) 
GOLDBERG: You need a long convalescence. 
MCCANN: A change of air. 
GOLDBERG: Somewhere over the rainbow. 
MCCANN: Where angelsfear to tread. 
GOLDBERG: Exactly. 
(Pinter 1963: 86) 
GOLDBERG: Du skulle beh6va en Ung tids vila. 
MCCANN: Luflombyte. 
GOLDBERG: Ovan regnbdgen. 
MCCANN: Dar dnglarnafrulciar all la 01steg. 
GOLDBERG: Precis. 
(LAng 1964: 207) 
"'Somewhere over the rainbow"' is the title of a song. It was written by E. Y. 
I larburg for the fantasy musical ""The Wizard of Oz"", and the Iyrics arc: 
Somewhere over the rainbow. 
Wa)ý up high: 
There"s a land that I heard of 
Once in a lullaby. 
l'he expression "over the rainbow" is synonymous to "the Promised Land" or "Ll 
Dorado". which may allude to Heaven (Microsoft Encarta 2000). It is no doubt a 
reference to a wonderful place. According to Christianit%. heaven is the "place or 
condition of supreme happiness and peace where good people are bclic%cd to go 
aficr death I ... 1-. it is also where dk- angels and God 
d%%cll (Micros-441 Fricarta 
2000). In this context. the FE -Somewhere over the rainbow" seems to iruJicate 
death indirectly. by alluding to Heaven. It may be an indirect thrcat to kill Stanley 
'34 
However, the second line italicized is a quote from a Poem entitled **. -Nn F-,, ý, j% on 
Criticism" by Alexander Pope and it does not seem to refer to Ilea%cn. , HIC 
passage in which-Where angels fear to tread- occum- reads as follo,,, ýs- 
No Place so Sacred from such Fops is 
barr'd, Nor is Paul's Church more safe 
than Paul's Church-yard: Nay, fly to 
Altars: there they'll talk you dead, For 
Fools rush in where Angels fear to tread. (Alexander Pope 1711) 
In this context. the quotation "where angels fear to tread" seems to suggest that 
nobody is safe. The FE is normally quoted as "Fools rush in where angels fear to 
tread". but since it has been truncated above, the phrase is viewed as an N101). 
Again an MOD or an FE can be viewed as a covert threat to ShinleY and this 
time to his safety. In the actual dialogue, the Fl- above may allude to Ilea%en. 
where, supposedly. there are angels. whereas the MOD may allude to hcll. 
'I*ogether they seem to constitute an indirect threat to Stanley. In addition. -You 
need a long convalescence" and -a change of air- seem to confirm that Goldberg 
and McCann are saying that Ranley cannot stay where he is. Both Fl7s are 
translated literallý- into Swedish. A literal translation works in the first case. 
because man), Swedes have seen **The Wizard of Oz" or heard Judy Garland sing 
the song from the film on the radio. If people bom in the late 1960s such a-s myself' 
rt-cognise it. older people are surely even more likely to recognise the song and to 
know its origin. If not, logic will tell people that "Heaven" or 
wonderful" is being referred to. The MOD is not as simple. It' the litcral 
translation works. it is because the spectator deduces that if angels fear a particular 
place. it is a nasty place. It is unlikely that the spectators would recognizc the 
MOD as a quotation in Swedish. since they arc unlikeIN to be sufficicritIN familiar 
with the literary works of Alexander Pope. Mort-ovcr. audiences %%ould not \ic%% 
the phrase as a quote. because it does not seem as if the translator did. If he had. 
he would have used the authorized Swedish translation of the works hý Ale\andcr 
Pope. It is likely that the Swedish translation of Pope's I-Kx: nl is rult a i4uotc 
because the literal translation sounds clumsy. E%en though one does r1ol kno%% the 
Swedish authorised translation of the MOD (if it exists). a translation ofthe line 
from An Es. suv on Criticism would have been more poetic or rhythmical than the 
one LAng suggests. because the original MOD was borro%%ed from a piece of %%ork 
written in verse. If there is a recognized translation of the Fl- in S%%edish. the 
established one should be used to ensure that audiences may xssociate it %%ith its 
ST. In this instance, Pinter"s use of language can be viewed as in-videront. because 
few people are likely to know the source or origin of the MOD in Frighsh. and 
even fewer in Swedish 
4.4.2 The Homecoming 
There me-ems to be very few cultural FEs and MODS in The Homecoming. 1-he 
ones that have been discovered are mainly place names. There is one exception. a 
title of a book. Some cultural FFs are discussed below (FEs in italics). 
Fxample 40 
LENNY: Oh, a Yankee. was it? 
SIAM: Yes. I've been with him all daý. Picked him up at the. Savo. v at half past 
twelve. took him to the Caprice for his lunch. Afer lunch I picked him 
up again. took him down to a house in EmonSquare - he had to pay a 
visit to a ffiend there -I]. 
(Pinter lllaýs 1978: 29) 
LENNY: J&%A. %-ardetenjAnkare? 
SAM: Ja, jag har On omkring me'n hela dan. I-ldmIa'n pA. Savo. y hal%, ett. 
skjussa'n till Caprice. han skulle Ata lunch dAr. Ffter lunchcn 
hAmta 
jag'n igcn och sk-ju&sa'n till ett hus pA EatonNqutire. han skullc 
hJls-a 
ph en god vAn dtir. I I. 
(Jonason 1965: -1-8) 
The Savoy and The Capficc are places in London. which the rich and 
fanIOLO 
*ucnt. F. aton Square is an area of London inhabited bý the %%ell to 
do In 
141, 
Jonason's translation, these place names are transferred into Swedish %%itliK)ut 
guidance. It is unlikely that transference %kill work in this instance. since fe% 
Swedes are likely to know the connotations assmiated with the place nanics An 
actor may be able to hint at their significance (body language. tone of %oicc or 
mimicry) but it may be helpful to indicate what the Savoy. the Caprice and I-aton 
Square (and the Ritz Bar later in the play) are and what theý stand for in order that 
actors and directors can make that clear to the audience. An endnote may be added 
to the manuscript. explaining the connotations of sophistication ass(x-latcd %-Ith 
the place names. Other place names in The Homecoming such as "the Scrubs" 
(Pinter Plays 1978: 83) and "Greek Street" (ibid. 88) are also transferred into 
Swedish. Again. this seems unfortunate because it is unikely that Swcdcs %ould 
know what The Scrubs is and where Greek Street is located. The Scrubs is the 
informal name for Wormwood Scrubs (a prison) whereas Greek Street is located 
in Soho, "the red light district" in London. In Swedish. the translator must make 
the significance of the Scrubs and Greek Street clear to the audience. The 
may be translated as. fangelset (prison) and Greek ý; treet may be translated as 
I'liken gata skall honjobba N" (Which street should she work") in the expression 
"Where are you going to put her in Greek Street". the latter translation alluding to 
the Swedish expression gd N gatan meaning "walk the street". 
Example 41 
LLNNY: I 
... 
I Her chauffeur. who had located me for her, he'd popped round the 
comer to have a drink. which just left this lady and myself ýou see. 
alone. standing underneath this arch. watching all the stearncr% 
steaming up. no one about, a// quiet on the WC. %tern Front. and there 
she was up against the wall - well. Just sliding down the %%all. 
following the blow I had just given her. ( ... 1. 
(Pinter Plaý s 1978: 4 7) 
14 
LENNY: I... ] Hennes chauflbr, som hade spArat opp mig At'na. han hade tu,: klt 
runt h6met fZsr att fA sig ett glas, -%A vi var ensamma. damen och jag. 
dAr vi stod under valvet och sAg hur alla AngbAtarna angadc opp - inte 
en mAnska i nArheten, allt lugni pd vd. viftonlen. och hon stod dAr mot 
muren, ja, hoWl just pA att glida ner utefter muren efter smockan som 
hon hade ffitt. I.. 
- 
1. 
(Jonason 1%5: 32) 
"All Quiet on the Western Front" (1929) is the title of a book by German-tx-)m. 
American novelist Erich Maria Remarquc. It is novel about the First World War. 
In the 'IT above, the title was in this case translated into Swedish as allt lugnt /%I 
vdqfronten, a literal translation of the ST title. Since there is a Swedish title for 
Remarquc's novel, it should be used. Moreover. since the book is oflen read or 
discussed in Swedish schools. the Swedish title is likely to be recognised. As a 
result. the Swedish title Pd vdsýfronlen inlet nytt is the appropriate translation 
option. 
4.4.3 No Man's Land 
No -Van'., v Land (NML) seems to be a play containing many cultural FFs. The 
language is elegant and the tone of the dialogue is often parodic. Scholars who 
have pointed to the parodic tone of the play are Michael Billington (1996: 248- 
249) and FI in Diamond ( 1985: 159,180,185,190-19 1 ). In N. W. Pinter aprvar-s to 
be imitating styles. drawing on passages from earlier literature and Fnglish 
history. In support of this impression. Billington has claimed that A"Aff is full of 
echoes of T. S. Eliot (1996: 242) and he has also stated that NAIV% obvious 
ancestor is Endgame by Beckett (1996: 246). In addition. Diamond has called 
NAIL a "%%-riter-filled creation- (1985: 180) and pointed to influence from lk-L-kelt 
and Eliot as well w Emily Dickinson and Marlowe 0985: 191-192). Billington 
and Diamond also state that the first-night critics in 197-5 commented on cchocs tit' 
Becket and Eliot as %vil as Emily Dickinson. Shakes-tware and Keats OQ%, 2, `I*. 
1985: 180). Both Billington and Diamond claim that many cchtvs frOm - Fhc 
249 
Love Song of Alfred J. Prufrock- by T. S. Eliot can bee found in . \ML. Billington 
also mentions a passage influenced b", Coward ( 1996: 249) and Dianiond obser-, c, 
a Wildean influence (1985: 184). With regard to histor)-. some passages , Ccm 
based on people and events from the Elizabethan, \'ictofian and FJ%kardian eras. 
indeed, many passages in NML appear familiar. although research ha-,, pro%ed it 
difficult to discover the ofigin of some of these passages. Diamond statcs that the 
extra-textual references in NMI. are more personal than in Pinter's pre% lous plaý 
(1985: 180). This could be one reason why it seems more difficult to identl N ., * f. IE 
in NUL than in Pinter's earlier plays. To clarify: the great majorit" of FLs of 711t. 
Birthday Party indirectly refer to histofical events. that is they are historical facts, 
which constitute general knowledge. The Fl: s in NAH., however. are mainlý 
references to different poems or plays. the knowledge of' which depends on 
personal experience and taste. that is they are based on more personal kno%%ledge. 
As a result. it may be more difficult to identit-V FEs in NAIL than in 7he Birththa- 
Party. On the subject of familiarity. in 1975 John Peter of the Sundat, 7ime. % stated 
the following about NUL. the play is haunting because -it speaks of. and speaks 
to, the unconscious" (Billington 1996: 245). Peter's statement could be interproed 
to mean that NML appears familiar to audiences although they cannot al\%-aysi 
explain why. Diamond's (personal references) and Peter*s (the unconscious) 
comments seem to support the impression that although there arc many F[ s in 
NAIL. it is not always possible to state their origins. liowe\er. the famillaritý 
experienced seems to make audiences feel at home. or it speaks to the unconscious 
&% Peter put it. and this may account for the fact that audiences ha%e often left 
performances of NAIL pleased. although they feel that they ha\ c not underst(xxi 
what the play was about. In his autobiography An Actor and Ili. % Time. Sir John 
Giclgud commented that people who came and talked to him backstage about 
YML had said that they loved the play but they had also asked him what the plaý 
%%ws al I about ( 1981: 168). 
Although Pinter %cems to scatter cultural cs-tx-ciall% litcrar% retcrenccs. 
throughout N. W. (Diamond 1985: 182). it is not al%%-a, %s ivssibic it) ýtatc. %%ith 
certainty. that a phrase is an FE when a source has not been found. Thc dw,, ion to 
view phmscs or lines inNAIL as FF-s are hased on dic following facts, 
. N. 1t) 
The subject matter is of an era other than Pinter's. maldenN. 
purity etc. 
Pinter is unlikely to have expefienced what he descnbes. 
Archaic or stilted language may indicate that a passage has been bommed. 
It may be individual words such as -maiden- and "che%-aller- or a parixfic 
or flippant tone etc. 
- The use of rhetorical or poetic devices which depart from c% en, da. % 
conversation are assumed to have been included for a reason. It seems that 
these devices often signal FEs. Repetition in the extreme is onc SLIch 
devicc. 
Lines and phrases that seem out of context suggest that a phrase could be 
an 1: E-. 
In the words of Elin Diamond, NAIL contains many references to "the works of 
other word artists -09 which makes -literary parody accessible to our cars- (198-5: 
180). If these literary references (or FEs) are not understood by the audience, the 
play is likely to become obscure. The audience*s puzzlement in 1975. as described 
above, may partly have been caused by the unfamiliarity with the Fl-'. S- in this pla),. 
However, although the audience did not understand the play they still enjoyed it. 
Could this be so not only because NAIL speaks to the unconscious but alsw 
because the obscurity or elusiveness fascinates people? Is the eluskenc. sis ot'. VAIL 
part of the attraction of the play? In other words. is NML meant to be clusi%e in 
order to fascinate or intrigue people in the waý that enigmas do? Does the 
A-ant to solve the elusiveness make the audience think as well as make them . 
puz.; Ples (1: 1-'s constitute one such puzzle) that Pinter has left in the language? It is 
possible. What seems clear, however. is that translators %%, ho are non-nalke 
speakers (it' English and who are not sufficiently bi-cultural to identify the 
may jeapordise the interpretation of NAIL. since the misinterpretation of cultural 
FEs will result in mistranslations. which in turn will obscure the writer's intent. 
As mentioned, understanding depends on fwnillarily with the sources. And 
whether the audience consists of native or non-native , rvak-cr-% of Fnglkh. 
unfarniliarity with the origins of the IFFs will result in interpretation prilblems, A 
study carried out to asscss whether British people (mainly studcnts and lccturcvý -it 
the University of Surrey) would identi(N FlEs in The Birthday Part. 1 . NAU, dild 
Moonlight suggests that few of them knew the ofigin of the in . \'. %IL (tor 
details of the study see Chapter V). As university students and lecturers must Iv 
viewed as well-educated, and since these respondents recognised a Io%% rvrcentage 
of FF-s. it can be argued that since NML is generally to be viewed as obscure, ic,, s 
well-educated and intelligent people would be likely to do less %%ell than the 
respondents in my study. Below is a selection of verified and probable cultural 
FEs present in NML. The examples will be discussed in order to illustrate ho%% the 
presence of cultural FEs may make interpretation difficult. 
Example 42 
They drink. 
HIRST: Tell me ... do you often hang about Jack Straw*s Castle? 
SPOONER: I knew it as a boy. 
HIRST: Do you find it as beguiling a public house now as it was in the da.,, -s 
of the highwaymen. when it was frequented by highwaymen? 
Notably Jack Straw. The great Jack Straw. Do you find it much 
changed? 
SPOONE. R: It changed my life. 
HIRST: Good Lord did it really'? 
(Pinter 1975: 13) 
De dricker. 
HIRST: Sag mig ... hiller ni ofta till ph 
Jack Straw*s Castle. puben'? 
SPOONER: Jag kAnde till den redan som pojke. 
HIRST: Tycker ni att den Ar lika lockande nu som pA s-trAtrUarnas, tid. dh 
den frekventerades; av strh"vare? I s%-nnerhet Jack Stra%%. Den 
store JackStraw. Tycker ni den har Mrkxhuts mycket" 
SPOONER: Den tbribuirade mitt liv. 
HIRST: Gode gud. Dct mcnar ni inte? 1975: 12) 
: 51 
-Jack Straw's Castle" is the name of a pub. -[T]he great Jack Stra%%- is likek to 
be a reference to one of the leaders of the well known Peasant', N ý, Re% olt of I 's I 
(Jack Straw was killed during the revolt). in other words the phrase is a cultural 
FF. As Pinter refers to the rebel "Jack Stra%k- as -great- it seems that Pinter sides 
with the underdog. It may therefore be argued that Pinter indirectly questiolis 
authority and supports the actions of the individual. If thert: are other anti- 
authoritarian FEs in the play, one of its themes may be **man against 
However. it may also be that Pinter makes a playful digression in the dialogue 
because of the dual reference to -Jack Straw'. and those who understand the 
reference may smile in recognition whereas those who are unfamiliar with the 
rebel may wonder what Pinter is referring to. If that is the case. the FE is another 
instance of insiderism. "'The great Jack Straw" is translated literally into Swedish 
as Den store Jack 51raw. It is doubtful whether anybody in Sweden would 
understand such a literal translation. Added guidance would probablý gi%c the 
audience a better chance to understand the significance of the reference. 
Therefore. Den store rebelien. fack Strasv might work, the added guidance being 
"rebel". 
Example 43 
SPOON E_R: I have gone too far, you think? 
I IIRST: I'm expecting you to go %-cry much further. 
SPOONER: Really'? That doesn't mean that I interest you, I hope'? 
HIRST: Not in the least. 
SPOONER: Thank goodness for that. For a moment my heart sank. But 
nevertheless you're fight. Your instinct is sound. I could go further. 
in more ways than one. I could advance. reserve my defences. 
throw on a substitute. call up the cavalry. embody in essence I*on 
Kleist'. v retreat from the Caucasus (the wittiest and most subtle 
systematic withdrawal kno%k-n to man) or throw evcrything foruard 
out ()/ the knowledge that is-hen jo. v oveýfloweth there ctin he 111) 
holtling ofjoy. Tlie point I'm trying to makc. in case %-ou'%c ml%wd 
it, is that I am a free man. (Pintcr 1975: 10) 
SPOONER: Hariagginfbrlingttyckerni? 
HIRST: Jag vAntar mig att ni kommer att gA oerh6rt m. ycket langre. 
SPOONER: Verkligen? Detta innebAr vAl inte att jag intresserar er. hoppas jag 
HIRST: Inte det minsta. 
SPOONER: Tack gode gud f6r det. Mitt mod s- kink ett 8gonblick. [... I Men 
icke cless mindre har ni rAtt- Er instinkt dr sund. Jag kundc &! ,A 
lAngm, pA fler sAtt An ett. Jag kunde rycka frun. %para pj 
f6rsvarsstyrkoma, kasta in en reserv. mobilisera kavallenct, 1 alit 
vAwntligaste inkamera Ion Kleists retr-att frAn Kaukasus (det 
smartaste och mest fdrslagna systematiska AtertAg %i Unner till). 
eller satsa allt pA en framryckning i me(A-elandt, om till tien frol'ci 
som fl6dar 6ver alla bdddar kan ingen htýl . i1a. Vad jag fZs"kcr 
framhAlla Ar. om ni inte skulle uppfatta det, att jag Ar en fri 
manniska. 
(LAng 1975: 8-9) 
Poland was invaded by Germany in 1942. Von Kleist was in charge of the 
operation. However. the Germans soon had to retreat to the Caucasus where Von 
Kleist's army narrowly escaped encirclement. . 5pooner may be comparing Von 
Kleist with himself. saying that although he (Spooner) is poor and unsuccessful. 
he will find a solution to his problems. The cultural FlEs such as -call up the 
cavalrý` (military reference) and the reference to sport (throw on a substitute) 
seem to constitute an indirect message to Hirst: "I may be poor but there are man) 
options open to me and I decide what I want to do, nobody else". In the translation 
the proper name Von Kleist has been kept. Retaining the name works because it 
does not seem to be of importance to the interpretation of the passage or to the 
play as a whole. However. the use of the name Von Kleist may be considered an 
insiderism and it may be that Pinter used it in order to convcý his interest in the 
Second World War. The references to sport and the military arc kept in translation 
since there are equivalent expressions in Swedish. Tbc extract also include', -"hoCri 
joy overfloweth there can be no holding of jo)-. Archaic language ýuch as 
"overflowoh" is often an indication of an FE and may be in this instance. Me linc 
rescmbics the language of the Bible. for example. whcrc phrases such . 1-S -A fcast 
is made for laughter. and wine maketh merTy: but money ans%%crcth all thing% " 
(King James Bible: Ecclesiastes 10: 19) where the archaic ending -th is common. 
However. it may also be that Pinter is imitating the language ol- the ijible 
Moreover. he may have borrowed the phrase from another literan %%ork. it ha-s 
been difficult to establish what exactlý- Pinter has done and %%hat he intended, 
since it has not been possible to locate a source. Locating the source maý bc 
difficult because Pinter has modified the ofiginal FE. A close translation must be 
considered adequate because it is difficult to know what Pinter intended. Fhe 
Swedish translation is close. However. the archaic flair of the passage as a %%hole 
must be retained since style seems to be important to the plaN. This aspect ofthe 
original is not reflected in the translation. 
lixample 44 
SPOONER: II 
Pause. 
Do forgive me my candour. It is not method but madne%. % So vou 
won*t. I hope. object if I take out my prayer beads and niN prayer 
mat and salute what I take to be your impotence? 
He standv. 
(Pinter 1975: 27) 
SP(X)NER: II 
Paw. 
FdriAt min ffisprAk- ighet. Den ar inle melml bara jzalen % kap. Is'A ni 
kornmer inte i nvAnda. hoppas jag. orn j ag tar fram mi tt radhand t ých 
min bönematta och hyllar vad jag antar är er impotens. 
Ilan reser sig. 
(I. Ang 
The language above seems formal in the extreme. %%ho would ý, tý that he is going 
to -take out [his] prayer beads and [his] prayer mat and -. - lute ... Js', )meKýd-'-sj a 
impotence" for example? Moreover. the tone seems overly solemn and flippant, 
making the line seem very different from everyday con%ersation. In parficular. 
Spooner's way of speaking implies arrogance and indifference. much like 
characters in plays by Owar Wilde. Since the language cornes acro,, N a. N it 1xise. it 
is likely that defamiliarization occurs, that is the audience gets the impression that 
the language is affected. Audiences may also get the impression that theý ha%e 
heard some of the phrases before, although they may not be able to identi(N aný 
sources. Is the passage a pastiche (an imitation) of the t, %-Iv of language found in 
pla), s by Oscar Wilde and Noel Coward as mentioned above? In addition. since 
many critics claim that NML is fife with literarý- referenes. the line maý seem 
familiar because Pinter has included phrases from other sources. 1-here is one 
clear example of an MOD (inversion): "it is not method but madness". 1-he phruse 
is borrowed from Hamlet. it is a line of Poloniuv' "Though this be madness. ýet 
there is method in't" (Hamlet Act 11. Scene 2). Illowever. it should also be pointed 
out that nowadays the phrase 'Iherc*s method in one*s madness" is also -. 1 so 
expression with the meaning "there is a sensible foundation for what seems to be 
foolish or strange behaviour" (The 0ý16rd Dictionary (? /* English 1998). 'Dc 
translator must have been unaware that there is an MOD in this extract since he 
translated it literally. The literal translation sounds ven clumsy in ls%%cdlsh. A 
frcer translation may be an option, because it would sound more natural. 
Ilowever. if the MOD in NML is meant to be a literary reference. it maý be 
translated into Swedish through the use of a modified version of the line in the 
authoriscd translation of Shakespeare's works translated by liagberg reading 
"Fasttin detta ar galenskap, A dr det likviii metod deri". Whatever the translation 
option. it is doubtful whether Swedes would identiý, the phrase as- a slant on the 
line from Hamlet. but nevertheless. they should be given the chance to make the 
connection. As a result. translation loss seems inevitable. 
As pointed out. Pintcr is an avid cficket fan and cricko -ocabularý 
iý, common in 
his plays. a caw in point is.! ýxxmer'% second linc below (in italics): 
Examole 4, 
SPOONER: 
HIRST: 
SPOONER: 
Tell me about your wife. 
What wife? 
How beautiful she was. how tender and ho% true I ell me u Ili, 
what speed she swung in the air, vs-ith ii-hat velocit. j. %ile came (W 
the wicket. whether she was responsive to. fingerspin, whether * vold 
could bowl a shooter with her, or an qt1hreak ivith a legbreak 
action. In other words. didshe google? 
Silence. 
You will not say. I will tell you then ... that niý %%d-c ... had 
everything, Eyes, a mouth. hair. teeth. buttocks. brcasts. ab-Alutelý 
everything. And legs. 
(Pinter 1975: 23) 
SPWNER: Berätta dä om er fru. 
HIRST: Vilken fru? 
SPOONER: Hur vacker hon var. hur 6m och hur sann. Nar ni spelade cricket? 
Berdtla om hur. fort honfick in scht-ungen, hur snabbi hon klarade 
grinden, ifall hon kunde ta emor en skruv, ilall ni kunde ka%ta en 
Idngboll pa henne. eller en %, dmvfer. %Iu. %s med benstopprorclu, Aled 
andra ord, klarade hon en 4-ra? 
A-stnad. 
Ni vill inte sAga det. DA skall jag Wa orn fZsr cr ... att min tru 
hade alit. Ogon. mun. Mr. tAnder. lAr. Wst. allt- Och tvn. 
OAng 1975: 20) 
2 ; q) 
In the italicised line above. . 5pooner talks about a woman as it she %%ere a cnckct 
ball. The line also contains sexual innuendo. Some of the cncket terms are 
--wicket". "finger spin". "bowl". "oflbrmk** and 1egbreak". The translator picked 
up on the cricket terminology, but the translation does not suggest aný se\ual 
innuendo. Instead, in Swedish, . 5pooner asks Ifirst questions about ho\% Ills %%It-C 
coped with different aspects of playing cficket such as kunde hon ta emot . %kruv 
that is -could she cope with spin? - rather than -was she responsive to finger spliC. 
which is ambiguous, meaning how she responded to his touch. Sigbrit and C-0 
lAng opted for a free translation. perhaps because the translator was not familiar 
enough with cricket. Evidence of unfamiliarity \vith cricket are evidenced bý 
mistranslations of cricket terminology such as -wicket- and If the 
translators had been familiar with cricket, or carried out enough research. the 
translation could have been closer and more accurate. 
Exampic 46 
BRICKiS: The financial adviser didn't turn up. You can have his break- fast. Ile 
phoned his order through. then phoned again to cancel the 
appointment. 
SPOONER: For what reason? 
BRIGGS: Jack spoke to him, not me. 
SP(X)NER: What reason did he give your friend? 
BRICK& Jack said he found himself %ithout warning in the centre of a vast 
aboriginalfinancial calamiýy. 
Pause. 
(Pinter 1975: 60) 
BRIGGS: Den ekonomiska rfidgi%-arcn kom inte. Ni kan tl hans frukost 
I Ian 
ringde in sin besUOIning. scdan nngdc han igen och installdc illtitcl. 
SPOONER: Av vilken anledning? 
BRIGGS: Jack talade mcd honom. intc jag. 
SPOONER: Vilken anledning uppga%, han för er %än'. ' 
BRIGGS: Jack sa an han sa att han utan f6r. -aming hade hamnat mill I 
omfattande ekonomi. vka. vvdrigheter m- elementara% it, slag. 
Pauv. 
O-Ang 1975: io- -ý, I) 
The phrase "in the centre of a vast aboriginal financial calamity- is. according it) 
Michael Billington. "'Pinter's favoufite Cardinal Newman phrase" (19,96: 249). 
Cardinal John Henry Newman was a Bfitish theologian who lived in the I ()th 
century. fie was also an Oxonian. Pinter's line is not an exact quote. but ýI MOD 
(extension). The ofiginal line reads "And so I argue about the %%-orld. ----ij'thcrc he 
a God, since there is a God, the human race is implicated in some terrible 
aboriginal calamity. It is out of joint with the purposes of its Creator. " (18U. 242) 
and the line is from Apologia, which was written by Cardinal Ne, %Tnan in 1885. It 
is difficult to know why Pinter chose to include an MOD of a phrase b)- Cardinal 
Newman. It may be an instance of insiderism. Pinter may also admire the Cardinal 
and his works or he may simply like the expression. After all. it seems to 
be a 
favourite expression of Pinter's. The MOD. with its additions. fits the context 
(finances) and it may be an example of Pinter having fun with language. Pinter 
may have gone for word play. Turning to translation. it is doubtful that Swedes 
%%, ould either identify the phrase as an MOD or know its source. As a result, a 
fairlý- close translation may be the best solution. The fiver translation reading i 
omfiJuade ekonomiska svdrigheter av elementaraste slag above meaning -in %a-st 
economic difficulties of the most elementary nature" will alter the meaning as 
well as obscure the source. Neither seems advisable. However. some translation 
loss seems inevitable due to the fact that the vast majority of S%edes are unfamilar 
%kith the source of the FE. 
Ex. mil2le 4 
SPOONER: Lct mc live %%ith you and tx- %-ourw. cretan-. 
HIRST: Iv there a bigfly in here? / hear bu=ing. 
SPOONER: No. 
HIRST: You say no. 
SPOONER: Yes. 
Pause. 
(Pinter 197ý: 10 1) 
SPOONER: I. At mig fA bo hos er och vara er sekreterare. 
MRST: Ar del en storfluga har inne. " Jag h6r n6gotsom surrar. 
SPOONER: Nej. 
HIRST: Ni sdger nej. 
SPOONER: Ja. 
Paus. 
(LAng 1975.84) 
Elin Diamond is of the opinion that the italicised phrase above is a modification of 
Emily Dickinson's poem -1 heard a fly buzzing when I died" (1985: 192). tier 
interpretation is possible, partly because the line seems out of context. which can 
often signal MODs and FEs, and partly because Hirst. as an acclaimed poet, is 
likely to know a fair amount of poetry himself including the poetry of Dickinson. 
Moreover. the fact that the line is said indoors makes the comment about flies out 
of place. because it is unlikely that any fly would be present in this mausoleum of 
a house where Hirst lives. The MOD may also be intended as a slight insult (the 
2002 production of A'. VfL at the National Theatre %kith Pinter as its director seemed 
to suggest such an interpretation) where Ifirst compares Spooner to a buzAng fl., 
or put differently -a talkative irritation". If the italicised phrase is a Nft)[). It is 
unlikely that many Swedes would recognise the reference in translation into 
Swedish whether translated literally or with the line from the authorised S%%L-dish 
translation of Dickinson's poems. because few people in Sweden are Nufl-icienti. % 
familiar %kith her poetry. As a result. some translation loss seems inevitable. 
However. it is important to transfer the haughty tone ofthe passage in order to 
preserve the possible slight to . 51xx)ner. 
Exwnple 48 
SPOONER: I ... ) My sword shall be ready to dissever all manifest eml-Wiments of 
malign forces that conspire to your ruin. I shall regard I... ] I %%ill 
accept death's challenge on %. vour behalf. I shall meet it for your sakc. 
boldly. whether it be in the field or in the bedchamtvr. I am ýour 
Chevalier. by domestic enemy or foreign foe. I am ýour,, to 
command. 
Silence. 
(Pinter 1975: 101) 
SPOONER: I ... I Mitt svArd skall vara redo att fbrg6ra alla tbrekonimande fonner 
av ondskefulla kraftcr som arbetar ph er undergAng. Jag skall betrak-ta 
I ... I Jag vill h era vAgnar anta utmaningar pA 11v och d8d. Jag skall 
ibr er skull m6ta dem of6rskrAckt. om det sA blir pA Caltet clier i 
sovgemaket. Jag dr er riddare. av inhemsk fiende eller utlAndsk 
vdn. Jag stAr till ert %rfogande. 
Tystnad. 
(LAng 1975: 86) 
The solemn tone. the archaic words (shall. Chevalier) and the subject matter 
(chivalry) suggest that the origin of this piece is not from contemporary literature. 
nor is it an example of everyday speech. Instead the tone and the subject matter 
rcsemble literature written during periods such as the Middle Ages or the 
Fli/, abethan era. although the language would have been more archaic had it been 
written in those days. Indeed. it has been suggested that Pinter. in this paLssage. 
parodies "Marlowe's passionate shepherd" (Diamond 1985: 191). If that is the 
case. it seems that the passage is an MOD. that 1,; a pastiche or an imitation of 
Marlowe's style. However. it is also possible that Pinter is doing a pscudo-parodý 
on the knightly oath. In a solemn and jx)ssibly parodic tone. ýJxxmer wcms it, 
bc 
%aNing that, as Hirst*s secretary. he would be 11int'. % humble scr%ant- 
Fhe rca, -,,, ' 
for. 'ýxxmer's solemn tone and Fwwtic language might he c\plairied b. \ the 
fxt that 
"N) 
he is a poet. After all. as Billington has put it. 'Vxx)ncr seems it) ha%e an jura )I- 
Fitzrovia - the London literary quarter in the 1940's and 19iO's - aK)ut him 11996: 
247). However, since the reader also knows that. earlier in the plaý. SIxwner ha-% 
admitted that he knew that Hirst once had an affair with his %vife. it 'werns unlikek 
that Spooner would want to speak- to Ifirst in a respectful waý. From this 
perspective. it seems unlikely that they am ffiends. or that Spooner %%ould %%ant to 
regard himself &% Ifirst's servant. 
Another aspect of NML which may be relevant to the interpretation of the above 
excerpt is the fact that the characters seem to fabricate past memories %%hen it suitN 
them. As a result, it is difficult to know what is true and what ", not. For c\arnple. 
Billington suggests that the scene where Ifirst suddenly addresst-, S[Numcr &N 
Charles and talks to him as if he was a long lost fficnd from their days at 0\10rd. 
is- ""cod-Coward banter" (1996: 249). Diamond rcf'Cr,, to the passage as P1 ntCT'S 
parody of the "old-school reminiscence" (1985: 190). S%%edish cntics also 
commented on echoes of Coward in 1976. If much of N. M. is parodic banter. 
name-dropping and fabrication. then it is possible that facts are not always to he 
understood as true: Spooner may never have been marfied for instance and his 
speech above may simply be an exercise in a game called -[Xi ýou get the 
reference'? " 
The elaborate. lengthv line (of which only a fraction is quoted abo%c) and its 
seemingly parodic tone, may also suggest that Pinter intends for the pa-ssave to 
have another meaning than the one expressed. Spooner'. s parodic and solemn tone 
above rnay be ironic. a mask to hide behind, should he receive an ans%%cr that hc 
does not want. Sjvoner might also be mocking Hirst by using irony. In addition, it 
is possible that some lines from literature that Pinter has read come to mind as he 
is witing and that Pinter uses these phrases in order to illustrate %%hat hi% interest" 
are. I lowc%-cr. Pinter's real intentions onlý- he himself' kno%%-,,. ]"he translation ol 
this p&%Wc into Swedish is literal in meaning. A closc translation %cCms 
appropriate. provided that the tone and style of the pit-cc are retained. In Siý, hnt 
and C-O lAng*s translation howe%cr, the tone has changed. the language vý morc 
ordinary. Nlorrovcr. in the translation. content has taken precedence o% cr stý Ic and 
. Nihm. making 
the rh%-thm less "smooth**. Bearing in rnind the : Iuc,, emb dded in rh C 
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the passage, that is the tone. the archaic words and the subject -nattcf. the 
translator should understand what Pinter is refcrring to. llo%%e%er. sincc the 
translators have disregarded tone and style. it is likek that the% neither I-Ound the 
source of the FE nor considered it an imitation or a reference, that is thoey nia% not 
have understood the clues. and this could explain %%hý the translators fix: u. sed on 
content. 
Fxamplc 49 
HIRST grips the cabinet rigid. 
SPOONER: I ... I You 
have a long hike. my lad, up which. prc%cntl%- you slog 
unfriended. Let me perhaps be your boatman. [7or it'and %%hcn %%c 
talk of a river we talk of a deep and dank architecture. In other 
words. never disdain a helping hand. especiallý one %%ith such rare 
quality. I ... I 'Mink 
before you speak. For this proix)sltion. after 
thought, will I assure you be seen as carte blanche. open -, csame 
and worthy the tender. I ... ] 
(Pinter 1975: 28) 
IIIR ST griper tag i skhpet. stel. 
SPOONER: (... 1 Ni har en läng tärd fmmför er. kainrat, snart stretar ni utan 
Qinncr. LAt mig kanske b1i er wddam F6r orn och nAr vi talar orn 
en floA talar vi om djup (wh fuktig byggnad- Med andra ord. lbrinia 
aldrig en hjtflpande hand. stirskilt inte en av sA sallsýnt udwig- 
I ... I 
I'Ank innan ni siger nAgot. F6r vid eftcrianke kornmer dota 1"Orslag. 
det fbrsAkmr jag er. att visa sig vara ctt carte blanchc. ett . c,. un 
6ppna dig och vArdigt anbudsgivaren. I ... 
I 
19-1 
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This passage seems to contain preformed or stylised language. r\pressions %uch 
as -never disdain a helping hand" and **Think before 
. %ou veak` A)und like 
proverbs. The solemn, formal and perhaps parodic tone (Let me perhaps he %our 
boatman) enhances the impression that this is no ordinary dialogue. Morco%cr. the 
excerpt resembles written rather than spoken language. There arc unusual %%ords 
(boatman) and the passage comes across as a collage of cliches or set c\pressions 
including "Carte blanche" and possibly -worthy the tender-. and a litcrar-\ 
r6crence (open sesame). which first occurred in the story of "Ali Baba and the 
Forty Thieves". Finally, the subject matter does not seem contemporary. What is a 
boatman and why is he needed? Prior to this line. no boatman has been mentioned 
in the play so the line seems out of context. Moreover. who would talk of a 
boatman in this manner? The boatman may be a classical reference to the Acnci, l 
by Roman writer Virgil. In Greek mythology. Charon is a ferryman who 
transports people's souls to Elysium. and Hysium is -the home of the ble"Ned 
after death"' (Microsoft Encarta 2000). Michael Billington is also of the opinion 
that ""the boatman" is a reference to the Aeneid (1996: 247). Billington parll% 
bases his interpretation on the fact that he thinks that Hirst picks up on Sjxwnvr'ý 
reference to Charon by talking about -village maidens"" (19,96: 247). the tvFW of 
deserving people that Charon would take to Elysium. 
Pinter put much information into this passage by using few words. Rather than 
writing a long speech. information is accumulated through different IT's with %cry 
different associations. What are Pinter's reasons for using FF. s here'! It is difficult 
to say. lie may use FEs in order to exclude those who do not understand the I Fs 
while embracing those who do identify them, thus creating insidefisms. It ma., 
also be a case of the underdog (Pinter) trýing to outwit his peers (intellectuals and 
the Literary Establishment). In order to reflect the ofiginal, Mr and Nlr-s I. Ang's 
translation is formal when it can be, and archaic language is used whcn 
appropfiatc. Furthermore. the translation is ass close to the onginal as it can be. and 
some Swedish FEs are used. llowevcr. the rhythm. flair and tonc ofthc passage 
sccm lost in translation. Morvovcr, -my lad- is translated as "comradc" into 
S%%vdish. with unfortunate associations with Communism. unlikcl% it, ha%c Nvil 
intended h) Pinter. 11w choice of "comrade" also seems %%rong bccatk%c Npxmer 
wse of thc expression seems ironic or parodic which it doocs noot appear to 
bc in the 
L, i 
translation. In addition. -the boatman- is translated as -an oarsiman- which seems 
inappropriate because its connotations are unclear. liowe%er. since it seems as if 
the translators have translated content rather than style. and since they seem to 
have misunderstood or underestimated the importance of cultural I: Fs in NAIL. it 
may be that, on the micro level, Ling*s translation %%a-s based on guess%ork- rather 
than fact. This is not an acceptable translation method, since the translation of a 
passage on the micro level should be based upon an understanding of the text as a 
whole. If the translator takes a stand with regard to the interpretation of NAIL on 
the macro level, the translation choices made on the micro level can be justified. 
However, if a translator does not take such a stand. the interpretation as well as 
the resulting translation will seem to be based on guesswork. 
Example 50 
HIRST: In the village church. the beams are hung with garlands. in honour 
of young women of the parish. reputed to have died virgin. 
Pause 
However. the garlands are not bestowed on maidens only, but all 
who die unmarried. wearing the white flower of a blameless life. 
Pause 
SPOONER: You mean that not only young women of the parish but also %ýoung 
men are so honoured? 
HIRST: I do. 
SPOONER: And that old men of the parish who also died maiden are so 
aarlanded? C7- 
HIRST: Certairil). 
SPOONER: I am enmptured. 'rell me more. Tell me more about the quaint little 
perversions of your life and times. I-ell me more (... ] Tcll me 
more. 
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Pause 
(Pinter 1975: 22-23) 
HIRST: I bykyrkan behAnger man takets tvArbalkar med blomsterkransar 
till Ara fdr unga kvinnor i f6rsamlingen. med ryktc om sig att ha 
d6tt som jungfrur. 
Paus. 
Emellertid, blomsterkransama tillAgnas inte bara ungm6r. utan alla 
som d6r ogifbi, som bar dcn ofbrvitliga lex-nadens vita blomma. 
Paus. 
SPOONER: Menar ni att inte bara unga kvinnor i fdrsamlingen utan ocksA mAn 
i fbrsamlingen hedras sh? 
HIRST: Det g6r jag. 
SPOONER: Och att gamla mAn I Mrsainlingen som ocksA d6r som oskulder 
bekransas si? 
HIRST: Visst. 
SPOONER: Jag Ar hAnfbrd. Bertitta mer. BerAtta mer om de sallsamma smi 
perversioner ni m6tt under er levnads dagar. Beratta mer, II 
BerAtta mer. 
Paus. 
(LAng 1975: 19-20) 
The reasons why this passage may be a cultural FE or contains one or w-veral I-'I*. s 
are: 
irchaic custom. 
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2) The subject matter (virginity) is neither contemporary nor topical. 
3) The subjects appear unexpectedly in the play. 
4) The link with Charon as discussed (Example 47 above). suggests that thiN 
passage may be an Fl:. 
People do not refer to women as -maidens" any more. In the Victorian or the 
Elizabethan era, however, women were referred to as -maidens-and virginity was 
important. What is the significance of maidens or virginity in YML' The subject 
matter seems to have little or nothing to do with what Spooner and Ifirst have 
been discussing up to this point in the play. As suggested by Billington, it linay be 
that Hirst simply picked up on Spooner 's reference to Charon. and by digressing 
further, Ifirst may be indicating that he got the literary reference and that he has 
not been outsmarted by Spooner. It is difficult to know exactly how to translate 
this passage since its interpretation is uncertaiin because the plaN'N%Tight*S 
intentions are not clear. If the translator identifies the link between Chtiron and 
maidens, s/he may first choose the relevant line to "Let me perhaps be your 
boatman" in the Swedish translation of the. -leneid in Example 47 atx)ve. and then 
continue with a close translation of Example 48. However. if the translator does 
not identify any FEs. a literal or close translation seems the only option, since a 
freer translation is likely to rule out the possible link to Charon. In conclusion, 
when translating the passage literally or closely, the translator needs to retain the 
tone and formality of the language as well as retaining the repetitions. 
Prufrockian Echoes 
As mentioned above, many scholars and theatre critics such as Billington. Fsshn. 
Diamond, and a few Swedish theatre critics have pointed out that T. S. Hiot has 
influenced Pinter's writing. In NML. Eliot's influence seems particularly strong. 
Diamond claims that "Echoes of Trufrock' occurs four times in Spooner's 
speech"(1985: 182) and Billington states that-Spooner speaks in I-] consciouslý 
Prufrxx: kian phrases" (1996: 247). In addition. Diamond holds that the -intcrplaý 
between two texts" (1985: 182). that is NUL and -The Love Song of Alfred J. 
-ufrock"). which occurs in N. M. is "an 
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explicitly literary-textual moment" (ibid. ) which. if identified. makes the audiencc 
laugh. But the interplay is not onlN textual, because like Prujý(wk. Sjxwner **donN 
an ironic mask to hide his teffor" (1985: 184) and Pinter's "aý of' writing 
resembles Eliot's style (1985: 182). Diamond further states that the line **It's good 
to sleep in the afternoon'* (MAIL 1975: 42) is a quote from -Prufrock- ( 1985.195). 
but research has shown that it is not a quote but possiblý a paraphrase (Fliot 1917: 
line 75). Diamond further claims that the line I have known this before- in Pinter 
is a paraphrase of "For I have known them all already - known them all-. 
borrowed from "Prufrock" (Eliot 1917: lines 49.55.6. ',. '). Below is one such 
paraphrase (Example 49) from, VML The paraphrase occur-, four times- with minor 
changes (Pinter 1975: 61 ). and there is another passage (Fxample 50). which 
seems to be an Eliot pastiche (Diamond 1985: 187). 
Example 51 
The paraphrase: 
SPOONER: I have known this before. The door unlocked. The entrance of a 
stranger. The offer of alms. The shark in the harbour. 
Silence. 
(Pinter 1975: 61 ) 
SPOONER: Detta har jag upplevt förr. En dörr läses upp. l'n främling k-ommcr 
in. Ett erbjudande av allmosor. En haj i den tr%-gga hamnen. 
Ti-sinad. 
(LAng 197 5: 51) 
Exampic 52 
SPOONFR: Remember this. You've lost your wife of hazel hue. ýou'%c lost her 
a tillifibla tillifo. la tillifoladi-foladi-foltxi. 
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ii --- IL 
(Pinter 1975: 28) 
SPOONER: Minns detta. SA hasselbrun var hennes hy. hon gick och m t-Ar ingen 
ny. ty evigt skall hon frin er fly, med sitt holala. holaii. holalý-- 
(LAng 197-i: 24) 
Apart from the fact that Billington and Diamond have pointed to specific echoes 
of Eliot in NUL, there are other aspects of the two examples which may indicatc 
that the lines are FEs: First. the two passages do not resemble cvcr)-daý- 
conversations. Second. the paraphrase seems odd when it occurs in the plaý- 
because it seems out of context. whereas the pastiche seems odd because of its 
even rhythm, because it rhymes like a poem. Third, the impression that the 
paraphrase is odd is strengthened as the play continues because the paraphrase 
occurs another three times. each time without fitting into its context. As regards 
the pastiche. two features stand out: the rhythm and the poetic devices. These 
features suggest that this line is not to be considered as actual dialoguc. 
particularly since the last line seems unnecessaril)- elaborate. After XMI. 
premiered in Sweden in 1976. one Swedish critic, Bengt Jahnson, (DN. 24 Jan 
1976) pointed out that it would be difficult to transpose NAIL into Swedish 
because of T. S. Eliot's influence on the play. This critic viewed The K'awe Land 
by Eliot as the main influence. Unless discussed and emphasised in the 
performance programme, Bengt Jahnson did not think that Eliot's language would 
work in Swedish because Swedes are not used to his way of writing, nor did he 
think that Swedes were sufficiently familiar with Eliot"s works in order to identify 
Eliot's influence on N. M. Both points are valid. It seems that some translation 
loss will therefore have to be accepted. However. a close translation would reflect 
Pinter's style as well as his imitations of style. and may also evoke - through back 
translation (translating a phrase from the TL back into the SL) - F. 1iot for those 
members in the audience familiar with his works. A free translation would he less 
likely to achieve the same goal and should therefore be rejected as an option. 
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Possible culturdl FEs 
As discussed, the language of NML is elegant. It has also been mentioned that the 
language of the play seems flippant. The st,., Ie ma. %. as a result. remind the 
audience of characters in plays by Oscar Wilde or Noel Coward. Indeed. lsý%edish 
critics J. W. Donner of Svenvka Dagbiadet Snalljvsten (29 Feb. 1976) and Bengt 
Johansson of Dagens . \ýheter (24 Jan. 1976) remarked that the characters bfx)ke 
like characters from plays by Wilde and Coward when the plaý was performed in 
Sweden in 1976. Here is an example of "flippant" dialogue: 
Example 53 
SPOONF. R: What he said ... all those years ago ... is neither here nor there. It 
was not vi, hat he said but possib4- the %-qy he sai %% hich has remained 
with me all my life and has, I am quite sure. made me what I am. 
(Pinter 1975: 16) 
SPOONER: Vad han sa ... fbr alla dessa Ar sedan ... spelar ingen roll. Det var inte 
vad han sa men kanske hans stitt att sitta som i hela mitt liv le%-t kvar 
hos mig och. det Ar jag helt saker pA, giort mig till vad jag dr. 
(LAng 1975: 14-1 S) 
In plays by Wilde and Coward, it is hovs- a person speaks. not vs, hat Oie saýs that 
matters. Apart from the fact that Owar 'Kilde's plays include dandies, to %%hom 
style and appearance is everything. Wilde himself was a dandý and witticisms 
were his forte in real life. Coward's plays also included such characters and he 
was a wit and something of a snob with camp overtones. In addition. both 
pla)-%Tights were homosexuals. and references to homos-exual activities maý 
suggest that NML is a play about homosexual people. Indecd. critics ha%e 
suggcsted that Sfxx)ner and Hirst are homosexuals. 
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It appears to be difficult to transfer the wit, the tone and the elegant turn oi phra-se 
of NML into Swedish, because no well-known Swedish playm-night reallý wrlites in 
this manner. lndeedý it is doubtful whether the flippant st,., -Ie is used in the same 
way in Swedish. since to Swedes content is more important than stý le. Moreover. 
in English, accent is often used for characterisation in order to evoke or imitate 
6"the stiff upper lip-. the upper classes, the language of the %%orking classes or a 
camp way of speaking. In Swedish. there is no clear division of social accents in a 
similar way so it is more difficult to reflect class solely by use of language. Camp 
language may, however, be transferred into Swedish. but is it possible to evoke 
Wilde and Coward? Unless they were discussed in the performances programme. 
it seems so, since some Swedish critics identified influence from Wilde and 
owar n 1976. However. few critics did. Moreover, there is no endnotc in the 
translation into Swedish suggesting a possible influence from any other writers on 
No Man's Land. F. ven if translators did identify influence from Wilde or Coward 
and transferred these influences into Swedish, it is unlikely that Swedish 
audiences would recognise that influence because few Swedes are sufficiently 
familiar with the plays by Wilde and Coward in order to identify the similarities. 
Therefore. some translation loss seems unavoidable. 
The LAng translation is literal, but the language is neither formal nor elegant, not 
even when it could have been (see LAng's translation on page 269 and the one 
suggested by me on page 271). It may be that the translators either ignored or 
misread the tone of this passage and translated content rather than style. llowe%er. 
it could also be argued that the translators did not understand the importance of 
the tone and the formality of the language, which might explain why the language 
is more ordinary than in the ST. 
In order to make the passage above more formal. even elegant. some less formal 
expressions and words may be substituted for more formal ones. In addition. the 
rhythm can be made smoother in order to make dx- language flow more clcgantlý- 
(italics indicate change): 
" 7o 
Example 54 
SPOONER: Vad han sa ... 
f6r alla dessa dr sedan ... har ingen belydelse. Det var 
inte hans stitt att tala utan mijjligen hans stitt att sitta som Jag burit 
med mig i hela mitt liv och det har, del dr jag 6verlygad om, giort 
mig till den jag dr. 
SPOONER: What he said ... all those years ago ... is of no consequence. It was 
not the way he spoke, but possibly the way he sat which has stayed 
with me all of mY life and it has, I am convinced, made me what I 
am. 
First, my suggested translation above seems more natural than Ldng's (page 269), 
because it does not include any interference from the ST. I-Ang's translation does. 
The word "what" in "... made me what I am. " at the end is interference from 
English - giort mig till vadjag ar - when the line should read giort mig till denjag 
dr (made me the person I am). Second, it is very difficult to translate the 
"language pose" or tone, which Pinter has given to the characters in the play. I 
have tried to make the tone more formal and dispassionate by substituting some 
not so formal phrases in Ldng's translation for more formal ones. Finally, it may 
be advisable for the translators to add an endnote in order to explain the function 
of the language style in order that anyone who reads the play may have a better 
understanding of it. 
In the following passage Pinter seems to capture the Victorian or FIdwardian era 
Example 55 
SPOONER: [ ... 
] But with windows open to the garden, my wific pouring long 
glasses of squash, with ice, on a summer evening, young voices 
occasionally lifted in unaccompanied ballad, young bodies lying in 
the dying light, my wife moving through the shadows in her long 
gown, what can ail? I mean who can gainsay us? What quarrel can be 
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found with what is. au fond, a gesture towards the sustenance and 
preservation of art, and through art to %- I rtue"I 
(Pinter 197-5: 20) 
SPOONER: Men med fdnstren 6ppna mot trffidgArden. min fru som f,, Ilcr 
h6ga glas med juice, med is, en sommarkvdll. unga r6ster dA och dh 
h6jda i en oackompanjerad ballad, unga kroppar som ligger 1 det 
sinande Ijuset. min hustru som r6r sig genom skuggorna i sin ldnga 
kl&ming, vad ont i det? Jag menar vem kan fbrmena oss' Vem kan 
motsAtta sig vad som, djupast. Ar ett offer At vidmak-thAllandet och 
bevarandet av konsten och d, 16genom sanningen. 
(lAng 1975: 17) 
This is not a depiction of contemporary life. Rather, it is likely to remind readers 
of life in England in the late 19"' or early 20'hcentury. The passage e%, okcs the life 
of the carefree rich of that era. In support of this view. Diamond calls Pinter's 
depiction above "an I-Awardian view of his [Spooner's] country house I ... I 
complete with faded - rose diction (What can ail? I mean who can gainsay us? )" 
(1985: 186). Once again, Spooner's descfiption of life in the past seems to suggest 
a longing to live in another era. Whether or not the extract is solely Pinter's 
creation, it is not possible to be sure of his intentions. If Pinter here tries to evoke 
the Victorian or the Edwardian era. how may Victorian or Edwardian England be 
evoked in Swedish? Does -Victorian" or -Edwardian" mean the same thing to an 
Englishman and a Swede? The translator decided on a literal translation. A literal 
or close translation seems the only option. unless a source is identified. E%en if 
Pinter is imitating the writing of the Victorian or Edwardian era. a literal or clo,. A-- 
translation seems the only option. However, an added endnote to enlighten reader. % 
as to what Pinter might be doing seems ad\-Isablc. 
Exampic-56 
SPOONER: I... ] All we have left is the Fnglish language. Cun it bc sakaged? 
(Pinter 1975 - -1) 
SPOONER: [... ] Alit vi har kvar dr vin sprik. Kan det raddas? Det Ar min ft-Aga. 
(lAng 1975: 6) 
Before this passage can be translated, a few aspects of the line need to be looked 
at. First, who are "we" in this passage? Second. whN- does "the English language- 
need to be salvaged? What does. 5pooner mean? Hirst and Spoonersevrn to prefer 
the past to the present. As a result. . 5pooner may be referring to a time when 
England was an empire, when the English ruled the world. Today. the USA is the 
country being emulated in the West. . 5pooner may be lamenting this fact. 
emphasising his sorrow by stating that the English language is not even their., 
more. suggesting that American English has taken over. I-he reason %%-h%- the 
"nostalgia interpretation" is likely is the fact that there are many passages in . %JIL. 
which appear to refer to the past. Apart from the Elizabethan. Victofian and 
Edwardian eras already mentioned, there are references to the Second World War 
as well as to the Middle Ages. However. the line maý- also be an FE, whose source 
I have not been able to identify. Would non-native speakers be aware of aný' 
inferences to be drawn from this line? Perhaps. However, the literal translation 
into Swedish above does not help the audience understand what the subtext might 
be. It' Ling had added an endnote to his translation, it would have helped the 
actors and the director understand the subtext. Making the meaning of 1-*I*. s clear to 
actors and directors is important since knowledge of their significance may help 
explain what the play is about, that is these FEs may help clarifý, the theme. of 
the play. As a result. it is here suggested that interpretation and translation is aided 
b%- an endnote. 
Example 57 
In the foliowing passage. Pinter lets, Spooner talk alx)ut somcbo4 that he refers to 
as "a Hungarian ýmigrd. latchr retired from Paris" (sec italics bclo%%). Who k 
. Vp(x)ner talking about? 
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SPOONER: I refer to midsummer night. when I shared a drink %lih a 
Hungarian imigri. lately retiredftom Parm. 
HIRST: The same drink? 
SPOONER: You've guessed. I would imagine. that he was an erstwhile menitx-r 
of the Hungarian aristocracy" 
HIRST: I did guess, yes. 
(Pinter 1975: 14) 
SPOONER: Jag syftar pA en midsommarnatt. nbx jag delade ett gla. s med en 
ungersk emigrant, som nyss dragit sig tillbaka it// Paris. 
HIRST: Samma glas? 
SPOONER: Ingalunda. Ni har vAl gissat. kan jag tAnka mig. a" han var en f. d. 
medlem av den ungerska aristokratin" 
14IRST: Jag gissade faktiskt det. ja. 
(I-Ang 1975: 12- 1.1) 
According to Diamond. N. 44L is ripe with-elaborate gamesmanship" (1985: 161). 
Indeed. many scholars have commented on the fact that Pinter's characters often 
play games in his plays - name dropping being one such game. 11irw andSIX)oner 
seem to be competing with each other throughout NAlL They compete by 
fabricating facts. It is therefore possible that Spooner has invented an important 
ffiend (the Hungarian dmigr6 in order to impress Ifirst, that is "the Hungarian 
dmigrC is an instance of one-upmanship. If it is not one-upmanship. the rwrion 
alluded to may be a reference to somebody. Pinter may be referfing to a person 
with whom. or a piece of fiction with which. only a few people are familiar. If an 
IT (insiderism), the reference has not been identified1l, and can therefore not be 
explained. What does the translator do if Ow cannot locate the reference or I be 
cannot make sense of the passage'! A literal or close translation sieems the onl\ 
option and is what LAng opted for. However. if the translator knows what [linter is 
alluding to. ý, - be may explain the significance of the FF, through a note or ý, hc rna% 
translate sense. By discussing the FE above. I ha\e tncd to illustrate whý it Is 
difficult to translate NAIL, cspeciallý since this type of passage %%here the rcadcr 
suspects the writer is making a reference but does not kno%& its source. atx)urid in 
the play. 
In addition to the FEs in NAR- already discussed in this chapter. there are other 
phrases in the play which do not seem to make sense. Are the, % non-sve-quitur-, "' 
What do the following examples in italics mean for instance" 
Example 58 
SPOONER: Do I detect a touch of the hostile9 Do I detect - with respect - i(xi 
many glasses of aie followed hv the iýrcat malt which vs-oundv; ' 
Which woundv? 
Silence. 
(Pinter 1975: 26) 
SPOONER: Uppdagar jag ett spAr av fientlighet" Pppdagar jag - med all 
Atning - ett spAr av f6r mAnga glas 61 fbljdi av den I'Orntima malt 
som smArtar? Som smArtar? 
Tystnad. 
(I. Ang 1975: 22) 
Example 59 
FOSTER: Who are you? I thought I'd never make it. What a hike. And not 
only that. I'm dýjýncele. vs. I don't cam, a gun in bmdopi But I'm 
not bothered. Once you*%e done the East ýou*%c donc it all. 
Who arevou. by the %%ay? What are you drinking? 
SP(X)NER: I'm a ffiend of his. 
FOSTER: N'ou*rc not typical. 
(13iritcr 11475: IS I) 
-"S 
FOSTER: I ... I Vern ar ni? Jag trodde aldfig jag skulle ork-a. Vilken . trapats. 
Och inte bara det. Jag var t*brs%-arsI6s. I London Ar jag aidng 
bevApnad. Men det g6r mig inget. liar man en gAng varit i Onenten 
har man varit med orn ailt. f... ] Vern ar ni. fdrresten') Vad dncker 
ni? 
SPOONIIR: En %-än. 
FOSTER: Ni ser inte ut som de brukar. 
(Länk! 1975: -(1) 
The contexts in which the italicised phrases above appear do not help explain how 
they are to be interpreted. The lines seem out of context. as if the) were added 
without much thought. As a result. it is not clear what Pinter is trýing to It 
may be that understanding depends on a knowledge of the sources that Pinter 
draws on. Familiarity with something seems vital. The fact is that the seemingly 
out-of-context remarks exemplified above often result in bewilderment as %%ell as 
in curiosity as to what Pinter is saying. This type of bewilderment or 
defamiliarization may captivate audiences. It may lead them to want to solve the 
puzlle. The solutions to the difficulties in the passages above are not simple. If the 
translator does not identify an FE, s/he can only tr), to translate these passages 
closely or literally. If s/he regards the passages as FEs since s. he can identit'N their I 
origins. s/he should look them up, assess the context in which they appear, and 
then decide what his or her cause of action should be. 
A few concluding remarks: the excerpts from NML were chosen in order to try to 
illustrate some of the interpretation and translation difficulties a reader or a 
translator may encounter in X. M. As has been emphasised. it is the abundance of' 
allusive language that makes interpretation difficult, cspeciall) for non-natke 
speakers of English. since it is unlikely that they are familiar with what Pinter i% 
*K than a native speaker. alluding to. having less cultural knowledge about the 11 
As a result. the interpretation would, at least in part, have to rcly on guesswork. 
and the solutions to translation problem,, would be questionable. \1ý ad\ ice it) the 
translator would be to do as much research as possible on the rnacro lc\el (theme. 
style. meaning) and then opt for an interpretation on the micro lc\cl, nc\er the 
othc-r \%-aN- round. 
-iv 
4.4.4 Aloonlighl 
In Moonlight. there are manv .:,, iltural 1*'I-',,. One ý, * them \11 %011 tv %%ell \rkJ 
all manner of things shall be Winter 199 1-he line aprx: x, i-, I iu, 'e 
Gidding hy T.. -,. l"110t. hLIt F11()t is hkcI% t, ý ha%c tx)rTo%%cd it from Rcvc. x. -,,,: % (,, 
Divine Love %kritten hy ()ne of the L! rc. ticst I nglish m' all time, %1,, -her 
Julian of Norwich (1 -'14-'- 
1410). The phr, i, c is a -,: ultural I F %% ith rcligwus 
connotatiow, Mother JUlian ýkrotc the rc%cl, iiions . %hile slic %ka. s -c-,, usI% ill 
(Microsoft Fricarta - 
2000). On the micro lc%cl, a Iiicr, il trmisl. clon like the oric 
I'mind in the translation into maN h-c jwtificd since it is likcl% that most 
people would interpret the line as nicaning "You %%III he all ri-Ait". I lo%%c%cr. since 
lmýv is dying and Fre(i i,, f-scdriddcri in the plaý (thcý are ill as %%as %I,, thcr Julian) 
this I+ may be a thematic I I-, It niaý cnipIm,, 1, -_- the ill-it the play is aKmt 
dying or death. It nia\ also rx)int to the I. i, -t thA -it religion i,, a c, inif'Orl. I tic cultural 
FF may. therefore. tv of mil-Kmaricc on the Ic\ cl. \, a ic, ult. it i",, mirwiant 
to ., tudý this cultural I F, furilicr in order that the tranlation tvitcr reflect,, the 
original. It' the FF'1 is a quotation from -11 ittic ( iiddiný** hý I hw. the phr, i, c would 
he ail instance of' insiderism, %%hicli mc. -irl,, th, it I'C%% nicnihcr,, In the audictico: 
would kno%% dic wurcc. but thc translation %kould still ha%c to con%cy thc I. ict that 
abricated or N)rro\%cd. A,,: t: (lrdiný to I cppilialnic, onc dic plirasc is prcti 
ý%hich enhances thc iLictitificmion ofan I I' i,, familiant\ ( I, )"- Pl%ý). Iforic is riot 
I'mililiar wth in FF. de\iation in , t\le such as archai, - I, m, -, uagc might licip a 
translator srK)t an FF. In t1w, the u, c of-shall- in, tc, td of`%%III" might h. i\c 
helped the tratiNkitor, Kmtina I Lign. to idcritit'\ the 1: 1- hut that dtvs not Seem 1ý, 
ha\c heen the hck:. m,, c she Lic, c%er\da\, langua, -, c in tiunslation into 
ýSm--Jish. The dc% 1,111011 ill , tý Ic a%: tuallý Ntari!, at the tvginning ofthe -. 4. cnc %khen 
the mo hrothers ý-, rcct cach othcr Nery f6mialk: 
: Brother. KF 
FRLD: Broth,. -i (Pinter 1993: 6) 
JAKF.: Min bror. 
FRIA) Min bror. (t. ugn 1995: 6) 
If Lugn had identified and researched the origin of the FE. Lugn could ha%c -. -An 
the tone for the scene and transferred the religious connotations b% translating 
-Brother" as Broder, a formal. archaic and pol%semous word which in 'S'%%edish 
means "'brother" or 6*male sibling" as well as -refigious brother" or -man of same 
faith". If RevelaliorLv of Divine Love has been translated into Swedish. Lugn could 
have used the recognised translation of the FF., and even if there is onc. she could 
have added archaic flavour to the Fl*_ by using old-fashioned and formal language. 
Using archaic language. the FE might have been translated as -PA det hela taget 
skola alit bliva bra- where -skola bliva- are archaic forms for '*,, ka bli- or 
"kommer att bli" which mean "shall be- and -%ill be- respectively. The use of 
such archaic language would better reflect the language of the original. In 
addition, archaic forms such as '-skola bliva" in Swedish are likely to make an 
audience think of the language of the Bible where these archaic forms are 
common. As a result. on hearing the line. a Swedish audience may think (it' 
religion, which would be appropriate since this reference st-ems to be a religious 
FE. However, should the FE be a reference to "Little Gidding- by T. S. Fliot (one 
of Pinter's favourite writers). the translator would have to research the p(wm in 
order to find out if Pinter chose the quote for a reason. If the translator does see a 
connection s/he would have to transfer that connection into Swedish using archaic 
language and a formal tone in order to reflect the ST and if s/he does not see a 
connection, the archaic language and the formal tone should still be transferred in 
order to reflect the original. In addition, if ""Little Gidding" has been translated 
into Swedish. ideally. the Swedish translation of that line could be used in order to 
make audiences think of Eliot. 
Example 60 
FRED: You were "-fiting poems when you were a mere child. isn't that fight? 
JAKE: I was writing poems before I could read. 
FR17D: Listen. I happen to know that you were writing poems before . %ou could 
speak-. 
JAKE: Listen! I was writing poems beforc I was bom. 
FRED. So you would say that you %%-ere the real thing? 
JAKE: 17hc authentic article. 
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FRED: Never knowingly, undersold. 
JAKE: Precisely. 
Silence. 
(Pinter 199": 8) 
FRED: Du skrev dikter redan som bam. eller hur? 
JAKE: Jag skrev dikter innan jag kunde lasa. 
FRED: Vet du vad. Jag rikar veta att du skrev dikter innan du kunde prata. 
JAKE: Vet du vad! Jag skrev dikter innan jag ftsddes' 
FRED: SA man kan h5vda att du har den sanna gat-an? 
JAKE: Jag dr en sann poet. 
FRED: Och du har aldrig salt ut dig -%Juh? 
JAKE: Nej. Aldrig. 
7: v. vinad. 
(Lugn 1995: 7-8) 
Here. Jake and Fred are trying to outwit one another through the use of illogical 
nonsense. Pinter is also making use of FEs. -The real thing" conjures up the 1970 
slogan for coca-cola "It's the real thing". However, "the real thing" is also a 
linguistic F17 meaning -no joke-. -no imitation" and *1rue lo%e". In this context 
-no imitation" seems the most likely meaning. -No imitation" is sýnonymous to 
the linguistic FE -the genuine article". As a result, -The authentic article- above 
could be considered a modification of that FF. In addition. "Ne%er knowinglý 
undersold"' is a slogan. which was first used in 1920 byl-he John Le%vls p1c, that is 
the John Lewis retail stores in the LJK. The first four lines of the excerpt %-ere 
translated literally into Swedish. The literal translation %vorks. When the F1 ýS 
aprvar. the translator has opted for free translation. As a rv-sult. -\ou are the real 
thing? " becomes -you are truly gifted"" which works because there is no %%a% ol 
translating "the Coca-cola slogan" into Swedish. The reason %%hý it is not ixissibic 
to translate it as it stands is that the locations %%here it appeared in S%%cdcn - in 
Swedish cinemas for example - audiences heard the slogan in English. There is no 
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Swedish translation. And translated, it is unlikel% that Si c, Aed s would aNso%: iate the 
slogan with Coca-cola. As a result. the play on words and rx)ssible a-ssociations 
with Coca-cola may have to be forgone. -The authentic article" tx-comes -I am a 
true poet" in Swedish. which is an affirmation of the line "... ýou are trO 
gifted? *'. It also works. However, Swedish slogans (I-Ts) such LS akia vara 
(genuine article) or its synonym fill hundra procent (to a hundred percent). and 
Absolut (absolutely) could possibly have been used instead. althouigh 111c 
connotations would be different. In Swedish. the meaning of akia vara, till huntira 
pr"ent and Absolut would be "Swedish- or -no imitation ... ... 4bsolut - would 
have yet another connotation: it would refer to, 4hsolut vmlka. a S%%cdi,, h brand of 
vodka (see the Swedish FEs used in their context below). The third FE "Nexer 
knowingly undersold", which was originally used hý the John Lewis pic stores. is. 
used more widely now, and means 66a good buy-. In Swedish it reads -And ýou 
have never sold out yourself' which sounds odd and seems ungrammatical. Fhe 
translator may have intended the meaning "sold yourself cheap- but that is not 
really what the FE means. In English. the passage is really a play on words and 
phrases. The last FE' in this passage seems over-translated. probably because the 
translator was unfamiliar with the slogan. which means that she was unaware that 
she was dealing with an FE. Lugn could have used prist-ard (worth its price), a 
term often used in the Swedish retail business. In the context of comedy. where 
word play, ambiguity and innuendo are common. it seems more appropriate to use 
FEs in Swedish, or the force and pace of the dialogue will be lost. As a result, the 
FEs in the dialogue could read as follows (the proposed translation into Swedish is 
followed by a translation of that passage into English): 
FRED: . 54 A menar att A tir akfa vara? 
JAKE: 4bsolut. 
FRED: Alltidprisvard? 
JAK l' .: Ja. A Illid. 
A-sinad. 
FRFD: So you mean you're the authentic article? 
JAKF: Absolutclý - 
FRED: Always worth your price? 
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JAKE: Yes. Always. 
Silence. 
Example 61 
FRED: The answer is that your father was just a little bit %hort of a . 
1evs 
krugerrandv. 
JAKE: He'd run out ofpesetav in a pretty spectacular fashion. 
RE F -D: He had, only a few nights before. dropped a packet on the pier at Mignor 
Regis. 
JAKI -'I: Fishing for tiddlers. 
FRED: His casino life had long been a lost hofizon. 
JAKE: The silver pail was empty. 
FRED: As was the gold. 
JAKE: Nary an emerald. 
FRED: Nary a gem. 
JAKE: Gemless in Wall. Street - 
FRED: To the bank with. fuck-all. (Pinter 1993: 14-15) 
FRED: Darf6r att din far hade lite dkiligi metisidlar. 
JAKF: Han hade blivit av med sina sidlar pA en ganska uppseendc% Ackande satt. 
FRI- D: NAgra kvAllar ticligare hade han tappat en bunt frin dackct pA Bognor 
Regis. 
JAKE: DAr han fiskade smApigg. 
FRED: Hans glansdagar pA kasinot var ett minnc blott. 
JAKE: Slut pA sll\-crm)-ntcn. 
FRE D: Slut pA guldmynten ocksýL 
JAKE: Icke en enda smaragd. 
FRED: Icke cn enda juvel. 
JAKE: Utan kixor/xi If 
FRI: D- Banken hade tagit hela . %kiten. 
(l. ugn 1995- 13-14) 
The FEs "short of a few krugerrands" and "run out of pesetas" were discussed 
earlier in this chapter (for details see Example 26, page 22 1) and the assessment of 
the translations were based on their functions on the micro level. On the macro 
level, it may be of importance to remember the particular currencies Pinter chose: 
krugerrands and pesetas. Why did Pinter not choose pounds, or dollars, for 
instance? The choice of foreign currencies may be of some importance because 
many foreign proper names appear in Hoonlighl. If the choice of currencies have 
some significance, Kristina Lugn's translation (where no currencies appear) ot I the 
FEs may have to be re-evaluated and changes suggested to her translation. 
Pinter has said that "Gemless in Wall Street -- and "to the bank with fuck-all" 
above are slants on "Eyeless in Gaza, to the mill with slaves", which is a reference 
from ýamson Agonistes by John Milton (Gussow 1994: 124-125). Thus, these 
lines are MODs (replacement). They are also obtuse since few people are likely to 
recognize their source. Either, native speakers of English are not sufficiently 
familiar with the works by Milton in order to spot the MODs, or, the MODs are 
far-fetched. Perhaps it is a case of both. Therefore, the MODs constitute 
insiderisms - that is they are understood by only a few people. Pinter may have 
used such obtuse references because he wants his plays to be obtuse. With regard 
to translation, it is unlikely that the translator identified these lines as MoDs. It' 
she had done so, she would either have indicated their source in for example an 
endnote or she would have been more faithful to the original and not translated the 
second part of the reference freely. Moreover, since native speakers ofFnglish did 
not identify this reference (Bergfeldt 1998) it is unlikely that a non-native speaker 
such as Lugn would. At any rate, Kristina Lugn translated the first MOD literally, 
and the second one freely. The translations read (English gloss to the right): t- 
(Swedish) (English) 
FRED: Icke en enda smaragd. FRED: Nary a singic gem. 
JAKE: Utan byxor pA Wall Street. JAKE: Without trousers in Wall Street. 
The literal translation of the first line seems appropriate, although it is not a 
modified reference to Milton's poem Samson Agonisles. The use of archaic or 
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formal language (icke instead of the much more common and contemfx)rarý inte) 
is justified and appropriate because the tone reflects the onginal. Morckl%cr. the 
literal translation works because it is unlikelý that any S%edc m-ould tui%e 
recognised a reference to Milton had Lugn chosen to use the line as it is translated 
in the authorised translation of Milton's work. The creati%c translation of the 
second MOD appears to be an over-translation in the sense that the mmsiator has 
given herself too much freedom. 1, khy did she not translate this line literallý tvs 
well? What is the translator's justification for choosing a free translation? Is she 
trying to be witty? It is possible. The exchange is based on wordplay: -gern- and 
'. 4, gemless". Could wordplay have been used in Swedish" The answer is probablý 
"no". Sense could, however, have been translated. The lines would then havc N-en 
transferred asjuveler and utanjuveler (-gerns- and "without gems") respectively. 
Ideally, the way to proceed would be to either find the onginal translation in 
Swedish. modify the translation in a similar mvay that Pinter has, or employ a 
literal translation. If the translator had spotted the NIODs. a literal translation with 
an endnote explaining the MOD might have been another option. 
, 
Example 62 
ANDY: I ... I Oh there*s something 
I forgot to tell you. I bumped into Maria the 
other day, the day before I was stricken. She invited me back to her flat 
for a slice of plumduff. I said to her, ffyou have thighs prepare to hare 
them novs-. 
BEL: Yes, ý-ou always entertained a healthy lust for her. 
ANDY: A healthy lust? Do you think so'! 
BEL: And she for you. 
(Pinter 199.1' ý 18) 
ANDY: Du. det lir en sak jag har gldmt att berlitta Mr dig. Jag stotte pA %lana 
hAmmdagen. dagen innan jag blev -sjuk-. Hon 
fr-Agadc om jag ville folia 
med till hennes lAgenhet. Och Ata en skiva russinpudding. Och jag ,j 
till henne att om du har nagra Itir scl gor dig redo ail voa upp dem nu - 
'9.1 
BEL: Ja, du har alltid haft en sund dragning till henne. 
AN DY: Sund? Tycker du det? 
BEL: Och hon till dig. 
(Lugn 1995: 17- 1 X) 
"if you have thighs prepare to bare them now- is a \101). The original Fl-'aprwar-, - 
in Juliu., v Caesar by Shakespeare and reads If you have tears. prepare it) shed them 
now". The FE is in fact the opening line of Afark Anthoni, 'v speech again"t the 
conspirators who have just assassinated Juliuv Caesar. it is a speech in defence tit 
Caesar. Mark Anthonys speech is also an address to the people of Rome. I IC 
advises them to fise up against the conspirators. Only Pinter knows the reams)n 
why he included this MOD. but he ma,. have done it for any of the foliowing 
reasons: 
flumour-wit: the spectators who recognise the modification will probabl% 
smile at Pinter's witticism since the modifications are outrageous 
Insiderism-solidarity: the spectators who recognise the reference to 
Shakespeare will feel that they are in on the plot. in collusion with the 
wnter 
Learning: Pinter cannot resist showing that he is well-read 
Personality: the MOD may say something about Pintcr"s pcrsonalitý in the 
sense that his choice of MODs indicate what impression he %%ould like it) 
give his audiencc about himself 
- Theme: This MOD, together with other 
\1()Ds in the pla). may be c1tws to 
the understand i ng ofA f(mmlight. 
With regard to the points made alxwc. it is pos%lblc that 
Pinter %%ould like it) 
appcal to pan of the audience. to people who wcogni%c tlw 
NIOD. to cNtablI%h a 
ni kind of siolidarity. Morcovcr. those spectators that can idcntif, % the o gin tit' 
the 
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MOD may smile at Pinter's disrespectful slant on the original FE. and the ctYc%: t is 
emphasised because of the opposites: humour in Pinter's pla. % and tragcd. % in 
Shakespeare's. The significance of this particular MOD maý als. 4) be that, although 
Pinter. in this instance, is being witty. the context of the onginal I. T' Is one tit' 
death. and death seems to be one of the themes of. tfoonlighi. Also. the \1101) maý 
indicate that Andy is nervous, that is he uses wit in order to deflect the attention 
from the real issue, his affair with Nfaria. The translator does not seern to ha%c 
identified the line as an MOD. most probablý because she was not sufficlentlý 
familiar with Shakespeare's play Julius Caesar. In addition. word play is not aN 
widely used in Swedish as it is in English. As a result. it is likely that Kristina 
Lugn was not looking for witticisms of this kind when she was translating the 
play. However, it seems that Pinter. through a deviation in grammar. prepared the 
translator for a MOD: after the comma, the MOD begins with a capital letter 
rather than a small letter. %k-hich would be the correct punctuation (de%iation 
underlined below): 
I said to her If you have thighs prepare to bare them now. LL-= 
The best translation solution to this cultural MOD could be to obtain the 
authorised translation of Julius Caesar. find the particular line In question. naniel)- 
"Orn I nu haven thrar. varen redo att gjuta dem" by Ilagbcrg and make the 
appropriate alterations to it in order that the translation better reflects the ST. It 
may be argued that very few people in Sweden would recognise the Mot) 
anyway. True. but some would because Shakespeare and his plaý,, are suffiicientlý 
well known to some strata of Swedish society and whý should the) not be given 
the opportunity to understand the play the way that Pinter might have intended? 
Example 63 
RALPH: Were you keen on the game of soccer when you %%ere lads. you 
boys? Probably not. Probabl) thinking of other thing,,. Kissing 
girls. Foreign literaiure. Snookcr. Well. 1-here's a place 
in the 
world for thinking. I certainly %%-ouldn*t argue %%Ith that Fhc 
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trouble with so much thinking. though. or with that %%hich calls 
itsel f thinking, is that it's like farting 
.4 nnie Laurie tiou na k-ei hole. 
A waste of vour time and mine. 1'%e ah. %a%s been a prctt, % 
vigorous man myself I had a seafaring background. I isa% the 
captain of a lugger. The has un 's name wav RI'PIVr. M ind ou I 
preferred afruit), white wine but you couldn*t actuallý saý that in 
those days. 
(Pinter 1993: 27-29) 
RALPH: Tyckte ni om att spela fotboll nAr ni var smV Antagligen intc. 
Hade antagligen annat att tAnka pA. Kýsý, a flickor. I *tltjntl-vk 
litteratur. Biliard. I... ] Visst behd%-s det tAnkarc 1 den hAr vArlden. 
Jag har inte alls nAgot emot folk som tanker. Problcmet med att 
Agna sig vAldigt mycket At tankc%-crksamhet Ar att resultatet riskcrar 
att bli som auf1sa en. folk-visa genom en Pýyckelhtil. Man sl8sar tx)rt 
tid pA att f? 3rsdka lista ut vilken Ifit det Ar som framtbrs. I ... IJag har 
allfid varit en rfitt spanstig typ. Jag var skeppare pd en pram. ' 
Styrman hette Ripper. Ni ska veta att jag Ibm-drog ett fylligi 
vill vin, men det vAgade man inte berAtta fbr nAgon dA. 
(l. ugn 1995 26-27) 
There are a few cultural FEs in this speech by Ralph. Identification once again 
relies on familiarity. Different groups in society are familiar with different things. 
such group may be viewed as a sub-group. A generation may constitute 
such a sub-group. For instance. one generation may recognise Fl: s that anothcr 
will not. Moreover. men may recognise FEs when women may not %N-hile women 
may identify FEs where men do not see any. In the mid 1950'%. "foreign 
literature*' was a euphemism for -adult magazines". probably txxau. se most such 
magazines were imported to Britain from abroad. People of Pinter's generation 
may pick up on this remark as meaning -adult mags- but would people in their 
thirties? I'he translation into Swedish is literal. Did the translator undcrstand the 
euphemism and did -foreign literature" mean the same thing in S%%cdcn'. ' If the 
translation did work. the euphemism must have been u-sed in S%kcden and a certain 
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generation will therefore ha%e understood it- If it did not %kork. arx, )Ihcr 
euphemistic expression may be used. 
As pointed out by Leppihalme. them is one aspect of allu-sion% (ncar-%%non%m to 
FEs) which makes it easier to spot them. namelY the prt-scncc ot proper namc-, 
(1997: 185). As a result. it is not surprising that Arinte Laurie. abo%e. %t-. '% 
identified as an Fl', by Kristina Lugn. Having identified the I-F. I ugn must ht%c 
carried out some research on the name and disco%-cred that. 4nnte Laurie is the title 
of a song. and that it is a folk song. The translator then decided that fc%k S%%cdc% 
would recognise the title and. therefore. she opted for a lc-, % specific translation. 
but one that works. The translation reads **a folk song". Lugn ma% havc used a Fl. 
name, provided that it has similar connotations as the It in the Tl , but in gcner. kl. 
translation scholars seem to consider such a step undesirable. because it eradicates 
the foreign flavour. which indicates that the plaý is a translation. 
"I was the captain of a lugger. 'Me bosun's name %w Ripper- is a qutuation from 
a rugby song called 'Tiva% on the GootI. S*hip Venw. It is a song with a great deal 
of explicit references to sexual activities. the type of rugby song which men sing 
when only men are present. Moreover, it is likeh, that only men interested in sport 
would know it. Hence it is unlikelv that anv woman would be familiar with this 
particular cultural FE or recognise its origin. Since among nati%e speakers of 
English. only a particular sub-group -. %-ould be able to ldentifý the [- F. it is unlikely 
that any Swede or a woman poet such as Kfistina Lugn. would be familiar with it. 
Therefore. it is not strange that she did not spot the FIE. If it had been spotted b-v 
the translator. she could either have tfied to find this rugbý '-A')ng in translation into 
Swedish and chosen the equivalent lines in Swedish. or. , bL- could have found 
Y-PC and chosen lines. which would ma-k another song of a similar tN e li%tcner', 
recognise the line as borrowed from a song with explicit references, to sexual 
activities. 
In the past. many people tcK)k the %le%% that a man %%a-s a homow\ual it'hc had a 
glass of fruity wine. This may be the reason \%h)- Ralph could not admit io liking 
S. this perception has changed since many pCopic enjo% d nk' it. No%%ikda-v n ing 
4ý11 Qý4- Nvmp- the FF -a fruit) wine" seems to be an alltksion to 
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homosexuality. In Swedish. the translation reads -ett Wligt ', itt %irl" (a wil-tx1died 
white wine). It is questionable whether drinking %%-hite %%ine %%as once Considered 
to be something that only homosexual men did in S%%-eden. lt'S%%edes Used it) tv 
suspicious of people drinking white wine for the same reasons in die VK. the 
translation works, but if drinking white wine did not ha%e the same connotat ions. 
it obviously does not. As a result. some thought has to go into Judging %%hat might 
be used instead. A solution would be to research the language with which S%%cdc% 
associate homosexuality. If nothing can be found. some translation loss hkis to be 
accepted due to cultural differences between Swcden and the UK. In [rance. 
however, it is a fact that people drink wine in similar contexts %%-here people in the 
LJK and Sweden drink beer. In France. the FF above can therefore not hc 
translated literally. If possible. another drink as%(-wiated with the homosexwil 
community in 'rance would have to be found. 
The four cultural FlEs discussed above illustrate some of the diffliculties a 
. Pinter bct%%een 11 translator may come across when translating plays bý 'nglish and 
Swedish. As was explained, age and gender divide people into different sub- 
groups, which may make I: Es into "insiderisms" where understanding depends on 
familiarity with the sources. Different customs in different countries also cause 
problems. In the case of Pinter. a translator has to be familiar with a wide range of' 
sources to be able to interpret his plays. and then s/he can translate them into 
another language. However. it does not seem plausible that one person can be 
familiar with all the sources that Pinter uses in his plays, especially not a translator 
from another culture. As a result, with regard to the translation of Pinter's plays, 
some tmnslation loss appears inevitable. 
I'xaniple 64 
FRED: Let me say this. I knew your father. 
JAKE: You did indced. 
FRED: I wws close to him. 
JAKE: You were indeed. 
FRFD: Clowr to him than you %%cre ýoursclf pcrhaps. 
JAKE: It could be argued so. You were indeed his ýoungest and mo, ýt fa%oured 
son. 
FRED: Precisely. And so let me say this. fie was a man. take hirn 1()r aiiin aff 
shall not look upon his like again. 
JAKE: You move me much. 
Pauve. (Pinter 1993: 60-61) 
FRED: LAt mig fA bertitta en sak. Jag kAnde din pappa. 
JAKE: Det gjorde du sannerfigen. 
FRED: Jag stod honom nam. 
JAKE: Det gjorde du sannerligen. 
FRED: Jag stod honom kanske nArmare tin du gjorde. 
JAKE: Det skulle man kunna havda. Du var hans yngste son. hans Alsklingsson. 
FRI-. D: Just det. Sh ISt mig sAga detta. Han var pti det hela tagen en rnan var, % 
like jag aldrig kommer att mwa. 
JAKE: Nu g6r du mig r6rd. 
Paus. (Lugn 1995: 55) 
An4v and Bel do not have a good relationship with their sons. Parents and sons 
never meet in the play for instance. In addition. Andy says that he wants to see his 
sons before he dies, but he does little else but complain about them. When Bel 
talks to her sons over the phone. letting them know that their father is dying. they 
play a game with her. pretending to be strangers working in a launderette (1993: 
72-75). Although Fred and Jake ignore their father. the), adso seem to admire him. 
love him even. Having such conflicting impressions of their relationship in the 
play. how is one to know how Fred and Jake really feel about their father" I-he 
answer may lie in the uncovering of the meaning of a cultural Fl. '. The quotation 
in italics above has been borrowed from Hamlet. It is Hamlet's own words about 
his dead father. In the scene from which this quotation has been borrowed. 11timlet 
expresses his love and admiration for his murdered father. By using this. quotation. 
Pinter could be indicating that Jake and Fred feel the swnc way about their father. 
.n r-) r1o I : ^,, ' -e their father. !n underline the fact that Jake and Fred lo% 
The archaic -shall" facilitates the identification ofthe I-F'. since it is a de%tation 
from contemporary speech. Ihe translator. ho%%ever. d(x:,, not mcvni it) ha%c 
spotted the FE and translated the line literall%. A literal translation dtv,, not %%ork 
because it is unlikely that the line would remind Swedes. of' Hamlet. Instead. it 
would he more appropriate to find the authorised translation of 11timlet into 
Swedish and use the quote as translated by Carl August l1agherg (1814-1964). 
Hagberg was a professor in Modem Languages at Lund 1'niversit%. S%%edcn. lie 
was also a writer and a translator. well kno%km for his translations of Shakcspcarc's 
plays into Swedish. Hagberg's translation of the above pa&-. age rcads A)ct %ar en 
man, en man och det i allo. Mitt 6ga skAdar ej hans like iner- 
(proxy. www. lysator. I iu. se/runeberg/hagberg, Hamlet: Act 3. Scene 2) tvcausc if 
Swedes are at all familiar with Shakespeare theý would he familiar %%ith 
Hagberg*s translation of Shakespeare's plays. If the translator is of' the opinion 
that the language of liagberg's translation is too archaic s"he maý use Britt 
liellqvist's translation of Hamlet where the same line is translated as "Ilan %ar en 
man, en ojlimf6rlig man. och aldfig mer fAr jag se hans like*'(flellq% ist 1%7). 
Moonlight seems to be a play with religious undercurrents. That is to say, when 
Jake and Fred talk about their father for example. at times their lines also seem to 
have a hidden agenda: religion. Pinter cleverly creates a surface meaning as well 
as a deeper meaning, partly through word play. A case in point would be the 
following passage where Jake. the older brother. claims he has acquired some 
capital: 
Example 65 
FRED: Where did vou find it? 
JAKE: Divine right. 
FRED: Christ. 
JAKE: Exactly. (Pinter 1919-1: 9) 
FREI): Var hiltade du det? 
JAKE : Gud visadc mig. 
2W 
JAK L: Just han. Mugn 11,095: 9-9) 
In Moonlight Jake and Fred appear to be half-brother-i. I heý ýWicm to be half- 
brothers rather than brothers because of lines such as Wrci talking to Jakt ) '. Oh. 
your father" Was he the one who was sleeping w'Ith your mother'. "' (Pinter N-91 
9). In addition, Jake says (about their father) that Fred %&. as "his ýoungcst and 
most favoured son" (1993: 60). The latter line is reminiscent tit' passages in the 
Bible where there are sections about favoured sons. Is Pinter here alluding to 
events in the Bible? Are Jake and Fred loosely based on the biblical character-s 
such as the brothers Jacob and Esau and Isaac and Ishmaer. ' Nlaý Pinter be using 
semi-biblical characters in Moonlight'? 
FIxample 66 
Lights up in Fred'. v room. 
The phone rings. JAKE picks it up. 
JAKE: Chinese laundry? 
BEL: Your father is very ill. 
JAKE: Chinese laundry? 
Silence. 
13EL: Your father is ill. 
JAKE: Can I pass you to my colleague? 
FRED takes the phone. 
FRED: Chinese laundry. 
E 'L: It oesn t matter. (Pinter 1993: 
71) 
Liusel gtk upp i FREDS rum. 
Telelonen ringer. JAKE Iýfter luren. 
JAKE: Dvargarnav A-allinrallning. 
BEL 1'r far Ar m%cketsjuk. 
I 
Tv%tnad. 
BEL: Er far dr mycket sjuk. 
JAKF: I-At 6gonblick sA ska ni Q tala med min kollega - 
FRED tar luren. 
FRED: Dvargamas tvAttinratming. 
Pams. 
BEL: Det spelar ingen roll. (l. ugn 1995.69) 
Research carried out in 1998 suggested that the line "Chinese laundr)" was i 
reference to the radio programme "The Goon Sho%%- starring Peter Ncllcrs. Spike 
Milligan. Harry Secombe and others (Bergfeldt 1998). It seemed it) tv a linc 
which these actors often used in their sketches for their radio programmes ind 
may be viewed as a catchphrase. Other suggestions rx)lnt to the usc ofthe line b.,, - 
the Crazy Gang in the 1930's. Whoe, -er used the line originally. natme speakers of 
English associate the line with humour. However. -Chinesie laundry" is also the 
name of many launderettes in the 1'K. It scems ncxt to impossible to translate this 
line into Swedish without some translation loss. The reference to the Goons will 
not remain, because few Swedes have ever heard of the Goons and are not 
familiar with their type of humour. Nor are the), familiar with the Cra/ý Gang. 
The Swedish translator appears to have over-interpreted -Chinese" in "Chines-C 
Laundry-, linking it with a previous phrase -How high is a Chinaman" (1991: 7) 
which %%as translated as "How high is a dwarf' (19195: 7) in the Swedish 
translation. As a result. the translation reads -DvIrgarnas tvAttindittning" (1995: 
68). that is -The Dwarfs' Laundry" which does not reflect the original. Using aTL 
name for the launderette might, however. be a solution. **S6ders kerntvatt". which 
means "Wer's Launderette" (Sotler is a district in Stockholm) could he used 
because the humour of this dialogue would then not have been distortcd b% 
misinterpretation. -Wers; kernm5tt- might work provided that the rest of" the 
exchange is translated literally. 
4.5 Conclusion 
Tberc are many linguistic and cultural Fi*,,, and in Pinter's Ac 
Birthday Party, Y" Man'. % Land and Moonlight. 'some of the lingui, %lic I I-s and 
MODs have been mistranslated into S%%edish, and many cultural 11,, and %1(0" 
have become enigmas in translation into S%vedish- It werns that thew lingultic 
FF. s and MODs were mistranslated because the translators %%ere not tamillar %,. Ith 
the expressions. Cultural FEs and MODs became enigmas in tran"lation either 
because the translators failed to identiýy the expressions as I Fs or MODN or 
because they did not help the TIF reader understand the expre,,,, Ions by adding 
guidance or clarifying the meaning of the FE or MOD in the SI. 
Lepp1h4alille'% 
(1997) suggestion that translators should be made aware that allusions may 
become enigmas in translations unless trwislation guidelines are applied is also 
applicable to cultund FFs and MODs. In this chapter. I eppihalme'N (1997) 
guidelines were applied (although adapted) to the translation of IT's and MODs in 
five of Pinter's plays. By applying these guidelines. and carrying out rewarch. I 
have tried to illustrate how cultural ITs and MODs in Pintees plays do not alwa'%s 
have to become enigmatic in translation into Swedish. 
As there are many cultural and linguistic FFs in some of Pinter's plaýs and -since 
Swedish translators have often failed to identify them. in the next chapter, n 
selection of FEs fTom Pinter's plays The Birthdqv Paqv. The Caretaker. The 
Homecoming. No Man'S Land and Moonlight wIII be tested on native speakers of 
English in order to determine whether they %%-III be able to identiýN and understand 
these FEs. 
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CHAPTER V 
Findings of Questionnaire 
Background 
The research carried out for my MA in Translation suggested that there were 
many allusions in Moonlight (Bergfeldt 1998). Many of these allusions were 
formulaic expressions and modifications Oointly referred to as FEs In this 
chapter), which had been translated inaccurately into Swedish. Further research on 
the translation of FEs into Swedish in The Birthday Party and No Man's Land and 
Moonlight (presented in Chapter IV) produced similar results. As discussed in 
Chapter 111, Leppihalme carried out empirical research on the translation of' 
allusions in 1997. Her study showed that Finnish university students of English 
understood few of the allusions in English texts. In fact, the students seemed to 
guess their meaning. The translators, Leppihalme discovered, mainly opted flor a 
close or a literal translation of key phrase (KP) allusions and proper name (11N) 
allusions were usually transferred from the ST to the TT (1997: 102,197). A close 
or literal translation, with no guidance to help the TT reader understand the 
allusions, resulted in these allusions becoming in Leppihalme's terms "culture 
bumps" or enigmas in translation. With Leppihalme's study in mind, I decided to 
test whether native speakers of English would have difficulties in Identifying and 
understanding FEs in Moonlight. As a result, a questionnaire was designed flor tills 
purpose (Bergfeldt 1998). The findings of the questionnaire indicated that flew 
native speakers did understand and identify FEs. With these findings in mind, it 
was inferred that if native speakers do not identify and understand Fls, it is even 
less likely that non-native readers and translators from English will. As a result, a 
number of FEs in Moonlight may not have been satisfactorily translated into 
Swedish because they had not been identified or understood by the translators. 
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The critical reception of Pinter's pla.,. s in Britain. the Us, -k. I rancc and '; %%cden 
(discussed in Chapter 11) was and is often characten-4--d h% rcwtions of 
bewilderment. Cfitics. scholars and audicrices often find, that Pinter's pljý -, arc 
"strange" or difficult to make sense of They also comment on the languaýc. 
stating that it is "creative" and that it contains non-sequiturs 
III -, Emanng Leppihalme's (1997) and my research (1998: 2002) in mind. it is possible 
that the bewilderment that Pintees plays has produced in critics. audiences and 
scholars in Britain, the USA, France and Sweden can partially be attributed to the 
fact that they were unfamiliar with some of the FI-Is used by Pinter in his plays. As- 
a result. another questionnaire was designed in order to test whether nati\e 
speakers of English identified and understood a selection of I: Fs in Pinter's plays 
The Birthday Party. No Alan's Land and Moonlight (see Appendi\ 11 for detai Is of 
the questionnaire). 
5.1 The Questionnaire 
First, research was carried out on how to design a questionnaire in order that the 
questionnaire would test for the identification and understanding of cultural and 
linguistic FEs. Further research was then carried out on the interpretation and 
presentation of the findings of questionnaires. I then used the 1998 questionnaire 
in my MA dissertation as a framework for the new questionnaire. The new pilot 
questionnaire was tested on two informants in order to find ways of improving it. 
Some alterations were made. Primarily. there was clarification of teffninology and 
the questionnaire was made shorter. 
The purpose of the questionnaire was not revealed to the informants becausc it 
might have influenced their approach. Also. in order to avoid a biased apprxxxh. 
Harold Pinter's name was not mentioned. nor was the tact that the examples had 
been taken from plays. However. there was one clue: the qucstionnaire %%as 
divided into three sections. the titles of Pinter's plays The Birth&q Pariv. No 
Man'% Land and Moonlight heading each section. Me informants %%ere wskcd mit 
to-r mim-h f; mp norripicting the questionnaire. I'hc% %%ere "Pt-cificalk 
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asked to "go with their instincts" in order that their responses would reflect the 
situation in which members in the audience would find themselves when hearing 
FEs spoken on stage; theatre audiences cannot go and look things up or think for 
too long or they will miss what is happening on the stage. In order to ensure that 
the informants would not feel insecure if they did not identify a phrase, they were 
encouraged to indicate their personal interpretation. However, they were also 
asked to indicate if the phrase that they had recognised was a reference, an 
allusion, an idiom, a slogan or a set expression. In addition, the guidelines 
indicated that lines and phrases in the questionnaire could have been borrowed 
from different literary sources. Moreover, the informants were asked to state the 
source or origin of the phrases that they recognised, if known to them. Finally, 
they were asked to indicate if a phrase that they recognised had been changed 
(modified), and if it had been, how it had been changed. On receiving the 
questionnaire, the informants were asked to complete it in two weeks. 
The questionnaire tested the informants on fifty-seven FEs (see Appendix I 11or a 
list of FEs tested). Forty of these were cultural FEs, whereas seventeen were 
linguistic FEs. The questionnaire was aimed at testing the informants' 
identification and understanding of cultural FEs (see pages 145-147 ot'Chapter III 
for a discussion of cultural FEs), whereas it only tested for the meaning of' the 
linguistic FEs (see pages 145-147 of Chapter III for a discussion of' linguistic 
FEs). In the questionnaire, a phrase, line or passage, was considered to be a 
cultural FE if 
a) Pinter had pointed out that he had borrowed it from another text 
b) If scholars and critics had made a good case lor it being material borrowed 
from another author 
c) If it was a reference, a quotation or an MOD which had clearly bcen 
borrowed from another literary work or from other sources such as slogans 
or advertisements. 
Also, a few passages were viewed as cultural FEs even though they did not lit 
categories a), b) and c) described above. The reason fior this is that a literal 
interpretation of these passages would not make sense. However, it should be 
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pointed out that since Pinter has not discussed the prescricc of allusions or cultural 
FEs in his plays in am, great detail. them maý be some doubt a--, to %%hethcr a tc%% 
expressions in the questionnaire are cultural Fl-s. Onh, Pinter can state %%ith 
certainty whether a phrase is an FF.. and he has declined to diO. -uss the rnaticr %kith 
me. In the questionnaire, linguistic 1: 1-., s are set expressions and phrascs such a-% 
idioms and metaphors which do not wammt a literal interpretation. and thc-,. C- 
expressions can be found in different monolingual and bilingual dictionanicss. It 
should. however. be pointed out that the borderline between what constitutes a 
cultural FE and what constitutes a linguistic FF is not al%%aýs clear-cut. 'Mcrefore. 
it might be argued that in some instances a cultural FF. may also be a linguo-tic 
FE. The opposite may also be the case. However. in the questionnaire. Fl s which 
required extra- Ii nguistic knowledge for the identification of' meaning constitute 
cultural FlEs, whereas FlEs which did not require such knowledge constitutc 
linguistic FEs. 
5.2 Population 
The questionnaire was completed bý- twenty-eight native speakers ofEnglish. 
I he 
great majority of the informants (82%) were mainly selected 
from the Scht-K)l of 
Language, Law and International Studies (SLLIS) at the Univcrsit) of Sunvy. 
UK. As a result, the population is %-iewed as a selected sample. 
Four informants 
consenting to complete the questionnaire did not respond. 
In order to reflect the 
different age groups in societ),. the sample was stratified 
into five age groul)% 
(percentage of the total population in brackets below): 
Age group 1: 20-29 7 2SOO 
Age group 2: 10-39 6 21% 
Age group 3: 4049 5 18% 
Age group 4: 50-59 4 ii0o 
Age group 5: 60+ 6 21% 
Total* 28 Total: I W/o 
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A division was al%o made between male (41cma) and.;, rn, 11e 1 *ý7**) rcsrxindc-t-, in 
order that the sample would not be gender-bixsed- I iftý percent ol'thc rx)pulanion 
was made up of university lecturers (II). a college teacher and i%w po, -igraduatc 
university students. Twenty-five percent consisted of wcond %car undcTgraduatc 
students and the remaining twenty-fi%c percent %06-as made up of' uni%cr-%it% 
secretaries (5). a decorator and one informant %%-hoo-- prot-cs,, 1on is unknown. Ibc 
focus on many highly educated informants in the selected sample %%&' dclitwratc. 
it was based on the assumption that %%-cll-educated respondents %%ould achic%c a 
higher score than would the average English speaker. In order to find out if %%Cll- 
educated informants would obtain a higher %core than lc%% %%vil-educatcd 
informants, a group of informants belonging to the last group described ibo%c 
(secretaries and the decorator) %vas included. 
5.3 Summary of the Data 
5.3.1 Cultural FEs 
The distribution of the scores for cultural FEs was asymmetric, the respondent%' 
-scores did not adhere to the normal distribution curve where the scores accumulate 
in the middle. There were also a few outliers (untypical scores) %%-hich lch the 
resulting distribution curve with a tail. The median is the best measure to descritx- 
the typical score when the distribution is asymmetric. since the median is robust to 
outliers (Swinscow 1996: 4). The median score in this selected sample %%as 8 out 
of a possible 40. or 20 percent of the total number of cultural 1: 1-,, in the 
questionnaire. As a result. the typical informant in the selected sample failed to 
identify 80 percent of the total number of cultural FFs. In other %vords. 90 percent 
of the total number of cultural FEs went undetected by man)- infomuint-, Fhc 
inter-quartile range. which measures the dispersion. spread or variahilitý of the 
-scores %%w 5.5 marks. This measure is used because it omits t%%ent%-fi%c Ivrccnt 
of the highest and lowest scores where outliers appear. ,\ %ariabilit'% of 55 111ark-S 
mean-% that the spread between inter-quartile 1 (5 identified I Fs) and inter-quartile 
3 (10.5 identified Fl-s) is 5_5 identified FE%-. In other %%ords. 50 pcrcctll of the 
tom ftodm awmsfionnai re ranged between 5 and II(Ii-t he mcd i an 
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being 8. or 50 percent of the respondents identified bet%% cen 12.50 * it) 2 50 * uf -hc 
cultural FEs. In other words, 751 o of the native srvaker,, of Fnglish idcntificd -, -; *P* 
(or less) of the FEs in the questionnaire. Also. on the %%hoic. nien idvitificd morc 
FEs than women and the respondents in age group 4 (50-59 %cars) denionstrited 
the highest median and mean score. 
Linguistic FEs 
It was assumed that most of the respondents would understand the majorit'. of the 
linguistic FEs in the questionnaire. The purpose of testing linguistic IFF's %%as it, 
discover if there were any FlEs that the respondents did not know the mciining ol'. 
As hypothesised. the respondents did far better on detecting and dcfining the 
meaning of the linguistic FEs than the cultural ones. I lowever. some Fl-'s were not 
identified by any respondents at all, and a few of them %%ere not understood b%. 
some informants. 
5.4 Presentation of Data - Descriptive Statistics 
5.4.1 Cultural FEs 
As mentioned, the total number of cultural FEs tested in the questionnaire wa--, 
40. 
The number of identified cultural FEs (x) in the selected sampic ranged between 
2: ý, x>22. Put differenti-,,, the minimum score was 2, or 511oo of the total number of 
IT's. whereas the maximum score w-as 22. or 55% of the total score. 
This means 
that the identification range was 5%: 5x>550, o. and consequcntlý. the un- 
identification range was 45%: ý, x?: 950o. The dispersion within the sclcctcd 
population was as follows 
, %Qq 
Bi. ()('KLD FREQCLNCY DISTRIBUTION 
.x 
1) 
Figure 5.1 Blocked frequcnc) distribution for cultural FEs. 
As Fýiture 5. / shows. the distribution of' the cultural 1--Es %%a. % am rnmetric. I hc 
asymmetric shapc of tile distribution is made clearer by a histogram (scc Figure 
5.2 below). 
GROUPED FREQUENCY DISTRIBI I ION 
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Figurc 5.2 "c grouped frequenc) distribution for cultural FEs. 
hKure 5,2 illustrates that the majontV of swores (20) occuffed in the first tuo 
There are also a t'c%% outher-, %%hich left the resulting distribution cur%-c group%. 
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with a tail. As mentioned. when the distribution is -Lsvmmctric. the nic-dian is dw 
best me&sure to describe the typical score. since it is robust it, ouuicr,, 
1996: 4). 
The Median 
When all the scores in a questionnaire are put in rank order (scc 1"(We 5/ IvItm). 
the median is the middle score. In a sample of 28 infonnants. the medlan tvlo%% 
scores 14 and 15 divided by 2. Table 5. / Wow gi% es the infomiants' individwil 
scores. 
IDENTIIIEI)CLI. TIJRAI I I,. 
Informant ID Score 11) in % Informant lu l*. OfC in 
2 5 1ý x 1) 
2 20 
2 
4 22 
5 4 10 10 21 
10 20 10 21 
7 12 21 11 29 
9 12 22 12 30 
9 12 2" 
10 5 12 24 
1 6 15 -1 j 17 
42 
12 7 19 26 17 
42 
13 20 21 20 
io 
14 20 28 
2. ) f, 4 
Table 5.1 Identified cultural 1: 1: %. The infomants' actual . core% and scores in percentage 
ID- identified Maximum score is 40. 
In Table 5.1. scorc 14 is8 and scorc 15 is 8. As a rt-sul t. the med i an i -, 
8 (8 -9 2) t ýr 
20*o identified cultural FEs in this selected sample. 
Tbc mee-dian score for 
unidentified FE,, was. as a rcsult 32. or 80'o of the total. 
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Variability 
When. as in this study, the median is the appropri natc mca. %urc to Jc--kn1v the 
typical score. the minimum and maximum score-, (thc rang -kJ% u, , e) arc not -ihlý 
used in describing variabiliv, (the cxtent to Ahich the obý'cr%ed valtjc% arc 
Scattefed out from the median). because the e\trcmc,, can be outlier, Ihcrciorc. 
the inter-quartile range is used. since it Is a faircr mea-surc of disrvrNion. Thc incr- 
quartile range is calculated b,, omitting 25""o of the highest and Iom-cst %core% 
within a sample. In this way. the extreme scores are not taken into acý: ount Intcr- 
quartile two (Q2) is al,,. k-a,, -s the median: 9 in this case. In a , aniplc ol _"1% 
inforTnants, 25% equals seven informants or scores. m. hich mcans that ý, c% cil of the 
highest and lowest scores are disregarded in order to calculate inter-quarfilc% oric 
5 (Wc I (jh1c JI (Qj) and three (Q., ). Q, is scores 7 and 9 divided bý 2. or 5+*; t I 
above). and inter-quartilc threc (Q,, ) is scorcs 20 and 21 dkided by t%ko. or 
10+11/2 = 10.5. As a result. Q, =5. Qz---g and Q, = 10.5. The intcr-quartlic range Is 
Thus, the variabilitý is rather lo%%. marks Itm-er than the Q3-Ql= . 
5.5 marks. F 
median and 2.5 higher than the median. 
Age Group 
The selected sample was stratified into fi\e age groups. The 
distribution curves 
for the highest and the lowest scores of each age group seeni to adhere to the 
normal distribution curve (see graph in Fignire -5.3 
belo%k). It turned out that age 
group 4 (ages 50-59) achieved the highest score as %kell as the 
highest lo%%cst . 4:, )rc 
in the sample (see next page). Age may be a factor intluencing, --kkircý 
"the oldcr 
the better". it appears. until age group 5 (ages 60+) %k-hcn the cur\c 
declinc., 
llowe\cr. since the variable age and score was not tested 
for in the qucstionnairc. 
the results of this variable will not be discussed furdwr. 
'I P 
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I 1 -20-29 3- 4049 
2= 30-39 4 -- 50-59 
FigureS. 3 Cultural FEs: highest and lowest score within each age group. 
Gender 
The variable gender and score was not tested for in the questionnairc. I Io%%V%'cr. 
the mean score for men was at-K)ut II whereas it %% a-s atX)Ut 17 (-- 1) 9) for the 
women (sce Table J. 2 below). 
(AADI R ,. (ORE 
informant (icndrr Apc Oroup ID Scorc ID in % Infonnant G do A c 19), 28 m 4 12 1r 
r c .,. c ID 
27 m 4 2 50 
24 17 4.1 
-) f) M 17 42 19 
f 1 .1 
24 m 4 15 38 
f 4 10 
23 m 2 13 32 1 f 3 
21 m 3 11 2 13 f 
20 2 10 25 12 f 4 
16 8 20 11 f 14 
I 5A 9 2o 10 f 2 
14 m 2 8 f 
3 m 1 2 
2 m 2 
Is f 10 
10 
14 
f A 
Table 5.2 Cultural FEs. The scores for males (m) wW females 0) and their scorv in pcrccni 
5.4.2 Linguistic FEs 
This thesis deals with the identification and understanding of cultural %ince 
the failure to recognise these FEs may impact upon the interpretation of' Pinter", 
plays (For a discussion of the functions of cultural and linguistic I+s see Chapter 
Ill. pages 155-160). Linguistic FE% do not affect the interpretation ofa play in 1h1% 
way. However. if native speakers do not know the meaning of some linguistic 
I-Ts. it would not be swprising if non-native speakers. including transiator5. mAc 
translation mistakes. This is the mason why linguistic FEs were tested. 11(mc%cr. 
because of their minor importance, there will not be a detailed prescntation ofthc 
data related to linguistic FEs here, only an outline. 
As mentioned in the section "Summary of Data" in this chapter. the inf'Ormanv, did 
; bCIO%% I much better in identi6-ing the meaning of linguistic FF% (we Tahle 5 ., 
than identifying and explaining the meaning of cultural FFt. The -, ýcorc rangc W 
was 0-<x->13. or M'O<x>76%. the mean identification (ID) score bcIng 7 i-L6.6i of 
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the total 17 linguistic FEs. 
-1% 
"-his means dIal thIC Mean 
compared with the median ID scorcoj- 2(r. 1, ir cultural I 1. _, 
SCORE SHIT I FOR LIVA PsTIC Ff % 
Informant 11) 'xotc 11) tn ** L-%-ID 1%. orc 1'%-ID w '. 
13 4 
2 12 71 5 
3 11 65 f, 
4 10 59 
s 10 ý9 41 
6 10 ýy 1 41 
7 9 r, 11 a A., 
9 9 C. " 1.. 4. 
9 
10 x 47 9 
11 8 47 9 53 
12 - 41 10 ig 
13 97 41 10 49 
14 &- 41 10 
Ii 6 1ý II 
16 6 15 11 65 
17 5 30 12 "II 
18 30 12 1) 
19 %o 12 7o 
20 5 30 12 '0 
21 4 24 1 -, I , fs 
22 04 24 13 
23 04 18 1 
24 *3 18 14 82 
25 *3 12 14 92 
26 '12 12 15 xx 
27 02 12 11 99 
29 *0 0 17 100 
Table 5-3 The informants' scores for linguistic Ff*. s. including score in percent 
* The infonnant ticked off FEs without explaining their "Waning 
Maximum score Is 17. 
5.5 Errors. Approximations and Accuracý 
By using descriptive staligics. the results of the questionnaire ha%c bccn outlincd 
above. TIw size of the selected sample (28) may seem lix, small. , irwc in 
ýofrrewe nma statisticians %%ould claim t1lat a mLwh highcr minimum 
number of respondents should be used 1,, r a sentauve sarnpic upon %%hich 
hypotheses are to be tested. Howe, -cr. only descripti%c statistics arc u-. cd in this 
thesis. since a selected and not a representati%e %ample %%iLs chL-w%cn AIAi. 
statistical evidence is not to be drawn from the tables. chaýts and graph% outlined 
in this chapter. that is statistical inference is not to be uscd. %%hich nican% '. hat a 
specific sample size is not a requirement. 
Having carfied out research on descriptive statistics and discussed the rcull'. of 
my questionnaire with a statistician. a sample size of t%%crity-eight infomiants %%, -L% 
considered a realistic proposition. The reasons for chcx)sing t%%cnt%-ctýht 
respondents were motivated hý two facts. First. since the distribution %%. I'. 
asymmetric with outliers. the median vvas the appropriate nica-sure to be used. 
Second, calculating the inter-quartile range for the median rcquired the _'. iIIIplc 
size to be dividable by four. As a result. the sum of twentý -eight %%zLs choscn silice 
it is easily dividable into four groups with seven respondents in each group. 
In order to avoid gender bias the sample was madc up of' 12 men (43"'0) and 16 
women (57%). Also. the population was stratified into fi%c age groups in order it, 
avoid age bias. Although neither gender. nor age was an issue in this stud), it %#. a-,, 
considered desirable that the selected sample reflect the structure of Ax: ietý to 
some degree in these respects as the inferences drawn from the results would 
better reflect the average well-educated person if both men and %%omcn ol 
different ages were included in the sample than if. for instance. onl. % %%omcn in 
their fifties had been selected. 
I-', %-en though the respondents were only asked to indicate gender and age group. 
the questionnaire was not completed anonymouslý- In some 
instancc-s. the 
informant's name was on the questionnaire, in others it %%ýas tin the cn%-clopc 
containing the questionnaire, and some informants handed me the quc%lionnairc 
ma% hj% themselves. I'he fact that the respondents' anonymit,., was not secured C 
influemed their responses: some may ha%e tried %cr% hard to idcntifý the 
Fl % in 
order not to look badlv inforTned. and othc-r-, ma. % 
ha%c compictcd the 
questionnaire %-cry casually in order to avoid t-ccling that the. % %%crc 
t*dl) 
ornwad-, -InA~A'' -wveml 
informants voiced concern that the" M3% 1: 01c in( 
tot) 
badly informed because they felt that ttx'Ný W n,, t doric cr-.. %cll in the 
questionnaire. However, none of the informants rufuscd to gi%c iiditional 
personal information (age or profession) %%hen appr(-xxhcd after the qucNijonnairc 
had been completed. ne question of anonymity and its probable caLkscs h. 1% e tk-ctl 
taken into account when analysing the results. Ilo%c%cr. %ince the idcntIfi,:. iuvn 
score was so low amongst so many informants. and , Incc tho%c %%ho did -%%cll" 
failed to identify at least 45% of the cultural I-T. s. it is considered unllkel% that 
total anonymity would have changed the outcome significantl%. 
Despite written guidelines, oral advice (requested hý aIx)ut U. 3, of the infornian t%) 
and other advice, there were indications that a fc%% informants nia% not ha%c full) 
understood what to do with the linguistic F-Es. In ruble 5.3 of this chapicr. this 
uncertainty has been indicated by the use of an astcrix (*). Somc rcsFx)ndcnt% %ho 
did rather well in identifying cultural FLs did not do xs well as c\pcctcd on the 
linguistic FF. s. The reason for this ma\ be that they wcre main]\ hxiking I- or 
cultural FEs and only spelled out the meaning of those linguistic I F", that thcý 
regarded as needing clarification. As a result. it was not assumed that resix)ndcrits 
had failed to understand linguistic 1: 1--s if they had indicated that the\ undcrstoti-d 
the meaning of less common. informal and archaic linguistic F1 ,. Instead, it %%X" 
assumed that they had not explained their meanings because theý %kcre ob%-it)u-,, it) 
these informants. However. other informants who had identified fe%% culturul and 
linguistic Fl's and who had not clarified the meaning of straight fOrward linguistic 
FEs %%ere considered not to have understood these FEs. 
The borderline between what constitutes a cultural FE and what constitute-as a 
linguistic FE is not foolproof As a result. some approximation maý ha%c tx: curn-d 
in the final numbering of cultural (40) and linguistic (17) Fl-s. l1o%%c%cr. the 
borderline cases werv very few and are therefore not considered significant, 
particularly since the removal of these cultural I-Ts from the questionnaire %%ould 
not have changed the outcome in any significa. nt %%aý: the identification ratc %%a% 
low %%ith or %%ithout the borderline case. s. 
nic %mall-scalc questionnaire testing for the identification tit' allusion% in 
% f, N)II/I I ghl carried out for rný MA dis, -crtafion in 1998 Ok-rgIcIdt 19'100. a pliol 
study and an amended questionnaire testing t or the identification wxJ 
understanding of linguistic and cultural I-T.,, carried out for thk theNis Al %icided 
similar results and the same findings, namelý that maný nati%e spcaker-, otA righsh 
missed a number of cultural FEs and seem to find it difficult to identif% arvJ 
understand cultural FEs in texts written by Pinter. lberet-orc, it ý, ccms likcl% that It- 
the questionnaire was carried out again. similar results and findings %%ould ýK: k: ur 
In addition, the different circumstances of the informants complctinL! the 
questionnaire and the theatregoers hearing the FEs on stage ha%c also bccn takcn 
into account. Mainly, the informants had the possibilitý to look at c\prc', Nion. % 
more than once since they had them in writing. whereas the theatregtvi-N %%ould 
not have had that luxury. This fact should make it more likely that the informant" 
may achieve a higher score on the questionnaire than if the I I-s had been read out 
to them only once or if they had heard them in the theatre. 
5.6 Conclusion 
The typical score in this selected sample of mainly wcll-cducatcd nalke , pcakcr,. 
of English was 20 % of the total number of cultural FF's. Fhis is a Io%% 
identification rate. Twenty informants, or 751o of the population. failed to identifi, 
eleven or more cultural FEs. that is they failed to identi t*ý 7 SO a ofthc cultural I- I 
in the questionnaire. This means that a high percentage of the informants failcd to 
identifý- the great majority of cultural FFs. No one identified more than _5 
50 () of the 
cultural FE,, - 
With these facts in mind. it is suggested that it is difficult to ldcntifý 
cultural I: Fs in Pintees plays. Moreover. since it seems difficult for nati%c 
spcak-ers of English to identit) cultural Fl: s in Pinter's plaýs. it must folio% that it 
is even more difficult for non-native speaker-, of Fnglish to ldcntifýý Pintcr", 
cultural Fl-'.,,. and &% a result. it is understandable that S%%,. -dish translators of 
Pinter's plays have failed to translate a -, election of these Fl-. s satisfactoril% into 
S %% t. -d i sh. 
los 
CONCLUSION 
The research carried out for this thesis suggests that cultural 11% tend to 
complicate the understanding of plays by Harold Pinter. A qucstionnairc carTicd 
out in order to test whether a group of native speaker-, of I'nglish could identi(N 
and understand cultural FEs in Pinter's plays The Birthdqv Parýv. No Aftin, % LWId 
and Moonlight supports this finding since 1,4 of the informant. -, failed to idcntifý 
75% of the cultural FEs in the questionnaire. 
The research also indicates that cultural FE. s in The Birthdqv Part. i. No Van'% 
Land and Moonlight are often not transferred in translation into S%%edvsh hccaLjw 
the tmnslators; either failed to identi(\- the cultural FF% and %%ere therefore unable 
to make the writer's intentions clear to the 'I'l. audience. or thcý tranNIated them 
closely without any guidelines in the hope that the cultural IT's would be 
understood. Whether the translators failed to identifý- the cultural I-Is or opted for 
a close translation. Leppihalme's finding that allusions (labelled cultural FI-s in 
this thesis) are often not captured in translation seems to have gained support. 
Previous research (Bergfeldt 1998) indicated that Swedish translators of Pinter's 
plays and native speakers of English have difficulties identifying allusions or 
cultural FEs in plays by Pinter because of the complexity of Pinter's language. 
Further research was, therefore. undertaken in order to determine the reasons wh) 
it is difficult to identify cultural ITs in plays by Pinter. As- Pinter is reluctant to 
discuss his work. my research was based by necessity on existing scholarship in 
the field as well as analyses of his plays. It was discovered that the critics in 
Britain. the USA. France and Sweden have found it difficult to determ I ne. %k-i th 
certainty. what Pintces plays are about and it was interesting to find that the 
critics' views of Pinter's plays did not %aj-y much fix)m country to country. It %%, as 
also interesting to note that much of the critical writings and the rc% iews focussed 
on the language of Pinices playS. 
Starting with the way Pinter %%-rites. it seems that becau, - 1j, inter does not ha, -c a 
rewlution to his dramas. interpretation is made difficult and audienocc-, and cntic,. 
can only guess at the meaning of his pla)s. %Iorco%er. since Pinter'% character, do 
not seem to behave logically. and since their actions and statements ohen do mit 
seem to make sense. that is they do not always conform to established rk)rTn,. and 
because dwre is very little known about the characters' past. there is little on 
which a reader or an audience can base his or her interpretation. I-his unccrtaintý 
may make Pinter's plays interesting. but it also makes them bewildering. With 
regard to the language. many critics appear to have found it difficult it) make 
sense of Pinter's dialogues because theY develop through a&sociatlon rather than 
logic. Another problem is presented by the characters often appeanng not to -aý 
what they mean, much seems to he happening beneath the surface (if the %%ords. 
but critics and scholars disagree on what is actually hapivning. In addition. 
Pinter's characters seem to be prone to Iying and making up stofics which 
complicate interpretation. The research further revealed that some ofthc critic,, in 
the UK. the USA. France and Sweden felt that Pintces dialogues were allusive and 
contained non-sequiturs but few of them quoted examples or explained what theN 
meant. The critics initially felt that the language of Pinter's plaýs was simple. but 
they later changed their minds and research suggests that his language i% 
deceptively simple. It is complex because style and register can often change and 
there is specialist terminology of different types. Also. the language is poctic. it 
contains Jewish words and turn of phrases and Cockney expressions. and it 
contains cultural FEs from very different sources. Moreover. cultural and 
linguistic FlEs are modified. the language is often laden with ambiguity. and 
Pintcesplays contain jokes with which some people are unfamiliar. 
In order to translate a play succcssfullý. a translator first needs to establish %%hat 
the play is about. In the case of Pinter. the research undertaken suggests that this is 
not easy. In addition. as discussed atx)%-c. the complcxlt% and originallt% of the 
language does not facilitate understanding nor div-, it make translation casN. since 
the translator of Pinter's plays has to be familiar %%ith %%-idcl% diffcrent %ubjcct 
arcas ranging frorn cncket to the Bible. Fhc translator must kno%% or tdcntlt-% 
spccialist professional tcrmlnologý employcd bý different sul-v-group% and 
tgymminWoin- employed by other sub-groupý, , uch as the Jc%%-I-, h communm and 
'10 
Londonm as well as phrases emplo., cd h, ý thew suh-roups and find ! r. -n-'lation 
solutions to these difficulties. tic or she must also he familiar %%ith poctic de%kcs 
and how they can be translated into S%%cdi,, h. Dated %tx: abulaj-) is al-Al not 
uncommon. Much is also happening beneath the surface and anibigult) '%% x' 
integral part of the language. With these facts in mind, it %%a-'ý not surpn"ing to find 
that several cultural Fl-, s in the five plays by Pinter researched in thi% thc,, i% %%crc 
not successfully translated into Swedish. since it is unljkclý that onc per-, ori %%ould 
be familiar with all aspects of Pinter's writing. 
Lepplhalme (1997) has suggested that one of the reasons whN allusions ire not 
understood in translation into Finnish is that the). are not considered to IX: --3 
translation problem by translators. She has pointed out that transi. ator, -, should 
bc 
made aware that allusions can constitute a translation problem and pn)%Idcd 
guidelines and options for their translation. The guidelines and options outlined bý 
I. eppihalmc and the strategies for the translation of metaphons put 
f0m 
4 -ird bý 
Newmark (1995) were successfully applied to a selection of Fl. 's translated from 
English into Swedish in five plays by Pinter. A framework 1'()r difTerent 
modifications of linguistic and cultural FF. s. partlý ha-sed on idea-s outlined b) 
Moon (1998) and Newmark (1995). was presented and knowledge ofthc'se might 
help a translator identifiv Fl-,;. and successfully apply them to translation example,, 
from Pinter's plays. Knowledge of different I-Ts and a franie%, %ork for 
modifications of these F`Fs as well as knowledge of translation guidelines, options 
and strategies often helped provide successful solutions to the translation ofFl-, 
from English into Swedish. As a result. I agree with Leppihalme that translators 
should be made aware that FEs can constitute a translation problem and s-ugge%t 
that they should be made familiar with different ways in which FLs or allusions 
may lx: translated. The importance of carrying out often time-consuming re--A-arch 
in ordcr to idcntif,. and understand Pinter's ITs. must also be cmphasised. 
In the questionnaire carried out for this thesis. 114 of the infOrmant-, failed it, 
identifN 750o of the cultural ITs. The bcst score for Identifying cultur-11 I I-S "a% 
550o. As a result. it lws been concluded that idcntifý-ing and understanding : ultural 
1.1-s in Pinter'% work present translators with a pniblem. Momo%cr. %ifwc nati%e 
%tvakcrs seem to have major difficultics in idcrifit'. Ing t: ultural I-F, % In I)Intcr'% ýIra ý, ý frý; -e; n hA i fb) ', - 4fý rý 
I 
work. it is assumed that non-native speaker will ha%c c%cn greater difficulties 
since research indicates that it is easier to learn a languaýe - gramniar and 
vocabulary - than it is to understand implicit cultural mes,. ages such x, allu-, %C 
references ranging from politics to poetr% in a foreign language. I-herctore. it %%a-*, 
not surprising to find that the informant-s obtained a much higher , core on th,. - 
linguistic I: Es than they did on the cultural FEs. although a fc%% ofthese linguistic 
FEs were not identified or understood bN any informants and ditTerent inforniants 
identified and understood different linguistic FF-,;. It is. ho%%c%-cr. interesting it) 
note that some linguistic FEs were not understood by nati%e sIvak-ers tit' I nglish. 
With these facts in mind. it is not surprising to find that translators. who are non- 
native speakers of English, have had difficulties translating I+s in Pinter's plays, 
in particular cultural ones which are of crucial importance as the'% may constitute 
thematic devices or clues to the understanding of the pla) 
14 , I-, 
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APPENDIX I 
Eklow is a list of the cultural (C-) and linguistic (I. ) and M( )1),, tc,, tcd in thc 
questionnaire (see Appendix 11). 
Cultural FEs: 
All will be well and all manner of things shall tv %%ell. 
Source: Revelationv of Divine Love %%Titicn by onc of the grc. lteNt ngh"11 
mystics of all time. Mother Julian of Norwich (1342-1416). The linc alA) 
appears in Little Gidding hý T. S. Eliot. 
2. So you would say that you were the real thing: refcrencc to the coca-Cola 
slogan "It's the real thing". 
Nevcr knowingly undersold: slogan used by the John I c%%-Is retail store,, 
4. Gemless in Wall Street. To the bank with fuck-all: a modification ofthe 
original line "Eyeless in GazA, to the mill with sla%cs" from Na"mon 
Agonisfe. v by John Milton. 
If you have thighs prc2grc to barc them non - 
MooJificatIon of, the origiruil 
line "if you have tears, prepare to shed them now. " W)rTimed from JuIndA 
Caesar by William Shakespeare. 
Foreign lilerature. Dated reference to adult literature. 
7. Annie Laurie: the title of a Scottish folk song. 
8.1 was the captain of a lugger. The bosun*s name was Ripp!; r. 
Lines borrowed from 'Twav on the GoodShip Venus. a rughý song with 
very offcnsive lyrics. 
Mind you. I preferred a fruiD., white %kine but vou couldn't say that in 
those day . Reference to 
homosexuality. 
10. 'rhe Michelin Guide: a classic Guide to Paris. France. 
11. The Orient Express: a luxury trans-European train. 
Ruritanian fantasy: Ruritania is a fictional kingdom in no% cis b-* Anthon% 
Hope. Ruritania has come to mcan "a place of romance". 
13. You %%-crc indeed his younggst and most fa%-ourcd %on. 
Biblical referencc. 
tic was a mm. tak-c him for all in all, I shall not I(wlk up! M his like Again. 
Linc twiffowcd from Hamlet hý Shakcsfvare. 
I N. 1 lk 
- 
15. The M. C. C. Stands for the Mar) lebonc Cricket ('I ub. 
16. Black and Tan: a Black and -I an was a mcmbcr of the lintish Militia in Ireland. which was sent to Ireland in 19220- 1 to fight 'Sinn I-ein. 
17. The AlbilLensenist hgEM: reference to Albigeruers. hcrctics %%ho li%cd in Southern France in the 13t" century. The Roman Catholic Church %%cnt on 
a crusade against them. 
18. Who watered the wicket in Melbourne" Reference to cricket. 
19. The blessed Oliver Plunkett: an Irish saint and MartýT. 
20. l2rogbeda: Irish town. A reference to a massacre of Irish people in 
Drogheda (in 1649) under the command of Cromwell. 
21. Or p2p goes the weasel: a nursery rhyme. 
22. Roscrea: an ancient monastery site in Ireland. 
23. Tullarnore: monastic centre in Ireland in the Middle Ages. 
24. Fenian men: Irish revolutionaries or warriors. 
25. Honour they father and thy mothe : one of the commandments. 
26. The Rock of Cashel,: a place in Ireland with many religious sites. 
27. Over the rainbow: song sung by Judy Garland in The Wizard of 
Heaven. 
28. Where angels fear to tread. A line borrowed from An Essqv on Criticism 
by Alexander Pope. 
29. Throw on a substitute: a reference to sport. 
30. Von Kleist: Poland was invaded by Germany in 1942. Von Kleist was in 
charge of the operation 
31. When joy overfloweth. there can be no holding of *oy: pseudo-biblical 
fine. 
32. The great Jack Straw: a reference to one of the leaders of the famous 
Peasant's Revolt of 1381. 
hat he s ... all dwse wars Ko ... is neither 
herc nor thcre. It was not 33. W mud 
what hc said but 29ssibly the way hc sat which his remained with me all 
MY-lifc and hm. I arn quitc sure, made me What I wn. 
This line is possibly a pastiche on witticisms made h% Oscar Wildc. 
2S 
34. How beautiful she was. ho" tender and ho%% true. IcII me wth %#. hit %Fx-ed she swung in the air. with %%hat %-clocit% shc cwnc oti"Itic %% ' ,: 
kct, , %hcthc, she was responsive to finger spin. %%hcthcr %ou could bo%%l a 4x-x3tcr %%ith her, or an oflbrcak with a legbreak- action. In other %kords. did , he gctoylc " 
A passage laden with cricket terminolop. 
35. It is not method but madness: A modification of the onginal linc " 11u)ugh 
this be madness, yet there is method in*t- from Ilandet by Shakespearc. 
36-38. You have a long hike. my lad. up which. prcscntlý ýou slog unffiended 
Let me 
_pgrhap§ 
be your boa . (C) I ... IIn other ord,,. nc % er di sdaj na helping hand, especially one with such rare quality. ... II offer rnýsclfto you as a ffiend. Think before you sp5LA. (C) For this pmix)Sition. after 
thought. will I assure you be seen as came blanche. opgn scsam (C) and 
worthy the tender. I ... I. 
36) Let me pgrhaps be your boatni :a classical reference to the Acneid b) 
Greek writer Virgil. In Greek m)-thology. Charon is a IeM-nian who 
transports people's souls to Elysium 
37) Think Wore you speak: a proverb. 
38) OWn sesame: a literary reference which first occurred in the storý of 
"Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves". 
39. And so I say to you, tender the dead as you would yourscif tv tcndcrcd: 
A possible modification of the proverb "Do unto others as ýou %%ould be 
done by". 
40. My sword shall be ready to dissever all manifest embodiments of malign 
forces that conspire to your ruin. I shall rciz [ ... II will accept 
death's 
challenge on your behalf. I shall meet it for your sake. boldly. whether it 
be in the field or in the bedchamber [ ... 
I hN domestic enemý of' foreign 
f(w. I am your Chevalier. I am yours to command. 
The passage comes across as mock parody of the knightly twath. 
Linguistic FEs: 
lt*s imix-mant to kccp your Mkcr 
liow high up? 
Wcll ... for exampic ... ho%% hiah is a Chm4man? 
I ýMmwife 
1) to remain cheerful 
2a) Joke formulae where Hoic Ht is a Chincw name or 2b) Catchphrase meaning that %omcthing cannot be gl%cn a finitc 
measurement. 
Your father %%, as short of a few krugerrands: a modification tit either "orw 
card short of a deck " or "short of a fc%% bob". the first meaning "not 
rational" and the second meaning "broke". 
The life of Rilqy: living an easy. good life. 
5. Common or gmdcn logic: ordinary logic. 
A butcher's hook: Cockncy rhyming slang meaning "a look" 
7. Take the Michael: a modification of "take the mickeý" meaning "to tc&%C" 
or "to make fun of " -somebody. 
8. Pull a fast one: to trick or chcat somcbody. 
Get on some! ndy's wick: to annoy or irritate somebody greath. 
10. Dfive somebody off their conk: drive somebody mad. 
11. In the pudding club: i. e. pregnant 
12. Come on, smile at the bird : Photographer's patter meaning I. Sa, N chccsc". 
13. Get the needle to somebody get angry with somebody. 
14. One night does not make a harem: a modification of the format "one 
swallow does not make a summer". 
15. Carte blanch : "fm-edom to act" 
16. Once YOU'Ye done the East you've done it all: a modification of the format 
"done once, done all". 
17. Gaining a march on the world: meaning "to get ahead". 
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APPENDIX 11 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Read the phrases below. Do not spend tcx) much time thinking. (it, with ýour 
instincts. If you recognise any phrase. please state what Nou think it nicans. lxvý, 
it refer or allude to anything? 1-hat is to say. do you think of anything in parlicular 
when you read a certain phrase" Please explain. it could come from a Kxik. a 
poem or a play etcetera. It could also be an idiom, a set exprcs,, ion or a %logan for 
example. If you know the ofigin of the phrase. please name its -. A)urce (where it 
comes from). or simply indicate that it does "fing a bell- but that )ou do not kno%% 
its source. Has any idiom. reference or quote below been changed" It'Nes. picasc 
indicate when this is the case. and if you know how. explain ho%% . 
MOONLIGHT 
(page) 
(6) All will be well. And all manner of things shall be well. 
(7) - It's important to keep your pecker up. 
-I low high up? 
- Well ... 
for example ... 
how high is a Chinaman? 
(8) - So you would say that you were the real thing. 
- The authentic article. 
- Never knowingly undersold. 
(14) The answer is that your father was short of a few krugerrand-s- 
The silver pail was empt),. 
Nary an emerald. 
Nary a gem. 
Gemless, in Wall Street 
To the bank with fuck-all. 
(18) 1 said to her. If you have thighs prepare to show them no%%-. 
(27) Probably not. Probably thinking of other things. Kissing girls. 
Forcip litcraturc. Snooker. 
-. 18 
(28) ... it"s like farting Annie Laune do%%n a Pxýholc 
(28) 1 was the captain of a lugger. The K)%un's name wa-s Rippcr. 
(28-29) Mind you, I prefemd a fruity winc but ý ou couldn't %aý that in tho%c daý 
(49) From now on it's the Michelin Gulde and the (hient F-. \prc,,, for mc - that 
kind of thing. 
(50) 1 once lived the life of Riley myself. 
(56) ... in the lowest category of Ruritanian 
fanta. %ý 
(58) And common or garden astrological logic. 
(60) - It could be argued so. You were indeed his youngest and most f"ýi% oured 
son. 
- Precisely. And so let me say this. lie was a man. take 
him for all in all. I 
shall not look upon his like again. 
(62) A butcher's hook. 
THE BIRTHDAY PARTY 
(21) take the Michael. 
(2-1) A fast one. Pull a fast one. 
(30) The M. C. C. 
(50) get on somebody's wick 
(50) drive somebody off their conk 
(5 1) That's a Black and Tan fact. 
(53) You lcft hcr in the pudding club. 
1 %29 
(54) What about the Albigensenist heres,. ') 
(54) Who watered the wicket in Melbourne" 
(54) What about the blessed Oli,. er Plunkett? 
(55) What about Drogheda? 
(58) Come on, smile at the birdy. 
(63) Or pop goes the weasel. 
(63) Roscrea 
(63) Tullamore. where are you? 
(63) Glorio, glorio. to the bold Fenian men! 
(80) Honour thy father and thy mother. 
(83) You got the needle to Uncle Natey? 
(84) One night does not make a harem. 
(85) ... the Rock of 
Cashel 
(86) Over the rainbow. 
(86) Where angels fear to tread. 
NO MAN*S LAN 
(7) All we have left is the Fnglish language. Can it be salvaged? That is mý 
question. 
%10 
1 
'14 
I could ad-, -ance, reserve my defence-, thro%% on a substitutc. call uP thc 
cavalry, embody in essence Von Kleist%, retreat frorn the Cauca-"uN (the 
wittiest and most subtle systematic withdra%%al kno%#. -n to man) or thrkl%% 
everything forward out of the kno%kledge that when jo% o%erflo%eth 
there can be no holding of jo). 
(13) The great Jack Straw. 
(16) What he said ... all those years ago --- is neither here nor there. It was not 
what he said but possibly the way he sat which has remained with me all 
my life and has, I am quite sure. made me what I am. 
18) Her buns are the best - Her currant buns. The best. 
(23) How beautiful she was, how tender and how true. Tell me with what speed 
she swung in the air, with what velocity she came off the wicket. whether 
she was responsive to finger spin. whether you could bowl a sh(-x)tcr %%ith 
her. or an oftbreak with a legbreak action. In other words. did she google? 
(27) It is not method but madness. 
(28) You have a long hike, my lad, up which. presently you slog unfiriended. Let 
me perhaps be your boatman. [ ... I In other words, never 
disdain a helping 
hand, especially one with such rare quality. ( ... II offer myself to you as a 
friend. Think before you speak. For this proposition, after thought, will I 
assure you Be seen as carte blanche, open sesame and worthy the tender. 
I.. J. 
1) What a hike. And not only that. I'm defenceless. I don't carry a gun in 
London. But I'm not bothered. Once you've done the East you'%-c done it all. 
(42) Gaining a march on the world. 
(61) The offer of alms. The shark in the 
harbour. 
(88) And so I say to you. tender the dead as you would yourself be tendered. .-- 
331 
(103) My sword shall be readý to disst%er all manifest cmhod, mc-, `- 1)i m, "ip 
forces that conspirt to %our ruin. I shall rcgard I %%ill accept death's 
challenge on your behalf. I shall mect it I- or ýour , akc. boldlý. %%hcthcr it 
be in the field or in the bedchamber bý domc,, tic cncmý of forcign 
foe. I am your Chevalier. I am yours to command. 
I MANYTHANKS. 
